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Summary

Knowledge representation and information handling are key components of intelligent
systems. It is often essential to organise knowledge and information in a way that allows
for efficiently managing, analysing, and processing a potentially large amount of data.
Due to their complexity, information and knowledge resources used by humans, such as
texts, images, and videos, are hardly accessible by automated information processing
systems. Although classical databases can efficiently manage very large datasets, also
their practical suitability is limited since they typically rely on static schemata and are
mainly restricted to homogeneously structured data. In contrast, so-called knowledge
bases allow for flexibly representing and managing data together with the schemata.
For this, typically logic-based representation formalisms are used, which have also the
benefit that they can be processed with automated reasoning systems such that implicit
consequences in the represented knowledge can be derived, i.e., can be made explicit.

Particularly suitable for knowledge representation are Description Logics, which also
constitute the basis of the standardised Web Ontology Language (OWL) and are a family
of decidable fragments of First-Order Logics. More expressive Description Logics provide
additional modelling constructs such that the constraints of an application domain can
be represented in more detail. Although such an additional expressiveness is often
useful in practice, it also requires sophisticated reasoning algorithms which are typically
based on tableau calculi—procedures that systematically try to build counter examples
in order to refute statements w.r.t. the knowledge base. The expressive Description
Logic SROIQ is of particular interest since it constitutes the logical underpinning of
the second and current iteration of OWL. As a consequence, the language features of
SROIQ are often used in so-called ontologies in various application domains such as
life sciences, medical informatics, and even in the areas of the Semantic Web.

Although already a large range of optimisations has been developed for tableau-based
reasoning systems, the performance for many existing real-world ontologies is still in-
sufficient. On the one hand, this is due to the fact that the sizes of knowledge bases
have significantly increased lately and, on the other hand, this is caused by the more
intensive use of expressive language features, which are now better supported and easier
to use due the new OWL 2 standard. Also the availability of real-world ontologies has
increased notably, whereby it is now easier to analyse which problems occur in practice
and for which modelling constructs further optimisations are required.

In this thesis, we present a range of new optimisation techniques for tableau-based rea-
soning systems, which improve the reasoning performance especially for more expressive
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Description Logics. First, we propose a new approach for the rewriting (also called ab-
sorption) of axioms in the knowledge base, which better reduces the non-deterministic
processing within the reasoning system also for more expressive Description Logics. The
new technique utilises that parts of more expressive modelling constructors can be used
as indication of which axioms have to be considered and processed in more detail while
(counter) examples are constructed. We further extend the absorption technique such
that so-called nominal schemas can efficiently be handled. Nominal schemas have only
recently been introduced and allow for seamlessly integrating rule-based knowledge into
ontologies, which is useful since Description Logics are principally restricted to the rep-
resentation of more or less tree-shaped structures. However, it was not clear so far, how
practical algorithms for handling nominal schemas in combination with more expressive
Description Logics can be realised.

In addition, we developed a coupling of tableau algorithms with saturation procedures,
where the latter are often used to achieve well-performing reasoning systems for less
expressive Description Logics. By integrating them with the coupling technique, we can
derive many consequences very efficiently and, consequently, the work of the tableau
algorithm can significantly be relieved such that even a pay-as-you-go behaviour can
be achieved, i.e., the reasoner can dynamically process all those parts of the knowledge
base very efficiently that are not directly influenced by expressive modelling construc-
tors. Moreover, since many real-world ontologies use more expressive language features
indeed in a way such that they can mostly be handled by the saturation (with an ap-
propriate absorption), this coupling technique often leads to significant performance
improvements.

Furthermore, we developed different caching and parallelisation techniques, which pri-
marily address reasoning for knowledge bases with many facts. In particular, we propose
a technique that caches complex consequences that have been derived for facts in the
knowledge base such that the construction of subsequent counter examples is simplified.

We integrated the developed optimisation techniques into a new, freely available reason-
ing system called Konclude and the evaluation with several thousand ontologies shows
that these optimisations lead to new performance standards. These results have also
been confirmed by international competitions, where Konclude was able to win several
awards.



Zusammenfassung

Wissensrepräsentation und Wissensmanagement sind elementare Bestandteile von intel-
ligenten Systemen. Informationen müssen in einer Struktur organisiert werden, die eine
effiziente Behandlung, Verwaltung und Analyse selbst für große Datenmengen ermöglicht.
Von Menschen verwendete Informationsressourcen, wie beispielsweise Texte, Videos und
Bilder, sind für die maschinelle Verarbeitung jedoch schwer zugänglich. Auch klassische
Datenbanken eignen sich nur in sehr begrenztem Umfang, da diese primär für homogen
strukturierte Daten mit einem weitgehend statischen Schema ausgelegt sind. Im Ver-
gleich dazu können in sogenannten Wissensbasen Daten und Schema flexibel zusammen
repräsentiert und behandelt werden. Dazu eingesetzte Wissensrepräsentationssprachen
sind häufig logikbasiert und ermöglichen eine maschinelle Verarbeitung durch Schlussfol-
gerungssysteme, um beispielsweise implizite Zusammenhänge im explizit repräsentierten
Wissen zu ermitteln.

Besonders für die Wissensrepräsentation geeignet sind unter anderem Beschreibungs-
logiken, welche auch die Grundlage der standardisierten Web Ontology Langague (OWL)
bilden und eine Familie von entscheidbaren Fragmenten der Prädikatenlogik darstellen.
Ausdrucksstärkere Beschreibungslogiken erlauben mehr Modellierungskonstrukte, be-
nötigen aber aufwendigere Schlussfolgerungsprozeduren, welche dann üblicherweise auf
Tableau-Verfahren basieren, bei denen systematisch versucht wird, Gegenbeispiele zur
Wiederlegung von Aussagen zu bauen. Von besonderem Interesse ist die ausdrucksstar-
ke Beschreibungslogik SROIQ, da auf dieser die aktuelle, zweite Version von OWL
basiert und deren Sprachelemente daher zahlreich in sogenannten Ontologien in vielen
Anwendungsgebieten, wie den Life Sciences, der Medizin oder auch dem Semantic Web,
eingesetzt werden.

Obwohl bereits eine Vielzahl von Optimierungen für tableaubasierte Schlussfolerungs-
systeme vorgestellt wurden, ist die Performanz für viele aktuelle beschreibungslogische
Wissenbasen bzw. Ontologien häufig unzureichend. Das liegt unter anderem an den stark
gewachsenen Ontologien, allerdings auch daran, dass der intensivere Einsatz von aus-
drucksstärkeren Sprachelementen, begünstigt durch den neuen OWL 2 Standard, das
Schlussfolgern deutlich schwieriger macht. Des Weiteren ist die Anzahl von OWL Onto-
logien inzwischen beachtlich gestiegen, wodurch klarer wird, mit welchen Problemen in
der Praxis momentan noch tatsächlich zu kämpfen ist.

In dieser Arbeit wird eine Reihe von neuen Optimierungstechniken für tableaubasierten
Schlussfolgerungssysteme vorgestellt, welche insbesondere die Schlussfolgerungsperfor-
manz für ausdrucksstarke Beschreibungslogiken deutlich verbessern. Zunächst wird ein
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neuer Ansatz zur Umschreibung (bzw. Absorbierung) der Aussagen einer Wissensbasis
präsentiert, womit eine nichtdeterministische Verarbeitung im Schlussfolgerungssystem
insbesondere auch für ausdrucksstärkere Beschreibungslogiken besser vermieden werden
kann. Die neue Technik nutzt dabei aus, dass auch Teile von ausdrucksstärkeren Spra-
chelementen als Indizien verwendet werden können, um zu entscheiden, wann welche
Aussagen der Wissensbasis während der Konstruktion von Gegenbeispielen genauer be-
trachtet bzw. verarbeitet werden müssen. Dieser Ansatz konnte dann zur effizienten Be-
handlung von sogenannten Nominal Schemas weiterentwickelt werden, welche zwar eine
elegante und umfassende Integration von regelbasiertem Wissen in beschreibungslogische
Wissensbasen ermöglichen, aber für welche bisher keine praxistauglichen Algorithmen
im Zusammenhang mit ausdrucksstarken Beschreibungslogiken bekannt waren.

Des Weiteren wurde eine Koppelung des Tableau-Algorithmus mit Saturierungsver-
fahren entwickelt, welche ansonsten hauptsächlich zur Realisierung von performanten
Schlussfolgerungssystemen für ausdrucksschwächere Beschreibungslogiken eingesetzt wer-
den. Mittels dieser Koppelung wird eine effiziente Ableitung von vielen Konsequen-
zen ermöglicht, womit der Tableau-Algorithmus entlastet und eine pay-as-you-go Ver-
arbeitung erreicht werden kann, d.h. das Schlussfolgerungssystem kann dynamisch all
diejenigen Teile einer Wissensbasis effizient bearbeiten, welche nicht direkt von aus-
drucksstärkeren Modellierungskonstrukten beeinflusst werden. Da eine Vielzahl von rea-
len Ontologien ausdrucksstärkere Sprachelmente in einer Weise einsetzen, in welcher sie
(bei entsprechender Absorbierung) überwiegend von der Saturierung behandelt werden
können, führt das häufig zu deutlichen Performanzverbesserungen.

Darüber hinaus wurden verschiedene Caching- und Parallelisierungstechniken entwickelt,
welche hauptsächlich das Schlussfolgern für Wissensbasen mit vielen Daten adressie-
ren. Insbesondere beschäftigt sich diese Arbeit mit dem Cachen bzw. Zwischenspeichern
von komplexen Konsequenzen, welche zu den Fakten der Wissensbasis vom Tableau-
Algorithmus abgeleitet werden, wodurch dann die Konstruktion von nachfolgenden Ge-
genbeispielen vereinfacht werden kann.

Durch die Integration der entwickelten Optimierungen in ein neues, frei verfügbares
Schlussfolgerungssystem namens Konclude und durch umfassende Evaluierungen über
tausende Ontologien konnte gezeigt werden, dass sich mit diesen Optimierungen neue
Performanzmaßstäbe setzen lassen. Diese Ergebnisse wurden auch durch internationale
Wettbewerbe bestätigt, bei denen Konclude zahlreiche Preise gewinnen konnte.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Logic-based knowledge representation formalisms, such as Description Logics (DLs), are
gaining more and more popularity for realising the knowledge and information handling
of intelligent systems in various disciplines. In particular, Description Logics often con-
stitute the logical basis of so-called ontology languages, e.g., the Web Ontology Language
(OWL), which are widely used in several application areas, such as life sciences, medical
informatics, the Semantic Web, etc., to model and to represent the relevant constraints
and facts about the application domain. A particular strength of such approaches is that
automated reasoning techniques can be used to derive logically implied consequences of
the explicitly represented knowledge. As a result, we can, for example, check whether
the represented knowledge is inconsistent, e.g., due to modelling errors, and we can aid
the user or the application by providing newly discovered information from the repre-
sented data. Clearly, an expressive representation formalism (e.g., the Description Logic
SROIQ) typically requires more sophisticated and potentially less efficient reasoning
techniques (e.g., tableau calculi) in comparison with simpler representation approaches,
but they can still be very useful in practice since they provide additional modelling con-
structors such that the constraints of the application domain can be represented in more
detail. Although already many optimisations have been proposed and highly optimised
systems have been developed, there are still several cases where the performance of these
automated reasoning systems is insufficient in practice.

The aim of this thesis is, therefore, to devise and to investigate new optimisations tech-
niques for tableau-based reasoning systems which are capable of dealing with expressive
Description Logics such that their practical suitability can be improved further. In
this chapter, we give a brief, informal introduction into the problem setting, i.e., we
describe the knowledge representation capabilities of (expressive) Description Logics,
briefly sketch some application scenarios, and consider the tasks of reasoning systems
and the used reasoning techniques. Based on this, we specify the aims and objectives
of the thesis more precisely and, subsequently, we conclude this chapter by giving an
overview of the structure of the remaining thesis.

Note that we only introduce and discuss those aspects of DLs in more detail, which are
relevant for this thesis. Further examples, more application scenarios, historical back-
ground information, and much more related to DLs (as well as more gentle introductions)
can be found in the corresponding DL literature (see, e.g., [12, 95, 104]).

1
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1.1 Knowledge Representation with Description Logics

Description Logics are a family of logic-based knowledge representation formalisms that
aim at providing a good compromise between several practicability aspects such as
readability, expressiveness, and (reasoning) efficiency. The syntax and the semantics of
DLs are well-defined and they usually provide modelling instruments that are roughly
based on typical natural language constructs. In particular, the basic building blocks of
DLs are individuals (also called objects), concepts (also known as classes in the context
of OWL), which represent sets of individuals, and roles (called properties in the context
of OWL), which relate individuals with each other. For example, the concept Human can
be used for representing the set of all human beings and the role hasChild for representing
whether one individual (e.g., robert) is a child of another individual (e.g., david). With
(concept) constructors, such as negation (¬), conjunction (u), and disjunction (t), we
can then also build compounded concept expressions (typically called complex concepts),
e.g., the concept expression

Human uMale u ∃hasChild.Human

refers, in principle, to the set of all human fathers, where the conjunction allows for
building the intersection of human beings, male beings, and all individuals for which
a child exists (which is also a human being). The latter is expressed with a so-called
existential restriction (e.g., ∃hasChild.Human), which refers to those individuals that are
related via the given role (e.g., hasChild) with an instance of the existentially restricted
concept (e.g., Human).

Clearly, the names of such entities (i.e., concepts, roles, and individuals) already carry
a certain meaning for us, but for machines, these names are not more than arbitrary
sequences of characters. In order to also make these entities (more) meaningful for
computer systems, we have to represent the corresponding background knowledge, i.e.,
we have to encode the relationships between these entities. This is realised with so-
called knowledge bases (also called ontologies), where axioms can be specified to impose
appropriate restrictions for the used entities. Typically, we distinguish, for such knowl-
edge bases, terminological knowledge (also known as TBox) and assertional knowledge
(typically called ABox).

The TBox usually describes the vocabulary and the background knowledge of the appli-
cation domain in form of general concept inclusion (v) and/or concept equivalence (≡)
axioms. For example, with the concept equivalence axiom

Father ≡ Human uMale u ∃hasChild.Human

we can specify (the relationships of) a Father by using the concept expression introduced
above (i.e., that we use the concept Father equivalently to the above concept expression
for a man with a child). In contrast, we express with (general) concept inclusions that
a concept is a specialisation of another concept, e.g.,

Student v Person, Person v Man tWoman, or Man v Human uMale.

These axioms enforce, among others, that every instance of the concept Man is also an
instance of Human, i.e., Man is a (specialisation of) Human, for which we also say that
the concept Man is subsumed by Human. Since TBoxes induce such concept hierarchies,
they are often also called terminologies.
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Contrarily to the TBox, we encode the assertional knowledge, i.e., facts about con-
crete individuals, in the ABox. For example, with a concept assertion of the form
Father(david), we can state that the individual david is an instance of the concept Father
and, with a role assertion of the form hasChild(david, robert), we state that the given
individuals are related by the given role, i.e., robert is a child of david. For some more
expressive DLs, we further have an RBox, where we can specify restrictions about roles,
e.g., with role inclusion axioms of the form hasChild v hasDescendant, we can specify
that a role (e.g., hasChild) is a specialisation (also called sub-role) of another role (e.g.,
hasDescendant).

As of now, a variety of DL languages have been proposed, which primarily differ in the
allowed types of axiom as well as the allowed concept (and role) constructors. In other
words, the DL language of a knowledge base is characterised by the used constructs.
The main purpose of the different DLs is that they have different computational prop-
erties w.r.t. certain reasoning aspects, i.e., some consequences can be computed more
efficiently for certain DLs. For example, there exists a range of lightwight, inexpres-
sive DLs, such as EL [4] or DL-Lite [26], which basically only provide a few concept
constructors, but for which, for example, the induced concept hierarchy of a knowledge
base can be computed in polynomial time w.r.t. the size of the knowledge base, even
in the worst case. Such DLs are typically called tractable and they enable efficient im-
plementations also for very large knowledge bases. Then, there exist semi-expressive
DLs, such as ALC [157], which allow for encoding disjunctive information as in the
axiom Person v Man tWoman, where we state that every Person must be an instance
of Man or Woman. Consequently, it can be necessary to do case-by-case analyses for
reasoning, which typically results in a worse worst-case complexity, i.e., implementations
could be less efficient for some inputs. Finally, there exist expressive DLs, e.g., the very
expressive DL SROIQ [79], which provide a large range of language features to model
the constraints of the application domain, but typically have even worse computational
properties. Although the reasoning performance of such expressive DLs can be (much)
worse, the additional expressiveness can be useful (or even be required) in practice to
represent the constraints of the application domain accurately enough. Nevertheless,
DLs are usually designed such that the relevant reasoning tasks can be computed with
a finite amount of time and memory resources (i.e., their reasoning tasks are decidable).

The DL SROIQ is the logical underpinning of the current version of the well-known
Web Ontology Language standardised by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and,
hence, SROIQ is of particular interest since its language features are often used in real-
world (OWL) ontologies. Since we primarily also focus on (reasoning with) SROIQ in
this thesis, we briefly discuss the main features of SROIQ in the following.

Besides the above mentioned concept constructors (i.e., negation, conjunction, disjunc-
tion, and existential restrictions), we further have universal restrictions which allow for
restricting the types of the fillers w.r.t. a role, i.e., the successors of a given relation. For
example, we can describe a man without a daughter with the axiom

ManWithoutDaughter ≡ Man u ∀hasChild.Man,

where the universal restriction ∀hasChild.Man restricts the fillers of hasChild, i.e., the
children, to be instances of Man. In addition, SROIQ provides so-called nominals
which allow for explicitly enumerating all instances of a concept. In particular, we can
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define a concept that represents robert’s parents with the axiom

RobertsParents ≡ {margaret} t {david},

where {margaret} and {david} are the nominals that restricts the (possible) instances of
RobertsParents to margaret and david. Moreover, we have inverse roles, which allow for
explicitly referring the inverses of roles, e.g., with the (role equivalence) axiom

hasParent ≡ hasChild−,

we can specify that hasParent is equivalent to the inverse relation of hasChild, where we
call hasChild− an inverse role. Furthermore, we have (qualified) cardinally restrictions to
restrict the number of fillers w.r.t. a certain role. For instance, we can restrict a “typical
father” to have at least one but at most four children by the axiom

TypicalFather v>1 hasChild.Personu 64 hasChild.Person,

where >1 hasChild.Person and 64 hasChild.Person are called at-least and at-most cardi-
nality restrictions, respectively.

For more expressive DLs and, in particular SROIQ, we also have several possibilities
to specify certain characteristics of roles (e.g., transitivity, symmetry, asymmetry, re-
flexivity, irreflexivity). For example, we can declare the role hasDescendant as transitive
(e.g., with an axiom of the form Trans(hasDescendant)) such that robert is interpreted as
descendant of william if we also have the assertion hasChild(william, david) (in addition
to above mentioned axioms hasChild(david, robert) and hasChild v hasDescendant) in a
knowledge base. Finally, we can use compositions of roles in (the left-hand side of)
complex role inclusion axioms, e.g., the axiom

hasParent ◦ hasBrother v hasUncle,

describes that the brother of a parent has also to be considered as an uncle.

1.2 Semantics of Description Logics

The formally well-defined semantics of DLs exactly specify the meaning of constructors
as well as other language features and, hence, also indirectly which consequences can
follow from a knowledge base. As a result, it is guaranteed that knowledge bases can
uniformly be used and interpreted across different applications, which allows for sharing
information and is a fundamental basis for a standard, such as OWL. Although the
semantics of DLs are in principle quite intuitive, there are some specifics that are worth
pointing out and which may differ to other (data) representation approaches (such as
classical databases).

On the one hand, DLs are based on the so-called open world assumption (OWA), i.e.,
it is assumed that the given information might be incomplete for determining which
consequences follow from the knowledge base. For example, from the ABox assertions
hasChild(david, robert), Man(david), and Man(robert), we do not infer that david is an
instance of ManWithoutDaughter, even if we also have the axiom ManWithoutDaughter ≡
Man u ∀hasChild.Man in the knowledge base, because our information related to david
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could be incomplete, e.g., david could have more children and even some daughters about
which we do not (yet) know anything.1

On the other hand, we do usually not assume the unique name assumption (UNA) for
DLs, i.e., we do not automatically consider individuals as different just because they have
different names. Hence, from the axioms hasChild(david, robert), hasChild(david, richard),
Person(robert), and Person(richard), we do not conclude that david is an instance of the
concept ParentWithSeveralChildren, even if we additionally have an axiom of the form
ParentWithSeveralChildren ≡ >2 hasChild.Person in the knowledge base, since we do not
know whether robert and richard could represent the same person.2

Semantics with such properties are typically based on interpretations, where we con-
sider whether consequences hold in all “possible worlds/interpretations” that obey the
restrictions of the knowledge base. As mentioned, the entity names of a knowledge base
are only sequences of characters for a computer system, i.e., it does not know that david
is indeed a person. Hence, the system has to consider all different interpretations of
such entities, i.e., we work with possible worlds in which the entities of the knowledge
base can relate to different objects/elements in these worlds. Clearly, we are only in-
terested in those interpretations, i.e., possible world states, that satisfy the restrictions
of the knowledge base, i.e., the ones that are compatible with the stated axioms. Such
interpretations are usually called models of the knowledge base and they are systemat-
ically considered by automated reasoning systems to identify those logical statements
as consequences of the knowledge base that are true in all of such models. Clearly, if a
knowledge base is more restrictive (e.g., contains more axioms), then it has less models
since more restrictions are imposed on the possible worlds. If a knowledge base does
not have any model, i.e., there cannot exist a “world” that satisfies all restrictions, then
we call the knowledge base inconsistent. This is obviously not desired since, then, in
principle, all statements automatically follow from the represented knowledge, which
makes the knowledge base more or less useless. Nevertheless, DLs are monotonic, i.e.,
all consequences that follow from a knowledge base also hold if additional axioms are
added. Hence, the addition of restrictions to a knowledge base and/or a more accurate
modelling of the application domain results in the fact that more consequences can be
derived. This can also seen as an indication that more expressive DLs can be very useful
in practice.

It is also worth pointing out that all DLs have, more or less, the tree-model property,
i.e., it is sufficient to consider tree-shaped models to decide whether statements follow
from the knowledge base. This is important for reasoning since it often allows for more
efficient reasoning procedures and specific optimisations.

1.3 Applications of Description Logics

DLs have a relatively strong focus on modelling and capturing terminological knowledge,
which is also reflected by many DL-based applications. In particular, OWL ontologies
(for which DLs are the logical underpinning) are often used in life sciences and medical

1The closed world assumption (CWA), for which it is assumed that certain information is complete,
can be simulated with more expressive DLs by using nominals, e.g., the assertion ∀hasChild.({robert} t
{richard})(david) states that only robert and richard can be children of david.

2Also the UNA can be “simulated” by stating that individuals are pairwise disjoint, e.g., with asser-
tions of the form robert 6≈ richard.
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informatics to create and maintain taxonomies of technical terms. Due to the large
amount of terms and their (technical) complexity, it is often difficult to determine the
correct position in the taxonomy for a certain term. By using logic-based representation
formalisms, we can simply describe the relationships to other terms and use automated
reasoning to “compute” the taxonomy. A very well-known example, for which this is
utilised, is the SNOMED CT ontology [171, 193], which specifies over 300, 000 clinical
terms and is widely used for electronic health record systems. Other well-known ontolo-
gies in the area of (bio)medical informatics and life sciences are GALEN,3 an ontology
that aims at supporting the management of clinical information, the National Cancer
Institute (NCI) Thesaurus [66], which provides a range of definitions, synonyms, and
other information of different cancers and related diseases, and the Open Biomedical
Ontologies (OBO) [167], such as the Gene Ontology (GO) [41], which encode controlled
vocabularies across different biological and medical domains, such as genes and gene
product attributes.

OWL ontologies and, hence, DLs also serve as the basis of the Semantic Web, which
aims at making the information that is available on the World Wide Web processable by
machines. For this, information resources on the web are annotated with terms defined
in ontologies such that they can be interpreted with a corresponding meaning. Other
applications of DLs are, for example, agriculture [168], decision making support [1],
defence [105], information integration [50, 106], geography [53], geology [147], and event
filtering [55].

1.4 Reasoning Services, Systems, and Techniques

As mentioned, a major benefit of representing knowledge with logic-based formalisms
is that automated reasoning techniques can be used to derive logical consequences of
the explicitly stated information. These conclusions help, for example, in finding mod-
elling errors (e.g., an inconsistent knowledge base), or in discovering new information
from the stated data. Furthermore, we can use automated reasoning to check whether
(logical) statements or assumptions w.r.t. the represented information hold or have to
be discarded since counter examples can be found or can be constructed. (Automated)
reasoning is typically performed with reasoning systems (often also called reasoners),
which implement appropriate reasoning procedures and provide certain (reasoning) ser-
vices to the user or application. Typical reasoning services (or reasoning tasks from the
perspective of the reasoner) are, for example, as follows:

• (In)Consistency Checking: The reasoner checks whether the axioms of the knowl-
edge base are so restrictive that there cannot exist a possible world that satisfies
these restrictions, i.e., we check whether the knowledge base has a model.

• (Un)Satisfiability Checking: Given a concept (or a role), the reasoner computes
whether it is contradictory with the restrictions of the knowledge base or whether
an individual (pair of individuals) that instantiates it can exist in at least one
model, i.e., in at least one possible world.

• Instance Checking: The reasoner determines whether an individual (pair of indi-
vidual) is an instance of a certain concept (role).

3http://www.opengalen.org

http://www.opengalen.org
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• Classification: The task of computing the induced concept (or role) hierarchy of
the knowledge base.

Note that the output of the classification task is an entire (subsumption) hierarchy, i.e.,
the reasoning system outputs which concepts are (directly) subsumed by which other
concepts w.r.t. the given knowledge base. This is in contrast to the other mentioned rea-
soning tasks where the reasoner only has to return true or false and, therefore, reasoning
tasks such as classification are often also called higher level reasoning tasks.

Reasoning systems for more expressive DLs, such as SROIQ, typically implement vari-
ants of tableau procedures for the computation of these reasoning tasks. Roughly
speaking, a tableau algorithm is a refutation-based model construction calculus, i.e.,
it refutes a statement w.r.t. a knowledge base by systematically trying to build an (ab-
straction) of a counter model for an extension of the knowledge base where the negation
of the statement is added. For this, the tableau algorithm expands a partial (counter)
model stepwise by exhaustively applying a set of (expansion) rules, whereby complex
concepts get decomposed (and/or axioms in the knowledge base get unfolded). If the
tableau algorithm discovers a contradiction, then it backtracks and tries to apply some
of the (non-deterministic) expansion rules in a different way. If it is possible to build a
contradiction-free model abstraction for which no rule can further be applied, then the
tableau algorithm has shown that the input knowledge base is consistent and, hence,
we have shown that a counter model/example of the (tested) statement exists. For
tableau-based reasoning systems, it is common practice to reduce all reasoning tasks,
inclusively higher level reasoning tasks such as classification, to (possibly a magnitude
of) consistency checks of such (extended) knowledge bases.

1.5 Aims and Objectives

Tableau algorithms are dominantly used for reasoning with expressive DLs, such as
SROIQ, since they are easily extensible and adaptable to the corresponding language
features. However, naive implementations often perform poorly in practice since the
constructed model abstractions can become very large and the non-deterministic deci-
sions can span an enormous search space. The development of appropriate optimisation
techniques for tableau-based reasoning systems is, therefore, a long standing research
area in DLs (see, e.g., [12, 69, 70, 187]). Although already plenty of optimisations have
been proposed (e.g., different absorption [81, 165, 183], backjumping [12, 173, 187], and
caching techniques [32, 33, 47, 54, 173]) and are used by several developed state-of-
the-art reasoners (e.g., FaCT++ [185], HermiT [47], Pellet [166]), there are still many
real-world ontologies where the reasoning performance is a noticeable issue for the user.
For example, SCT-SEP4 extends the well-known SNOMED CT ontology with an en-
coding of an anatomical model, but the fastest, fully-fledged state-of-the-art reasoner
for this ontology (i.e., the reasoner FaCT++) still requires more than half an hour for
its classification.5 Even worse, the full GALEN ontology cannot be handled by any
fully-fledged state-of-the-art reasoner within a reasonably amount of time. Although for
some of such ontologies specialised reasoning techniques with much better performance

4Available at http://condor-reasoner.googlecode.com/.
5FaCT++ v1.6.3 requires 2, 243 s for the classification of SCT-SEP on an Intel Core i7 940 quad core

processor running at 2.93 GHz.

http://condor-reasoner.googlecode.com/
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have been developed (e.g., [88, 163]), they are only applicable for fragments of SROIQ
and for which the ontologies obey specific restrictions. This is, however, not the case for
many real-world ontologies since the language features beyond these fragments are often
used or even required to get a more accurate representations of the constraints of the
application domain. Hence, users want to (or even have to) use fully-fledged, tableau-
based SROIQ reasoners. Moreover, due to the vastly growing amount of information
that has to be represented and processed, also the size of ontologies has significantly
increased and is further increasing. As a consequence, there is an obvious need for more
efficient reasoning systems.

The aim of this thesis is, therefore, to develop new optimisation techniques for tableau-
based reasoning systems such that the practicability of very expressive DLs can be
increased. For this, we primarily focus on the DL SROIQ (as well as practically rele-
vant extensions thereof) and we are particularly interested in improving the reasoning
performance w.r.t. standard reasoning tasks for existing real-world ontologies.

1.6 Structure of the Thesis

In the following, we outline the structure of the thesis. Note that most chapters are
based on publications in workshops, conferences, and journals, to which we refer in the
corresponding chapter description.

Chapter 2 This chapter introduces the preliminaries that are important for the under-
standing of the developed optimisations. More precisely, we formally introduce the
syntax and the semantics of the Description Logic SROIQ, we specify reasoning
tasks and inference problems, and we describe relevant reasoning techniques with
particular focus on tableau procedures.

Chapter 3 The most important state-of-the-art optimisations and reasoning systems
are briefly described in this chapter. Due to the large amount of existing opti-
misations, we focus on those that are well-established in the sense that they are
integrated in several state-of-the-art reasoners and/or are most relevant for the
presentation of the newly developed optimisations in this thesis.

Chapter 4 This chapter introduces a new absorption algorithm, which is designed to
further reduce non-determinism in the tableau algorithm even for very expressive
DLs by appropriately rewriting axioms in the knowledge base. The absorption
algorithm and some of its extensions have been published in [177, 178].

Chapter 5 In this chapter, we extend the absorption technique presented in Chapter 4
to nominal schemas, which generalise arbitrary DL-safe rules, and, hence, allows
for efficiently handling rule-based knowledge directly integrated into DL knowledge
bases. The presentation of the main technique is based on published content in
[174, 175], whereas a journal article further describes the additional optimisations
and extensions [178].

Chapter 6 This chapter introduces a new coupling technique between tableau algo-
rithms and completion-based saturation procedures, where the latter are efficient
bottom-up reasoning techniques that are dominantly used for less expressive DLs.
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We show that this coupling technique significantly improves the reasoning perfor-
mance for many real-world ontologies and enables a pay-as-you-go behaviour, i.e.,
those parts of a knowledge base can very efficiently be processed that are not di-
rectly influenced by more expressive language features. The presentation of the
main techniques is based on the description published in [176]; more details includ-
ing additional optimisations are published in a journal [172].

Chapter 7 We present a new variant of the completion graph caching technique within
this chapter, which allows for reusing ABox related data structures generated by
the tableau algorithm in subsequent (consistency) tests. We also show how this
technique can be used for incremental reasoning w.r.t. ABox changes, i.e., if facts
of the ABox get modified, then we can use the technique to identify which parts
have to be recomputed (instead of recomputing everything from scratch). Parts of
this chapter have been published in [180].

Chapter 8 In order to evaluate the proposed optimisation techniques with real-world
ontologies, we implemented the new reasoning system Konclude, which severed as
basis for the integration of these optimisations. In this chapter, we describe Kon-
clude’s system architecture, its processing workflow, and we sketch other relevant
aspects and features of Konclude. In particular, we describe parallelisation tech-
niques used by Konclude, further optimisations, and some technical details that
are relevant for achieving a well-performing system. This chapter also presents
the results of a comprehensive overall evaluation including comparisons with other
state-of-the-art reasoning systems. The content of this chapter is, to some extent,
based on Konclude’s system description published in a journal [179].

Chapter 9 In this final chapter, we conclude the thesis by summarising the presented
optimisations as well as achieved results and by discussing interesting directions for
future work.

Note that Chapter 5 depends, at least to some extent, on Chapter 4. The presentations
of the other optimisations in the remaining chapters are mostly kept independently
(although it is clearly necessary to consider potential interactions between different op-
timisations for their integration into a reasoning system).

Also note that technical details of (correctness) proofs are postponed to Appendix A
since they are subsidiary for the understanding of the presented optimisation techniques.
In addition, Appendix B gives some insights into the test corpus on which many of our
evaluations are based and Appendix C gives an overview over the developed testing
framework for performing the evaluations.





Chapter 2

Description Logic and Reasoning
Preliminaries

As mentioned in the introductory chapter, Description Logics (DLs) are a family of
logic-based knowledge representation formalisms, which vary in their expressiveness by
providing a range of different language features and modelling constructs. The aim of
this chapter is it to give an overview over the structure and expressiveness of Description
Logics in general and to formally introduce the DL SROIQ in more detail since we
primarily focus on this very expressive DL in the following. In particular, we introduce
the syntax and semantics of SROIQ, which is essential for describing (new) optimisation
techniques in more detail and for proving their correctness. We further clarify the
relationship to the Web Ontology Language (OWL), define relevant reasoning tasks,
and discuss different reasoning techniques used in systems that are capable of handling
knowledge bases formalised with such Description Logics.

2.1 Description Logics

The basic elements of DLs are individuals, concepts, and roles, where concepts are used
to refer to sets of individuals and roles allow for describing (binary) relationships be-
tween individuals. In the following, we typically use a, b, c, and d for individual names,
A and B for concept names, and r, s, and t to refer to roles. DL languages with different
expressiveness are then obtained by allowing different sets of concept (and role) con-
structors, which can be used to formulate complex concept (role) expressions, and/or
by allowing different axiom types to express the restrictions of knowledge bases. In the
following, we use C and D to refer to possibly complex concepts, i.e., concept expressions
that are formulated by using such concept constructors.

A common basis of many DLs is the so-called Attributive Language with Complement
(ALC) [157], which provides the typical Boolean constructors for concept expressions,
namely negation (¬C), conjunction (CuD), and disjunction (CtD), as well as existential
(∃r.C) and universal restrictions (∀r.C). Besides ordinary concept names, also the most
general concept (>) and the most specific concept (⊥) can be used to build complex
concept expressions. For the representation of terminological knowledge (i.e., the TBox),
ALC allows for general concept inclusions (GCIs) of the form C v D and concept

11
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equivalence axioms of the form C ≡ D, where for the latter it is often assumed that
they are rewritten into C v D and D v C. The assertional knowledge (i.e., the ABox)
for ALC can be expressed with concept (C(a)) and role assertions (r(a, b)).

Based on the DL ALC, we obtain the names for a range of other DLs by concatenating
the identifies for the used constructors and axiom types (see Figure 2.1 for an overview
over the DL nomenclature). Note that some identifiers subsume others and, in such
cases, we only use the more general identifier to name the DL language. For example,
the DL that extends ALC by axioms that allow for defining roles as transitive (e.g., with
role characteristic axioms of the form Trans(r)) is called S. To refer to the DL, where
we additionally allow for role inclusion axioms of the form r v s, we simply append
the identifier H. For more expressive DLs, such as SROIQ [79], we further have the
identifier R that stands for a range of additionally allowed role constructors, e.g., role
compositions in complex role inclusion axioms (s1 ◦ s2 v r), and axioms that specify
certain role characteristics, e.g., asymmetry (Asym(r)), reflexivity (Refl(r)), symmetry
(Symm(r)), etc., whereas O stands for the nominal concept constructor ({a}), I for the
allowed usage of inverse roles (r−), and Q for qualified at-most (6mr.C) and at-least
cardinality restriction (> mr.C). However, in order to ensure decidability for many
standard reasoning tasks of more expressive DLs such as SROIQ, the usage of role
compositions and/or roles that depend on role compositions has to be restricted (see
Section 2.1.1 for more details). For more expressive DLs, usually also several additional
ABox assertion axioms are considered, e.g., equality (a ≈ b), inequality (a 6≈ b), and
negated role assertions (¬r(a, b)).

Since we potentially have many axioms that specify restrictions w.r.t. roles for more
expressive DLs, we typically encapsulate them in a so-called RBox. Please note, how-
ever, that the separation into TBox, RBox, and ABox axioms is more or less only for
illustration purposes and not very strict. In particular, with more expressive language
features such as nominals, we can, for example, express assertional knowledge also as
TBox axioms.

Clearly, already the DL ALC is non-deterministic, i.e., it could be necessary to do case-
by-case analyses for reasoning. Therefore, more expressive DLs typically have a worst-
case complexity w.r.t. the reasoning time that is at least exponential in the size of the
input. To ensure practicability and to simplify the implementations of reasoning systems,
often also simpler language fragments with very specific computational properties are
considered, e.g., Horn fragments of presented DL languages, i.e., syntactical restrictions
for which disjunctive information cannot be represented, and/or extensions of the DL
EL, where EL classically stands for the fragment of the DL Horn-ALC that only allows
the concept constructors >,u, and ∃r.C [4]. The EL DLs are especially interesting since
they have been designed in such a way that their worst-case complexity for the standard
reasoning tasks is polynomial and, therefore, they can be used to model large amounts
of terminological knowledge (with limited expressiveness), which is often useful or even
required in application domains for which many technical terms have to be maintained,
e.g., medicine and life sciences. One of the largest extensions of EL that still ensures a
polynomial time worst-case complexity, namely the DL EL++ [10], even allows the usage
of the bottom concept, the universal role, nominals, self restrictions, role compositions,
role inclusions, and the specification of several role characteristics.

It is also worth pointing out that DLs can be seen as (decidable) fragments of First-
Order Logics (FOL) with a variable-free notation, for which individuals correspond to
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Figure 2.1 Description Logics nomenclature and expressiveness overview

FeaturesIdentifiers Names/Descriptions

>,⊥ most general/most specific concept

A, r, a (atomic) concepts, roles, individuals

¬C (full/complex) concept negation
C uD,C tD conjunctions, disjunctions
∃r.C, ∀r.C existential/universal restrictions

C v D,C ≡ D (general) concept inclusions/equivalences

C(a), r(a, b), ... concept assertions, role assertions, ...

Trans(r), r ◦ r v r transitivity

r v s, r ≡ s role inclusions/equivalences

s1 ◦ s2 v r complex role inclusions
u universal role

Refl(r),Symm(r), ... reflexivity, symmetry, ...

Disj(r, s) disjoint roles

∃r.Self self restrictions
{a} nominals
r− inverse roles

Func(r),61 r functional roles/functional cardinality restrictions

>n r,6n r unqualified at-least/at-most cardinality restrictions

>n r.C,6n r.C qualified at-least/at-most cardinality restrictions

ALC

H

O
I
F

R

N

S

Q

SROIQ

constants, concepts to unary predicates, and roles to binary predicates. The constructors
and axioms can also directly be translated, e.g., the DL axiom A v ∃r.C correspond to
the FOL formula ∀x.(A(x) → ∃y.(r(x, y) ∧ C(y)). There is also a close relationship to
several modal logics [20], e.g., the DL S can be seen as a variant of the modal logic S5.

2.1.1 Syntax and Semantics of the Description Logic SROIQ

Based on the original description of the DL SROIQ [79], we now define the syntax of
concepts, roles, and individuals, and then we go on to axioms and ontologies/knowl-
edge bases. Additionally, we define typically used restrictions for the combination of
the different axioms, which are necessary to ensure the decidability for many inference
problems of SROIQ. Subsequently, we define the semantics of these components.

Definition 2.1 (Syntax of Individuals, Concepts, and Roles). Let NC , NR, and NI

be countable, infinite, and pairwise disjoint sets of concept names, role names, and
individual names, respectively. We call Σ = (NC ,NR,NI ) a signature. The set Rols(Σ)
of SROIQ-roles over Σ (or roles for short) is NR ∪ {r− | r ∈ NR} ∪ {u}, where u is the
universal role and a role of the form r− is called the inverse role of r.

The set of SROIQ-concepts (or concepts for short) over Σ is the smallest set built induc-
tively over symbols from Σ using the following grammar, where a ∈ NI , n ∈ IN0, A ∈ NC ,
and r ∈ Rols(Σ):

C ::= > | ⊥ | A | {a} | ¬C | C1 u C2 | C1 t C2 |
∀r.C | ∃r.C | ∃r.Self | >n r.C | 6n r.C.
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Since we (have to) refer to the inverses of roles in algorithms and we do not want to
consider role expressions such as r−− or r−−−, we exploit the symmetry of the inverse
relation and use the function inv, which is defined to return the inverse of a role r ∈ NR

as follows: inv(r) = r− and inv(r−) = r.

Note that we typically refer to concepts that only consist of concept names, ⊥, and >
as atomic concepts. Also note that we usually assume a fixed signature and, hence, we
often omit it in the reminder of the thesis. The concepts, roles, and individuals can now
be used to build the axioms of knowledge bases/ontologies as follows:

Definition 2.2 (Syntax of Axioms and Ontologies). A knowledge base K is a tuple of
the form (T , R, A), where T is a TBox, R an RBox, and A an ABox. The TBox is
a finite set of general concept inclusion (GCI) axioms of the form C v D and general
concept equivalence (GCE) axioms of the form C ≡ D, where C and D are concepts.

The RBox contains a finite amount of role inclusion (RI), role equivalence (RE), role
disjointness (RD), and role characteristic (RC) axioms,1 where a role inclusion axiom
is an expression of the form u v r with the role r and the composition of roles u, i.e.,
u = s1◦. . .◦sn for the roles s1, . . . , sn and n ≥ 1, a role equivalence (disjointness) axiom is
an expression of the form r ≡ s (Disj(r, s)) with the roles r and s, and a role characteristic
axiom is an expression of the form Asym(r),Func(r), Irrefl(r),Refl(r),Symm(r),Trans(r).

An ABox axiom is either a concept assertion of the form C(a), a role assertion of the
form r(a, b), a negated role assertion of the form ¬r(a, b), an equality assertion of the
form a ≈ b, or an inequality assertion of the form a 6≈ b, where C is a concept, r is a role,
and a, b ∈ NI are individual names. An ABox is a finite set of ABox axioms. Given a
knowledge base K, we denote with Cons(K) (Rols(K), Inds(K)) the set of concepts (roles,
individuals) that occur in axioms of K.

Note that, if a GCI is of the form A v C, then we also call it a primitive definition of
the concept A and we say that A is primitively defined. Analogously, we say that A
is completely defined for a concept equivalence axiom of the form A ≡ C and we call
A ≡ C a complete definition.

To simplify the presentation in the following, we also use K as an abbreviation for the
collection of all axioms in the knowledge base. For example, we write C v D ∈ K
instead of C v D ∈ T and T ∈ K.

As mentioned, if we arbitrarily combine the axioms of Definition 2.2, then we easily
run into decidability issues (cf. [74, 79]). In order to ensure termination for standard
reasoning tasks such as satisfiability testing for concepts, we have to restrict the RBox
to be regular and, in addition, we allow some concept expressions only in combination
with simple roles, as described below in more detail.

Definition 2.3 (Regularity of RBox Axioms). For a set of RBox axioms R, let R′ be
the set of RBox axioms where all role equivalence axioms are eliminated by replacing
equivalent roles with fresh role names (possibly used as inverse roles). R is then called
regular if the used role names of R′ can be sorted in a strict partial order such that all
RIs of R′ can be encoded by regular RI axioms. Let ≺ be a strict partial order on role
names, then for the role names r, s1, . . . , sn, the RI axiom u v r is regular if

1Role characteristic axioms are often also called role assertion axioms in the DL literature, however,
in order to avoid confusion with ABox (role) assertions, we use here the term role characteristic axioms.
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1. u = r ◦ r, or

2. u = r−, or

3. u = s1 ◦ . . . ◦ sn and si ≺ r for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, or

4. u = r ◦ s1 ◦ . . . ◦ sn and si ≺ r for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, or

5. u = s1 ◦ . . . ◦ sn ◦ r and si ≺ r for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Now, we can define simple and complex roles and, in order to ensure decidability, we
only allow simple roles in concepts of the form >n r.C, 6n r.C, and ∃r.Self. In addition,
we require that all Asym(r), Disj(r, s), Func(r), and Irrefl(r) axioms are only using simple
roles.

Definition 2.4 (Simple and Complex Roles). For a set of RI axioms, we call a role
simple if it is not complex. A role r is called complex w.r.t. a set of RBox R axioms if

1. inv(r) is complex,

2. r occurs on the right-hand side of an RI axiom of the form s1 ◦ . . . ◦ sn v r and
n > 1 or si is complex for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

3. there is an axiom r ≡ s ∈ R and s is complex, or

4. there is an axiom Trans(r) ∈ R.

In the remainder of the thesis, we assume that all knowledge bases comply with the
presented restrictions on regularity and simple roles.

Given a set of role inclusion axioms (e.g., in form of an RBox), we use v∗ as the
transitive-reflexive closure over all r v s, r ≡ s, and inv(r) v inv(s) axioms in the RBox.
We call a role r a sub-role of s and s a super-role of r if r v∗ s.

Next, we define the semantic of concepts via model-theoretic interpretations and then
we go on to the semantics of axioms and ontologies/knowledge bases.

Definition 2.5 (Semantics of Individuals, Concepts, and Roles). An interpretation
I = (∆I , ·I) consists of a non-empty set ∆I , the domain of I, and a function ·I , which
maps every concept name A ∈ NC to a subset AI ⊆ ∆I , every role name r ∈ NR to a
binary relation rI ⊆ ∆I×∆I , and every individual name a ∈ NI to an element aI ∈ ∆I .
For each role name r ∈ NR, the interpretation of its inverse role (r−)

I
consists of all

pairs 〈δ, γ〉 ∈ ∆I ×∆I for which 〈γ, δ〉 ∈ rI .

For any interpretation I, the semantics of SROIQ-concepts over a signature Σ is defined
by the function ·I as follows:

>I = ∆I ⊥I = ∅ ({a})I = {aI}
(¬C)I = ∆I \ CI (C uD)I = CI ∩DI (C tD)I = CI ∪DI

(∃r.Self)I = {δ ∈ ∆I | 〈δ, δ〉 ∈ rI}
(∀r.C)I = {δ ∈ ∆I | if 〈δ, δ′〉 ∈ rI , then δ′ ∈ CI}
(∃r.C)I = {δ ∈ ∆I | there is a 〈δ, δ′〉 ∈ rI with δ′ ∈ CI}

(6n r.C)I = {δ ∈ ∆I | ]{δ′ ∈ ∆I | 〈δ, δ′〉 ∈ rIand δ′ ∈ CI} ≤ n}
(>n r.C)I = {δ ∈ ∆I | ]{δ′ ∈ ∆I | 〈δ, δ′〉 ∈ rIand δ′ ∈ CI} ≥ n},

where ]M denotes the cardinality of the set M .
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Note, if δ ∈ CI , we also say that δ is in the extension of C. Finally, we now can define
the semantics of ontologies/knowledge bases.

Definition 2.6 (Semantics of Axioms and Ontologies). Let I = (∆I , ·I) be an inter-
pretation, then I satisfies an axiom, written I |= α, as defined in the following. For α
a TBox axiom, we have:

I |= C v D if CI ⊆ DI ,
I |= C ≡ D if CI = DI .

For α an RBox axiom, we have:

I |= s1 ◦ . . . ◦ sn v r if sI1 ◦ . . .◦sIn ⊆ rI , where ◦ denotes the composition
of binary relations for sI1 ◦ . . . ◦ sIn,

I |= r ≡ s if rI = sI ,
I |= Asym(r) if 〈δ, γ〉 /∈ rI for all 〈γ, δ〉 ∈ rI ,
I |= Disj(r, s) if rI ∩ sI = ∅,
I |= Func(r) if γ = γ′ for all δ, γ, γ′ ∈ ∆I for which 〈δ, γ〉 ∈ rI

and 〈δ, γ′〉 ∈ rI ,
I |= Irrefl(r) if 〈δ, δ〉 /∈ rI for all δ ∈ ∆I ,
I |= Refl(r) if 〈δ, δ〉 ∈ rI for all δ ∈ ∆I ,
I |= Symm(r) if 〈δ, γ〉 ∈ rI for all 〈γ, δ〉 ∈ rI ,
I |= Trans(r) if 〈δ, δ′〉 ∈ rI for all δ, γ, δ′ ∈ ∆I for which 〈δ, γ〉 ∈

rI and 〈γ, δ′〉 ∈ rI .

For α an ABox axiom, we have:

I |= C(a) if aI ∈ CI ,
I |= r(a, b) if 〈aI , bI〉 ∈ rI ,
I |= ¬r(a, b) if 〈aI , bI〉 /∈ rI ,
I |= a ≈ b if aI = bI ,
I |= a 6≈ b if aI 6= bI .

I satisfies a TBox T (RBox R, ABox A) if it satisfies each GCI/GCE in T (each
RI/RE/RD/RC axiom in R, each assertion in A). We say that I satisfies K if I
satisfies T , R, and A. In this case, we say that I is a model of K and we write I |= K.
We say that K is consistent if K has a model.

2.1.2 Relationship to (Profiles of) the Web Ontology Language

The DL SROIQ is of particular interest since it constitutes the logical underpinning
of the current, second iteration of the Web Ontology Language (OWL)—a well-known
knowledge representation language standardised by the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C). Such OWL ontologies are widely used in the area of the Semantic Web and
for describing knowledge bases in various application domains, such as life sciences and
(bio)medical informatics. The Web Ontology Language also constitutes the main use of
Description Logics in practice. Due to the DL basis, OWL ontologies consist of the same
basic elements with some minor renaming. In particular, concepts are called classes and
roles are called properties in OWL. The formulation of complex expressions is then very
similar, e.g., the OWL 2 axiom (here in OWL 2 Functional Style syntax)

SubClassOf(A ObjectIntersectionOf(B ObjectSomeValuesFrom(r B)))
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corresponds to the GCI A v B u ∃r.B. Compared to the defined syntax of the DL
SROIQ (cf. Section 2.1.1), OWL 2, however, provides more “syntactic sugar”, i.e.,
we have expressive features in OWL for which we would require several DL axioms to
represent the same restrictions. For example, in OWL we can represent that a set of
individuals is pairwise disjoint with an axiom of the form

DifferentIndividuals(a1 a2 . . . an).

For our definition of SROIQ, we would have to represent this with inequality assertions
of the form ai 6≈ aj for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.

It is also worth pointing out that, in contrast to the knowledge bases considered in this
thesis (which only consist of sets of DL axioms), OWL ontologies further address sev-
eral other aspects that are relevant in practice. For example, they provide an import
mechanism with which it is possible to refer to those other OWL ontology documents
that also have to be considered. An OWL reasoner should, therefore, be able to load
all imported OWL ontology documents and should consider the contained axioms for
reasoning. Furthermore, there are several non-logical aspects that can be encapsulated
in OWL ontologies, e.g., OWL has an annotation mechanism to store additional infor-
mation w.r.t. axioms. These annotations are ignored for reasoning, but they can be
useful for other applications and especially also for users since they can be used to store
additional information (e.g., a textual description) about the meaning and/or reason of
axioms. If not stated otherwise, we, however, use the term ontology similar to the term
knowledge base in the remainder of the thesis, i.e., we assume that ontologies are only
sets of all logical axioms that are relevant for reasoning.

The current OWL 2 standard further specifies a range of datatypes (mostly taken from
the XML Schema Datatypes [144] and the RDF specification [116]) that can be used in
ontologies to refer to concrete values such as strings or integers. Consequently, OWL
ontologies are principally based on the DL SROIQ(D) (see the following section for
a more detailed introduction into datatypes). Dominantly used in practice are basic
datatypes, such as xsd :string, owl :real, xsd :double, xsd :float, and xsd :dateTime (and/or
specialisations of them), to represent strings, real and decimal numbers, floating point
values, and time instances. Nevertheless, OWL 2 further specifies a variety of other
datatypes, such as xsd :hexBinary and xsd :base64Binary to store binary data, xsd :boolean
for the representation of Boolean values, xsd :anyURI for the management of URIs, and
rdf :XMLLiteral to store XML content.

There exist several serialisation formats for OWL ontologies, e.g., the OWL 2 Functional
Style syntax [134] or the OWL 2 XML serialisation format [132]. Many OWL ontologies
are, however, serialised in the RDF/XML format [143], which maps the axioms of an
OWL ontology to triples/graphs of the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [116].
In order to ensure compatibility with RDF, these OWL ontologies can be interpreted
with the so-called OWL 2 RDF-Based Semantics [158], which slightly differs, in some
aspects, from the OWL 2 Direct Semantics [133], i.e., the model-theoretic semantics of
Description Logics. The OWL 2 ontologies that adhere to the (syntactical) restrictions
of SROIQ (cf. Section 2.1.1) such that decidability for standard reasoning tasks can
be guaranteed are typically called OWL 2 DL ontologies. In contrast, we use the term
OWL 2 Full to refer to OWL 2 ontologies that do not (have to) adhere to any restrictions
(and which then have to be interpreted with the OWL 2 RDF-Based Semantics).
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The OWL 2 standard further specifies so-called OWL 2 profiles as syntactic sub-languages
of OWL 2 DL [131], which have better computational properties w.r.t. some reasoning
tasks such that they are better suited for certain application scenarios. For example, the
OWL 2 EL profile covers the language features of the DL EL++ for which all standard
reasoning tasks can be realised with polynomial worst-case time complexity. Hence,
OWL 2 EL is especially interesting for application scenarios where only limited expres-
siveness is required but the ontologies must represent large amounts of (terminological)
knowledge. The other profiles are OWL 2 RL and OWL 2 QL, which are designed
to enable an efficient realisation of reasoning tasks related on instance data on top of
classical databases with rule extensions and/or rewritings of queries.

The dominantly used library for reading, writing, and managing OWL ontologies is the
OWL API—a Java-based framework with support for the different OWL 2 serialisation
formats that further provides a direct interface for reasoning systems [67]. This enables a
uniform and simple use of reasoners and supports, among others, the standard reasoning
tasks (cf. Section 2.3).

2.1.3 Concrete Domains/Datatypes

In practice, it is often useful (or for performance reasons even necessary) to be able
to directly represent concrete data values from fixed domains, e.g., strings, integers,
decimals. In particular, for many application scenarios we are interested in represent-
ing “concrete properties”, such as names, ages, lengths, temperatures, etc., directly
by using strings and numbers (instead of representing such values symbolically with
SROIQ). This can be addressed with so-called concrete domains, which extend De-
scription Logics by providing specific predicates with predefined/built-in interpretations
[6]. For instance, for integers and temporal intervals as concrete domains, we could have
equality and temporal overlapping as predicates. For simplicity, however, it is typically
assumed that concrete objects, which represent the data values (and/or the restrictions
of the predicates) of a concrete domain, are separated from ordinary, abstract objects,
i.e., (possibly anonymous/existentially restricted) individuals. For this, concrete domain
concept constructors are provided that allow for referring to (existentially restricted) val-
ues/predicates of concrete domains via concrete roles. Unfortunately, more expressive
DLs with an unrestricted use of concrete domains easily become undecidable (see, e.g.,
[110]). Hence, we typically only allow for specific concrete domain concept constructors
and for unary concrete domain predicates (although also approaches with more sophis-
ticated predicate support have been proposed [61, 140]), which, in principle, resulted in
the so-called datatypes [73]. These datatypes are still sufficient for many applications
and allow, for example, for defining a teenager as a person that is at least 13 and at
most 19 years old with an axiom of the form

Teenager ≡ Person u ∃age.(int[≥13] ∧ int[≤19]),

where ∃age.(int[≥13]∧int[≤19]) is a datatype concept constructor that refers via the con-
crete role age to the specified restriction of integer data values. This datatype approach
has also been incorporated into the Web Ontology Language (OWL) and, therefore,
such datatypes are often used in real-world ontologies and it is expected or at least
desired that reasoning systems are able to reason with them. Since some of our opti-
misation techniques address reasoning with datatypes, we give a brief introduction into
the datatype system of OWL as an extension of the DL SROIQ in the following (based
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on the presentation in [127]). Note that, in principle, this datatype extension is not
restricted to SROIQ, but for less expressive DLs it can be necessary to restrict the
datatype usage (e.g., by only allowing certain datatype concept constructors) in order
to stay in a desired DL fragment (with corresponding computational properties).

For practical applications it is obviously useful to support a range of different datatypes
that can simultaneously be used in a knowledge base. Therefore, we specify a datatype
map that comprises the information of the supported datatypes. In particular, the
datatype map defines, for each datatype, the set of data constant, the set of facets (i.e.,
allowed expressions that can be seen as predefined predicates such that selections of data
values for a datatype can be obtained), and the predefined semantics of these elements,
i.e., their model-theoretic interpretation.

Definition 2.7 (Datatype Map). A datatype map D for a Description Logic L is a
tuple of the form (ND ,NDC ,NDF , ·D), where

• ND is the set of datatypes in the datatype map,

• NDC is a function that maps the set of data constants NDC (dt) to each datatype
dt ∈ ND ,

• NDF is a function that assigns the set of facets NDF (dt) to each datatype dt ∈ ND ,

• ·D is a function that specifies the interpretation of each datatype dt ∈ ND , i.e.,
it assigns the value space dtD, consisting of a set of data values, to dt, it further
defines the facet interpretation by mapping a subset of the value space fD ⊆ dtD

to each facet f ∈ NDF (dt), and it assigns a data value cD to each data constant
c ∈ ND(dt).

The facets of a datatype dt allow for formulating facet expressions, written as dt[ϕ],
where ϕ is a (possibly parametrised) facet of NDF (dt). For example, we use real[>n]
for the facet expression that restricts the values of the datatype real to numbers greater
than n.

For simplicity, it is usually assumed that the value spaces for all datatypes in a datatype
map are disjoint. If this is not desired, then a new datatype can be defined for which
the “different sub-datatypes” are represented as facets.

A small example of such a datatype map could be D = (ND ,NDC ,NDF , ·D) with the
datatypes ND = {string, real }, which would allow for expressing arbitrary strings and
real numbers in knowledge bases, i.e., stringD would be the set of all strings and realD

would be the set of all real numbers. As data constants, we could then have all string con-
stants for NDC (string) and all rational numbers in fraction representation for NDC (real).
Useful facets for the datatype real are, for example, ≤, <,>,≥, int, dec, rat, where the
latter ones restrict the possible data values to integers, decimal numbers, and rational
numbers, respectively.

If not stated otherwise, we assume in the remainder of the thesis that the datatype
extensions are based on the OWL 2 datatype map (cf. Section 2.1.2). To improve
readability, we do, however, omit the prefixes of the OWL 2 datatypes, i.e., we abbreviate
owl:real with real.

We can now describe how SROIQ (or a similar expressive DL) can be extended such
that datatypes are supported.
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Definition 2.8 (Datatype Syntax). Let L be a DL as defined in Section 2.1.1 and
D = (ND ,NDC ,NDF , ·D) a datatype map as in Definition 2.7. Let the DL L(D) be the
DL L extended by the datatype map D. A data range w.r.t. L(D) is a datatype dt of
D, a facet expression of the form dt[ϕ] from D for dt ∈ ND , an enumerations of data
constants of the form dt{c1, . . . , ck}, the most general data range expression >D, or the
most specific data range expression ⊥D. Let dr1 and dr2 be data ranges, then let all
Boolean formula over these data ranges, i.e., expressions of the form dr1∧dr2, dr1∨dr2,
and dr1, also be data ranges.

The signature used for L(D) is an extension of the signature Σ for L by an infinite set of
concrete role names NCR, for which we assume that it is pairwise disjoint to all other set
of names of Σ. The concepts of the DL L(D) extend the concepts of L by additionally
allowing the following (datatype) concept constructors:

∃q.dr ∀q.dr >n q.dr 6n q.dr,

where q is a concrete role, dr a data range for L(D), and n a non-negative integer.
In addition to the regular axioms of L, we allow a knowledge base for L(D) to contain
(concrete) role disjointness axioms of the form Disj(q, p), (concrete) role assertion axioms
of the form q(a, c), and (concrete) role inclusion axioms of the form q v p, where q, p
are concrete roles, a an individual, and c a data constant.

For ease of presentation, we also express an enumeration of the form dt{c} as a facet
expression of the form dt[=c] and we assume that all datatypes support this facet. The
semantics of L(D) can be seen as an extension of the semantics of L (cf. Definition 2.5)
as follows:

Definition 2.9 (Datatype Semantics). An interpretation I for the DL L(D) with the
datatype map D = (ND ,NDC ,NDF , ·D) is a tuple (∆I ,∆D, ·I) that extends an interpre-
tation (∆I , ·I) for L by ∆D such that dtD ⊆ ∆D for each dt ∈ ND and ∆D is non-empty
as well as disjoint to ∆I . The data ranges for L(D) are interpreted as follows:

(>D)D = ∆D (⊥D)D = ∅
(dt)D = dtD (dr)D = ∆D \ drD

(dr1 ∧ dr2)D = drD1 ∩ drD2 (dr1 ∨ dr2)D = drD1 ∪ drD2
(dt{c1, . . . , ck})D = {cD1 , . . . , cDk } (dt[ϕ])D = ϕD

(Complex) concepts, roles, and individuals are interpreted as for L by extending ·I such
that it maps every concrete role q to a binary relation qI = ∆I×∆D and by interpreting
the new datatype concept constructors as follows:

(∀q.dr)I = {δ ∈ ∆I | if 〈δ, δ′〉 ∈ qI , then δ′ ∈ drD}
(∃q.dr)I = {δ ∈ ∆I | there is a 〈δ, δ′〉 ∈ qI with δ′ ∈ drD}

(6n q.dr)I = {δ ∈ ∆I | ]{δ′ ∈ ∆I | 〈δ, δ′〉 ∈ qIand δ′ ∈ drD} ≤ n}
(>n q.dr)I = {δ ∈ ∆I | ]{δ′ ∈ ∆I | 〈δ, δ′〉 ∈ qIand δ′ ∈ drD} ≥ n},

where ]M denotes the cardinality of the set M . Analogously to the axioms provided by
L, we say that I satisfies a new axiom type α of L(D) if

1. α is a role assertion axiom of the form q(a, c) and 〈aI , cD〉 ∈ qI , or

2. α is an RD of the form Disj(q, p) and qI ∩ pI = ∅, or
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3. α is an RI of the form q v p and qI ⊆ pI .

We also assume that the definition of the satisfaction of TBoxes, ABoxes, RBoxes,
knowledge bases, etc. is extended as for L.

In order to improve readability, we also write Boolean formulae of data ranges as complex
facet expressions, e.g., we abbreviate the data range real[int] ∧ real[>5] as the facet
expression real[int∧ >5]. Note that the negation of data ranges (and facet expressions)
comprises the entire datatype interpretation domain ∆D. Hence, the negation of a facet
expression of the form real[>5], written real[>5], where real[>5] represents real numbers
greater than 5, corresponds to real ∨ real[≤5], i.e., all data values that are not real
numbers or are equal or less to 5.

Also note that the datatype map does not fix the set ∆D although all data values for
the specified datatypes are fixed. This is required in order to support an extendible
datatype map such that the same consequences follow from a knowledge base, even if we
consider different datatype maps that contain at least all those datatypes that are used
in the knowledge base. In particular, if ∆D were to be fixed to the set of all integers
for a datatype map that only provides the datatype int, then a knowledge base with
the datatype assertion q(a, int) would be considered as inconsistent. In contrast, if such
a datatype map were to be extended to another datatype, e.g., to the datatype string,
then the same knowledge base would be consistent w.r.t. the extended datatype map.
By requiring interpretations for which ∆D is any super set of all used value spaces, this
knowledge base is obviously also consistent, even if the datatype map only provides the
datatype int. Hence, we have an extendible datatype system and reasoning systems can
support additional datatypes without computing different or unexpected consequences.

2.2 Simplifications and Normal Form

More expressive DLs, such as SROIQ, often allow for expressing restrictions in several
ways. For example, C ≡ D can be expressed by the GCIs C v D and D v C. Also
many role characteristic axioms are in principle only “syntactic sugar”, e.g., Trans(r)
can be expressed by a role inclusion axiom of the form r ◦ r v r. In order to simplify
the presentation of algorithms, we introduce a range of syntactical restrictions and sim-
plifications in this section. If not stated otherwise, we assume that the knowledge bases
in the remainder of the thesis comply to this “normal form” such that we do not have
to handle all different types of axioms separately. Of course, in practice, it can be more
performant to directly implement a specific handling for the specialised types of axioms.
For instance, instead of eliminating a role equivalence axiom r ≡ s by expressing it with
the role inclusions r v s and s v r, the reasoning system can replace all occurrences of
r with s in the knowledge base as well as for all queries and, consequently, it only has
to deal with the role s in the actual reasoning process.

Our first assumption is that all concepts are in negation normal form (NNF). Each con-
cept can be transformed into an equivalent one in NNF by pushing negation inwards,
making use of de Morgan’s laws and the following equivalences that exploit the du-
ality between existential and universal restrictions, and between at-most and at-least
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cardinality restrictions [78]:

¬(∀r.C) ≡ ∃r.¬C ¬(∃r.C) ≡ ∀r.¬C
¬(6n r.C) ≡>(n+ 1) r.C ¬(>0 r.C) ≡ ⊥
¬(>k r.C) ≡6(k − 1) r.C,

where k ∈ IN and n ∈ IN0. For C a concept possibly not in NNF, let nnf(C) be the
equivalent concept to C in NNF.

We further assume that all ABox axioms are “internalised” into the TBox of a knowledge
base, which can easily be realised in the presence of nominals. In particular, a concept
assertion C(a) (role assertion r(a, b), negated role assertion ¬r(a, b), equality assertion
a ≈ b, inequality assertion a 6≈ b) can be represented by the GCI {a} v C ({a} v ∃r.{b},
{a} v ∀r.¬{b}, {a} v {b}, {a} v ¬{b}).

Moreover, we assume that all TBox axioms are rewritten such that they are of the form
> v C. (To enable a more efficient handling through certain optimisations such as
absorptions, we principally also allow axioms of the form A1 u A2 v C or of the form
H v C with H = A, H = {a}). The internalisation of TBox axioms of other forms is
straightforward: a GCI C v D ∈ T has to be rewritten into > v nnf(¬C t D) and a
GCE C ≡ D ∈ T has to be expressed by the GCIs C v D and D v C which, in turn,
have to be internalised.

In addition, we assume that the idea/concept of the universal role u is explicitly encoded
in the knowledge base by stating that it is a super-role of every other role (with RIs of the
form r v u)) and by making the role symmetric, transitive, and reflexive (with axioms of
the form Symm(u), Trans(u), Refl(u)). Note, if the knowledge base contains individuals,
then we also add a GCI of the form > v ∃u.{a}, where a is a fresh individual, to ensure
that all individuals are considered as connected.

Furthermore, we assume that all role equivalence and role characteristic axioms are
eliminated from the RBox. This can easily be achieved by encoding, on the one hand,
each role equivalence axiom of the form r ≡ s with the role inclusions r v s and s v r.
On the other hand, a role characteristic axiom of the form Asym(r) can be encoded
by an RD axiom of the form Disj(r, r−), a Func(r) axiom by the GCI > v6 1 r.>,
Irrefl(r) by the GCI > v ¬∃r.Self, a Symm(r) axiom by the RI r v r−, Trans(r) by
the RI r ◦ r v r, and, finally, Refl(r) can be expressed by the axioms > v ∃r′.Self and
r′ v r, where r′ is a fresh role name. Note that the defined decidability restrictions for
SROIQ (cf. Section 2.1.1) do not allow for using complex roles within self restrictions,
i.e., concepts of the form ∃r.Self. However, by using a fresh sub-role r′ of r, which is
obviously simple since no axiom is added that could make it complex, we can indirectly
also encode reflexivity of complex roles with the GCI > v ∃r′.Self. We do not have to
consider such issues for other RBox axioms (e.g., Asym(r), Func(r), Irrefl(r)) since their
usage is already restricted to simple roles.

Finally, we assume that all universal restrictions occurring in a knowledge base are
“unfolded” such that the propagations over complex roles are automatically simulated,
i.e., for a complex role inclusion axiom such as s1 ◦ . . . ◦ sn v r with n > 1 and an
universal restriction ∀r.C, we assume that the knowledge base contains additional axioms
that encode the propagation of C over the role chain s1 ◦ . . . ◦ sn step-by-step with an
auxiliary universal restriction for each si. Although it is well-known that propagations
over complex roles can explicitly be encoded into a knowledge base with (more or less)
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different approaches (e.g., encodings based on automata [79, 87] or regular expressions
[162]), we define it in the following in order to be compatible with our notation and/or
to ensure that all language features of SROIQ are covered. For this, we also assume
that all RIs are regular (cf. Definition 2.3).

Definition 2.10 (Unfolded Universal Restrictions). Let K be a knowledge base that
contains the set of RIs R. For A,B, F1, . . . , Fn, F

′
1, . . . , F

′
n atomic concepts, we say that

the axiom A v ∀r.B is unfolded w.r.t. K and the role name r if for every RI u v r ∈ R
the following conditions holds:

1. if u = r−, then A v ∀r−.B is unfolded w.r.t. K and r;

2. if u = r ◦ r, then B v A ∈ K;

3. if u = s1 ◦ . . . ◦ sn, then K contains the axioms A v F1, F ′1 v F2, . . . , F
′
n−1 v Fn,

F ′n v B, and, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, K contains the unfolded axiom Fi v ∀si.F ′i ;

4. if u = r◦s1 ◦ . . .◦sn, then K contains the axioms B v F1, F ′1 v F2, . . . , F
′
n−1 v Fn,

F ′n v B, and, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, K contains the unfolded axiom Fi v ∀si.F ′i ;

5. if u = s1 ◦ . . .◦sn ◦r, then K contains the axioms A v F1, F ′1 v F2, . . . , F
′
n−1 v Fn,

F ′n v A, and, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, K contains the unfolded axiom Fi v ∀si.F ′i ;

Analogously for inverse roles, we say that the axiom A v ∀r−.B is unfolded w.r.t. K and
the role name r if for every RI u v r ∈ R the following conditions holds:

1. if u = r−, then A v ∀r.B is unfolded w.r.t. K and r;

2. if u = r ◦ r, then B v A ∈ K;

3. if u = s1 ◦ . . . ◦ sn, then K contains the axioms A v Fn, F ′n v Fn−1, . . . , F
′
2 v F1,

F ′1 v B, and, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, K contains the unfolded axiom Fi v ∀s−i .F ′i ;

4. if u = r◦s1 ◦ . . .◦sn, then K contains the axioms A v Fn, F ′n v Fn−1, . . . , F
′
2 v F1,

F ′1 v A, and, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, K contains the unfolded axiom Fi v ∀s−i .F ′i ;

5. if u = s1 ◦ . . .◦sn ◦r, then K contains the axioms B v Fn, F ′n v Fn−1, . . . , F
′
2 v F1,

F ′1 v B, and, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, K contains the unfolded axiom Fi v ∀s−i .F ′i .

For a (possibly inverse) role r and a concept C, let ∀r.C be a universal restriction that
occurs in a knowledge base K. We say that ∀r.C is unfolded w.r.t. K if

• C is an atomic concept, ∀r.C occurs only in axioms of the form A v ∀r.C, and
A v ∀r.C is unfolded w.r.t. K and r, or

• K contains axioms of the form > v nnf(¬∀r.CtA), A v ∀r.B, B v C, where A,B
are atomic concepts, and A v ∀r.B is unfolded w.r.t. K and r.

The unfolding of the universal restrictions that occur in a knowledge base K can obvi-
ously be realised with a simple recursive algorithm that introduces corresponding axioms
with fresh atomic concepts over complex roles as defined above (under the assumption
that the role inclusion axioms of K are regular). For example, for a transitive role t and
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an axiom A v ∀t.B, we can ensure that ∀t.B is unfolded if we replace A v ∀t.B with
the axioms A v F1, F1 v ∀t.F2, F2 v B, and F2 v F1 since the transitivity of t can
be interpreted as the (complex) role inclusion t ◦ t v t. Note that also the addition of
B v A would make the universal restriction in the axiom A v ∀t.B unfolded, but this
would also propagate wrong consequences (e.g., A) and, therefore, fresh concepts such
as F1 and F2 must be introduced appropriately. It is clear that such an unfolding of
universal restrictions might blow up the knowledge base exponentially. Although such
a blow up cannot be avoided in the worst-case [87], it is usually not a problem for real-
world ontologies. Nevertheless, many reasoning systems create the required concepts
and axioms only on demand, i.e., only if the propagation over the corresponding role
chains are indeed required to compute the result of a specific reasoning task.

If not stated otherwise, then we assume that the knowledge bases in the remainder of
the thesis are normalised, i.e., they comply with the above mentioned restrictions and
assumptions. To summarise, this means that a normalised knowledge base K has an
empty ABox, the TBox contains only GCIs of the form > v C (possibly also simple
inclusion axioms of the form A1 u A2 v C or H v C with H = A or H = {a}), and
the RBox is regular and contains only role inclusion as well as role disjointness axioms.
Moreover, all concepts are in NNF and all universal restrictions are unfolded w.r.t. K.

Since algorithms possibly refer to concepts that do not already occur in a knowledge base,
we use the function normK(C) to get the normalised concept for C. Note that for the
unfolding of universal restrictions, we possibly have to introduce new axioms, whereby
we simply assume that the function normK(C) dynamically extends K via side effects.
In principle, however, the knowledge base can also be fixed by doing the unfolding for
all concept that possibly occur in algorithms in a preprocessing step.

2.3 Inference Problems and Reasoning Tasks

A distinguished feature of logic-based representation formalisms (e.g., Description Log-
ics) is that reasoning systems can be utilised to derive logically implied consequences
from the explicitly represented knowledge. In order to be able to query or access this im-
plicit knowledge, such reasoners provide a range of reasoning services for the computation
of specific reasoning tasks. In the following, we describe those reasoning services/tasks
that are typically interpreted as standard in the sense that they are supported by many
reasoning systems and they allow for querying the knowledge base w.r.t. the most rel-
evant aspects. Each reasoning task is specified by the output that has to be computed
for a given input. We first introduce the basic reasoning tasks, which only have true and
false as output, i.e., they are binary decision problems, and then we continue with higher
level reasoning tasks for which more complex output formats have to be computed.

• Consistency Checking: The output of the consistency checking is true if a
given knowledge base K is consistent and false otherwise. A knowledge base K
is consistent (also called satisfiable) if there exists an interpretation I = (∆I , ·I)
that is a model of K, i.e., I |= K.

• (Concept) Satisfiability Checking: Given a knowledge base K and a concept
C, the satisfiability checking (of C w.r.t. K) determines whether there exists an
interpretation I = (∆I , ·I) that is a model of the knowledge base and for which
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the extension of C is non-empty, i.e., CI 6= ∅ for I |= K. If this is the case, then
true is returned and false otherwise.

• (Concept) Subsumption Checking: Given a concept C, a concept D, and a
knowledge base K, we can ask whether C is subsumed by D w.r.t. K, i.e., whether
C is a specialisation of the concept D w.r.t. K. If this is the case, i.e., there exists no
interpretation I = (∆I , ·I) such that I |= K and CI 6⊆ DI , then the subsumption
check returns true and false otherwise. If the subsumption holds, then we also say
that D is a subsumer of C (or that D subsumes C) and we write K |= C v D.
Furthermore, for a subsumption C v D, we refer to D as the subsumer and to C
as the subsumee.

• (Concept) Equivalence Checking: For a knowledge base K, two given concepts
C and D are equivalent, written K |= C ≡ D, if, for any interpretation I = (∆I , ·I)
with I |= K, it holds that CI = DI . If this is the case, then the equivalence check
returns true and false otherwise.

• (Concept) Instance Checking: Instance checking is the reasoning task that
returns true if a given individual a is an instance of a given concept C for a given
knowledge base K, written K |= C(a), i.e., for every interpretation I = (∆I , ·I)
with I |= K, it holds that aI ∈ CI . If this is not the case, i.e., a is not an instance
of C, then false is returned.

Although many of the reasoning tasks are described for concepts here, they can obviously
also be formulated for roles. For example, we can be interested whether a pair of
individuals is an instance of a certain role. Historically, however, primarily the concept-
based reasoning tasks have been considered and we also refer to the concept-based ones
in the following if we mention the reasoning tasks without any further specification.

For more expressive DLs that allow for concept negation and nominals, these reasoning
tasks can be reduced to each other. For example, instead of checking the subsumption
between C and D w.r.t. a knowledge base K, we can check the consistency of an extension
K′ of K, where we have a fresh individual a for which the concept C u ¬D is asserted.
If the consistency check returns true, i.e., K′ is consistent, then the subsumption does
not hold since the reasoner found a model where not all instances of C (e.g., the new
individual a) are necessarily also instances ofD. Analogously, we can test the consistency
of a knowledge base K by checking whether K |= > v ⊥, i.e., whether ⊥ subsumes >
w.r.t. K.

In principle, we can also generalise several of these reasoning tasks by checking whether
an arbitrary axiom is satisfied/holds for a given knowledge base. This is typically con-
sidered as the following reasoning task:

• Entailment Checking: Given a knowledge base K and an axiom α as input, the
entailment check K |=? α returns true if, for every interpretation I = (∆I , ·I) with
I |= K, it holds that I |= α. If this is not the case, then the entailment check
returns false.

Also entailment checking can be reduced to (possibly several) consistency checks by
extending the knowledge base such that it contains a counter example of the axiom
that has to be tested. For example, for the test whether K entails the axiom Disj(r, s),
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we can check the consistency of the knowledge base K′ that extends K by a pair of
fresh individuals, say a, b, and by the role assertions r(a, b) and s(a, b). If the extended
knowledge base K′ is inconsistent, i.e., a pair of individuals that is an instance of r as
well as s cannot exists, then the axiom is obviously entailed by K. For some axioms,
e.g., C ≡ D, we potentially need several consistency tests since we have to check both
directions, namely C v D and D v C. In practice, the reduction to consistency checking
is often indeed utilised such that not too many different decision procedures are required.

Besides the basic reasoning tasks, many reasoning systems also provide so-called higher
level reasoning tasks, for which, at least for more expressive DLs, a range of computa-
tions are required. Well-known examples of such reasoning tasks are classification and
realisation, which are defined as follows:

• (Concept) Classification: Given a knowledge base K as input, the result of the
classification task are all subsumptions between all atomic concepts in K, i.e., the
reasoner has to determine all A1 v A2 axioms for which the concepts A1 and A2

occur in K and it holds that K |= A1 v A2. In practice, we are often interested
in further organising the subsumptions in a subsumption hierarchy, which can be
obtained by a transitive reduction, i.e., by removing all axioms that only repre-
sent indirect subsumption relations. Hence, the actual output of the classification
process typically consists of all A1 v A2 axioms, with A1, A2 occurring in K, for
which it either holds that (i) K |= A1 ≡ A2 or that (ii) K |= A1 v A2 and there is
no concept B such that K |= A1 v B and K |= B v A2.

• (Concept) Realisation: Given a knowledge base K as input, the realisation of
K is the reasoning task where all instances of (atomic) concepts are determined,
i.e., the output consists of all A(a) axioms, where the individual a and the concept
A occurs in K and for which it holds that K |= A(a). If we are only interested
in the individuals that are instantiated by one certain concept, then this is often
called instance retrieval. Furthermore, we can ask for the most specialised con-
cepts that are instantiated by individuals. This can, however, only be answered if
the knowledge base has been classified and, hence, the classification can be seen
as a prerequisite for realisation. Also note that the (atomic) concepts that are
instantiated by individuals are often simply called types.

Although the higher level reasoning tasks can also be reduced to consistency tests, e.g.,
by testing the subsumption relationships between all atomic concepts for classification, a
naive reduction can easily lead to (quadratically) many consistency tests and, therefore,
can be impractical. Also note that these higher level reasoning tasks are here again
specified w.r.t. concepts, but also role-based variants do exist, are often also supported
by reasoning systems, and are also required in practice.

The worst-case complexity for all these reasoning tasks is 2NExpTime-complete for the
DL SROIQ [87]. Although such a complexity is not very encouraging from a theoretical
point of view, it hardly determines the actual reasoning time in practice. In particular,
these complexity results rely on the fact that language features are used in specific ways.
This is, however, often not the case for real-world ontologies. Moreover, it can even be
beneficial to use reasoning procedures in practice for which the worst-case complexity is
worse than optimal since they can be better suited for handling real-world ontologies.
From a practical point of view, one can go even further by saying that the worst-case
complexity is only an indication that there can potentially be an input for which the
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system does not necessarily terminate. This can then appropriately be handled by a
system, e.g., by allowing the user to cancel requests or to specify appropriate limits for
resources (e.g., a timeout after which the reasoner has to return an error and/or an
approximation of the result).

Of course, there also exists a large range of other interesting reasoning tasks, such as
explanation [68, 83], interpolation [112, 137, 156], unification [7], least common subsumer
computation [5, 13], and conjunctive query answering [42]. Moreover, analogously to
query languages for classical databases (e.g., SQL), there also exist sophisticated query
languages for ontologies/knowledge bases, such as SPARQL [145],2 which, in principle,
allow for querying all the consequences provided by the presented standard reasoning
tasks. They are, however, often not considered as similar fundamental and, therefore,
they are not in the focus of this thesis. In particular, they are typically only implemented
in specific reasoning systems or as black-box extensions of reasoning systems, where these
more sophisticated reasoning tasks are reduced to the standard ones. For example,
the OWL-BGP SPARQL wrapper3 is a library that reduces SPARQL queries (or more
precisely, the basic graph patterns of SPARQL queries w.r.t. the OWL 2 Direct Semantics
entailment regime) to standard reasoning tasks for reasoners that are compatible with
the OWL API.

2.4 Reasoning Procedures and Techniques

In order to compute the results of the reasoning tasks, the reasoners have to implement
appropriate reasoning procedures. Since all reasoning tasks are reducible to consistency
checking for more expressive Description Logics, it is principally sufficient to have a
procedure that only determines whether knowledge bases (and/or extensions thereof)
are consistent. However, a better performance can possibly be achieved by using different
reasoning techniques for certain reasoning tasks and/or specific DLs. In this section, we
present the most relevant reasoning techniques for (expressive) DLs and briefly discuss
their advantages, disadvantages, and their practical applications.

Note that, from a theoretical point of view, we are mainly concerned with the soundness,
completeness, and termination of reasoning procedures. A procedure is called sound if
it derives only those consequences that logically follow from the represented axioms.
In contrast, completeness is given if the procedure can derive all consequences that
follow from the knowledge base. It is obvious that an unsound reasoning procedure
does not make sense. Although completeness is usually also a strongly desired feature,
it can be helpful, in some cases, to give up completeness in order to obtain a faster
but approximate procedure. Last but not least, it is typically investigated whether a
procedure can (theoretically) guarantee termination. For binary decision problems, we
say that an algorithm is a decision procedure if it computes sound and complete answers
in a finite amount of time.

2SPARQL is specified as a query language for RDF, where the evaluation of queries can be realised
with (simple) subgraph matching, but the recently standardised SPARQL 1.1 extension specifies entail-
ment regimes for which also implied consequences of OWL 2 ontologies w.r.t. the Direct Semantics are
considered. Hence, SPARQL also constitutes a query language for OWL ontologies.

3http://code.google.com/p/owl-bgp/

http://code.google.com/p/owl-bgp/
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From a practical point of view, we also have several other interests, most notably the
performance of the reasoning procedure. But also the implementation effort, the ex-
tendibility, and the suitability for specific aspects (e.g., incremental reasoning) can be
important for practical implications.

2.4.1 Resolution-Based Reasoning Methods

Since Description Logics are fragments of First-Order Logics, it is obviously possible to
decide the consistency of knowledge bases with resolution-based reasoning approaches,
which are primarily used for the more general first-order theorem provers (see, e.g., [96]).
For this, the DL axioms can be converted into so-called clauses, which represent FOL
formulae as disjunctions of literals (i.e., possibly negated atoms of the form A(t1, . . . , tn)
with the terms t1, . . . , tn consisting of constants, functions symbols, and variables). The
basic idea of resolution is then to resolve existing clauses with complementary literals
into new clauses. This is repeated until the empty clause is derived, which basically
means that we found a contradiction in the input formulae, or it is no longer possible
to derive new clauses. If the closure of derivable clauses is bounded, then termination
of the resolution procedure can be guaranteed, which is, however, not generally possi-
ble for arbitrary FOL formulae, but for many sub-logics such as DLs. In particular,
a well-known and often used resolution procedure is ordered resolution, where specific
resolution-based inference rules are parametrised with a literal ordering and a selec-
tion function such that the number of resolution inferences can be limited. For more
expressive DLs that contain, for example, cardinality restrictions, the translation into
FOL formulae requires equality and, therefore, more sophisticated resolution procedures
have to be used. A well-known extension of ordered resolution for reasoning with equal-
ity is the paramodulation calculus [15] for which also more refined and more optimised
variants, e.g., (basic) superposition, do exist. These resolution-based calculi have been
used to obtain reasoning procedures for expressive DLs, such as SHIQ [82, 125], which,
however, primarily focus on conjunctive query answering. Nevertheless, by further using
appropriate simplification rules, even resolution-based decision procedures for SHOIQ
can be obtained [90].

Nevertheless, resolution procedures often also derive unnecessary consequences. There-
fore, practical implementation often use more goal-directed adaptations of resolution
procedures, e.g., the consequence-based saturation algorithms can be seen as a highly
optimised and goal-directed variant of resolution.

2.4.2 Completion-/Consequence-Based Saturation Procedures

The term saturation is widely used and well-known for bottom-up reasoning techniques
that derive a form of a deductive closure for a set of input expressions by exhaustively
applying specific inference rules. This idea forms the basis of many reasoning procedures
for many logics, e.g., even the exhaustive application of resolution is usually seen as a
form of saturation. Moreover, rule-based forward chaining approaches, such as Rete
[37] or semi-naive rule evaluation [146], which are typically used in Datalog engines
or production rule systems, are, in principle, also variants of saturation algorithms.
For Description Logics, saturation-based techniques are primarily employed for Horn
languages, i.e., for knowledge bases that can be handled deterministically in the sense
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Table 2.1: Simple completion rules for normalised ELH knowledge bases

CR1-rule if H ∈ S(X), H v C ∈ K with H = A or H = >, and C /∈ S(X)
then S(X) = S(X) ∪ {C}

CR2-rule if {A1, A2} ⊆ S(X), A1 uA2 v C ∈ K, and C /∈ S(X)
then S(X) = S(X) ∪ {C}

CR3-rule if A ∈ S(X), A v ∃r.B ∈ K, and (X,B) /∈ R(r)
then R(r) = R(r) ∪ {(X,B)}

CR4-rule if (X,Y ) ∈ R(r), A ∈ S(Y ), ∃r.A v B ∈ K, and B /∈ S(X)
then S(X) = S(X) ∪ {B}

that only one (special canonical) model has to be considered for the computation of
reasoning tasks. In particular, very prominent examples of saturation algorithms for
the OWL 2 EL profile are the completion-based and consequence-based procedures.
Although both variants are based on different representations, they work very similar and
can in principle be converted into each other. The first (completion-based) saturation
procedure has been developed for the DL ELH [21], which has then further been extended
to support the language features of EL++ [10] and/or to cover additional features such
as reflexive roles and range restrictions [14], local reflexivity [99], as well as Boolean
role constructors [152]. In order to keep such a completion-based algorithm simple, the
axioms of the knowledge base are typically rewritten into a specific form. For example,
for EL knowledge bases, it is assumed that all axioms are in one of the following forms:

A v B A1 uA2 v B A v ∃r.B ∃r.B v A.

This can easily be achieved by splitting complex (sub-)concepts into separate axioms
with the introduction of fresh atomic auxiliary concepts. Please note that, with the
normalisation assumed in Section 2.2, we would have axioms of the form > v ∀r.¬BtA
or B v ∀r−.A instead of ∃r.B v A. Although this would use constructors outside the
EL language (inverse roles and universal restrictions), this is not problematic since they
are only used in a restricted form to facilitate the presentation and a conversion back
into ∃r.B v A is obviously possible, i.e., such knowledge bases can still be considered
to be in EL language fragment. The completion-based algorithm now simply derives
all subsumers for the (atomic) concepts that occur in the knowledge base such that a
canonical model can principally be constructed. For this, the algorithm uses the map-
pings S : NC

> → 2NC
>

and R : NR → 2NC
>×NC

>
initialised with S(A) = {A,>}, for all

A ∈ NC
>, and R(r) = ∅, for all r ∈ NR, where NC (NR) represents the concept (role)

names and NC
> the extension of NC by >. By the exhaustive application of the rules

depicted in Table 2.1, these mappings are extended such that S(A) contains all sub-
sumers of A, i.e., B ∈ S(A) iff K |= A v B, and R represents the existentially restricted
concepts, i.e., (A,B) ∈ R(r) iff K |= A v ∃r.B. Hence, this completion algorithm auto-
matically classifies the knowledge base (besides the transitive reduction). Moreover, all
subsumptions are computed in one pass (compared to approaches where each subsump-
tion test is reduced to a separate consistency check) and, therefore, such algorithms are
often a suitable basis for also handling very large knowledge bases efficiently.

In contrast to the completion algorithms, the consequence-based saturation procedures
directly operate on axioms, i.e., the derived consequences are also represented as axioms,
and, consequently, they do not require a specific preprocessing or normal form. For
example, if a knowledge base contains the axioms A v ∃r.B1 and B1 v B2, then the
axiom A v ∃r.B2 is a consequence of the knowledge base that can be derived by such a
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consequence-based algorithm. However, for DLs with cyclic concepts, i.e., concepts that
indirectly refer to themself, it is usually necessary to prevent the derivation of infinitely
many new consequences, which is often achieved by restricting the deductive closure to
consequences that occur as concept expressions in the knowledge base and/or query. For
example, if we only have the axioms A1 v ∃r.A2 and A2 v A1 in a knowledge base, then
the axiom A1 v ∃r.∃r.∃r.A2 is obviously a consequence, but it is not derived since the
concept expression ∃r.∃r.∃r.A2 does not occur in the knowledge base. In contrast, if we
additionally have the axiom ∃r.A1 v B, then the concept ∃r.A1 occurs in the knowledge
base and the consequence-based saturation procedure can derive that A1 v ∃r.A1 holds
and, subsequently, that A1 v B follows from the knowledge base. Compared to the
completion-based procedures, consequence-based algorithms classify a knowledge base
even more directly by deriving and representing all subsumers of atomic concepts with
axioms of the form A v B.

Although the completion- and consequence-based saturation procedures are primarily
used to realise OWL 2 EL reasoning systems, these approaches have also been extended
to more expressive Horn languages, e.g., Horn-SHIQ [88], and even to DLs with non-
deterministic language features, e.g., ALCH [163] and ALCI [164]. Recently, even a
saturation-based procedure for the DL SHIQ [17] has been proposed, which can be
seen as a variant of the consequence-based algorithm although many intermediate con-
sequences cannot be captured with DL axioms due to the more complicated constraints
imposed on the model representation. The basic idea of these extended saturation pro-
cedures is that simply all non-deterministic alternatives are processed and saturated (in-
stead of performing a separate case-by-case analysis), whereby the actual consequences
are then obtained by considering which consequences have been derived for all alter-
natives. Although this can work well for knowledge bases for which non-deterministic
languages features are only rarely used, it is currently not completely clear whether
such an approach can beneficially be utilised for arbitrary knowledge bases. Moreover,
the extension of such saturation procedures to some more expressive language features
(or combination of language features) is very difficult. In particular, to the best of our
knowledge, there does not (yet) exist a saturation procedure that is capable of handling
DLs that allow for inverse roles, cardinality restrictions, and nominals. Therefore, the
saturation procedures are currently primarily used in reasoning systems for the (deter-
ministic) OWL 2 profiles.

Besides the completion-/consequence-based algorithms for the OWL 2 EL profile, we
can also find saturation related techniques for reasoning in the OWL 2 RL profile, which
has, however, a larger focus on ABox reasoning, such as instance checking and instance
retrieval. In particular, rules based on forward chaining are often exhaustively applied
to materialise the ABox, i.e., to derive all facts for the individuals in the knowledge base
(which can be seen as an implementation of the realisation reasoning task). Typically,
these rule-based procedures are often built on top of databases or RDF triple stores to
be able to also deal with very large amounts of data and individuals. Compared to the
OWL 2 EL profile, OWL 2 RL does not allow for existentially restricted individuals
(but supports several other language features such as functional and universal restric-
tions) and, therefore, even more sophisticated ABox reasoning tasks, such as conjunctive
query answering, can typically be realised efficiently. In contrast, the classification of
knowledge bases within the OWL 2 RL profile can be more involved and appropriate
rule-based algorithms have only been proposed recently [100].
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2.4.3 Reasoning via Reduction

There exist several approaches that reduce the computation of reasoning tasks for De-
scription Logics into inference problems of (possibly disjunctive) Datalog programs. Ap-
proaches for several DLs, such as EL [86], SHIQ [82, 125], and Horn-SROIQ [139], are
based on simulating or compiling resolution-based procedures into Datalog programs,
other approaches rely on ordered binary decision diagrams [153]. Many reduction ap-
proaches require a form of disjunctive Datalog, for which, however, also rewriting ap-
proaches have been proposed such that, for some cases, ordinary Datalog programs can
be obtained [84]. Reduction into Datalog can be particularly interesting for ABox rea-
soning (e.g., conjunctive query answering) since it allows for using existing optimisations
of Datalog engines such as join order optimisations or magic sets transformation [18, 30].

Also reduction techniques that utilise solvers for the Boolean/Propositional Satisfiability
Problem (SAT) have been investigated [39, 160, 188]. However, due to existentially re-
stricted individuals that are common for DLs, it often necessary to incrementally extend
the propositional encoding of the formula and to call the SAT solver many times. Al-
ternatively (or additionally), the variable assignments provided by the SAT solver have
to be checked w.r.t. higher level constraints and, in case a variable assignment conflicts
with some higher level constraints, then the conflict set has to be returned to the SAT
solver, which can then try to find another potentially satisfiable variable assignment.
This technique is well-known as the “lazy approach” for solving Satisfiability Modulo
Theory (SMT) problems [159], i.e., SAT problems in context of some background knowl-
edge/theories. However, the propositional encodings can easily become very large for
real-world ontologies with more expressive language features and it is often unclear how
cyclic concepts can suitably be handled. Therefore, many practical reasoning systems
do not use such an approach, but incorporate optimisation techniques that have been
developed for SAT solving. In particular, the dominantly used tableau procedures can
be seen as instances of the well-known DPLL algorithm [31], which also constitutes the
basis of many sound and complete SAT solving procedures.

2.4.4 Tableau-based Model Construction Calculi

Model construction calculi, such as tableau, decide the consistency of a knowledge base
by trying to construct (an abstraction of) a model. For this, such a tableau algorithm is
equipped with a set of (possibly non-deterministic) expansion rules. By repeatedly ap-
plying these rules, the representation of the model abstraction is extended step-by-step,
thereby explicating the structure of the model, until a contradiction, a so-called clash, is
found or the model abstraction is fully expanded, i.e., no more rules are applicable. The
knowledge base is consistent if and only if the tableau algorithm can build a clash-free
and fully expanded model abstraction. In order to avoid an infinite expansion for DLs
with cyclic concepts, blocking techniques prevent the application of certain rules if it
can be identified that tree-based parts can in principle be repeated such that an infinite
model could be constructed.

A large range of such tableau-based model construction calculi has been developed for
a variety of different Description Logics (e.g., [75, 79], see [8] for an overview) and they
are also dominantly used in reasoning systems for more expressive DLs due to several
reasons. On the one hand, their principle is quite simple and the tableau algorithms can
easily be adapted and extended to more concept constructors and language features. In
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particular, tableau algorithms for very expressive DLs, such as SROIQ, are well-known
and well-understood. On the other hand, many early DL systems were based on tableau
algorithms and, due to their long availability and usage, a wide range of optimisation
techniques has been developed for these algorithms. Hence, it is well-known how to
implement and optimise these tableau algorithms such that they work well for many
real-world ontologies.

Although worst-case optimal tableau algorithms have been proposed for several expres-
sive DLs, such as ALCI [54], SHIO [135], SHOQ [136], and even SHOIQ [35], often
other variants of tableau algorithms are used for actual implementations of reasoning
systems. In particular, worst-case optimal tableau algorithms are often more difficult
to implement and it is often also not clear how important optimisations, such as depen-
dency directed backtracking (cf. Section 3.1.2.3), can be adapted such that they can be
used with these worst-case optimal algorithms.

Since the work of this thesis focuses on optimising such tableau algorithms for expressive
DLs, a typically used tableau algorithm for the DL SROIQ is presented in Section 2.5
in more detail.

2.4.5 Automata-Based Reasoning Approaches

In principle, also automata-based approaches can be used for reasoning with Description
Logics. For this, we build a knowledge base specific automaton whose transitions are
based on the axioms and concept expressions of the knowledge base such that it can
verify (possibly infinite, tree-based) encodings of models. By testing whether the ac-
cepted language of the automaton is non-empty, we can then determine the consistency
of the knowledge base. Termination for DLs with cyclic concepts can be guaranteed
through appropriate acceptance conditions. In order to capture expressive DLs more
easily, often variants of (two-way) alternating automata on infinite trees are used. Al-
though worst-case optimal automata-based decision procedures have been proposed for
several DLs (e.g., ALC, ALCIQ [23, 24, 27]), they are often only used to show (upper-
bound) complexity results since they are hardly suitable for practical implementations.
In particular, it is not completely clear how to efficiently realise the non-emptiness check
for the automaton, how to integrate well-known optimisations from other reasoning ap-
proaches, and how to extend automata-based procedures also to very expressive DLs
such as SROIQ. Also, naive implementations easily require, even for the average case,
an exponential encoding of the knowledge base.

2.5 Tableau Algorithm for SROIQ

As mentioned, model construction calculi, such as tableaux, decide the consistency of a
knowledge base K by trying to construct an abstraction of a model for K, a so-called
“completion graph”. In the following, we describe the data structures, most notably the
completion graph, and the model construction process with the tableau algorithm in
more detail (based on the original presentation of the SROIQ tableau algorithm [79]).

Definition 2.11 (Completion Graph). For a concept C, we use sub(C) to denote the
set of all sub-concepts of C (including C). Let K be a normalised SROIQ knowledge
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base and let Cons(K) be the set of concepts occurring in the knowledge base K, i.e.,
Cons(K) = {C,D | C v D ∈ K}. We define the closure clos(K) of K as:

clos(K) = {C ∈ sub(D) | D ∈ Cons(K)} ∪ {normK(¬C) | C ∈ sub(D), D ∈ Cons(K)}.

A completion graph for K is a directed graph G = (V,E,L, ˙6=). Each node v ∈ V is
labelled with a set L(v) ⊆ fclos(K), where

fclos(K) = clos(K) ∪ {6mr.C |6n r.C ∈ clos(K) and m ≤ n}.

Each edge 〈v, v′〉 ∈ E is labelled with the set L(〈v, v′〉) ⊆ Rols(K), where Rols(K) are the
roles occurring inK. The symmetric binary relation ˙6= is used to keep track of inequalities
between nodes in V . We say that the completion graph G = (V,E,L, ˙6=) contains a
concept fact C(v) (role fact r(v, v′), inequality fact v ˙6=v′) if C ∈ L(v) (〈v, v′〉 ∈ E and
r ∈ L(〈v, v′〉), v ˙6=v′).

In the following, we often use r ∈ L(〈v1, v2〉) as an abbreviation for 〈v1, v2〉 ∈ E and
r ∈ L(〈v1, v2〉). In order to facilitate the navigation within the completion graph, we
next define relations between nodes, such as successors, predecessors, and neighbours.

Definition 2.12 (Successor, Predecessor, Neighbour). If 〈v1, v2〉 ∈ E, then v2 is called
a successor of v1 and v1 is called a predecessor of v2. Ancestor is the transitive closure
of predecessor, and descendant is the transitive closure of successor. A node v2 is called
an s-successor of a node v1 if r ∈ L(〈v1, v2〉) and r is a sub-role of s; v2 is called an
s-predecessor of v1 if v1 is an s-successor of v2. A node v2 is called a neighbour (s-
neighbour) of a node v1 if v2 is a successor (s-successor) of v1 or if v1 is a successor
(inv(s)-successor) of v2.

For a role r and a node v ∈ V , we define the set of v’s r-neighbours with the concept C
in their label, mneighbsG(v, r, C) as {v′ ∈ V | v′ is an r-neighbour of v and C ∈ L(v′)}.

To test the consistency of a knowledge base, the completion graph is initialised for
the tableau algorithm by creating one node for each individual/nominal in the input
knowledge base. If v1, . . . , v` are the nodes for the individuals a1, . . . , a` of K, i.e.,
{a1, . . . , a`} = Inds(K), then we create an initial completion graph G = ({v1, . . . , v`}, ∅,
L, ∅) and add for each individual ai the nominal {ai} and the concept > to the label of
vi, i.e., L(vi) = {{ai},>} for all 1 ≤ i ≤ `.

Since other reasoning tasks and inference problems for the DL SROIQ can easily be
reduced to consistency checking, it is sufficient to only support this reasoning task. For
example, in order to test the satisfiability of a concept C, we introduce a fresh individual
a for which we enforce the assertion of the concept C, e.g., by an axiom of the form
{a} v C (or with the internalised axiom > v ¬{a}tC). The nodes that represent these
(fresh) individuals are typically called root nodes.

The tableau algorithm works by decomposing concepts in the completion graph with a
set of expansion rules (see Table 2.2). Each rule application can add new concepts to
node labels and/or new nodes and edges to the completion graph, thereby explicating
the structure of a model for the input knowledge base. For example, the >-rule adds
the internalised TBox axioms to each node label. The rules are repeatedly applied until
either the graph is fully expanded (no more rules are applicable), in which case the
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graph can be used to construct a model that is a witness to the consistency of K, or
an obvious contradiction (called a clash) is discovered (e.g., both C and ¬C in a node
label), proving that the completion graph does not correspond to a model. The input
knowledge base K is consistent if the rules (some of which are non-deterministic) can be
applied such that they build a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph.

Definition 2.13 (Clash). A completion graph G = (V,E,L, ˙6=) for a knowledge base K
contains a clash if there are the nodes v and w such that

1. ⊥ ∈ L(v), or

2. {A,¬A} ⊆ L(v) for some concept A, or

3. v is an r-neighbour of v and ¬∃r.Self ∈ L(v), or

4. Disj(r, s) ∈ K and w is an r- and an s-neighbour of v, or

5. there is some concept 6 n r.C ∈ L(v) and {w1, . . . , wn+1} ⊆ mneighbsG(v, r, C)
with wi ˙6=wj for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n+ 1, or

6. there is some {a} ∈ L(v) ∩ L(w) and v ˙6=w.

Unrestricted application of the ∃-rule and >-rule can lead to the introduction of infinitely
many new tableau nodes and, thus, prevent the calculus from terminating. To counteract
that, a cycle detection technique called (pairwise) blocking [71] is used that restricts
the application of these rules. To apply blocking, we distinguish blockable nodes from
nominal nodes, which have either an original nominal from the knowledge base or a new
nominal introduced by the calculus in their label.

Definition 2.14 (Pairwise Blocking). A node is blocked if either it is directly or indi-
rectly blocked. A node v is indirectly blocked if an ancestor of v is blocked; and v with
predecessor v′ is directly blocked if there exists an ancestor node w of v with predecessor
w′ such that

1. v, v′, w, w′ are all blockable,

2. w,w′ are not blocked,

3. L(v) = L(w) and L(v′) = L(w′),

4. L(〈v′, v〉) = L(〈w′, w〉).

In this case, we say that w directly blocks v and w is the blocker of v.

During the expansion it is sometimes necessary to merge two nodes or to delete (prune)
a part of the completion graph. When a node w is merged into a node v (e.g., by an
application of the 6-rule), we “prune” the completion graph by removing w as well as,
recursively, all blockable successors of w to prevent a further rule application on these
nodes.

Intuitively, when we merge a node w into a node v, we add L(w) to L(v), “move” all
the edges leading to w so that they lead to v and “move” all the edges leading from w
to nominal nodes so that they lead from v to the same nominal nodes; we then remove
w (and blockable sub-trees below w) from the completion graph.
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Table 2.2: Tableau expansion rules for normalised SROIQ knowledge bases

>-rule if > v C ∈ K, C /∈ L(v), and v is not indirectly blocked
then L(v) = L(v) ∪ {C}

u-rule if C1 u C2 ∈ L(v), {C1, C2} 6⊆ L(v), and v is not indirectly blocked
then L(v) = L(v) ∪ {C1, C2}

t-rule if C1 t C2 ∈ L(v), {C1, C2} ∩ L(v) = ∅, and v is not indirectly blocked
then L(v′) = L(v′) ∪ {H} for some H ∈ {C1, C2}

∃-rule if ∃r.C ∈ L(v), v has no r-neighbour v′ with C ∈ L(v′), and
v is not blocked

then create a new node v′ and an edge 〈v, v′〉 with L(v′) = {>, C}
and L(〈v, v′〉) = {r}

Self-rule if ∃r.Self ∈ L(v), v is not blocked, and v is no r-neighbour of v
then create a new edge 〈v, v〉 with L(〈v, v〉) = {r}

∀-rule if ∀r.C ∈ L(v), v is not indirectly blocked, and
there is an r-neighbour v′ of v with C /∈ L(v′)

then L(v′) = L(v′) ∪ {C}
ch-rule if 6n r.C ∈ L(v), v is not indirectly blocked, and

there is an r-neighbour v′ of v with {C, normK(¬C)} ∩ L(v′) = ∅
then L(v′) = L(v′) ∪ {H} for some H ∈ {C, normK(¬C)}

>-rule if 1. >n r.C ∈ L(v), v is not blocked, and
2. there are not n r-neighbours v1, . . . , vn of v with C ∈ L(vi) and

vi ˙6=vj for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n
then create n new nodes v1, . . . , vn with L(〈v, vi)〉 = {r}, L(vi) = {>, C}

and vi ˙6=vj for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.

6-rule if 1. 6n r.C ∈ L(v), v is not indirectly blocked,

2. ]mneighbsG(v, r, C) > n and there are two r-neighbours v1, v2 of v

with C ∈ (L(v1) ∩ L(v2)) and not v1
˙6=v2

then a. if v1 is a nominal node, then merge(v2, v1)
b. else if v2 is a nominal node or an ancestor of v1, then merge(v1, v2)
c. else merge(v2, v1)

o-rule if there are two nodes v, v′ with {a} ∈ (L(v) ∩ L(v′)) and not v ˙6=v′
then merge(v, v′)

NN-rule if 1. 6n r.C ∈ L(v), v is a nominal node, and there is a blockable
r-neighbour v′ of v such that C ∈ L(v′) and v is a successor of v′,

2. there is no m such that 1 ≤ m ≤ n, (6mr.C) ∈ L(v),
and there exist m nominal r-neighbours v1, . . . , vm of v

with C ∈ L(vi) and vi ˙6=vj for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m
then 1. guess m with 1 ≤ m ≤ n and L(v) = L(v) ∪ {6mr.C}

2. create m new nodes v′1, . . . , v
′
m with L(〈v, v′i〉) = {r},

L(v′i) = {>, C, {ai}} with each ai ∈ NI new in G and K, and

v′i
˙6=v′j for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m.
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Definition 2.15 (Pruning, Merging). Pruning a node w in the completion graph G =
(V,E,L, ˙6=), written prune(w), yields a graph that is obtained from G as follows:

1. remove all w ˙6=v′ for all v′; and

2. for all successors v′ of w, remove 〈w, v′〉 from E and, if v′ is blockable, prune(v′);

3. remove w from V .

Merging a node w into a node v in G = (V,E,L, ˙6=), written merge(w, v), yields a graph
that is obtained from G as follows:

1. for all nodes v′ such that 〈v′, w〉 ∈ E

(a) if {〈v, v′〉, 〈v′, v〉}∩E = ∅, then add 〈v′, v〉 to E and set L(〈v′, v〉) = L(〈v′, w〉),
(b) if 〈v′, v〉 ∈ E, then set L(〈v′, v〉) = L(〈v′, v〉) ∪ L(〈v′, w〉),
(c) if 〈v, v′〉 ∈ E, then set L(〈v, v′〉) = L(〈v, v′〉) ∪ {inv(r) | r ∈ L(〈v′, w〉)}, and

(d) remove 〈v′, w〉 from E;

2. for all nominal nodes v′ such that 〈w, v′〉 ∈ E

(a) if {〈v, v′〉, 〈v′, v〉}∩E = ∅, then add 〈v, v′〉 to E and set L(〈v, v′〉) = L(〈w, v′〉),
(b) if 〈v, v′〉 ∈ E, then set L(〈v, v′〉) = L(〈v, v′〉) ∪ L(〈w, v′〉),
(c) if 〈v′, v〉 ∈ E, then set L(〈v′, v〉) = L(〈v′, v〉) ∪ {inv(r) | r ∈ L(〈w, v′〉)}, and

(d) remove 〈w, v′〉 from E;

3. L(v) = L(v) ∪ L(w);

4. add v ˙6=v′ for all v′ such that w ˙6=v′;

5. prune(w).

Note, in order to ensure termination of the tableau algorithm, it is in principle necessary
to apply certain “crucial” rules with a higher priority. For example, the o-rule is applied
with the highest priority and the NN-rule has to be applied before the 6-rule. The
priority of other rules is not relevant as long as they are applied with a lower priority
than for these crucial rules. In addition, it is necessary to associate a level with those
nominal nodes that are newly created by the NN-rule and to apply the crucial rules first
to nominal nodes with lower levels. Basically, we define the level of a nominal node
as the length of the shortest path to a node that contains a nominal for an original
individual in its label.

Definition 2.16 (Level of Nominal Nodes). Let a1, . . . , an be all individuals of a knowl-
edge base K. The level of a nominal node v in a completion graph G for K is defined
as

• 0 if {ai} ∈ L(v) with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, or

• i + 1 if v has a neighbour node v′ that has the level i and there is no neighbour
node with a level below i.
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As mentioned, if the tableau algorithm is able to construct a fully expanded and clash-
free completion graph, then, in principle, we can use it to build a model that witnesses the
consistency of the knowledge base. This is usually only theoretically required to prove
the correctness of the tableau calculus, but it is, in principle, straightforward (cf. [79]):
We associate one element of the interpretation domain with each node and add these
elements (pairs of elements) to the extensions of atomic concepts (roles) as they occur
in the corresponding node (edge) labels (complex roles may require a more sophisticated
handling). We further use for individuals those elements that are associated with the
corresponding nominal nodes. Moreover, blocked nodes must be unravelled, i.e., the
part between the blocker and the blocked node must be repeated, which typically leads
to infinite models. Note, however, that more expressive DLs do not have a finite-
model property, i.e., it is possible to define knowledge bases for which infinite models are
enforced.

2.5.1 Model Construction Example

The basic principles of the model construction with the tableau algorithm can also be
illustrated with the following example:

Example 2.1. Let us assume that we want to test the consistency of a knowledge base
K1 that contains the following axioms:

{a} v ¬B u ∃r.B {b} v ∃s−.{a} t ∀s−.¬B B v ∃r.B u ∃s.{b}

For the naive tableau algorithm presented in Section 2.5, we have to internalise these
axioms as follows:

> v ¬{a} t (¬B u ∃r.B) > v ¬{b} t ∃s−.{a} t ∀s−.¬B > v ¬B t (∃r.B u ∃s.{b})

To obtain an initial completion graph for the consistency test, we create two nominal
nodes, say va and vb, for the representation of the individuals a and b, and we add the
concepts > and {a} to L(va) as well as > and {b} to L(vb). Now, we try to apply the
tableau expansion rules in such a way that we obtain a fully expanded and clash-free
extension of this completion graph. First, we apply the >-rule for the nodes va and
vb in order to add the internalised axioms such that they are considered for the model
construction. To satisfy the disjunction ¬{a} t (¬B u ∃r.B) in the label of the node
va, we non-deterministically apply the t-rule by adding the disjunct ¬B u ∃r.B (the
disjunct ¬{a} would immediately result in a clash), for which we apply the u-rule to
unfold the conjunction to ¬B and ∃r.B. Since ¬B is now in L(va), the disjunction
¬B t (∃r.B u ∃s.{b}) is already satisfied and the disjunction ¬{b} t ∃s−.{a} t ∀s−.¬B
can trivially be satisfied by non-deterministically adding ¬{b} with the t-rule.

Next, we apply the ∃-rule to satisfy the concept ∃r.B ∈ L(va), which results in the
creation of a new r-successor v1 of va with L(v1) = {>, B}. For this successor, we
again add the internalised axioms in form of disjunctions with the >-rule. Since B is
in the label of v1, we have to add the disjunct ∃r.B u ∃s.{b} which is again unfolded
to ∃r.B and ∃s.{b}. The other disjunctions in L(v1) can trivially be satisfied by adding
¬{a} and ¬{b}. For the concept ∃s.{b}, we create a temporary s-successor of v1 for
which the concept {b} is added and, by applying the o-rule, this node is merged into
vb. Consequently, we have vb as an s-successor of v1. Since the concept ∃r.B is also
in the label of v1, we continue with the creation of an r-successor v2 of v1, which is
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Figure 2.2 Completion graph constructed for checking the consistency of knowledge
base K1 from Example 2.1
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L(va) =
>, {a},¬{a} t (¬B u ∃r.B),
¬{b} t ∃s−.{a} t ∀s−.¬B,
¬{b},¬B t (∃r.B u ∃s.{b})
¬B u ∃r.B,¬B, ∃r.B


L(vb) =
>, {b},¬{a} t (¬B u ∃r.B),
¬{b} t ∃s−.{a} t ∀s−.¬B
¬B t (∃r.B u ∃s.{b})
¬{a},¬B, ∃s−.{a}


L(v1) =
>, B,¬{a} t (¬B u ∃r.B),¬{a},
¬{b} t ∃s−.{a} t ∀s−.¬B,
¬{b},¬B t (∃r.B u ∃s.{b}),
∃r.B u ∃s.{b},∃r.B, ∃s.{b}


L(v2) =
>, B,¬{a} t (¬B u ∃r.B),¬{a},
¬{b} t ∃s−.{a} t ∀s−.¬B,
¬{b},¬B t (∃r.B u ∃s.{b}),
∃r.B u ∃s.{b},∃r.B, ∃s.{b}


L(v3) =
>, B,¬{a} t (¬B u ∃r.B),¬{a},
¬{b} t ∃s−.{a} t ∀s−.¬B,
¬{b},¬B t (∃r.B u ∃s.{b}),
∃r.B u ∃s.{b},∃r.B, ∃s.{b}


then expanded identically to v1. In particular, the cyclicality of B forces us to repeatedly
create such new r-successors with B in their label until any further expansion is blocked.
By using the pairwise blocking technique (cf. Definition 2.14), which is required for more
expressive DLs, we can block the third successively expanded r-successor v3 directly with
the predecessor v2. To be more precise, the rule applications for v3 lead to an expansion
that is identical to v2 (and v1) and, therefore, the label of the blocked node v3 is identical
with the label of the blocker node v2, their predecessors have identical labels (i.e., L(v2) =
L(v1)), the edges from their predecessors are both only labelled with the role r, v3, v2,
and v1 are all blockable, and v2 as well as v1 are not blocked, hence the pairwise blocking
conditions are satisfied. Note that it depends on the order of the rule application whether
v3 is also connected to vb. In particular, if we first add and unfold the disjunct ∃r.B u
∃s.{b} to ∃r.B and ∃s.{b}, then, by directly creating the s-successor that has to be merged
into vb before we process the other disjunctions (e.g., by adding ¬{a} and ¬{b}), we have
vb as an s-successor of v3 in the completion graph. In the following we, however, assume
that all disjunctions and conjunctions have been processed first for v3 and, therefore, v3

is blocked without creating an edge to v3.

It remains to process the node vb, which we start by applying the t-rule for the disjunction
¬{b} t ∃s−.{a} t ∀s−.¬B. Since the addition of the disjuncts ¬{b} and ∀s−.¬B would
result in a clash (by having ¬{b} as well as {b} in the label of vb or by propagating
¬B to the label of v1 or v2 with the ∀-rule such that they contain ¬B as well as B),
we (non-deterministically) choose to add the disjunct ∃s−.{a} for which we only have
to create an edge to va labelled with s−. The other disjunctions in vb can trivially be
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satisfied by adding ¬{a} and ¬B. Consequently, we obtain the fully expanded and clash-
free completion graph that is depicted in Figure 2.2 and, therefore, we have shown that
the knowledge base is consistent.

Let us now assume that the knowledge base further contains the axioms > v ¬∃r.Self
and {b} v62 s−.>, where the latter one has to be internalised into > v ¬{b}t 62 s−.>.
These axioms cause the addition of the concepts ¬∃r.Self and ¬{b}t 6 2 s−.> for all
nodes in the completion graph. The disjunction ¬{b}t 6 2 s−.> is already satisfied for
all nodes except for vb for which we have to add 62 s−.> non-deterministically in order
to avoid the clash consisting of {{b},¬{b}} ⊆ L(vb). Hence, the tableau algorithm is
forced to apply the NN-rule for the concept 6 2 s−.> in the label of vb since blockable
nodes, such as v1 and v2, have been established as s-predecessors of vb.

The NN-rule creates either one or two new nominal nodes as s−-neighbours of vb and
initialises these nodes with > and fresh nominal concepts that do not refer to an individ-
ual name occurring in the completion graph nor in the knowledge base. Let us assume
that the two nominal nodes vo1 and vo2 are created, which are then also made distinct by
the NN-rule by setting vo1

˙6=vo2. The ch-rule does not have to be applied since all neigh-
bours of vb already contain >. However, we have to reduce the number of neighbours by
merging them with the 6-rule in order to satisfy 62 s−.>. Since the merging of va with
v1 or v2 would cause a clash by uniting B and ¬B in the same label and vo1 cannot be
merged with vo2 due to vo1

˙6=vo2, we have to merge both v1 and v2 into one of the new
nominal nodes. Subsequently, the node va has to be merged with the other new nominal
node. As a result, we obtain a completion graph where one new nominal node is an
r-successor of va and also an r-successor of itself. The latter leads to a clash with the
concept ¬∃r.Self and since all other non-deterministic alternatives also result in clashes,
this extended knowledge base is inconsistent.

As this small example reveals, the merging can easily cause a lot of non-determinism.
In particular, the NN-rule non-deterministically guesses the number of new nominal
nodes that also must non-deterministically be merged with other nodes. However, also
disjunctions can easily cause a large non-deterministic search space, especially if they
are added to all node labels, e.g., by internalised axioms of the form > v A tB. Since
wrong non-deterministic guesses can result in lot of backtracking, we are interested in
optimisation techniques that allow for handling knowledge bases more efficiently, which
we discuss in Chapter 3 and in the remaining thesis in more detail.

2.5.2 Dependency Tracking

For some optimisation techniques it is necessary to be able to backtrace how and why
facts have been derived in the completion graph. For this, we can use a form of depen-
dency tracking, which keeps track of all dependencies that cause the existence of facts
(i.e., concepts in node labels, roles in edge labels, and accompanying constrains such as
inequalities that must hold between nodes) in a completion graph [173]. In other words,
dependencies relate facts in a completion graph with those facts that caused their exis-
tence. Additionally, we annotate these dependency relations with additionally required
information, e.g., a running index, called dependency number, and/or a branching tag
to track non-deterministic expansions:
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Definition 2.17 (Dependency). Let G = (V,E,L, ˙6=) be a completion graph. We
denote the set of all (concept, role, or inequality) facts in G as FactsG. Let d be a pair
in FactsG× FactsG. A dependency is of the form dn,b with n ∈ IN0 a dependency number
and b ∈ IN0 a branching tag.

We inductively define the dependencies for G, written DepG. If G is an initial completion
graph, then DepG = ∅. Let R be a tableau expansion rule applicable to a completion
graph G with {c0, . . . , ck} a minimal set of facts in G that satisfy the preconditions of
R. If DepG = ∅, then nm = bm = 0, otherwise, let nm = max{n | dn,b ∈ DepG} and
bm = max{b | dn,b ∈ DepG}. If R is non-deterministic, then bR = 1 + bm, otherwise
bR = 0. Let G′ be the completion graph obtained from G by applying R and let c′0, . . . , c

′
`

be the newly added facts in G′, then

DepG′ = DepG ∪ {(c′j , ci)n,b | 0 ≤ i ≤ k, 0 ≤ j ≤ `, n = nm + 1 + (j ∗ k) + i,

b = max{{bR} ∪ {b′ | (ci, c)n
′,b′ ∈ DepG}}}.

The branching tag indicates which facts have been derived non-deterministically:

Definition 2.18 (Non-deterministic Dependency). For dn,b ∈ DepG with d = (c1, c2),
let Dd = {(c2, c3)n

′,b′ | (c2, c3)n
′,b′ ∈ DepG}. The dependency dn,b is a non-deterministic

dependency in G if b > 0 and either Dd = ∅ or max{b′ | (c, c′)n′,b′ ∈ Dd} < b.

Based on the branching tags of those dependencies that are related with facts, we refer
to them as deterministically and non-deterministically derived (facts/consequences) in
the remainder of the thesis.

2.5.3 Datatype Handler

To support reasoning with datatype extensions, the tableau algorithms are typically com-
bined with datatype checkers. For this, the data constants that occur in the knowledge
base are typically first converted (in a preprocessing step) into unique representations
of the data values. Consequently, it is directly possibly to operate on the data values
and, therefore, we do not have to compare whether different data constants might rep-
resent the same data values. Consistency checking is then performed by decomposing
ordinary concepts in the completion graph with the tableau algorithm as before, but for
the handling of the new datatype concepts that refer to data ranges via concrete roles,
we have to use an extension that creates and uses concrete nodes for the representation
of the possible data values restricted by the data ranges. For example, for a concept
∃q.real[int∧ >5] in the label of a node v, we create a concrete node z as q-successor of
v and we add real[int∧ >5] and >D to L(z). After simplifying (and possibly further
decomposing) the data ranges, we can extract datatype constraints from the concrete
nodes, for which the datatype checker is called to check whether these constraints can
be satisfied. These constraints are represented as sets of (or Boolean formulae over)
datatype assertions of the form d(z), ¬d(z), and z1 6≈ z2, where z, z1, and z2 are con-
crete nodes and d is a datatype dt, an explicit enumeration of data values dt{c1, . . . , cn},
or a facet expression of the form dt[ϕ]. We have to handle assertions of the form z1 6≈ z2

due to at-least cardinality restrictions that refer to data ranges, but also for distinct
concrete roles. In particular, if we create, for the concepts ∃q.{5} and ∃p.{5} in the
label of a node v, the concrete q- and p-successors z1 and z2 with real{5} ∈ L(z1) and
real{5} ∈ L(z2), respectively, and we further have an axiom Disj(q, p) in the knowledge
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base, then we have to set z1 6≈ z2 such that the datatype checker can infer that the
datatype constraints z1 6≈ z2, real{5}(z1), and real{5}(z2) cannot be satisfied.

The datatype checker can, in principle, be seen as a constraint satisfiability problem
(CSP) solver that is used in a black-box manner by the tableau algorithm. However, in
order to support crucial optimisation techniques, such as dependency directed back-
tracking (cf. Section 3.1.2.3), the datatype checker has to return the subset of the
constraints that cause the unsatisfiability. If the datatype checker does not support
formulae with disjunctive information, e.g., real[>5](z) ∨ real[<3](z), which can, for ex-
ample, be extracted from the label of a concrete node z with a data range of the form
real[>5] ∨ real[<3], then the tableau algorithm has to do the non-deterministic decom-
position and has to call the datatype checker for potentially every non-deterministic
alternative that possibly influences the datatype constraints. Hence, by doing more
work with the tableau algorithm, we can use simpler datatype checkers, which could,
however, result in a worse overall performance since an optimised datatype checker might
be able to handle disjunctive information more efficiently. In practice, however, the ma-
jority of real-world ontologies do not encode “hard” constraint satisfiability problems
and, therefore, implementations of datatype checkers usually focus on other aspects,
such as modularity and extendibility to other datatypes and/or incremental checking of
datatype constraints [127].

A simple but in many cases already sufficiently efficient datatype checker can be obtained
by counting, for each concrete node, whether there are more different data values possible
than the number of inequality assertions w.r.t. other concrete nodes. If this is the case,
then the datatype constraints are obviously satisfiable. In practice, there should only be
a few cases where the satisfiability cannot simply be determined with this counting and,
for these cases, we can then enumerate the data values for the involved concrete nodes
and check whether one combination is satisfiable. Of course, also unsatisfiable sets of
datatype constraints can often simply be determined with analogous optimisations, e.g.,
by checking whether the number of pairwise distinct concrete nodes is larger than the
number of available data values. Similar to CSP solvers, it is obviously also possible to
use a form of constraint propagation to reduce the search space for finding a satisfiable
assignment of data values. For example, if we have the datatype constraints real{4}(z1),
real{3, 4}(z2), real{3, 4}(z3), z1 6≈ z2, and z2 6≈ z3, then we can restrict the possible
values of z2 to real{3} and, consequently, we can further propagate to z3 the restriction
that only the real data value 4 can be assigned to it.

In order to enable an efficient counting of the number of data values that are possible for a
concrete node, we can order the value spaces of the datatypes and use an interval-based
representation for which the end-points are stored in sorted arrays [127]. If different
intervals have an overlap, then we simply split them into overlapping free sub-intervals. If
the datatype provides facets that can restrict the value space in a way that is not directly
compatible with the used ordering, then we can further store, for each interval, the type
of the restriction. Hence, this approach can also be used to handle some more complex
datatypes such as owl:real of OWL 2, where we not only have typical facets such as
≤, <,>,≥, which are compatible with a straightforward ordering based on the <-relation
over the real numbers by completely pruning an interval of the value space, but also facets
such as rat, dec, and int, which restrict the data values (of intervals) to rational, decimal,
and integer numbers, respectively. In particular, we can use (l, u)t and [l, l]t to represent
the intervals for the datatype owl:real, where l, u are either real numbers, − inf, or + inf
such that l < u for (l, u)t, and t ⊆ {real, rat, dec, int, real, rat, dec, int}. Note that we use
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(l, u)t to represent the values between two numbers and [l, l]t to represent a single number
as interval and, therefore, we do not have to handle several different interval types with
including and/or excluding end-points. For a given set of such intervals, we can apply
different simplifications that merge or eliminate some intervals and/or reduce the type of
the restriction. For example, the interval (3, 7){dec,int} can be simplified to (3, 7){int} since
the restriction int is subsumed by the restriction dec. If there are adjoining intervals with
the same restriction types, such as (3, 8){int}, [8, 8]{int}, (8, 11){int}, then we can merge
them into a single interval, i.e., (3, 11){int}. Analogously, we can remove represented
intervals if the associated restriction types do restrict the intervals so much that no values
are possible, e.g., the interval (3, 7){int,dec} can be removed since the exclusion of decimals
contradicts with the explicit restriction to integer numbers. For each valid interval, i.e.,
intervals without contradicting restriction types, it is also clear how to count the possible
data values. For a valid interval of the form (l, u)t, we have max(u − l − 1, 0) possible
data values if the interval is only restricted to integers, i.e., int ∈ t, and, otherwise, the
interval contains infinitely many data values. In contrast, a valid interval of the form
[l, l]t represents exactly one data value if l is an integer and t ∩ {real, rat, dec, int} = ∅, l
is a decimal but not an integer and t∩{real, rat, dec, int} = ∅, l is a rational number but
not a decimal and t∩{real, rat, dec, int} = ∅, or l is a real but not a rational number and
t∩{real, rat, dec, int} = ∅, and, otherwise, [l, l]t does not represent a data value. We can
now interpret a facet expression of the form real[ϕ] as a set of intervals Sϕ as follows:

S<k = {(− inf, k){real}} S>k = {(k,+ inf){real}}
S≤k = {(− inf, k){real}, [k, k]{real}} S≥k = {[k, k]{real}, (k,+ inf){real}}
St = {(− inf,+ inf){t}} for t ∈ {real, rat, dec, int, real, rat, dec, int}

For two sets of intervals, say S1 and S2, we can also specify a ∪- and a ∩-operator for
the handling of data ranges by creating new (sub-)intervals such that all intervals of S1

and S2 are captured without any overlapping, by intersecting and uniting, respectively,
the restriction types of the corresponding intervals, and, then, by again simplifying the
resulting sets of intervals. Note that for the intersection with simplified restriction types,
we also have to consider the implicitly implied types, e.g., {real} ∩ {dec} corresponds to
{real}∩{real, rat, dec} and results in {real}. In addition, we have to support a \-operator
in order to be able to handle the complement of data ranges. For the interval-based
representation of the real value space, this is simply obtained by using Sreal ∩ Sα, where
α is the complemented facet (reduced to normal form).

If we assume that we have, for all datatypes, similar representations of the value spaces
and at least one separate, infinite value space that represents unknown datatypes (which
is required to support the extendible datatype map of OWL 2), we can build efficient
representations of the possible data values of complex data ranges by using the ∩-, ∪-,
and \-operator. Note that some few datatypes such as strings have even more complex
facets, e.g., facets that allow for restricting strings with regular expressions, for which
it can be useful to (additionally) use representations based on finite state automata in
order to quickly count the possible data values [127].



Chapter 3

State-of-the-Art Optimisations
and Reasoning Systems

Naive implementations of tableau algorithms have often a poor performance for real-
world ontologies since completion graphs can easily become very large and the non-
deterministic expansion rules can cause a very large search space. Therefore, the devel-
opment of appropriate optimisation techniques for tableau-based reasoning systems is a
long-standing research area in Description Logics. This has led to a magnitude of optimi-
sations (e.g., [12, 32, 33, 45, 46, 54, 60, 69, 70, 81, 165, 183, 187]) and several of them are
considered as essential for achieving a well-performing reasoning system. In this section,
we give an overview over the most important state-of-the-art optimisations, i.e., optimi-
sation techniques that are widely used in current, tableau-based reasoning systems and
for which evaluations have shown that they significantly improve the performance for
real-world ontologies. Subsequently, we also describe the fully-fledged state-of-the-art
reasoning systems for SROIQ in more detail.

3.1 State-of-the-Art Optimisation Techniques

Optimisations for tableau-based reasoning systems can roughly be divided into three
categories, namely preprocessing optimisations, model construction optimisations, and
optimisations for higher level reasoning tasks. In the following, we briefly discuss the
most relevant optimisations for these categories.

3.1.1 Preprocessing Optimisations

Preprocessing optimisations aim at rewriting parts of the knowledge base such that the
reasoning performance is improved. Also the extraction of helpful information can be
seen as a preprocessing of the knowledge base. Most reasoning systems apply the prepro-
cessing (and the preprocessing optimisations) while loading or directly after loading the
knowledge base. In principle, however, also lazy preprocessing approaches are possible,
where the preprocessing is delayed until reasoning is indeed requested. In the following,
we briefly introduce the most common preprocessing optimisations based on rewriting
and reformulating the knowledge base.

43
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Table 3.1: Lexical normalisation and simplification rules

Expression Normalisation Expression Simplification

¬¬C C C u (D1 uD2) C uD1 uD2

⊥ ¬> C u > C
C tD ¬(¬C u ¬D) C u ¬> ¬>
∃r.C ¬∀r.¬C C u ¬C ¬>

∀r.> >
>0 r.C >
>1 r.C ∃r.C
60 r.C ∀r.¬C

3.1.1.1 Lexical Normalisation and Simplification

More expressive DLs, such as SROIQ, allow for representing semantically equivalent
restrictions in several syntactical ways. For example, the assertion ∃r.A(a) is semanti-
cally equivalent to ¬∀r.¬A(a). To keep the tableau algorithm simple from a theoretical
point of view, we assume that the knowledge base is simplified such that it matches the
normal form presented in Section 2.2 and, consequently, ¬∀r.¬A(a) would be represented
as ∃r.A(a). In practice, we are more interested in good reasoning performance, which
can, for example, be achieved by expressing concepts such that clashes can quickly be
discovered. In particular, if we have the assertion ∀r.¬A(a) in addition to ∃r.A(a), then
the tableau algorithm has to create an r-successor for the node representing a to which
the concepts A and ¬A must be propagated in order to detect the inconsistency of the
knowledge base. In contrast, by representing ∃r.A(a) as ¬∀r.¬A(a), we can directly dis-
cover a clash in the label of the node that represents a consisting of the concept ∀r.¬A
and its negation ¬∀r.¬A.

The lexical normalisation of a knowledge base is a widely used preprocessing optimi-
sation technique that reformulates concept expressions such that ∃- and t-concepts
are represented by ∀- and u-concepts, respectively. In addition with a range of other
simplifications, this enables a faster clash detection with the tableau algorithm [12].
Usually, we also use a set representation for conjunctions such that we can identify
semantically equivalent conjunctions that only vary syntactically by the order of the
conjuncts and, consequently, the reasoner only has to manage one internal represen-
tation for them. However, the application of such normalisations and simplifications
is usually only worthwhile if they are not very costly. Hence, reasoners typically use
simplification and normalisation rules as depicted in Table 3.1.

3.1.1.2 GCI Absorption (and Lazy Unfolding)

In order to guarantee that each node of the completion graph indeed satisfies all axioms
of the TBox, one can “internalise” the TBox into a concept that is added to each node
label. For example, if the TBox contains the axioms

A v ∃r.(B1 uB2) (3.1)

A uB1 u ∃r.(B1 tB2) v ∃s.A, (3.2)
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Table 3.2: Lazy unfolding rules for tableau algorithms

v1-rule if H ∈ L(v), H v C ∈ K with H = A or H = {a}, C /∈ L(v), and
v is not indirectly blocked

then L(v) = L(v) ∪ {C}
v2-rule if {A1, A2} ⊆ L(v), A1 uA2 v C ∈ K, C /∈ L(v), and

v is not indirectly blocked
then L(v) = L(v) ∪ {C}

then their internalisation consists of one conjunct for each axiom that is a disjunction
with the negated left-hand side of the axiom and the right-hand side:

normK( (¬A t ∃r.(B1 uB2)) u (¬(A uB1 u ∃r.(B1 tB2)) t ∃s.A) ).

The >-rule of the tableau algorithm automatically ensures the consideration of the
internalised concept, say CI , for each node with an auxiliary axiom of the form > v CI .
Clearly, internalisation introduces a large number of disjunctions in each node label,
which possibly require several non-deterministic choices and backtracking if the choices
resulted in a clash.

Instead of internalising the TBox axioms, it is more efficient to integrate a rule into
the tableau calculus that checks, for a GCI C v D, whether C is satisfied for a node
and if this is the case, then D is also added to the node label. For Axiom (3.1), for
example, it is easy to check whether the atomic concept A is satisfied at a node. Such
a lazy unfolding for atomic concepts can be realised by additionally using the v1-rule
of Table 3.2 in the tableau algorithm and, consequently, we do not have to internalise
axioms of the form A v C.

Checking whether a complex left-hand side of an axiom is satisfied can, however, be
non-trivial. For example, it is not easily possible to verify syntactically whether a node
satisfies ∃r.(B1 t B2), which would be required for Axiom (3.2). In particular, with
Axioms (3.1) and (3.2), any instance of A has an r-successor that satisfies B1 uB2 and,
therefore, this A instance (semantically) also satisfies ∃r.(B1tB2) (but possibly not B1).
In order to nevertheless avoid the internalisation of such GCIs into axioms of the form
> v normK(¬C tD) (and the resulting processing of disjunctions), practical reasoning
systems use elaborate transformations in a preprocessing step called absorption.

An absorption algorithm tries to rewrite axioms in such a way that internalisation and,
hence, the non-determinism caused from the processing of (internalised) disjunctions can
be reduced for the tableau algorithm. To achieve this, the absorption algorithm extracts
conditions for an axiom that can easily be checked, and only if the conditions hold for a
node in a completion graph, then the remaining (complex) part of the axiom has to be
added to the node’s label, while, otherwise, the axiom is trivially satisfied. For example,
consider the internalisation > v ¬At¬B1 t∀r.(¬B1 u¬B2)t∃s.A of Axiom (3.2). We
can observe that any node in a completion graph that does not have an r-neighbour
trivially satisfies ∀r.(¬B1 u¬B2) and, hence, the overall disjunction. Furthermore, even
if there is an r-successor, this is only problematic, if the successor satisfies B1 or B2. To
check this, we can introduce axioms that make sure that a fresh marker concept F1 is
added to each node label that contains B1 or B2, which then triggers the propagation of
another marker F2 to the r-predecessor to indicate that one of the other disjuncts ¬A,
¬B1, or ∃s.A has to be satisfied. Since it can also easily be checked whether A or B1 is
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satisfied, we can use the axioms

B1 v F1 B2 v F1 F1 v ∀r−.F2 A uB1 u F2 v ∃s.A

to express Axiom (3.2) without any disjunction. We say that ¬A, ¬B1, and ∀r.(¬B1 u
¬B2) are absorbable since they can be moved out of the disjunction, whereas ∃s.A is
non-absorbable, i.e., it cannot easily be checked when the concept is satisfied and, hence,
the concept has to remain on the right-hand side of the axiom.

Note that the last axiom cannot be handled by the v1-rule since its left-hand side
consists of a conjunction of atomic concepts. Instead of adding a rule that processes
axioms of the form A1 u . . . u An v C with Ai atomic concepts, we can split them into
binary inclusion axioms such that A1 and A2 imply a fresh concept F1 (A1 uA2 v F1),
then F1 is combined with the next condition A3, and so on, until Fn−2 u An v Fn−1.
Finally, the concept Fn−1 is used to imply the concept C (Fn−1 v C). These binary
inclusion axioms stem from the binary absorption technique [81] and can efficiently be
handled by also using the v2-rule of Table 3.2 in the tableau algorithm. By using such
binary conjunctions on the left-hand side instead of n-ary ones, it is also possible to
reuse some of these joins for axioms with common conditions. Hence, by using binary
absorption, we can avoid internalisation of Axiom (3.2) and express it with the axioms

B1 v F1 B2 v F1 F1 v ∀r−.F2 A uB1 v F3 F2 u F3 v ∃s.A.

Besides binary absorption, also other absorption techniques have been introduced (e.g.,
role absorption [183], nominal absorption [165]), which use special rewritings for specific
concept expressions/constructors and/or axioms in the knowledge in order to maximise
the lazy unfolding and, consequently, to avoid the processing of disjunctions with the
tableau algorithm.

3.1.2 Model Construction Optimisations

The construction of model abstractions (i.e., completion graphs) is the central task of
tableau-based reasoning systems. In particular, all reasoning tasks are typically reduced
to the construction of (counter) models that show that specific assumptions encoded in
extensions of the knowledge base do not necessarily hold in all cases. Therefore, it is
clearly essential to make this task as efficient as possible. To achieve this, a large range
of optimisation techniques has been developed and/or adapted from related research
areas. In the following, we briefly introduce the most relevant optimisations for the model
construction process with tableau algorithms, which have, in principle, been integrated in
many state-of-the-art systems since it has been observed that they significantly improve
reasoning performance for real-world ontologies.

3.1.2.1 Boolean Constraint Propagation

Besides the standard tableau expansion rules depicted in Table 2.2, we can use addi-
tional simplification rules that derive certain consequences more efficiently, which can,
for example, be useful for the reduction of non-determinism. One very well-known and
widely used simplification rule is Boolean constraint propagation (also known as unit
propagation) [12], which directly adds a disjunct of a disjunction if the negations of all
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Table 3.3: Boolean constraint propagation rule for tableau algorithms

tBCP -rule if C tD ∈ L(v), normK(¬C) ∈ L(v), and v is not indirectly blocked
then L(v) = L(v) ∪ {D}

other disjuncts are satisfied at a node, i.e., if this disjunct is the only one that does not
directly result in a clash. By repeatedly applying the Boolean constraint propagation
rule (cf. Table 3.3) with a high priority, we can potentially derive many consequences de-
terministically such that the non-deterministic branching can be reduced. For example,
if a label contains the concepts A1,¬A1 t¬A2, and ¬A1 tA2 tA3, then the application
of the Boolean constraint propagation rule for ¬A1 t ¬A2 deterministically adds ¬A2

and, as a result, another rule application becomes possible for ¬A1 tA2 tA3 such that
also A3 can be added deterministically.

3.1.2.2 Semantic Branching

Another technique that can optimise the processing of non-deterministic alternatives
is semantic branching [12]. If a chosen disjunct of a disjunction results in a clash,
then we test the other disjuncts by additionally adding the negation of the previously
evaluated disjuncts. For example, if the disjunct C is unsatisfiable for a node with
the disjunction C tD, then we check whether the non-deterministic branch, where we
add the concept ¬C as well as the disjunct D to the node label, is satisfiable. This
exploits the fact that C t D is semantically equivalent with C t (¬C u D) and would
prevent the reevaluation of the concept C in other branches if it were added in other
ways (e.g., by another disjunction C tD′ in the same node label). Although semantic
branching seems to improve the reasoning performance for real-world ontologies, it can
possibly also cause some additional overhead since ¬C can be a complex concept and its
expansion can require many (potentially non-deterministic) rule applications. Hence, it
can be appropriate to restrict its usage.

3.1.2.3 Dependency Directed Backtracking

Dependency directed backtracking is an important and widely used optimisation tech-
nique that allows for evaluating only those non-deterministic alternatives that are indeed
relevant, i.e., the ones that are involved in the creation of clashes. If the clashed facts
in a completion graph do not depend on a certain non-deterministic decision, then there
exists no reason to evaluate other non-deterministic alternatives of such a decision since
they do not eliminate the causes of the clash. For example, if we have a node v with

L(v) = { ∀r.¬At 61 r.>, C1 tD1, . . . , Cn tDn, >2 r.(A uB) }

and we assume that the concepts are processed in the same order as in the above de-
piction of the label, then we first non-deterministically choose either the disjunct ∀r.¬A
or 61 r.>. After the processing of the remaining disjunctions C1 tD1, . . . , Cn tDn, we
try to create two r-successors with A in their labels in order to satisfy > 2 r.(A u B),
which, however, results in a clash with the chosen disjunct of the first processed disjunc-
tion. With the dependency directed backtracking optimisation, we use this information
to directly jump back to the version of the completion graph where the disjunction
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∀r.¬A t 6 1 r.> is not yet processed and we try to expand the node with the other
alternative. Since this also results in a clash as soon as we create the r-successors for
> 2 r.(A u B) and there are not any other alternatives of involved non-deterministic
decisions, we know that this node label is unsatisfiable.

A common realisation of dependency directed backtracking is backjumping, where we
label each fact in the completion graph with a dependency set that represents those
non-deterministic decision on which the fact depends [12, 187]. Since the initialisation
of a completion graph is deterministic, all of its facts are simply associated with an
empty dependency set. Then, if a tableau expansion rule adds a new fact, we set the
dependency set of the new fact to the union of the dependency sets of those facts that are
causing the application of the rule. If the expansion rule is non-deterministic, then we
further add the new non-deterministic decision to the dependency sets of the facts that
are added by this rule. Then, if a clash is discovered, we can identify the relevant non-
deterministic decisions by the dependency sets of all facts that are involved in the clash.
By jumping back to the last relevant non-deterministic decision, we can then avoid the
processing of many irrelevant alternatives. In order to be able to further jump back after
all non-deterministic alternatives of a relevant decision resulted in clashes, we have to
save the dependencies for all alternatives such that the next relevant non-deterministic
decision can be identified.

Besides backjumping, there also exist more sophisticated techniques to realise depen-
dency directed backtracking, which can work better in combination with other optimi-
sations such as (unsatisfiability) caching [173]. In particular, by storing, for each fact,
on which other facts it depends (e.g., with the technique presented in Section 2.5.2),
i.e., which other facts are the causes of a fact (instead of only storing the dependent
non-deterministic decisions), we can trace back the causes of the clashes more precisely.
If a clash is discovered, we cannot only identify the relevant non-deterministic decisions,
but also all those concepts that are responsible for the clash. If the same concepts
are spotted again, e.g., in another completion graph, then we can use the dependencies
associated with these concepts for directly executing the dependency directed backtrack-
ing. In contrast, if it is not exactly clear which concepts are causing the clash but we
still want to use (unsatisfiability) caching, then we potentially have to use dependencies
of uninvolved concepts and, consequently, we may wrongly identify non-deterministic
decisions as relevant.

3.1.2.4 Caching Satisfiability Status

Since all reasoning tasks are reduced to consistency checking with minor extensions
of the knowledge base (e.g., by asserting a specific concept to a fresh individual) for
tableau-based reasoning systems, we potentially have to do a lot of very similar work.
In particular, it is very likely that identical node labels occur in several completion graphs
such that the same expansion has to be repeated several times. By storing the labels of
blockable nodes of fully expanded and clash-free completion graphs in a (satisfiability)
cache, we can principally block the expansion of a node in another completion graph
if its label is identical to one in the cache since we already know that it is satisfiable
without expanding it again. However, such a caching of satisfiable node labels easily
becomes incomplete for more expressive DLs. Although it can be extended to work
with inverse roles by caching pairs of node labels (similar to pairwise blocking) [47, 129]
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and/or by taking possible consequences propagated from descendant nodes into account
[32, 33, 54], it is typically not used for knowledge bases with nominals.

We can clearly also cache unsatisfiable node labels, which can then, for example, be
used to avoid the repeated expansion of unsatisfiable, non-deterministic alternatives.
If a node label contains concepts that cause the generation of a clash (potentially for
a successor node), then this combination of concepts is also unsatisfiable in any other
completion graph. Again, inverse roles and nominals often cause difficulties, but corre-
sponding extensions have been developed [173]. In particular, by exactly tracking the
dependencies between all facts in the completion graph (e.g., with the technique pre-
sented in Section 2.5.2), we can exactly identify those concepts that are involved in the
creation of clashes. Hence, by further tracing back the causes, we can possibly identify
a set of concepts in one node label that is responsible for the unsatisfiability. If we
cache such a set of concepts (in an unsatisfiability cache) and we discover it again, e.g.,
as a subset of a node label in another completion graph or another non-deterministic
alternative, then we can save a further expansion and use these concepts as basis for
(dependency directed) backtracking.

Due to the difference in satisfiability and unsatisfiability caching, it can be worthwhile
to realise both techniques separately. For example, to find unsatisfiable node labels,
we can test whether a subset of the label is represented as entry in the unsatisfiability
cache. In contrast, a node can be identified as satisfiable if its label is a subset of a label
stored in the satisfiability cache.

3.1.2.5 Blocking Optimisations

The blocking techniques of tableau algorithms prevent the infinite application of gener-
ating rules for knowledge bases with cyclic concepts and, thus, is crucial for termination.
Also the size of the completion graph generated by the tableau algorithm heavily de-
pends on the blocking technique. If it is possible to establish blocking earlier, then less
successor nodes have to be created, which obviously also results in fewer expansion rule
applications. An earlier blocking often also reduces the non-deterministic search space
since decisions for successor nodes can be saved. However, it is also crucial to spend not
too much time for searching blocker nodes and checking blocking conditions since this
must potentially be done quite often. In particular, we have to check the blocking after
a node or an ancestor of a node has been modified. In addition, the blocking status
has to be verified (and potentially be updated) if the blocker node or the blocked node
becomes modified.

To address these issues, several blocking optimisations have been developed for tableau-
based reasoning systems such that the size of completion graphs can be kept as small
as possible and/or the overhead of the blocking can be minimised. For example, our
definition of pairwise blocking (cf. Definition 2.14) requires that the labels of the node
that is to be blocked is identical with the label of the node that is used as blocker.
It is further required that their predecessors must be labelled with the same concepts.
This can be relaxed with precise blocking conditions [72], where we only check whether
the repeating part (i.e., the successors of the node that is considered as blocker) could
be appended to the node that is to be blocked without causing new consequences or
clashes. Another restriction of our pairwise blocking definition is that the blocker node
must be an ancestor of the node that is to be blocked. However, this restriction is often
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only imposed to keep the tableau algorithm simple, for example, for correctness proofs.
In practice, often the (pairwise) anywhere blocking [129] technique is used, where the
conditions are relaxed such that the blocker node can be any blockable node in the
completion graph (instead of requiring an ancestor node). For this, it must only be
ensured that nodes do not mutually block each other. In particular, cyclic blocks are
typically prevented by imposing a strict order on the nodes in the completion graph,
which, for example, can be based on the node creation order, and by blocking nodes
only with earlier created nodes.

To quickly find suitable candidates for blocking, one often uses techniques such as core
blocking [45], where so-called core concepts are identified in a preprocessing step such
that the nodes in the completion graph can be indexed based on these core concepts and,
therefore, potentially similar nodes can be accessed more efficiently. As core concepts
are in principle those concepts very suitable that allow for identifying (most of) the
remaining concepts in node labels for a completion graph, i.e., those concepts for which
the remaining concepts can simply be derived as (possible) consequences. Therefore, we
typically identify disjuncts, existentially restricted concepts, and concepts propagated
via universal restrictions as core concepts.

These blocking optimisations (or very similar ones) are often considered as essential for
tableau-based reasoning systems and, indeed, they are used by many state-of-the-art
reasoners.

3.1.2.6 Heuristic Guided Search and Processing

In spite of all the conditions of the expansion rules and other optimisation techniques,
a reasoning system still has a large degree of freedom in deciding which rule on which
node should be applied next as well as in which order it wants to evaluate the non-
deterministic alternatives. This is typically steered by different heuristics, whereby many
of these are often hard-coded into the reasoner (e.g., by appropriate processing queues),
but especially for the processing of non-deterministic alternatives that are caused by
disjunctions, the reasoners often guide the search for a fully expanded and clash-free
completion graph with learning-based heuristics. In particular, we can gather statistics
about how often the disjuncts of a disjunction cause clashes and we can potentially
reduce the processing of unsatisfiable alternatives by trying to choose those disjuncts for
which often fully expanded and clash-free completion graphs can be generated [12, 165].
In addition, we try to first process those disjunctions that are often involved in the
creation of clashes in order to avoid a repeated processing of uninvolved disjunctions
after backjumping. For the processing within a completion graph, it is often a good
idea to completely process ancestor nodes before rules are applied for successors since
the merging and pruning of successor nodes could make their processing superfluous
and/or the additional restrictions from the merging could contradict with chosen non-
deterministic decisions such that a lot of backtracking is required.

3.1.3 Optimisations for Higher Level Reasoning Tasks

For tableau-based reasoning systems, higher level reasoning tasks, such as classification
and realisation, are typically reduced to (possibly a multitude of) consistency tests. Since
each consistency check can still require a large amount of time, a range of optimisations
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has been developed that aim at minimising the number of required consistency tests. In
the following, we briefly describe the most relevant, so-called higher level optimisations
with particular focus on classification.

3.1.3.1 Information Extraction from Models

The completion graphs constructed by the tableau algorithm contain valuable informa-
tion that can be exploited for higher level reasoning tasks. In particular, by building
a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph, the tableau algorithm derives those
(atomic) concepts in the labels of nominal nodes for which the individuals are possibly
instances of. More precisely, if concepts are deterministically derived by the tableau
algorithm (i.e., concepts that are derived without the influence of non-deterministic de-
cisions), then we know that the individuals represent instances of these concepts since
they are obviously consequences in all models. In contrast, non-deterministically derived
concepts merely describe possible instances, which, in principle, have to be verified sep-
arately, e.g., by checking the (in)consistency of the knowledge base where the negated
concept is additionally asserted to the individual. Moreover, if the knowledge base has
been normalised such that the TBox only contains GCIs (i.e., all C ≡ D axioms are
rewritten to C v D and D v C), then (atomic) concepts that are neither determinis-
tically nor non-deterministically derived for a node reveal that the corresponding indi-
viduals cannot be instances of these concepts [46]. Hence, we can often already extract
many (possible) instantiations that have to be determined in the realisation reasoning
task from the fully expanded and clash-free completion graph of the initial consistency
check of a knowledge base.

Analogously, we can also extract subsumption relations, e.g., for classification. If a node
label for a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph contains an atomic concept
A but not B, then we know that A v B cannot hold (again, under the assumption
that the knowledge base does not contain any axioms of the form C ≡ D). In contrast,
if B is deterministically derived from A, e.g., B has deterministically been added to
the label of the root node that has been created to test the satisfiability of A, then
A v B obviously holds. Hence, especially the satisfiable tests for (atomic) concepts
can already reveal many subsumption relations for these concepts, but it can be useful
to also inspect completion graphs of other tests in order to be able to prune possible
subsumptions and/or instantiations.

3.1.3.2 Optimised Classification Algorithms

A naive classification algorithm, where we determine the class hierarchy by computing
the subsumption relations between all pairs of atomic concepts, becomes impractical
already for small ontologies. For example, if each subsumption test (which is reduced to
consistency checking) were to take only 1 ms for an ontology with 2000 atomic concepts,
then we would have to perform 2000 ·2000 subsumption tests, which would require more
than 1 hour. In order to achieve a better performance, more sophisticated classification
algorithms have been developed and, currently, two algorithms are dominantly used
in state-of-the-art reasoning systems: enhanced traversal [9] and classification based
on known/possible sets [46]. It often depends on other optimisations of the reasoning
systems and on the ontologies whether one algorithm produces less consistency tests for
determining all subsumption relations between atomic concepts in the ontology.
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For the enhanced traversal, we incrementally build the class hierarchy by choosing the
next atomic concept and by inserting it into the correct position in the hierarchy [9]. For
this, we have to determine the direct subsumers and subsumees (i.e., the direct super-
and sub-classes) in the current hierarchy, which is separated into two phases. In the top-
down traversal phase, we determine the most specific subsumer concepts by performing
subsumption tests, beginning with the >-concept and then by continuing with more
specialised concepts in the already constructed hierarchy, as long as the subsumption
holds. After that, we refine the direct subsumees stepwise by taking the determined
subsumers and by computing which concepts are subsumed by the current one, where
we move and continue with their subsumees from the current hierarchy as long as the
subsumptions do not hold. In principle, this can also be seen as a bottom-up phase,
where we move up from the ⊥-concept as long as the concepts in the current hierarchy
are subsumees of the currently handled concept. If only one direct subsumer is found
that also coincide with the only determined subsumee, then we simply store the concept
as an equivalent one in the hierarchy and, otherwise, we insert it into the hierarchy by
updating the direct subsumers and subsumees.

In contrast, the classification with known and possible sets of concept subsumptions
works by performing satisfiability tests for all atomic concepts in the knowledge base
and by extracting, form the generated completion graphs, which known and possible
subsumers do these concepts have [46]. As long as the possible set contains possible
subsumptions, we take one and verify whether the subsumption indeed holds by per-
forming a corresponding subsumption test. In addition, we prune possible subsumptions
by analysing and extracting information from constructed completion graphs and by in-
terpreting results of subsumption tests. In particular, if a computation reveals that a
subsumption A v B does not hold, then we know that every concept A′ that is subsumed
by A can also not be subsumed by B, i.e., we can remove A′ v B from P if A′ v A ∈ K,
where we use K and P here to denote the set of known and possible subsumptions,
respectively. Analogously, we can prune A v B′ from P if B′ v B ∈ K. Moreover, if
we calculate that a subsumption A v B does hold, then we can also derive additional
subsumptions. For example, we can then derive A′ v B for K if A′ v A ∈ K and
A v B′ for K if B v B′ ∈ K. In practice, we often store known and possible subsumers
separately as a set for each atomic concept to simplify the navigation.

For the known/possible set classification, we explicitly have to do the transitive reduction
as a last step, whereas we directly obtain the hierarchy with the enhanced traversal
method. However, the data structures for the known/possible set classification are
simpler, which can, for example, be beneficial for parallelisation. The known/possible
set classification typically works well if the knowledge base and, hence, the completion
graphs are primarily deterministic, i.e., we do not have too many possible subsumptions.
In fact, if an ontology requires that almost all other concepts are stored as possible
subsumers for the majority of the concepts, then we have to manage nearly quadratically
many (possible) subsumptions, which can easily become impractical for larger ontologies.
In such cases, the enhanced traversal algorithm might be more efficient, but also the
separate traversal of each concept through the incrementally built hierarchy can be
expensive for larger ontologies with many concepts.

Both classification algorithms are typically initialised with told subsumptions [9] that
can syntactically be extracted from the axioms of the knowledge base in order to obtain
a good processing order for the concepts. With a range of additional optimisations, the
number of subsumption tests can usually be further reduced. For example, it is often
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possible to identify a range of simple concepts for which satisfiability and subsumption
tests are not required since all subsumers are completely defined by the extracted told
subsumptions [187].

3.1.3.3 (Pseudo) Model Merging

By storing information of constructed completion graphs for the satisfiability tests of
concepts and their negations, we can often quickly determine many non-subsumptions by
checking whether the models could be merged without causing a clash [60]. For example,
if we have a completion graph that encodes a model for A and another one that encodes
a model for ¬B such that they are mergeable, i.e., clash-causing interactions between
the root nodes and corresponding successor nodes can be excluded, then we know that
A v B does not hold since the merging of their completion graphs would directly give a
model for Au¬B. Of course, we are typically not interested in storing (potentially many)
completion graphs entirely. Therefore, we often only extract sufficient information to
perform the merging tests with limited depth, i.e., we limit the extraction and checking
to a certain amount of successor/descendant nodes.

Although the model merging can prune many subsumption tests, it has to be used with
care. For more expressive DLs, such as SROIQ, the merging tests becomes more and
more difficult since we have to check for more interactions for which also additional
information has to be extracted and stored. Moreover, we also have to construct fully
expanded and clash-free completion graphs for negated concepts, which can also intro-
duce additional, unwanted overhead.

3.2 State-of-the-Art Reasoning Systems

In the following, we briefly introduce the fully-fledged state-of-the-art reasoners for the
DL SROIQ, namely FaCT++ [185], HermiT [47], and Pellet [166]. Although there
exist plenty of other interesting reasoners, such as Racer [58] or MORe [2] (see, e.g.,
[121] for a detailed survey of current, stand-alone DL and OWL reasoners1), they do not
completely cover all features of SROIQ, e.g., nominals, or do not support important
reasoning tasks, e.g., realisation. It is also worth pointing out that there exist a range
of “portfolio reasoners” (e.g., Chainsaw [186], MORe [2], PAGOdA [199], R2O2 [85],
WSClassifier [170]), i.e., reasoners that (dynamically) delegate (parts of ontologies) to
specific reasoners based on some analysis and preprocessing. Nevertheless, we focus here
on the systems that directly implement reasoning methods since they serve as basis for
the portfolio reasoners and, in the worst-case, we have to fall back to these fully-fledged
reasoners. Moreover, many portfolio reasoners so far are only realised as prototypes with
limited support for reasoning tasks, which restricts their application in practice.

There further exists a large range of specialised reasoners for specific reasoning tasks
in certain language fragments and OWL 2 profiles. For example, well-known reason-
ing systems for the OWL 2 EL profile are ELepHant [161], ELK [92], CEL [11], jcel
[123], Snorocket [124], and TrOWL [182], where the latter one has even special methods

1Up-to-date lists of current reasoners can also be found at http://owl.cs.manchester.ac.uk/tools/
list-of-reasoners/ and http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/OWL/Implementations/.

http://owl.cs.manchester.ac.uk/tools/list-of-reasoners/
http://owl.cs.manchester.ac.uk/tools/list-of-reasoners/
http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/OWL/Implementations/
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to approximate reasoning for OWL 2 DL ontologies [148, 149]. Although these rea-
soners typically outperform the fully-fledged SROIQ reasoning systems for supported
ontologies, we focus here on the SROIQ reasoners since, in practice, often also more
expressive language features are used (see, e.g., [119, 120] and/or Appendix B) that
cannot be (completely) handled by specialised systems.

3.2.1 FaCT++

FaCT++ [185] is a tableau-based state-of-the-art reasoner for SROIQ with partial
support of OWL 2 datatypes. It is implemented in C++ and freely available as open-
source reasoner under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public Licence (LGPL).
The current version of FaCT++ is 1.6.4 and supports the standard reasoning task
described in Section 2.3. Moreover, FaCT++ integrates most of the state-of-the-art
optimisations described in Section 3.1 (or variants thereof). According to its system
description [185], FaCT++ also incorporates specific preprocessing optimisations for
the handling of synonym concepts, such as told cycle elimination and synonym replace-
ment, where the knowledge base is rewritten such that (atomic) concepts, for which a
semantic equivalence can be detected, are replaced by (fresh) representative concepts
that stand for the replaced ones. FaCT++ classifies knowledge bases with a variant
of the enhanced traversal algorithm supported by several state-of-the-art optimisations,
most notably (pseudo) model merging and told subsumption extraction. Besides that,
FaCT++ also implements additional higher level optimisations, e.g., clustering, where
the required subsumption tests for classification are reduced by artificially improving
the hierarchy with the introduction of virtual concepts that summarise several siblings.
The lightweight data structures of FaCT++ enable a very fast rule application and,
consequently, FaCT++ can quickly build also larger completion graphs and/or explore
many non-deterministic alternatives. The application of rules is controlled by a “ToDo
list”, where the concept node pairs, for which rule applications might be required, can
be flexibly ordered with appropriate heuristics.

FaCT++ supports the OWL API interface by passing the method calls through the Java
Native Interface (JNI) to the FaCT++ binary and, consequently, it can directly be used
within any Java program on major platforms. However, for compatibility and usability
improvements, there also exists a Java port of FaCT++, called JFact,2 which is more or
less based on the same architecture, the same techniques, and the same optimisations,
but uses some adaptations for low level details due to the differences between the C++
and the Java programming language.

3.2.2 HermiT

HermiT [47] is a fully compliant OWL 2 reasoner w.r.t. the OWL 2 Direct Seman-
tics specification, i.e., it supports SROIQ(D) with all OWL 2 datatypes. HermiT is
implemented in Java and is freely available under the terms of the GNU LGPL v3.0.
The current version of HermiT is 1.3.8 and it has full support for all standard reason-
ing task w.r.t. concepts as well as roles, i.e., besides (standard) concept classification
and concept realisation, HermiT also fully supports the classification of roles and can

2Available at https://github.com/owlcs/jfact/.

https://github.com/owlcs/jfact/
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compute which pairs of individuals are instances of them. HermiT implements a hyper-
tableau algorithm—a variant of the tableau algorithm that tries to mimic behaviours of
resolution-based procedures in order to reduce non-determinism [129]. For this, HermiT
transforms the TBox axioms of a knowledge base in so-called DL-clauses, which are rules
of the form

U1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ug → V1 ∨ . . . ∨ Vh,

where each Ui is an atom of the form A(x), r(x, yk), or A(yk) and each Vj is an atom
of the form A(x), r(x, yk), A(yk), > mr.A(x), x ≈ zk, or yk ≈ y` with the centre
variable x, the successor variables y1, . . . , yn, and the nominal variables z1, . . . , zl. Note
that, in principle, it is necessary to further annotate expressions of the form yk ≈ y` with
additional information to correctly handle at-most cardinality restrictions in combination
with inverse roles and nominals. The transformation of TBox axioms into DL-clauses,
which is also called clausification, is more or less straightforward and can be seen as a
powerful form of absorption. For example, the axiom A1u∃r.A2 v B can be transformed
into the DL-clause A1(x) ∧ r(x, y) ∧ A2(y) → B(x). Analogously to standard tableau
algorithms, a model abstraction is then built by applying the rules for nodes in a form
of a completion graph. In comparison with naive, unoptimised tableau algorithms (e.g.,
without absorption and lazy unfolding), for which a lot of non-determinism is caused due
to the internalisation of axioms, the hypertableau algorithm allows for directly applying
many DL-clauses deterministically. A naive encoding of cardinality restrictions can,
however, cause problems in practice. For example, the clausification used in HermiT
encodes an axiom of the form A v6n r.B into a DL-clause of the form

A(x) ∧
n+1∧
i=1

(r(x, yi) ∧B(yi))→
∨

1≤i<j≤n+1

(yi ≈ yj),

which, in principle, requires quadratically many terms w.r.t. n, and, hence, can blow
up the internal representation of an ontology significantly. Fortunately, ontologies with
such larger cardinalities do not seem to occur very often in practice.

Nevertheless, other aspects of the model construction are very similar and, therefore,
also HermiT uses many of the state-of-the-art optimisations described in Section 3.1.
In particular, blocking the generation of (new) successor nodes is optimised in HermiT
with the anywhere blocking and optionally also with the core blocking technique (due to
the form of the DL-clauses, the use of precise blocking conditions is not easily possible).
HermiT also caches (pairs of) satisfiable node labels as long as the knowledge base does
not contain nominals. Optionally, the user can also activate the individual reuse optimi-
sation, where the hypertableau algorithm tries to (non-deterministically) reuse existing
nodes in the completion graph instead of generating new ones, which can improve the
reasoning performance for some ontologies [126]. For classification (and realisation),
HermiT uses an algorithm based on known/possible sets, where many subsumption (in-
stance) tests can be pruned by intensively exploiting information of constructed model
abstractions.

Besides ordinary OWL 2 ontologies, HermiT has partial support for rule languages such
as the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL), which allow for extending OWL 2 on-
tologies with knowledge that is not tree-shaped. Due to the similarities between rules
and DL-clauses, they can directly be handled by the hypertableau algorithm as long
as the rule bodies do not refer to complex roles. In addition to this limitation, the
rules are only applied for named individuals in the knowledge base, which is a common
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restriction to ensure decidability (often also called DL-safe). HermiT further supports
Description Graphs—a non-standard extension that allows for modelling (some) arbi-
trarily connected structures in more detail. HermiT can be used via the OWL API, but
also comes with a command line interface.

3.2.3 Pellet

Pellet [166] is a Java-based reasoner for the DL SROIQ(D) that supports most of the
OWL 2 datatypes and even extensions for user-defined ones. Besides the standard rea-
soning tasks described in Section 2.3, Pellet also provides several non-standard tasks,
such as conjunctive query answering and explanation. The current version 2.3.1 of Pellet
is freely available as open-source reasoner under the term of the GNU Affero General
Public Licence (AGPL) version 3.0. Also Pellet is a tableau-based reasoner for which,
however, different sets of expansion rules are dynamically used depending on the ex-
pressiveness of the processed ontology. This idea is based on the observation that less
expressive ontologies can potentially be handled more efficiently by more specialised ex-
pansion rules, especially because their optimisation can be easier. For example, Pellet
employs for SHON a set of expansion rules for which the generation of new successor
nodes is blocked with subset blocking, where we only check whether the label of a node
is a subset of another node label in the completion graph. In addition, for DLs with
neither inverse roles nor nominals, Pellet caches the satisfiable status of nodes in gener-
ated completion graphs. In order to handle very simple ontologies within the OWL 2 EL
profile more efficiently, Pellet also integrates a variant of a completion-based saturation
procedure. Similar to FaCT++, Pellet also uses a variant of the enhanced traversal
algorithm for classification. This is assisted by an extended (pseudo) model merging
technique that allows for handling restricted uses of nominals. Of course, Pellet also im-
plements many other state-of-the-art optimisations, most notably dependency directed
backtracking, semantic branching, and several simpler absorption techniques.

Compared to HermiT, Pellet completely supports reasoning with DL-safe SWRL rules.
Other extensions in Pellet for reasoning compromise E-connections—a framework that
allows for combining DLs with other decidable logics—and epistemic operators, which
allow some form of non-monotonic reasoning. In addition, Pellet provides additional
functionalities to facilitate the analysis, the repair, and the debugging of ontologies.
Pellet supports a wide range of different interfaces. In particular, besides the widely
used OWL API interface, Pellet has command line support and can also be used within
the Jena framework—a free and open-source Java framework for building Semantic Web
and Linked Data applications.



Chapter 4

Optimising Absorption for
Expressive Description Logics

As introduced in Section 3.1.1.2, a very effective and widely used optimisation for
tableau-based reasoning systems is absorption—a preprocessing step that aims at rewrit-
ing general concept inclusion (GCI) axioms such that non-determinism for the construc-
tion of completion graphs is avoided as much as possible. As a short reminder, this is
basically achieved by extending the tableau algorithm with lazy unfolding rules such
that simple inclusion axioms of the form A v C and A1uA2 v C are directly supported
and by rewriting GCIs such that this lazy unfolding is maximised, whereby internali-
sation into disjunctions becomes not or only partially necessary. We say a concept is
(completely) absorbable if it does not necessarily contribute a disjunct to the disjunction
generated by the internalisation and we call the concepts and propagations over roles
(e.g., in form of universal restrictions) in the generated simple inclusion axioms (for the
implication of the required disjunction) conditions, in the sense that the disjunction only
has to be processed if they are satisfied. In other words, absorption tries to extract con-
ditions from axioms in order to rewrite them in a way such that the tableau algorithm
only automatically processes the disjunction that corresponds to (remaining parts of)
the axiom if the conditions are satisfied.

Although already several absorption techniques have been developed (e.g., [81, 165,
183]), they are, in principle, primarily designed for less expressive DLs. This is due to the
fact that reasoning algorithms for more expressive DLs have been developed step-by-step
and relevant optimisations, such as absorption, have simply been adapted to support
more expressive language features. However, the language features and constructors
of more expressive DLs are fundamentally different such that adaptations of existing
techniques do often not result in optimal solutions.

In particular, existing absorption techniques try to handle concept constructors sepa-
rately by splitting complex (sub-)concepts with atomic auxiliary concepts into separate
GCIs. Such a splitting of complex concepts is often part of a normalisation step that is
used to simplify algorithms and their implementations. This basically allows for organ-
ising the knowledge base into a fixed amount of “template axioms”, which is particularly
useful for describing absorption algorithms. For example, if the at-least cardinality re-
striction > 3 r.C occurs as sub-concept on the left-hand side of a GCI, i.e., we have an
axiom of the form . . . (>3 r.C) . . . v C, then we replace the cardinality restriction with a
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fresh (atomic) auxiliary concept, say F , and we add axioms to the knowledge base that
ensure that F is completely defined as >3 r.C (e.g., F ≡>3 r.C). By doing this also for
other complex sub-concepts, we obtain a normalised knowledge base with only instan-
tiations of template axioms in the sense that each axiom has an atomic concept on one
side and a complex concept with only atomic sub-concepts on the other side. Clearly,
knowledge bases with only such axioms are often easier to handle (e.g., by specifying
for each axiom template how it has to be absorbed), but such a normalisation easily in-
troduces additional non-determinism, especially for more expressive DLs. In particular,
since the concept > 3 r.C is not completely absorbable, i.e., there is no known way to
detect efficiently with the tableau algorithm whether the concept is satisfied at a node in
the completion graph, we principally need a complete definition for the splitting into a
separate axiom such that F can (potentially) be used on both sides of axioms. Although
some tableau algorithms can handle completely defined concepts with additional unfold-
ing rules, it is typically required to rewrite complete definitions of the form A ≡ C to
A v C and C v A if there are other complete definitions for A or if there are additional
GCIs that use A on the left-hand side. If we want to absorb the original axiom with the
sub-concept > 3 r.C replaced by F , then F has to be used as condition, which results
in a GCI of the form F v ... and, as a consequence, F ≡> 3 r.C has to be rewritten
into F v>3 r.C and >3 r.C v F , where we still/again have the problem that the latter
one cannot be (completely) absorbed. Hence, >3 r.C v F has to be internalised into an
axiom of the form . . . v ¬ > 3 r.C t F and the tableau algorithm is forced to process
the disjunction ¬ > 3 r.C t F for every node in the completion graph. Clearly, more
expressive DLs have several concept constructors that cannot (completely) be absorbed
and internalisation into disjunctions cannot be completely avoided. Moreover, due to
the splitting into separate GCIs, existing absorption algorithms only have limited possi-
bilities to extract conditions with which the processing of disjunctions can be triggered
or delayed.

In this chapter, we present a new absorption algorithm, which can, on the one hand,
be seen as a generalisation of several well-known absorption techniques, such as binary
absorption [81], role absorption [183], and nominal absorption [165]. On the other hand,
the algorithm allows for absorbing (parts of) concepts without splitting GCIs and, as a
result, more expressive concept constructors can better be handled and non-determinism
can further be reduced or even completely be avoided. Roughly speaking, partial absorp-
tion tries to extract as many conditions as possible from an axiom and tries to arrange
them into simple inclusion axioms such that the processing of the first disjunction is de-
layed as much as possible. Note that our algorithm heavily utilises and relies on binary
inclusion axioms (i.e., GCIs of the form A1uA2 v C), which have been introduced with
binary absorption [81], and, therefore, our technique can also be seen as an extension of
this algorithm.

We further present several extensions to the new absorption algorithm that enable an
improved handling of specific language features of (expressive) DLs, such as completely
defined concepts and datatypes. Due to the reduced non-determinism, we have a smaller
search space for a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph and, thus, we directly
increase the performance of the reasoning system in practice. However, the reduced
non-determinism is also beneficial for other optimisations. In Chapter 6, for example,
we employ a variant of saturation to derive (many) deterministic consequences very
quickly and it is clear that less work has to be done with the tableau algorithm if more
non-determinism can be avoided.
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The content of this chapter is mainly based on a workshop [177] as well as a journal
publication [178] and its organisation is as follows: In Section 4.1, we introduce our
recursive absorption algorithm for which we present several extension in Section 4.2.
After that, we compare the partial absorption technique with related work in Section 4.3
in more detail, and we present an evaluation in Section 4.4, before we summarise the
presented approach and discuss future work in Section 4.5.

4.1 Recursive Partial Absorption Algorithm

For ease of presentation, we present a variant of our new “partial absorption algorithm”
that operates recursively on sub-concepts and/or axioms. This is in contrast to many
existing absorption techniques, but it facilitates further optimisations, such as backward
chaining for the handling of nominal schemas (cf. Chapter 5), and, in principle, it is
not even problematic in practice since the nesting of sub-concepts is typically not very
deep. The new algorithm completely handles each GCI C v D of a knowledge base.
More precisely, the axiom is first internalised into > v ¬C tD and then the absorbable
(sub-)concepts of ¬C tD are recursively handled. Each recursion step creates (simple)
inclusion axioms for the currently handled concept constructor such that corresponding
“marker concepts” are implied to indicate that this (sub-)concept is partially satisfied so
far, and a final marker concept is used to imply the non-absorbable part of the axiom in
form of a disjunction. This can also be seen contrarily to other algorithms, where each
constructor is handled stepwise by splitting complex sub-concepts into separate axioms.

This complete handling of axioms allows for partially absorbing parts of axioms with-
out creating additional disjunctions. Roughly speaking, this partial absorption also
uses parts of non-absorbable concepts as conditions to delay the processing of the non-
absorbable part of the axiom. For example, the axiom >5 r.A v D is, without absorp-
tion, handled as > v6 4 r.A t D. None of the disjuncts can be absorbed completely,
but it is nevertheless possible to delay the processing of the disjunction until there is an
r-neighbour with the concept A in its label. Partial absorption is able to extract these
conditions, and rewrites the axiom such that the disjunction is propagated from a node
with A in its label to all r−-neighbours (if there are any), which results in A v ∀r−.F and
F v64 r.AtD. Hence, partial absorption can significantly reduce the non-determinism
also for more expressive DLs.

We next clarify important terms of the partial absorption algorithm. For this, we assume
that the TBox contains only GCIs of the form C v D. In order to avoid the introduction
of unnecessary axioms, we further assume that the unfolding of universal restrictions is
performed after the absorption. Hence, we only (have to) ensure that we keep the
concepts in NNF with the function nnf.

Definition 4.1. A concept C is completely absorbable if

• C = ¬{a} for a a nominal,

• C = ¬A for A an atomic concept,

• C = C1 t . . . t Cn or C = C1 u . . . u Cn and, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Ci is completely
absorbable, or

• C = ∀r.D and D is completely absorbable.
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Otherwise (and if not stated otherwise), we say that C is not completely absorbable. A
concept C is partially absorbable if C is completely absorbable or

• C = ¬∃r.Self,

• C = ∀r.D,

• C = 6 n r.D,

• C = C1 t . . . t Cn and, for some i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Ci is partially absorbable, or

• C = C1 u . . . u Cn and, for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Ci is partially absorbable.

By comparing complete and partial absorbability, e.g., in form of the functions isCA
and isPA (cf. Algorithm 4.1), we can identify some interesting differences (differences in
Algorithm 4.1 are tagged with B). In particular, a complete absorption requires that
all sub-concepts are also completely absorbable, whereas for partial absorbability, we
only require that some part of the concept can be used as condition, e.g., an existing
neighbour node for a role. Also note that if a concept C is not partially absorbable,
then it is also not completely absorbable.

For a disjunction C = C1 t . . . t Cn, we can now set

notCA(C) :={Ci | 1 ≤ i ≤ n,Ci is not completely absorbable}
PA(C) :={Ci | 1 ≤ i ≤ n,Ci is partially absorbable}.

We assume, w.l.o.g., that nested disjunctions, i.e., concepts of the form C1 t . . .t (D1 t
. . . tDm) t . . . Cn, are interpreted and handled as simple, flat disjunctions of the form
C1 t . . . tD1 t . . . tDm t . . . Cn.

We now use the functions notCA and PA to specify the absorption algorithm, where we
denote fresh (atomic) concepts with F (possibly with subscript) and sets of concepts
with S. Algorithm 4.2 (absorbTBox) takes as input a TBox T and produces a TBox T ′
such that each axiom in T ′ has the form A v C, A1 u A2 v C, > v C, or {a} v C,
i.e., T ′ can be efficiently handled by the unfolding rules of Table 3.2. The method
absorbTBox considers each axiom C v D ∈ T as disjunction in negation normal form.
Each partially absorbable disjunct from PA(nnf(¬C t D)) is passed to the function
absorbConcept (Algorithm 4.3), which (recursively) performs the (binary) absorption
and returns a single atomic concept that represents the disjunct. The concepts are then
joined and used to imply the non-absorbable part of the axiom in Line 6. Please note
that if all disjuncts of the axiom can be completely absorbed, then an empty disjunction
is created in Line 6, which is equivalent to ⊥.

The method absorbConcept is recursive with the base case of either negated atomic
concepts (C = ¬A), negated self restrictions (C = ¬∃r.Self), or negated nominals (C =
¬{a}). For the first case, the algorithm directly returns the atomic concept A. In
case of negated self restrictions, we return F for which we have added the axiom > v
∀ inv(r).F in order to be able to identify nodes with an r-neighbour. Also for the last
case, the algorithm returns the fresh concept F , which is axiomatised by {a} v F in the
TBox constructed during the absorption. For the recursion, partially absorbable sub-
concepts of C are first absorbed, which results in an atomic concept for each such sub-
concept. The resulting atomic concepts, say A1, . . . , An, are then joined by Algorithm 4.4
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Algorithm 4.1 isCA(C) and isPA(C)

Output: Returns whether the concept C
is completely absorbable

1: procedure isCA(C)
2: if C = C1 t C2 then
3: return isCA(C1) ∧ isCA(C2) .
4: else if C = C1 u C2 then
5: return isCA(C1) ∧ isCA(C2)
6: else if C = ∀r.C ′ then
7: return isCA(C ′) .
8: else if C = 6 n r.C ′ then
9: return false .

10: else if C = ∃r.Self then
11: return false .
12: else if C = ¬{a} then
13: return true

. . .
14: else if C = ¬A then
15: return true
16: end if
17: return false
18: end procedure

Output: Returns whether the concept C
is partially absorbable

1: procedure isPA(C)
2: if C = C1 t C2 then
3: return isPA(C1) ∨ isPA(C2) .
4: else if C = C1 u C2 then
5: return isPA(C1) ∧ isPA(C2)
6: else if C = ∀r.C ′ then
7: return true .
8: else if C = 6 n r.C ′ then
9: return true .

10: else if C = ∃r.Self then
11: return true .
12: else if C = ¬{a} then
13: return true

. . .
14: else if C = ¬A then
15: return true
16: end if
17: return false
18: end procedure

Algorithm 4.2 absorbTBox(T )

Input: A TBox T , i.e., a set of GCIs C v D
Output: Returns the new TBox T ′, which contains the absorbed axioms of T

1: T ′ ← ∅
. . .

2: for all C v D ∈ T do
3: S ← {A | A = absorbConcept(C ′, T ′), C ′ ∈ PA(nnf(¬C tD))}
4: A← joinConcepts(S, T ′)
5: {D1, . . . , Dm} ← notCA(nnf(¬C tD))
6: T ′ ← T ′ ∪ {A v D1 t . . . tDm}
7: end for
8: return T ′

(joinConcepts) by creating binary inclusion axioms of the form A1 uA2 v F1, F1 uA3 v
F2, . . ., Fn−2 uAn v Fn−1.

With the following example, we can already observe how partial absorption delays the
non-determinism for axioms that use some more expressive concept constructors.

Example 4.1. Let us assume that we have the TBox T1 with the one and only axiom

∃r.(A u ∀r.B1) v B2, (4.1)

which is obviously of the form C v D. Without absorption, internalisation into the form
> v nnf(¬C tD) would be required, which would result in > v ∀r.(¬A t ∃r.¬B1) tB2.
Obviously, this would easily produce a significant amount of non-determinism. Clearly,
none of the parts of Axiom (4.1) can be absorbed completely, i.e., notCA(nnf(¬CtD)) =
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Algorithm 4.3 absorbConcept(C, T ′)
Input: A partially absorbable concept C and a TBox T ′, which is extended via side-

effects by the axioms generated for absorbing C
Output: Returns the atomic concept for the absorption of C

1: if C = ¬A then
2: return A
3: end if
4: F ← fresh atomic concept
5: if C = ¬{a} then
6: T ′ ← T ′ ∪ {{a} v F}
7: else if C = ∃r.Self then
8: T ′ ← T ′ ∪ {> v ∀ inv(r).F}
9: else if C = C1 u . . . u Cn then

10: SC ← {{A | A = absorbConcept(D, T ′), D ∈ PA(Ci)} | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
11: S ← {A | A = joinConcepts(Si, T ′), Si ∈ SC}
12: T ′ ← T ′ ∪ {A v F | A ∈ S}
13: else if C = ∀r.D then
14: S ← {A | A = absorbConcept(D′, T ′), D′ ∈ PA(D)}
15: A← joinConcepts(S, T ′)
16: T ′ ← T ′ ∪ {A v ∀ inv(r).F}
17: else if C = 6 n r.D then
18: S ← {A | A = absorbConcept(D′, T ′), D′ ∈ PA(nnf(¬D))}
19: A← joinConcepts(S, T ′)
20: T ′ ← T ′ ∪ {A v ∀ inv(r).F}
21: end if

. . .
22: return F

Algorithm 4.4 joinConcepts(S, T ′)
Input: A set S of atomic concepts and a TBox T ′, which is modified via side-effects
Output: Returns an atomic concept that is implied by the join of the concepts in S

1: while A1, A2 ∈ S and A1 6= A2 do
2: F ← fresh atomic concept
3: T ′ ← T ′ ∪ {A1 uA2 v F}
4: S ← (S ∪ {F}) \ {A1, A2}
5: end while
6: if S = ∅ then return >
7: else return the element A ∈ S . S is a singleton
8: end if

{∀r.(¬At∃r.¬B1), B2}. The concept ∀r.(¬At∃r.¬B1), however, is partially absorbable,
i.e., it is in PA(nnf(¬C t D)). This allows for delaying the processing of the disjunc-
tions until there is an r-neighbour with the concept A in its label. In order to capture
this, the presented absorption algorithm rewrites the axiom such that the disjunction is
propagated from a node with A in its label to all r−-neighbours as follows: In Line 3 of
absorbTBox, we call absorbConcept(∀r.(¬A t ∃r.¬B1), T ′1 ) with T ′1 = ∅. The algorithm
proceeds with Lines 13–16 and recursively calls itself for ¬A and T ′1 , which returns A,
while ∃r.¬B1 is not absorbable. The following call of joinConcepts({A}, T ′1 ) directly re-
turns A (no binarisation is needed). Finally, in Line 16, T ′1 is extended with A v ∀r−.F
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for the fresh concept F and F is returned by the algorithm. Back in Algorithm 4.2, the
call of joinConcepts({F}, T ′1 ) again directly returns F . After extending T ′1 in Line 6 of
Algorithm 4.2, we have T ′1 = {A v ∀r−.F, F v ∀r.(¬A t ∃r.¬B1) tB2}.

Clearly, the absorption of an existential restriction of the form ∃r.C is not very straight-
forward since it does not provide easily checkable conditions that could be used to trigger
other concepts. In particular, to prove that an existential restriction ∃r.C is satisfied,
the tableau algorithm has, in principle, to show that an r-neighbour with C in its label
can exist, i.e., it is typically indeed necessary to show the existence of such neighbour
nodes by constructing them. Nevertheless, the absorption can be extended to other con-
cept constructors and/or axioms, denoted with “. . .” in the algorithms. For example,
datatypes can be partially absorbed (see Section 4.2) and it can even be extended to
nominal schemas (see Chapter 5).

Note that, in principle, it is not necessary to always create new axioms with fresh
atomic auxiliary concepts for the absorption of identical concepts. In practice, the
binary absorption axioms and the axioms for absorbing specific concepts can be reused,
e.g., by hashing which atomic concept has been introduced for which absorbed concept.

4.1.1 Correctness

We can prove the correctness of the partial absorption algorithm by using the framework
of model-conservative extensions [111, 113] as follows:

Lemma 4.2. Let T be a TBox and T ′ the TBox produced by Algorithm 4.2 when given
T as input, then T ′ is a model-conservative extension of T , i.e., (a) every model of T
can be extended to a model of T ′ by adding suitable interpretations for fresh symbols in
T ′ and (b) every model of T ′ is a model of T (T ′ |= T ).

For the sake of conciseness, we only present a sketch of the proof here and we refer for
the full proof to Appendix A.1.

Proof Sketch. Let I be some model of T , C v D ∈ T , E a completely (partially)
absorbable disjunction that is an absorbed sub-concept of nnf(¬C t D), and FE the
concept returned by absorbConcept(E, T ′). To show (a), we can construct an interpre-
tation J for T ′ that coincides with I apart from the interpretations of concepts that
are fresh in T ′. This can be achieved by inductively showing, for each absorption step,
that (¬FE)J = EJ ((¬FE)J ⊆ EJ for the case that E is only partially absorbable)
holds. Since Algorithm 4.2 eventually adds the axiom FE v D1 t . . .tDm to T ′ for FE
created for the absorption of E = E1 t . . . tEn with {E1, . . . , En} ⊆ PA(nnf(¬C tD)),
we can show that J |= > v FE v D1 t . . . t Dm. This is basically the case because
I |= > v nnf(¬CtD), i.e., I |= > v E1t . . .tEntD1t . . .tDm, and, by induction, we
have (¬FEi)J = EJi ((¬FEi)J ⊆ EJi ) for each completely (partially) absorbed disjunct
Ei, which results in J |= > v ¬FE1t. . .tFEntD1t. . .tDm (by considering that there is
some Dj = Ei if Ei is only partially absorbable), hence, J |= > v FE v D1 t . . . tDm.
The other direction (b) can analogously be proven by showing that T ′ |= ¬FE v E
inductively holds for each absorption step.
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Table 4.1: Unfolding rules for completely defined concepts with tableau algorithms

≡1-rule if A ∈ L(v), A ≡ C ∈ K, C 6∈ L(v), and v is not indirectly blocked
then L(v) = L(v) ∪ {C}

≡2-rule if ¬A ∈ L(v), A ≡ C ∈ K, normK(¬C) 6∈ L(v), and v is
not indirectly blocked

then L(v) = L(v) ∪ {normK(¬C)}

4.2 Extensions to the Absorption Algorithm

In this section, we present several extensions of the above presented absorption algo-
rithm, which improve the handling of completely defined concepts, optimise the process-
ing of disjunctions as well as at-most cardinality restrictions, and allow for absorbing
axioms with datatype restrictions. In addition, we discuss an extension, where the
non-deterministic branching is automatically reduced if we can directly assure with the
tableau algorithm that certain (possibly complex) concepts are satisfied.

4.2.1 Handling of Completely Defined Concepts

In the previous sections, we considered a TBox to be a set of GCIs of the form C v D.
This is w.l.o.g. since C ≡ D can be rewritten to C v D and D v C. For definitions of
the form A ≡ C with A an atomic concept (also called a completely defined concept),
it is often inefficient to decompose the axiom A ≡ C into A v C and C v A, because
nnf(¬C) might not be completely absorbable and then the disjunction ¬C tA has to be
processed for all nodes in the completion graph. In order to determine the satisfiability
of a concept, it is for many nodes, however, not relevant whether A or ¬A is in their
label as long as it can be ensured that one of both alternatives is not causing a clash.
Obviously, if the atomic concept A is only defined once in the knowledge base and A is
not used on the left-hand side of axioms of the form B v D and B1 u B2 v D, then C
or ¬C and, therefore, also A or ¬A must be satisfiable and, only in this case, the axiom
A ≡ C can directly be handled by additional unfolding rules (cf. Table 4.1), which unfold
A to C and ¬A to ¬C (exploiting that C v A is equivalent to ¬A v ¬C) [77]. It is
easily observable that such an unfolding does not work if there are several definitions of
A. In particular, a knowledge base with A ≡ > and A ≡ ⊥ is clearly inconsistent, which
can, however, not be derived if the tableau algorithm only unfolds A and/or ¬A. This
issue remains, if we replace the second axiom with simple (binary) inclusion axioms of
the form A v ⊥ or Au> v ⊥. Hence, we would have to rewrite these axioms to A v >,
> v A, A v ⊥, and ⊥ v A, for which the inconsistency can trivially be detected by
unfolding > to A and A to ⊥ for a (created) node in the completion graph.

To support the direct unfolding for completely defined concepts, we can extend the
algorithm absorbTBox (cf. Algorithm 4.5) such that axioms of the from A ≡ C are
only eliminated if there are several definitions of A. As mentioned, for such cases,
A v C and C v A must explicitly be represented in T ′ such that possible interactions
between these several definitions are correctly handled. In addition, we have to extend
Definition 4.1 such that a concept of the form ¬A is only completely (partially) absorbable
if A is definitionally acyclic and, for each A ≡ C ∈ T , nnf(¬C) is completely (partially)
absorbable, where definitional acyclicality is defined as follows:
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Algorithm 4.5 Extension for Algorithm 4.2 for the handling of completely defined
concepts (to be inserted after Line 1)

1: for all A ≡ C ∈ T do
2: FA ← absorbConcept(PA(nnf(¬C)), T ′)
3: if nnf(¬C) is completely absorbable then
4: T ′ ← T ′ ∪ {A v C,FA v A,FA v F ∗A}
5: else if |{X ∈ T | X = A v C ′ or X = A ≡ C ′}| > 1 then
6: T ′ ← T ′ ∪ {A v C,FA v nnf(¬C tA), FA v F ∗A}
7: else
8: T ′ ← T ′ ∪ {A ≡ C,FA v F ∗A}
9: end if

10: end for

Definition 4.3 (Definitional (A)Cyclicality). Given a TBox T , we say that A1 directly
uses A2 w.r.t. T if A1 ≡ C ∈ T and A2 occurs in C. Let uses be the transitive closure
of “directly uses”. We say that a concept is definitionally (a)cyclic w.r.t. the TBox T if
it does (not) use itself.

Note that acyclicality is required to ensure termination of the absorption procedure.
Also note that the definition of completely and partially absorbable concepts now also
refers to the TBox. To correctly handle the completely defined concepts in the recursive
absorption algorithm, absorbConcept has to be adapted for concepts of the form ¬A. The
algorithm still returns A if there is no axiom of the form A ≡ C ∈ T and, otherwise,
F ∗A is returned, where F ∗A is a so-called candidate concept for A, i.e., an atomic concept
fresh for A with a special meaning. As depicted in Algorithm 4.5, for each complete
definition A ≡ C, absorbTBox is extended to recursively absorb all absorbable disjuncts
of nnf(¬C), to join the resulting atomic concepts into a fresh concept FA, and to add
FA v F ∗A to T ′. If nnf(¬C) is completely absorbable, then A ≡ C can obviously be
eliminated by adding FA v A and A v C. Note that if nnf(¬C) is not absorbable, then
the absorption returns > and > v F ∗A is added to T ′. An occurrence of a candidate
concept F ∗A in the label of a node signalises that the node might be an instance of
the concept A, i.e., if F ∗A is not in the node label of a clash-free and fully expanded
completion graph, then this node is certainly not an instance of A. In particular, if
F ∗A is not in the label of a node, then we know that ¬A can be safely added since one
disjunct of nnf(¬C) is trivially satisfied. Hence, the generated candidate concept F ∗A
can be used as condition for further absorption if ¬A occurs and, therefore, it can be
used to further delay branching.

Such candidate concepts are also very useful for identifying completely defined concepts
as possible subsumers for classification (cf. [46]) without forcing the decision between A
and ¬A for the nodes in the completion graph. As a result, these candidate concepts
can significantly improve the classification performance, especially in combination with
model merging techniques (cf. Section 6.2.3), and, therefore, it is almost always useful to
generate these candidate concepts, even if they are not required for further absorption.

We have now all means to also absorb very complex axioms even with expressive language
features as demonstrated in the following example.

Example 4.2. Let the TBox T2 contain the axioms

A1 ≡ ∃r.A2 u ∀r.A3 (A4 t {a}) u ∃s.(A1u > 3 r.A5) v A6,
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which are absorbed by (the extended) absorbTBox function into the new TBox T ′2 con-
sisting of the following axioms:

A2 v ∀r−.F1 A1 ≡ ∃r.A2 u ∀r.A3 F1 v F ∗A1

{a} v F2 A4 v F3 F2 v F3

A5 v ∀r−.F4 F ∗A1
u F4 v F5 F5 v ∀s−.F6

F3 u F6 v F7 F7 v ∀s.(¬A1t 6 2 r.A5) tA6.

First, the axiom A1 ≡ ∃r.A2 u ∀r.A3 is handled by Line 2 and 8 of the extended
absorbTBox procedure (cf. Algorithm 4.5), which generate the first three axioms of T ′2 ,
i.e., A2 v ∀r−.F1, A1 ≡ ∃r.A2 u ∀r.A3, and F1 v F ∗A1

. The axioms A2 v ∀r−.F1

and F1 v F ∗A1
are used to trigger the candidate concept F ∗A1

of the completely defined
concept A1, and A1 ≡ ∃r.A2 u ∀r.A3 is used for the unfolding of A1. Similarly to
the previous example, the other eight axioms of T ′2 are created by recursively absorbing
(A4 t {a}) u ∃s.(A1u > 3 r.A5) v A6. Again, F1, . . . , F7 are fresh atomic concepts in-
troduced to indicate that absorbed (sub-)concept are (possibly) satisfied. For example,
F3 is axiomatised for the (complete) absorption of the disjunction A4 t {a} in such a
way that F3 is automatically added to a node label if A4 t {a} is satisfied. In contrast,
F5 indicates the possible satisfaction of A1u > 3 r.A5 and, by further propagating F6 to
s-successors as well as by using a binary inclusion axiom with F3 to trigger F7, we have
an indication for the possible satisfaction of the complete left-hand side of the second ax-
iom. Although not all disjunctions can be eliminated for these axioms, the axioms have
been optimised for a more efficient handling in the tableau algorithm. Besides axioms of
the form {a} v C, A v C, A1 uA2 v C, the absorption ensures that only one axiom of
the form A ≡ C does exist for each atomic concept such that these complete definitions
can also efficiently be handled by lazy unfolding, i.e., A can be unfolded to C and ¬A to
¬C with the rules depicted in Table 4.1.

Again, we can observe that the generated axioms delay or even completely avoid non-
deterministic branching caused by disjunctions. For example, without absorption, the
disjunction (¬A4 u ¬{a}) t ∀s.(¬A1t 6 2 r.A5) t A6 obtained from the second axiom
in the unprocessed TBox T2 has to be processed for each node in a completion graph.
With absorption, we have one remaining disjunction, ∀s.(¬A1t 6 2 r.A5) t A6, which
is triggered by F7. The concept F7 is only added to the label of a node if the original
disjunction is not trivially satisfiable. For example, if a node does not have any s-
neighbours, then F6 would not be added to the label and, as a consequence of the axiom
(F3 u F6) v F7, F7 would also not be added. In this case, it would not be necessary to
make non-deterministic decisions since the second disjunct ∀s.(¬A1t 6 2 r.A5) of the
original disjunction is trivially satisfiable. Please also note that the decision between ¬A1

and A1 is not enforced for every node in a completion graph for T ′2 and, nevertheless, A1

can partially be absorbed by using F ∗A1
. As long F ∗A1

is not in the label of a node of a fully
expanded and clash-free completion graph, we know that ¬A1 must be satisfiable, because
∀r.¬A2 of the disjunction ∀r.¬A2 t∃r.¬A3 cannot cause a clash. This can be utilised in
the absorption of the other axiom, because as long as we know that ¬A1 can be added to
an s-neighbour without causing a clash, we also know that the axiom (A4t{a})u∃s.(A1u
> 3 r.A5) v A6 can trivially be satisfied.
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Table 4.2: Optimised ch-rule for tableau algorithms by using candidate concepts

ch-rule if 6n r.C ∈ L(v), v is not indirectly blocked, and there is an r-neighbour
v′ of v with F ∗C ∈ L(v′) and {C, normK(¬C)} ∩ L(v′) = ∅

then L(v′) = L(v′) ∪ {H} for some H ∈ {C, normK(¬C)}

4.2.2 Handling of (Ordinary) Disjunctions

The presented absorption algorithm can also be used to optimise the handling of ordinary
disjunctions. For example, the axiom A v ∃r.(¬BtA) cannot be absorbed and contains
the disjunction ¬B t A. Obviously, we can replace the disjunction with a fresh marker
concept F by adding the additional axiom F v ¬B tA to the TBox, which can then be
absorbed to F u B v A. Consequently, we have the axioms A v ∃r.F and F u B v A,
which can be processed by the tableau algorithm without causing any non-determinism.

Other absorption techniques typically automatically handle such disjunctions due to
the splitting of complex sub-concepts into separate GCIs before or while performing
absorption. However, as mentioned (and demonstrated), such a splitting (e.g., in form of
preceded normalisation step) often also results in unnecessary non-determinism. Clearly,
also the rewriting of disjunctions with our partial absorption can be seen as a splitting
of complex sub-concept, but since we do it after the absorption of ordinary GCIs, we can
avoid additional non-determinism. However, in order to maximise the absorption effect,
we have to rewrite disjunctions with a pre-order traversal of the remaining complex
(sub-)concepts.

4.2.3 Choice Optimisation for At-Most Cardinality Restrictions

For qualified at-most cardinality restrictions, the tableau algorithm has to apply the
ch-rule to determine which neighbour nodes have to be merged. In particular, if we
have a node v with 6 n r.C ∈ L(v), then we first must, for each r-neighbour v′ of v,
ensure that its label contains either C or ¬C such that it is known which nodes must be
merged by the 6-rule. Hence, it can be required to guess non-deterministically whether
a neighbour node is an instance of C or ¬C. Again, we can use the idea of candidate
concepts to reduce the guessing. In particular, if we create a candidate concept, say F ∗C ,
for C (by partially absorbing nnf(¬C) and by implying F ∗C with the last returned marker
concept), then we can use an optimised ch-rule (cf. Table 4.2), where we only force the
decision between C and ¬C for a neighbour node v′ if F ∗C ∈ L(v′). This obviously still
yields a sound, complete, and terminating tableau procedure since ¬C can “trivially”
be satisfied if F ∗C is not in the label.

4.2.4 Handling of Datatypes

Another advantage of the presented absorption algorithm is the straightforward expand-
ability to handle datatypes, such as strings, integers, or decimals, which are convenient
extensions of DLs for an effective representation of concrete data values in practice.
As discussed in Section 2.1.3, we can, in principle, build “custom datatypes” by using
datatype restrictions, e.g., the datatype restriction real [int∧ >5] restricts the datatype
real with the facets int and >5 to real numbers that are integers and greater than 5,
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which are used in form of data ranges, i.e., Boolean formulae over datatype restrictions.
Also recall that datatypes are handled in the tableau algorithm by creating concrete
nodes and by checking the satisfiability of the asserted datatype constraints with a
datatype checker (cf. Section 2.5.3). Since the datatype checker is typically used as a
black-box, the tableau algorithm usually has only limited information about the meaning
of potentially complex datatype constraints and, consequently, it is difficult to achieve
an optimised processing of axioms with datatypes. In this section, we present an exten-
sion of the absorption algorithm that can, together with minor extension to the datatype
checker, also utilise information of datatypes to further reduce non-determinism.

Although facets are certainly useful in practice, it is well-known that they can be used
to encode disjunctive information [115]. For example, A v ∀r.B1 tB2 can be simulated
by the axioms

A v ∃q.real[int∧ >5] (4.2)

∃q.real[≤10] v ∀r.B1 (4.3)

∃q.real[>10] v B2, (4.4)

where q is a concrete role. For the data range real[int∧ >5], it cannot directly be
determined whether real[≤10] or its complement is satisfied. This has to be clarified
in a case-by-case analysis, where once the integer interval (5, 10]{int} and once the in-
terval (10,∞]{int} is considered. Hence, the datatype checker is forced to make non-
deterministic decisions. This also means that it is usually not possible to (completely)
absorb data ranges since it is not easily possible to determine if a certain data range
is satisfied or not. Of course, it is possible to absorb other parts of the axioms, e.g.,
Axiom (4.3) can be absorbed to

> v ∀r−.F F v ∀q.real[≤10] t ∀r.B1,

where real[≤10] expresses the complement of real[≤10]. However, without any further
optimisations, Axiom (4.4) introduces non-determinism for every node since it cannot
be absorbed and must be handled as

> v ∀q.real[>10] tB2.

For partial absorption it is only required that the tableau algorithm or the datatype
checker can identify those concepts and data ranges that might be satisfied. This is
obviously possible for many data ranges and, therefore, they can be absorbed partially.
For this, the datatype checker has to be extended such that it identifies data range
candidates, i.e., data ranges that are possibly satisfied. Let us assume that F ∗real[≤10]

represents the data range candidate for real[≤10] in form of a fresh atomic auxiliary
concept, i.e., if a concrete node in the completion graph possibly represents numerical
data values that are less or equal to 10, then real[≤10] could be satisfied and this can
efficiently be identified by the datatype checker, for which then F ∗real[≤10] is added to the
label of the concrete node. Consequently, we can use such data range candidates in lazy
unfolding rules, e.g., F ∗real[≤10] v F is used to trigger the marker concept F if real[≤10]
is possibly satisfied. Note that this adds ordinary concepts to the labels of concrete
nodes, which is, however, not problematic since these concepts are only used internally
as auxiliary constructs. With the data range candidates, we can improve the absorption
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of Axiom (4.3) to

F ∗real[≤10] v F1 F1 v ∀q−.F2 > v ∀r−.F3 F2 u F3 v ∀q.real[≤10] t ∀r.B1

and we can absorb Axiom (4.4) to

F ∗real[>10] v F4 F4 v ∀q−.F5 F5 v ∀q.real[>10] tB2.

Now, the processing of the disjunctions is delayed until there are concrete nodes that
possibly represent the absorbed data ranges.

The required extensions for the absorption algorithm and the datatype checker are
straightforward. For the absorption, the definition of partial absorbability has to be
extended to the supported data ranges and the concepts related to datatypes. More-
over, the absorbConcept function has to be adjusted such that the corresponding axioms
are created. The datatype checker has to be extended to identify the data range can-
didates that represent those data ranges that might be satisfied. Usually, the datatype
checker manages the data intervals that are still possible for a concrete node in a sorted
array (cf. Section 2.5.3). By counting and iterating through the possible data value in-
tervals, it is then easily possible to identify those data range candidates that are satisfied
and have to be added to the node label. For example, the possible values of a concrete
node z are restricted to the integer interval (5,∞]{int} if the data range real[int∧ >5]
is asserted to z. If z is not distinct to other concrete nodes (i.e., there is no assertion
z 6≈ z′), then the datatype checker can pick the first possible data value of 6 to satisfy
the constraints for z. Hence, the datatype checker has to trigger only those data range
candidates for which the corresponding data ranges are possibly satisfied for this first
data value (i.e., F ∗real[≤10]). If z is distinct to 5 other concrete nodes, then F ∗real[>10] is also

triggered (although it is not necessarily the case that indeed 6 data values are required
to assign all (distinct) concrete nodes a data value). Clearly, we only have to ensure
that all candidates for potentially satisfied data ranges are triggered, which also means
that we can simply add all data range candidates if the datatype constraints are too
complex such that it is not possible to efficiently identify the “correct ones”. Hence,
we can also build a simple mechanism to identify data range candidate on top of the
tableau algorithm if we do not want to (or if we cannot) modify the datatype checker.
Of course, we are interested in identifying as few data range candidates as possible since
this typically results in less non-determinism.

A systematic and efficient mechanism for identifying data range candidates can be
achieved as follows. First, we register all datatype restrictions that occur in the ab-
sorption based on their type, e.g., we collect all facet expressions of the form dt[≥k] in
a sorted map based on the parametrisation value k and we build similar data struc-
tures for other types of facet expressions and/or datatype restrictions, such as dt[>k],
dt[=k], dt[<k], dt[≤k]. Then, if the tableau algorithm or the datatype checker has build
an interval-based representation for a concrete node z in a completion graph, we can
trivially identify the first and the last possible data values, say cf and cl, respec-
tively. In addition, we count the number of concrete nodes that are distinct to z,
i.e., #{z′ | z 6≈ z′ or z′ 6≈ z}, which we simply denote with z#. Now, we try to pick
z# + 1 different possible data values between cf and cl and we trigger for each picked
possible data value, say c, the corresponding data range candidates. For this, we use our
prepared data structures, e.g., the sorted map for facet expressions of the form real[≥k]
can be used to find those restrictions that are parametrised with values that are less
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than or equal to c and, as already sketched above, we can then simply iterate over all
these restrictions and add the corresponding data range candidate, i.e., F ∗dt[≥k] for a pos-

sibly satisfied facet expression dt[≥k]. For facet expressions of the form dt[>k], dt[=k],
dt[<k], and dt[≤k], we can proceed analogously by triggering the candidates for those
restrictions in the corresponding (sorted) maps that are stored for lower, equal, higher,
higher or equal parametrisation values, respectively.

Of course, we try to pick the first data value such that as few data range candidates have
to be triggered as possible, which is typically the first or the last possible value. If more
values have to be considered, i.e., there are distinct nodes, then we usually just continue
by picking the next possible value. It is also beneficial to be as consistent as possible
with the picking of data values. In particular, if there are minor changes to the datatype
constraints (for example, because the tableau algorithm propagated new assertions to
a concrete node), then we should consider those data values for each concrete node
that are as similar as possible to the previously picked ones. In particular, if we were
to consider other values, e.g., we start with the last possible value instead of the first
one, then it could be required to trigger several other candidates, which might result in
additional non-determinism, especially since we have no means to remove triggered data
range candidates from node labels. Hence, we typically save for each node the interval
that represents the considered data values. Also, if several similar concrete nodes are
created, then a similar picking of data values typically results in the same candidates
such that the caused non-determinism can be minimised. For more complex datatypes,
such as real, we also have to handle more involved facet expressions such as real[dec] and
real[int], which is, however, also straightforward: if a picked data value is a decimal, then
we simply trigger F ∗real[dec] and, for the case that it is even an integer, also F ∗real[int]. Of
course, we can again try to reduce the addition of candidates by first picking non-integer
and non-decimal values (as long as they do not trigger many other candidates).

4.2.5 Considering Assured (Concept) Satisfaction

As discussed before, for a range of concepts only a partial absorption is possible since the
tableau algorithm has no means to easily decide whether certain concepts are satisfied
for a node. For example, even if a node v has n r-neighbours with A in their label,
we cannot be sure whether an at-least cardinality restriction of the form > n r.A is
satisfied for v. Indeed, it could be required to merge some of the neighbour nodes at
some time and, then, we could have less than n neighbours for which the cardinality
restriction would clearly not be satisfied. Therefore, the disjunction generated by the
internalisation also has to test whether the negations of the partially absorbed concepts
can be satisfied and, only if this is not the case, then the non-absorbable part must
necessarily be considered. Hence, an axiom of the form >n r.A v C can only partially
be absorbed into A v ∀r−.F and F v 6(n− 1) r.A t C.

However, in some cases, we might be able to assure that certain concepts are indeed
satisfied. For example, if we have n pairwise distinct r-neighbours with A in their
label, then > n r.A is clearly satisfied. If this can efficiently be identified with the
tableau algorithm, then we can utilise this in the absorption algorithm by additionally
using an “assurance-based absorption”, where we use “assured satisfaction concepts”
as conditions to reduce the number of disjuncts. For example, if we assume that the
tableau algorithm adds the “assured satisfaction concept” F+

>n r.A to a node label if the
node has n pairwise distinct r-neighbours with A in their label, then we can additionally
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absorb >n r.A v C to F+
>n r.A v C. Consequently, C can be added deterministically if

the tableau algorithm can assure that >n r.A is satisfied. Note that partial absorption
is still required since there can be cases where the satisfaction of concepts cannot safely
be assured, e.g., if we have not enough pairwise distinct neighbours.

One might argue that it is not necessarily efficient to check, potentially for each node,
whether enough pairwise distinct nodes are available (especially since distinctness be-
tween nodes is typically binarily encoded with the relation ˙6=). However, as mentioned,
we can arbitrarily decide whether and for which nodes we want to check the satisfac-
tion of such concepts and the additionally used ordinary partial absorption technique
automatically ensures that axioms are correctly handled, even if we cannot assure that
these concepts are satisfied. Hence, a simple technique that adds F+

>n r.A to L(v) if we
process an at-least cardinality restriction of the form >mr.A with m ≥ n for v does not
produce a significant overhead and might already reduce some non-determinism.

Clearly, it is beneficial if the tableau algorithm is able to assure (at least for trivial
cases) the satisfaction of all concepts that are not completely but partially absorbable.
For many interesting concept constructors, we can extend the tableau algorithm in a
straightforward way, as we briefly discuss in the following.

• The satisfaction of a self restriction of the form ∃r.Self can trivially be assured if
the tableau algorithm creates an r-loop for a node, e.g., if an expansion rule for
another self restriction of the form ∃s.Self is applied for which the RBox contains
s v r. If we also safely detect r-loops that are created due to ABox assertions
or due to merging, then we can even use the assured satisfaction concept F+

∃r.Self
for a complete absorption of self restrictions (if the remaining concepts of the
corresponding disjunct are completely absorbable).

• Completely defined concepts, e.g., the concept A due to an axiom of the form
A ≡ D, are partially absorbed with candidate concepts, which simply indicate that
a node can potentially be an instance of the atomic concept (cf. Section 4.2.1), i.e.,
if ¬A occurs as sub-concept in a (partially) absorbable disjunct, then we can use
F ∗A as its absorption. In some cases, the tableau algorithm, however, indeed adds
the concept A to a node label and, by using a tableau rule (in addition to the
rule that unfolds A to D) such that an “assured satisfaction concept”, say F+

A , is
added as marker, we can use F+

A as condition for the assurance-based absorption.
Note that A cannot directly be used in the absorption since, besides A ≡ D, we
do not allow for other axioms for which A occurs on the left-hand side. If we add
the candidate concept F ∗A in a node label, we can further use a rule that checks
whether also D occurs in the label and, if this is the case, then also F+

A (or even
A) can safely be added.

• As discussed in Section 4.2.4, datatype restrictions are in general only partially
absorbable since complex facets allow for expressing ranges of possible data values
and we are typically not interested in separately checking the satisfiability of each
data value in a case-by-case analysis (especially due the fact that there can be
very many possible data values). However, datatypes are primarily used in form of
assertions for individuals in the ABox such that only one certain data value remains
possible. For example, if we know that the individual john is 37 years old, then we
encode this in the knowledge base with a simple concrete role assertion of the form
age(john, real{37}) (or in internalised form with the GCI {john} v ∃age.real{37}).
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Let us now assume that we additionally have the axiom

∃age.real[≥18] v Adult (4.5)

partially absorbed into the GCIs

F ∗real[≥18] v ∀age−.F F v ∀age.real[<18] t Adult.

Although it is clear that john is an instance of the concept Adult, we have to pro-
cess the disjunction ∀age.real[<18] t Adult. Since the disjunct age.real[<18] would
immediately result in a clash, this is not very problematic. Nevertheless, it would
obviously be beneficial to derive Adult deterministically. The datatype checker
can identify data range candidates (e.g., F ∗real[≥18]) by checking whether the pos-
sible data values of a concrete node could potentially satisfy datatype restriction
occurring in the knowledge base. Again, in some cases, we can also assure the sat-
isfaction of certain datatype restrictions, especially if only one possible data value
remains. Hence, by assuming the datatype checker triggers the addition of corre-
sponding marker concepts, e.g., F+

real[≥18], then we can utilise this by additionally

absorbing axioms such as Axiom (4.5) into F+
real[≥18] v ∀age−.Adult. Since it is not

important to capture all cases, it is quite simple to extend the datatype checker (or
directly the tableau algorithm) with an appropriate mechanism to identify those
datatype restrictions whose satisfaction can safely be assured (which basically can
be realised similar to the identification of candidates). In particular, by absorbing
the axioms of a knowledge base, we can simply register all occurring datatype re-
strictions in a sorted map (based on the used parametrisation values of the facets).
In the completion graph, we typically manage the possible data values for concrete
nodes with an interval-based representation and by iterating through the registered
datatype restrictions, we can easily identify those that are certainly satisfied. For
example, if the first (and the only) possible data value is 37, then we can iterate
over all datatype restrictions of the form real[≥k] that are registered for equal or
lower values such as real[≥18] (which is registered for the data value 18), and we
simply trigger the corresponding assured satisfaction concepts (i.e., F+

real[≥18]). For
the handling of other facet expression, we can principally proceed analogously.

Interestingly, by using the assured satisfaction concepts and by accordingly iden-
tifying them with the datatype checker, we can obtain a deterministic processing
if the knowledge base does not encode non-determinism with the datatype restric-
tions. In particular, if an ontologies comply with tractable datatypes restrictions
(e.g., [115]), then they can typically also be efficiently processed with this approach.

• As already discussed above, the satisfaction of an at-least cardinality restriction of
the form >n r.C can easily be assured if we process another cardinality restriction
with a larger cardinality. For this, we can obviously also build suitable data struc-
tures while performing absorption such that hardly any overhead is introduced for
the application of >-rules. If the reasoner also applies other preprocessing steps
such as told subsumption extraction, then we can principally also assure that an
at-least cardinality restriction of the form >ms.B is satisfied if we process the
concept > n r.A for a node and for which we have n ≥ m, r v s, and A v B.
This can especially be useful for knowledge bases with larger cardinalities since,
in comparison with the creation of many successor nodes, the identification of
corresponding assured satisfaction concepts is relatively cheap.
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In principle, we can, in some cases, further assure that several non-absorbable concepts
are satisfied. In the following, we discuss only the most interesting ones since many
other cases are, in principle, straightforward:

• If we have a negated occurrence of an atomic concept in a label, then we can
obviously assure that the negation of this atomic concept is satisfied. This can
trivially be utilised by having a rule that adds F+

¬A if ¬A occurs and by using F+
¬A

in the absorption for A.

• Analogously to at-least cardinality restrictions, we can also assure the satisfaction
of more specialised at-most cardinality restrictions if we process a concept of the
form 6n r.C. Clearly, this is also possible for all other types of concepts, however,
it is only worthwhile if it does not produce too much overhead, i.e., we are not
interested in identifying assured satisfaction concepts for the processing of those
concepts for which rules must often and quickly be applied, such as universal
restrictions and conjunctions.

Clearly, an additional assurance-based absorption for a disjunct C makes only sense if
we support the identification of corresponding “assured satisfaction concepts” for all
occurring sub-concepts of C that are not or only partially absorbable. Moreover, if
several disjuncts remain with the ordinary absorption, then is has to be clarified how
the assurance-based absorption has to be used, i.e., which disjuncts should be absorbed
such that a reduced disjunction is automatically achieved. Let us, for example, assume
that a disjunction of the form C1 t C2 t C3 remains after absorption, then we could
generate F+

C1
u F+

C2
v C3, F+

C1
u F+

C3
v C2, and so on, where F+

C1
, F+

C2
, F+

C3
denote the

assured satisfaction concepts for these disjuncts. A better idea is it to use the assurance-
based absorption for each disjunct separately and by implying the negation of a fresh
atomic concept for each (absorbed) disjunct, e.g., F+

Ci
v ¬Fi. Then we can rewrite the

disjunction C1tC2tC3 into F1tF2tF3 and by further adding the axioms F1 v C1 to the
knowledge base, the tableau algorithm automatically derives the only possible disjunct
deterministically if the Boolean constraint propagation rule is used (cf. Section 3.1.2.1).

The integration of the assurance-based absorption technique is straightforward. Under
the assumption that assured satisfaction concepts are supported for all types of con-
cepts (otherwise we would simply use a function that (recursively) checks whether the
assurance-based absorption is supported), we recursively traverse the disjunct that is
to be absorbed and as soon the concept constructor is not completely absorbable, we
simply use the corresponding assured satisfaction concept. For our absorbTBox function,
we would integrate the assurance-based absorption after the ordinary absorption, i.e.,
after Line 4 of Algorithm 4.2. In order to automatically reduce the alternatives for the
remaining disjunctions, Line 6 of Algorithm 4.2 further has to be replaced by

T ′ ← T ′ t {A v F1 t . . . t Fm} t {F1 v D1, . . . , Fm v Dm}.

In addition, as described above, we have to add F ′i v ¬Fi to T ′ for 1 ≤ i ≤ m with
F ′i the atomic marker concept that is implied through the axioms generated by the
assurance-based absorption.

Unfortunately, the additional assurance-based absorption has the drawback that it po-
tentially duplicates the number of simple (binary) inclusion axioms as well as the amount
of fresh atomic marker concepts. Moreover, as discussed above, it can introduce some
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slight overhead for some rules in the tableau algorithm and/or for the datatype checker.
Hence, a fine-tuning with real-world ontologies can be useful in order to determine for
which types of concepts and/or ontologies the assurance-based absorption should be
used.

4.3 Comparison with Related Absorption Techniques

In comparison with other absorption techniques, partial absorption often delays non-
determinism further. Consider again Axiom (4.1) from Example 4.1 in Section 4.1, which
is rewritten by the original binary absorption algorithm into the following axioms:1

A v ∃r.¬B1 t ∀r−.F F v B2.

In contrast, partial absorption creates the axioms (as shown in Example 4.1)

A v ∀r−.F1 F1 v ∀r.(¬A t ∃r.¬B1) tB2

and by further using the presented extension for handling disjunctions, we obtain

A v ∀r−.F1 F1 v ∀r.F2 tB2 F2 v ∃r.¬B1.

Hence, with the original binary absorption technique, a disjunction has already to be
processed when A is added to the label of a node, whereas partial absorption delays
the processing until there is also an r-neighbour. It is also well-known that clausifica-
tion for the hypertableau algorithm reduces many cases of non-determinism [129]. For
Axiom (4.1), however, clausification creates the following DL-clauses:

r(x, y)→ B2(x) ∨ F (y) F (x) ∧A(x)→ ∃r.¬B1(x)

Hence, the hypertableau algorithm has to choose between B2 and F for every node with
an r-neighbour, whereas the partial absorption technique allows for further delaying
the processing of disjunctions until the node also has the concept A in its label. It
is typically observable that the more knowledge bases contain complex axioms with
not completely absorbable (sub-)concepts, the more non-determinism is reduced by the
partial absorption in comparison with other techniques.

It is also worth pointing out that the presented partial absorption technique shares other
interesting features with the clausification technique of the hypertableau algorithm. In
particular, both use conditions of more expressive concept constructors to trigger the
processing of disjunctions. For instance, the axiom >2 r.A v B is automatically satisfied
if there is no r-successor with the concept A in its label. This is utilised by partial
absorption, which generates

A v ∀r−.F F v 61 r.A tB
1The binary absorption algorithm presented in [81] has a looping bug for concepts of the form ∀r.C,

which can, however, easily be repaired. We simply ignored the repeated absorption of concepts that are
introduced by the algorithm.
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and also by clausification of the hypertableau calculus, which generates:

r(x, y1) ∧A(y1) ∧ r(x, y2) ∧A(y2)→ B(x) ∨ y1 ≈ y2

Note that clausification eliminates at-most cardinality restrictions, whereas partial ab-
sorption has to use the concept 6 1 r.A since > 2 r.A is not completely absorbable.
Consequently, a ch-rule is not required in the hypertableau algorithm, which possibly
further reduces non-determinism in comparison to a standard tableau algorithm that
has to choose between ¬A and A for all r-neighbours of nodes with F in their label.
However, by using the optimised ch-rule discussed in Section 4.2.3, we can also save
the non-deterministic choice with the tableau algorithm (at least in this example) since
the candidate concept F ∗A would be obtained by absorbing ¬A with the axiom A v F ∗A
and, consequently, we would only consider the application of the ch-rule for a node that
already contains A in its label.

By using a recursive algorithm that absorbs GCIs completely in one step, we gain a
further advantage in comparison to traditional absorption algorithms. As mentioned,
traditional algorithms absorb parts of axioms in separate steps, e.g., by splitting complex
sub-concepts into new GCIs that are handled separately, which often creates unnecessary
disjunctions, especially if the axioms are more complex. For instance, by simplifying the
axiom > 5 r.(> 3 s.A) v D into > 5 r.F v D and F ≡ > 3 s.A, for F a fresh atomic
concept that is used to split the original axiom, the GCI F ≡ >3 s.A cannot further be
absorbed without creating additional disjunctions. In contrast, our recursive absorption
algorithm creates the axioms A v ∀s−.F1, F1 v ∀r−.F2, and F2 v6 4 r.(> 3 s.A) tD,
which delays the processing of the disjunction significantly (or avoids it completely if
there is no node in the completion graph for which F2 is added to its label).

4.4 Implementation and Evaluation

We integrated the presented partial absorption technique in our reasoning system Kon-
clude with several of the extensions described in Section 4.2. Most notably, we create
and use candidate concepts for completely defined concepts as well as for datatype re-
strictions in Konclude. Moreover, after the ordinary GCI absorption, we try to optimise
the handling of other disjunctions by (partially) absorbing their disjuncts. We further
integrated several smaller optimisations for the presented absorption, e.g., we try to
reduce the number of atomic marker concepts after preforming absorption such that
as few concepts as possible have to be propagated through the completion graph, i.e.,
axioms of the form A v ∀r−.F and F v C tD are simplified to A v ∀r−.(C tD).

Since completely defined concepts often also occur with cycles in practice, we integrated
a slightly adapted version of the partial absorption technique, where we hash absorbed
(sub-)concepts (and the resulting atomic marker concepts) to ensure termination of the
recursion while still supporting definitional cycles. More precisely, we call the isPA, isCA,
and absorbConcept functions with a set of already traversed completely defined concepts
such that we can detect which concepts have already been checked/processed. Clearly,
if all concept constructors of all cycles in which a completely defined concept occurs
are completely absorbable, then it can also be interpreted as completely absorbable.
Analogously, if we find a concept constructor that is partially absorbable, i.e., it provides
at least one condition, then it can be used for the partial absorption.
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Unfortunately, a direct evaluation of the absorption technique is not easily possible. In
particular, the design of a reasoning system is typically based on a specific absorption
technique. For example, if binary inclusion axioms are not very efficiently supported,
then an absorption technique that relies on such axioms is probably not a very good
idea. Also, if more disjunctions remain, then the reasoner needs more optimisations
to handle non-determinism efficiently, i.e., the data structures must be designed such
that branching does not produce much overhead and we require an efficient realisation
of backjumping in order to be able to quickly evaluate other alternatives. In addition,
with more non-determinism, the reasoner needs better heuristics for deciding which non-
deterministic alternative should be processed first. Also other optimisation techniques,
such as (un)satisfiability caching, heavily depend on the absorption technique. In partic-
ular, more sophisticated absorption techniques typically introduce propagations inverse
to existential restrictions, i.e., into the direction of ancestors in the completion graph,
which easily causes issues for blocking and caching. In contrast, it is well-known that the
introduction of additional GCIs/disjunctions can be used to eliminate inverse roles for
some knowledge bases with limited expressiveness [22] and, hence, simpler blocking and
caching techniques may become applicable. To summarise, it is often not easily possible
and/or not recommended to exchange the absorption technique that is used by a specific
reasoning system without considering its other optimisations. Also a comparison with
other reasoning systems for evaluating absorption techniques can be misleading since it
cannot be avoided that the results are influenced by other optimisations of the systems.

In order to nevertheless give a rough impression of how absorption influences the reason-
ing performance, we evaluated three variants of Konclude v0.6.2 with different absorption
settings. The first version, denoted with NA, does not use any absorption technique, for
which we, however, have to ensure that axioms of the form A ≡ C are rewritten into
A v C and C v A if other definitions of A are in the knowledge base. The second version
(CA) uses only the complete absorption, i.e., we use a modified isPA function that only
returns true if the concept is completely absorbable. Last but not least, the third version
(denoted with PA) fully utilises the presented partial absorption algorithm such that also
the more interesting extensions based on candidate concepts can be used. Note that all
versions use all other optimisation techniques integrated in Konclude (see Chapter 8 for
a detailed description of Konclude), i.e., also the other optimisations presented in the
remainder of the thesis.

For the evaluation, we used a large test corpus with overall 22, 830 ontologies (or versions
of ontologies), which contains several important and well-known repositories, such as
NCBO BioPortal,2 Open Biological Ontologies (OBO) Foundry [167], Oxford ontology
library,3 TONES repository,4 etc. (see Appendix B for a more detailed description of the
corpus). The evaluation was carried out on a Dell PowerEdge R420 server running with
two Intel Xeon E5-2440 hexa core processors at 2.4 GHz with Hyper-Threading and 144
GB RAM under a 64bit Ubuntu 12.04.2 LTS. We focused on classification since this is
widely seen as the most important reasoning task. We only measured the classification
time with a limit of 5 minutes, i.e., the time spent for parsing and loading ontologies
as well as writing classification output to files is not included for the presented results.
Although Konclude supports parallelisation, we only used one worker thread, which
allows for a comparison independently of the number of CPU cores.

2http://bioportal.bioontology.org/
3http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/isg/ontologies/
4http://owl.cs.manchester.ac.uk/repository/

http://bioportal.bioontology.org/
http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/isg/ontologies/
http://owl.cs.manchester.ac.uk/repository/
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The accumulated classification times over all ontologies in the corpus are 490, 159 s for
the version NA, 71, 484 s for CA, and 34, 680 s for PA, respectively. Unsurprisingly, the
version without any absorption (NA) has a relatively bad performance. By only using
the complete absorption (CA), we are already able to improve the reasoning performance
significantly and, by further using all possibilities of the partial absorption technique,
we further halve the classification time. Especially the candidates for completely defined
concepts seem to have a major impact on the classification performance, which has to
do with the fact that it enables a very fast model merging (cf. Section 6.2.3).

4.5 Summary and Discussion

In this chapter, we have presented a new partial absorption algorithm that allows for bet-
ter handling language features of more expressive DLs. To achieve this, we also absorb
parts of concepts and try to delay the first disjunction that is required for the processing
of the non-absorbable parts as much as possible. The presented approach can also be
seen as an absorption framework in the sense that it enables a flexible integration of a
variety of extensions, for which we discussed several in more detail. The candidate con-
cepts, for example, are a handy new construct to indicate that certain concepts might
be satisfied, which can be utilised for further absorption but also for other optimisa-
tions such as model merging techniques, where they allow for significantly reducing the
classification time by pruning a large amount of possible subsumptions (cf. Chapter 6).
The presented absorption techniques are also essential for other optimisations such as
an efficient handling of nominal schemas (cf. Chapter 5) or the combination of tableau
and saturation-based procedures (cf. Chapter 6), where the reduced non-determinism is
crucial for quickly deriving as many consequences as possible.

Interestingly, there are still many possibilities to extend partial absorption, e.g., to more
modelling constructors, and these extensions can, in principle, directly be integrated
into the presented framework, as briefly discussed in the following. In particular, it is
clear that absorbability depends on the conditions that can efficiently be checked by the
tableau algorithm in completion graphs. If we add extensions to the tableau algorithm,
then we might be able to improve the absorption of (specific) concepts. For example, if
we can efficiently detect whether the number of r-neighbours exceeds a specific number,
then we can improve the absorption of at-least cardinality restrictions occurring on the
left-hand side of a GCI by triggering the marker concept only if enough r-neighbour
nodes are available. Even the absorption of (some) universal restrictions from the left-
hand side of GCIs, i.e., existential restrictions in internalised disjunctions can principally
be achieved. In particular, if it is clear that an existential restriction is satisfiable (e.g.,
it occurred in a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph), then it can (partially)
be absorbed by triggering a corresponding marker concept with the tableau algorithm
only if there are potential interactions with the consequences derived for this existential
restriction.

Also interesting could be the extension of the absorption techniques to language features
beyond SROIQ. For example, it is well-known that SROIQ extended by several role
constructors for simple roles still results in a logic for which the standard reasoning
tasks are decidable [154]. In particular, with role conjunctions of the form r u s, we can
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express, for instance, with the axiom

likes u focusesOn v hasHobby

that if someone likes something and focuses on it, then this can be seen as his/her
hobby. By extending the tableau algorithm with (lazy) unfolding rules for roles (similar
to unfolding rules for concepts as depicted in Table 3.2) and by generating “binary role
inclusion axioms”, we can principally support role conjunctions on the left-hand side
of axioms with the tableau algorithm quite easily. The presented partial absorption
framework is also in this context very interesting since it might even allow for (partially)
absorbing more expressive features such as concept products [155]. Of course, for the
realisation of such extensions, it has to be investigated whether there could be inter-
actions with other optimisations and/or whether the implementation effort is justified,
i.e., whether enough real-world ontologies use or could potentially use such language
features in a way such that absorption can improve the reasoning performance.



Chapter 5

Reasoning with Nominal Schema
through Absorption

Description Logics have a long tradition as declarative knowledge representation for-
malisms with particular focus on terminological modelling of more or less tree-shaped
structures. In many application scenarios, it is, however, convenient to be able to express
knowledge in form of rules, i.e., statements that allow for modelling that a certain con-
clusion must hold if a certain premise is satisfied. Since the conclusions naturally allow
for directly imposing restrictions to the terms of the premises, such rules are especially
well-suited for describing relationships between instance data and, hence, applications
in which many facts have to be handled are often rule-based. It is common to express
rules with expressions of the form

U1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ug → V1 ∨ . . . ∨ Vh,

which can be seen as (fragments of) FOL formulae, where each Ui and Vj stands for a
FOL atom (typically without function symbols) for which we assume that all variables
are implicitly universally quantified. U1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ug and V1 ∨ . . . ∨ Vh are typically called
body and head, respectively, and rules with h ≤ 1 represent so-called Horn rules, which
are very typical in the field of the Semantic Web, as witnessed by several standards such
as the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [80] or the Rule Interchange Format (RIF)
[93]. In contrast to DLs, rules easily allow for expressing non-tree-shaped knowledge and,
hence, are able to capture a different expressiveness compared to DLs. For example, we
can express with the simply rule

hasParent(x, y) ∧ hasBrother(y, z)→ hasUncle(x, z) (5.1)

that if a person x has a parent y with a brother z, then z represents an uncle of x.
Expressing such statements with DLs often causes difficulties.1 Contrarily, many rule
languages often do not provide important features of DLs, such as existentially quantified
individuals and negation of concepts. Since the features of both of these knowledge
representation approaches are useful in practice, several attempts have been made to
combine both paradigms. Unfortunately, the combination of DLs and rule languages

1For more expressive DLs, such as SROIQ, we have complex role inclusions which allow for encoding
such statements to some extent by using role compositions, e.g., Rule 5.1 can be expressed by the complex
role inclusion axiom hasParent ◦ hasBrother v hasUncle, but it is easily possible to construct examples
for which this does not work.
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easily results in undecidable formalisms and, therefore, this is still an active area of
research. So far, most prominent integration approaches are the so-called DL-safe rules
[128] (as also specified in the W3C standards SWRL [80] and RIF [93]), where the
application of rules is restricted to named individuals of the knowledge base, i.e., the
variables are only bound to those individuals that are named in the knowledge base
and not to anonymous individuals whose existence can only be inferred, e.g., due to
existential restrictions. Other attempts for reconciling DLs and rules are, for examples,
known under names such as Description Logic Programming [56, 189], Description Logic
Rules [40, 98, 102], and DL+log [150], which are based on a variety of different conditions
and syntactical restrictions to ensure decidability.

Recently, however, so-called nominal schemas have been proposed [103], which generalise
the DL-safe rule approaches and constitute a powerful extension for DLs to express rule-
based knowledge seamlessly in knowledge bases. Roughly speaking, nominal schemas
extend the nominal constructor that is present in many more expressive DLs (e.g.,
SROIQ) and which allows for specifying a concept as a singleton set with a named
individual as member, e.g., the interpretation of the concept {a} only consists of the
element that represents the named individual a. Nominal schemas introduce a new
concept constructor {x}, where x is a variable that binds to individuals of the knowledge
base. Similarly to DL-safe rules (and to many other rule integration approaches), one
usually assumes that x binds only to named individuals of the knowledge base in order
to ensure decidability.

Let us consider the following example axiom with nominal schemas (taken from Kris-
nadhi and Hitzler [97]), which describes a conflicting review assignment between a person
and a paper if the individual has to review a paper x that has an author (y) with whom
that individual has a joint publication in the same venue (z):

∃hasReviewAssignment.({x} u ∃hasAuthor.{y} u ∃atVenue.{z})
u ∃hasSubmittedPaper.(∃hasAuthor.{y} u ∃atVenue.{z})
v ∃hasConflictingAssignedPaper.{x}.

We use this axiom (or parts thereof) as running example and, for ease of presentation,
we shorten hasReviewAssignment to r, hasAuthor to a, atVenue to v, hasSubmittedPaper
to s, and hasConflictingAssignedPaper to c in the remainder. Obviously, this axiom can
neither be directly expressed in a DL knowledge base nor as ordinary DL-safe rule (e.g.,
if we were to express the complex concepts as role atoms, we would have to introduce
a variable for the submitted paper, which then would only bind to named individuals).
However, such nominal schema axioms can easily be eliminated by replacing them with
all corresponding grounded axioms, i.e., the axioms that are obtained by replacing each
nominal schema by a nominal, in all possible combinations, where all nominal schemas
with the same variable are replaced by the same nominal. Thus, a knowledge base
for a DL with nominal schema constructs, which is denoted by an additional V in the
DL nomenclature, can be reduced, with this upfront grounding approach, to a knowl-
edge base without nominal schema axioms. Although the upfront grounding does not
worsen the worst-case complexity of SROIQ, i.e., SROIQV has the same worst-case
complexity as SROIQ for the standard reasoning tasks [101, 103], it is, however, very
inefficient in practice. For example, a nominal schema axiom with 3 variables can be
grounded for a knowledge base with 100 named individuals in 1003 different ways, which
is prohibitive even for small examples. One way to restrict the effort of reasoning with
nominal schemas is to restrict the expressiveness of the nominal schema axioms, whereby
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it is possible to achieve that the grounding adds only linearly or polynomially many new
axioms [103]. For less expressive Description Logics, it is in principle also possible to
convert the knowledge base into Datalog [117], or to use resolution-based decision pro-
cedures for reasoning [192]. However, it is not clear how efficient these approaches are
in comparison to established DL reasoners and how to extend these approaches to more
expressive Description Logics.

To obtain an efficient reasoning algorithm for SROIQV knowledge bases, which would
lay the foundation for the practical usability of OWL ontologies extended by nominal
schemas, it is more promising to adapt the established tableau algorithms, which are
dominantly used for fully-fledged, sound and complete reasoning systems. One such
approach extends a tableau algorithm such that grounding is delayed until it is required
[97]. The standard rules are blocked until the new grounding rules ensure that a concept
with nominal schemas can be processed safely, e.g., the concept ∃r.({x} u C) has to be
grounded before the ∃-rule can be applied. However, this requires significant changes to
the tableau algorithm and, thus, existing optimisations, which are crucial for a reason-
able performance on real-world ontologies, have to be adapted as well. Furthermore, it
is not clear in which way concepts have to be grounded to achieve a well-performing im-
plementation and some concepts even cannot be grounded efficiently, e.g., disjunctions
that have the same nominal schema variable in several disjuncts have to be grounded
before the disjunction can be processed.

In this chapter, we present a new approach that works more from the opposite direction
by collecting possible bindings for the nominal schema variables during the application
of rules and, then, these bindings are used to complete the processing of the nomi-
nal schema axioms. To implement this idea, we extend absorption, which is a widely
used preprocessing step (cf. Section 3.1.1.2 and Chapter 4), to handle nominal schemas
(Section 5.2.1), and we adapt or add new rules to the tableau calculus, which create
and propagate bindings of variables through the completion graph constructed by the
tableau algorithm (Section 5.2.2). These bindings are then used to ground the remaining,
non-absorbable part of the nominal schema axioms.

Our rules can be completely separated from other standard tableau expansion rules and,
thus, can be integrated well into existing implementations without any adaptation of
other optimisations. In particular, our implementation of the nominal schema absorption
technique into our reasoning system Konclude has shown encouraging results, even if
we only evaluate DL-safe rules (by converting them to nominal schema axioms) and
compare our approach to other DL reasoners with dedicated rule support.

This chapter is based on a workshop [175], a conference [174], and a journal publica-
tion [178] and is organised as follows: Section 5.1 formally introduces nominal schemas
in the context of expressive Description Logics. In Section 5.2, we extend the partial
absorption technique presented in Chapter 4 such that nominal schema are handled, for
which we then discuss several optimisations in Section 5.3 and Section 5.4. An empirical
evaluation is shown in Section 5.5 and we conclude in Section 5.6 by summarising the
approach and by discussing future work.
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5.1 Description Logics extended by Nominal Schemas

Analogously to datatypes (cf. Section 2.1.3), we present nominal schemas as an exten-
sion of a DL language L. Since nominal schemas can be seen as an extension of the
nominal constructor, we assume that L provides at least nominals. In the remainder of
this chapter, we are, however, primarily interested in the DL SROIQV, i.e., SROIQ
extended with nominal schemas, for which we also present our technique. Note that, for
this, we also assume the normalisation and simplification presented in Section 2.2.

Definition 5.1 (Nominal Schema Syntax). Let L be a DL language based on the sig-
nature Σ as defined in Section 2.1.1. The DL language LV is based on Σ extended
by a countable, infinite set of variable names NV , which is disjoint to all other names
of the signature. The concepts of LV extend the concepts of L by additionally allow-
ing the nominal schema constructor {x} with x ∈ NV . We denote with Vars(C) the
set of nominal schema variables that syntactically occur in the concept C. Axioms for
an LV knowledge base are of the same type as for an L knowledge base (by allowing
LV-concepts).

Note, as usual, we assume that the signature is fixed and, hence, wo omit it in the
remainder. After introducing the syntax of the new nominal schemas, we can now also
clarify their semantics in more detail. Roughly speaking, we consider the restrictions
imposed through nominal schemas by using variable assignments for the interpretation
of axioms (and concepts).

Definition 5.2 (Nominal Schema Semantics). Let I = (∆I , ·I) be an interpretation
consisting, as usual, of a non-empty interpretation domain ∆I and the interpretation
function ·I . A variable assignment for I is a function µ : NV → ∆I such that, for each
x ∈ NV , µ(x) = aI for some a ∈ NI .

For any interpretation I and assignment µ, the semantics of (complex) LV-concepts
is defined by the function ·I,µ, which interprets concept, role, and individual names
with ·I , whereas a nominal schema {x} is interpreted as ({x})I,µ = {µ(x)} and other
complex concept are interpreted as usual by using the function ·I,µ (instead of ·I) for
the interpretation of sub-concepts.

Let K be an LV knowledge base, then an interpretation I = (∆I , ·I) and a variable
assignment µ satisfy an axiom α ofK, written I, µ |= α, if the usual restrictions hold for α
by using ·I,µ for the interpretation of concepts, roles, and individuals. The interpretation
I satisfies α if I, µ |= α for every assignment µ. I satisfies a TBox T (RBox R, ABox
A) if it satisfies each axiom in T (each axiom in R, each assertion in A). We say that
I satisfies K if I satisfies T , R, and A. In this case, we say that I is a model of K and
write I |= K. We say that K is consistent if K has a model.
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Hence, for an interpretation I and an assignment µ, we interpret SROIQV-concepts
with the function ·I,µ as follows:

>I,µ = ∆I AI,µ = AI ({a})I,µ = {aI}
⊥I,µ = ∅ rI,µ = rI ({x})I,µ = {µ(x)}

(¬C)I,µ = ∆I \ CI,µ (C uD)I,µ = CI,µ ∩DI,µ (C tD)I,µ = CI,µ ∪DI,µ
(∃r.Self)I,µ = {δ ∈ ∆I | 〈δ, δ〉 ∈ rI}

(∀r.C)I,µ = {δ ∈ ∆I | if 〈δ, δ′〉 ∈ rI , then δ′ ∈ CI,µ}
(∃r.C)I,µ = {δ ∈ ∆I | there is a 〈δ, δ′〉 ∈ rI with δ′ ∈ CI,µ}

(6n r.C)I,µ = {δ ∈ ∆I | ]{δ′ ∈ ∆I | 〈δ, δ′〉 ∈ rI and δ′ ∈ CI,µ} ≤ n}
(>n r.C)I,µ = {δ ∈ ∆I | ]{δ′ ∈ ∆I | 〈δ, δ′〉 ∈ rI and δ′ ∈ CI,µ} ≥ n},

where ]M denotes the cardinality of the set M . For a SROIQV knowledge base, we
assume the same normalisations and simplifications as presented in Section 2.2. Conse-
quently, for α an axiom of a normalised SROIQV knowledge base, we have I, µ |= α
for an interpretation I and an assignment µ if

1. α is a GCI C v D and CI,µ ⊆ DI,µ,

2. α is an RI r v s and rI,µ ⊆ sI,µ, or

3. α is an RD Disj(r, s) and rI,µ ∩ sI,µ = ∅.

In the remainder of the paper we assume w.l.o.g. that all axioms in a knowledge base
use different variable names. Furthermore, one usually imposes a “safeness” condition
on variable assignments. A variable assignment µ for an interpretation I of a knowledge
base K is safe if, for each nominal schema variable x occurring in K with µ(x) = d,
there is an individual a ∈ NI that occurs in K such that aI = d. We also make this
assumption in the remainder of this chapter. Hence, from now on, when we say that
an interpretation I for a knowledge base K satisfies an axiom or an assertion α, then
I, µ |= α for every safe assignment µ.

We assume that the safeness condition is similarly imposed for satisfiability of ABoxes,
TBoxes, and for the consistency of knowledge bases.

Note, the safeness condition allows us to focus on the signature symbols that actually
occur in a knowledge base for solving the reasoning tasks. In particular, if we have the
knowledge base K and the interpretation I, then I |= K iff I |=S K, where S = {aI |
a ∈ Inds(K)} and I |=S α denotes that I, µ |= α holds for every variable assignment
µ whose range is restricted to the (finite) set S. This is a straightforward consequence
of the defined semantics and the safeness condition (cf. [101]) if we do not have the
unique name assumption which is typically not made for DLs. Hence, with the safeness
condition, the upfront grounding can be restricted to the named individuals that occur
in a knowledge base and, thus, the upfront grounding of a SROIQV knowledge base
results in a finite set of axioms.

5.2 Nominal Schema Absorption

Axioms with nominal schemas are very expressive in comparison to many decidable
alternatives based on rules. For instance, the atoms in the heads or bodies of DL-safe
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SWRL rules can only be instantiated with individuals that occur in the ABox. In tableau
algorithms, it is, therefore, only necessary to check whether the bodies of such rules are
satisfied on nominal nodes that represent actual individuals of the ABox. If this is the
case, then the atoms of the heads have to be added, however, also exclusively to nominal
nodes. This is no longer the case for axioms with nominal schemas. For example, given
the nominal schema axiom

∃t.∃t.∃t.(∃r.{x} u ∃s.{x}) v ∃t.{x},

we have to check whether the left-hand side is satisfied at any tableau node, although
the variable x can only bind to nominal nodes that represent individuals. That is,
checking may also involve blockable nodes in the completion graph. Furthermore, such
axioms can then also enforce the addition of the right-hand side on blockable nodes. As
a consequence, typical approaches for rule processing, such as Rete [37], cannot be used
in a straightforward way since blocking easily becomes unsound.

Due to the fact that it would be necessary to also process all blockable nodes with the
Rete algorithm, i.e., also the concepts in the label of blockable nodes as well as the
roles in the edge labels to these blockable nodes have to be used as input facts for the
Rete algorithm, and because Rete does not provide blocking information, it is not clear
when the expansion of new successors can be stopped in the tableau algorithm. For
example, if the knowledge base also contains the axiom > v ∃t.>u ∃r.{a} u ∃s.{a} and
the construction of new successors is already blocked after, e.g., two successively created
t-successors, then the Rete algorithm cannot infer the right-hand side of the considered
nominal schema axiom for any constructed node since this requires the successive cre-
ation of at least three t-successors. Obviously, this is even more complicated if some of
the roles are complex.

Our approach to overcome this issue is to emulate well-known rule processing algo-
rithms such as Rete by adapted tableau rules, which propagate bindings of variables for
concepts through the completion graph. The propagated bindings of variables can be
considered in the blocking condition, which allows for ensuring completeness, soundness
and termination. As a nice side-effect, the propagation of bindings in the completion
graph also means that complex roles can be supported without further adjustments.

This approach works well if the axioms have a typical rule structure, i.e., the axioms
have a large absorbable part and almost every nominal schema variable appears at least
once in the absorbable part. This is hardly surprising, because ordinary GCIs without
nominal schema variables must also have a large absorbable part for reasoning systems
to handle such axioms efficiently.

In order to actually bind variables to individuals (or nodes in a completion graph), we use
the ↓ binder operator, as known from Hybrid Logics [19]. The unrestricted extension of
a Description Logic with binders easily leads to undecidability of the standard reasoning
problems. However, we retain the decidability since we only bind variables to individuals
that occur in the ABox. In order to realise this, we extend a knowledge base with
nominal schemas with axioms of the form {a} v O for each individual a, where O is a
fresh atomic concept, and the axioms created by the absorption ensure that binders are
then only triggered in the completion graph if the special concept O occurs in the label
of the node. In the remainder of this chapter, we assume that all considered knowledge
bases already contain an axiom of the form {a} v O for each individual a.
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Algorithm 5.1 Extension for Algorithm 4.3 for absorbing nominal schemas (to be
inserted after Line 21)

1: if C = ¬{x} then
2: Fx ← fresh atomic concept
3: T ′ ← T ′ ∪ {O v ↓x.Fx}
4: return Fx
5: end if

5.2.1 Absorption of Axioms with Nominal Schemas

The absorption of axioms with nominal schema variables works very similar to the ab-
sorption of ordinary axioms without nominal schema variables. Typically, the absorption
algorithm can be directly extended to handle the new concept construct. However, to
avoid some special cases for conjunctions C1uC2 in an absorbable disjunct, where differ-
ent nominal schema variables are used in C1 and C2, we require for the nominal schema
absorption that all conjunctions in absorbable positions are eliminated. This can be
done by duplicating the disjunction that is absorbed and by replacing the corresponding
conjunction in one case with C1 and in the other case with C2. For example, the axiom
{x} tA v ∃r.{x} is handled as the disjunction (¬{x} u ¬A) t ∃r.{x} in the absorption
and the conjunction ¬{x} u ¬A has to be eliminated by replacing the original axiom
with {x} v ∃r.{x} and A v ∃r.{x}. Also note that we cannot use an absorption algo-
rithm that splits complex sub-concepts into separate GCIs since this would destroy the
semantics of the nominal schemas [101].

For the absorption algorithm presented in Chapter 4, the following two modifications
are necessary in order to handle nominal schemas in the remaining axioms:

• The definition of complete (partial) absorbability (cf. Definition 4.1) has to be
extended for nominal schemas in the sense that a negated occurrence of a nominal
schema ¬{x} is interpreted as completely (partially) absorbable.

• absorbConcept(C) (cf. Algorithm 4.3) must now also handle a negated occurrence of
a nominal schema ¬{x} by absorbing it to O v ↓x.Fx as depicted in Algorithm 5.1,
where Fx is a fresh atomic concept and O is the special atomic concept that is
asserted to every individual {a} in the ABox by axioms of the form {a} v O.

Other concepts can be absorbed as before, however, the final atomic concept A returned
by the absorption cannot initiate the addition of the remaining, non-absorbed part of
the axiom in the same way. If the remaining disjuncts D1, . . . , Dm (cf. Line 6 of Algo-
rithm 4.2) still contain nominal schemas, then the disjunction has to be grounded with
those bindings of variables that have been propagated to A. In the tableau algorithm
this can be done dynamically, e.g., with a new “grounding concept” and a correspond-
ing rule. Therefore, if D1, . . . , Dm still contain concepts with nominal schema variables,
then A v gr(D1 t . . . t Dm) has to be added to the TBox, where gr(C) is the new
grounding concept. For simplicity, let us assume that gr(C) is always used to add the
remaining, non-absorbed part of the axiom, even if C or the axiom does not contain any
nominal schema variables.
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Example 5.1. As an example, the axiom (our shortened running example)

∃r.({x} u ∃a.{y} u ∃v.{z}) u ∃s.(∃a.{y} u ∃v.{z}) v ∃c.{x}

corresponds to the internalised axiom

> v ∀r.(¬{x} t ∀a.¬{y} t ∀v.¬{z}) t ∀s.(∀a.¬{y} t ∀v.¬{z}) t ∃c.{x}

and can almost completely be absorbed into the following axioms:

O v ↓x.Fx
O v ↓z.Fz
F3 v ∀s−.F4

F4 u F6 v F7

O v ↓y.Fy
Fz v ∀v−.F2

F3 u Fx v F5

F7 v gr(∃c.{x})

Fy v ∀a−.F1

F1 u F2 v F3

F5 v ∀r−.F6

Again, Fx, Fy, Fz, F1, . . . , F7 are fresh atomic marker concepts generated for the ab-
sorption of the corresponding (sub-)concepts in order to indicate that they are (partially)
satisfied. For example, F1 indicates that there is an r-neighbour node to which the nom-
inal schema variable y is bound. Only the disjunct ∃c.{x} cannot be absorbed and has
to be grounded on demand. In the example, we have reused axioms for the absorption of
the same concepts to reduce the total number of axioms. Note that the partial absorption
algorithm presented in Chapter 4 would generate for each occurrence of ¬{y} a separate
binder concept, i.e., we would have O v ↓y.Fy as well as O v ↓y.F ′y, which is obviously
not necessary.

5.2.2 Tableau Algorithm Extensions to Handle Variable Bindings

We can now extend the tableau procedure to support (absorbed) nominal schema axioms.
The ↓ binders and gr(·) concepts are handled by new rules. Furthermore, the lazy
unfolding rules (i.e., the v1- and the v2-rule depicted in Table 3.2) as well as the ∀-rule
have to be adapted in order to propagate variables bindings through completion graphs.

Roughly speaking, for each concept C in the label of a node v, we keep a set of mappings
that records bindings for variables. A mapping set is created, when a concept of the
form ↓x.C occurs in the label of a node v. In this case, we add C to the label of v and,
in order to “remember” the binding x 7→ v, we add the mapping µ with µ(x) = v to
the mappings of C. Note that, as a consequence of our absorption algorithm, a binder
concept ↓x.C is always such that C does not contain further binders.

Definition 5.3 (Variable Mapping). A variable mapping µ is a (partial) function from
variable names to individual names. For a variable mapping µ – and more generally for
any (partial) function – the set of elements on which µ is defined is the domain, written
dom(µ), of µ, and the set ran(µ) = {µ(x) | x ∈ dom(µ)} is the range of µ.

We use ε for the empty variable mapping, i.e., dom(ε) = ∅, and we associate a concept
fact C(v) with a set of variable mappings, denoted by B(C, v). Given a (possibly empty)
set of variable mappings M , let M ε = {ε} if M = ∅ and M ε = M otherwise.

If no confusing is likely to arise, we simply write mapping instead of variable mapping.
The mappings for a concept fact have to be propagated by the tableau rules for the
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concepts and axioms that are used in the absorption. For example, if we apply the
v1-rule (cf. Table 5.1) to an axiom of the form A v C, we keep the mappings also for
the concept C. Similarly, we extend other rules (see Table 5.1) and we describe the not
so straightforward extensions in more detail below. Note, it is only necessary to extend
those rules, which are related to concepts and axioms that are used in the absorption,
because if the mappings are propagated to the gr-concept, then the remaining, non-
absorbed part of the axiom is grounded and, thus, corresponds to an ordinary concept.

Some major adjustments are necessary in order to correctly handle binary inclusion
axioms of the form A1 u A2 v C (cf. v2-rule). First of all, we want to keep the default
behaviour if there are no variable mappings associated to the concept facts for which
the rule is applied, i.e., if B(A1, v) ∪ B(A2, v) = ∅, then we add C to the label of v. In
contrast, if B(A1, v) 6= ∅ or B(A2, v) 6= ∅, we propagate the join of the mapping sets to
the implied concept. In the case B(A1, v) = ∅ and B(A2, v) 6= ∅, we extend B(A1, v) by
the empty mapping ε so that the join of B(A1, v) and B(A2, v) results in B(A2, v), which
is then propagated to C. We proceed analogously for B(A2, v) = ∅ and B(A1, v) 6= ∅. In
principle, the join combines variable mappings that map common variables to the same
individual name and to point out that the empty sets of mappings are specially handled,
we have extended the join operator 1 with the superscript ε.

Definition 5.4 (Variable Mapping Join). Two variable mappings µ1 and µ2 are com-
patible if µ1(x) = µ2(x) for all x ∈ dom(µ1) ∩ dom(µ2). A variable mapping µ1 ∪ µ2

is defined by setting (µ1 ∪ µ2)(x) = µ1(x) if x ∈ dom(µ1), and (µ1 ∪ µ2)(x) = µ2(x)
otherwise. The join M1 1ε M2 between the sets of variable mappings M1 and M2 is
defined as follows:

M1 1ε M2 = {µ1 ∪ µ2 | µ1 ∈M ε
1, µ2 ∈M ε

2 and µ1 is compatible with µ2} \ {ε}.

Note, the extension by the empty variable mapping ε is required to propagate variable
mappings to a concept C if B(A1, v) = ∅ or B(A2, v) = ∅ for a binary inclusion axiom
of the form A1 u A2 v C. For instance, if B(A1, v) = {{x 7→ a}} and B(A2, v) = ∅,
then the variable mapping {x 7→ a} has to be propagated to C(v). This is realised by
the v2-rule since {{x 7→ a}} is joined with the singleton variable mapping set consisting
only of the empty variable mapping ε instead of ∅, which results in {{x 7→ a}}. In
contrast, we cannot simply associate all concept facts also with the empty variable
mapping, because all mappings are compatible with the empty variable mapping. Hence,
if B(A1, v) 6= ∅ and B(A2, v) 6= ∅, also the variable mappings of B(A1, v) and B(A2, v)
would directly be propagated to C, whereas only the combination of the mappings should
be propagated. For example, if for B(A1, v) = {{x 7→ a}} and B(A2, v) = {{x 7→ b}}
also the empty variable mapping was associated to the concept facts A1(v) and A2(v),
i.e., B(A1, v) = {{x 7→ a}, ∅} and B(A2, v) = {{x 7→ b}, ∅}, then the join of B(A1, v) and
B(A2, v) would propagate {x 7→ a} and {x 7→ b} to C although these variable mappings
are not compatible. Clearly, it would be possible to only associate all concept facts in the
initial completion graph with the empty variable mapping. One could then propagate
these empty variable mappings to newly added concepts as long as no other variable
mappings are created for these concepts through the binder rule (↓-rule). However,
it would be necessary to adapt all other tableau rules as well, whereas the dynamic
extension with ε during a join allows for not modifying other tableau rules.
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Table 5.1: Tableau rule extensions to propagate variable mappings

∀-rule: if ∀r.C ∈ L(v), v not indirectly blocked, there is an r-neighbour w of v
with C /∈ L(w) or B(∀r.C, v) 6⊆ B(C,w)

then L(w) = L(w) ∪ {C} and B(C,w) = B(C,w) ∪ B(∀r.C, v)

v1-rule: if A v C ∈ K, A ∈ L(v), v not indirectly blocked, and C /∈ L(v) or
B(A, v) 6⊆ B(C, v)

then L(v) = L(v) ∪ {C} and B(C, v) = B(C, v) ∪ B(A, v)

v2-rule: if A1 uA2 v C ∈ K, {A1, A2} ⊆ L(v), v not indirectly blocked, and
1. B(A1, v) ∪ B(A2, v) = ∅ and C /∈ L(v), or
2. (B(A1, v) 1ε B(A2, v)) 6= ∅ and C /∈ L(v) or

(B(A1, v) 1ε B(A2, v)) 6⊆ B(C, v)
then L(v) = L(v) ∪ {C} and B(C, v) = B(C, v) ∪ (B(A1, v) 1ε B(A2, v))

↓-rule: if ↓x.C ∈ L(v), v not indirectly blocked, and C /∈ L(v) or
{x 7→ v} /∈ B(C, v)

then L(v) = L(v) ∪ {C} and B(C, v) = {{x 7→ v}}
gr-rule: if gr(C) ∈ L(v), v not indirectly blocked, there exists a variable mapping

µ ∈ compKVars(C)(B(gr(C), v)) with C[µ] /∈ L(v)

then L(v) = L(v) ∪ {C[µ]}

Besides the new ↓-rule, we also have to handle a grounding concept gr(C) in the label
of a node v with the tableau algorithm. Therefore, the gr-rule grounds the concept C
based on the variable mappings that are associated with gr(C) for the node v.

Definition 5.5 (Grounding, Completion). For a concept C, Vars(C) is the set of nominal
schema variables that syntactically occur in C. A concept C is grounded if Vars(C) = ∅.
Let µ be a variable mapping. We write C[µ] to denote the concept obtained by replacing
each nominal schema {x} that occurs in C and x ∈ dom(µ) with the nominal {µ(x)}.

Given a set of variables Y and a variable mapping set M with M ε as the extension by
the empty mapping ε if M = ∅, we define the completion compKY (M) of M w.r.t. the
variable set Y and a knowledge base K containing the individuals Inds(K) as

compKY (M) := {µ ∪ {x1 7→ v1, . . . , xn 7→ vn} | µ ∈M ε, x1, . . . , xn ∈ (Y \ dom(µ)),

v1, . . . , vn ∈ Inds(K)}.

In order to ground the concept C for a concept fact gr(C)(v), the gr-rule uses the vari-
able mappings of compKVars(C)(B(gr(C), v)). Since the mappings that are propagated to

B(gr(C), v) might not contain all nominal schema variables that occur in C, it is neces-
sary to extend the mappings with every combination of named individuals for the remain-
ing variables. This is realised by the completion function compKVars(C)(B(gr(C), v)), where

each variable mapping µ ∈ B(gr(C), v) is extended to all possible variable mappings such
that also the variables that occur in C but not in B(gr(C)), i.e., Vars(C) \ dom(µ), are
bound to individuals occurring in K. As a consequence of this completion, all concepts
obtained by the grounding of C are fully grounded and can now be added and handled
as ordinary concepts in the completion graph. Therefore, it is also not necessary to
further propagate variable mappings to the grounded concepts.
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Figure 5.1 Generated completion graph with propagated variable mappings to handle
the absorbed nominal schemas in Example 5.1
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{{z 7→a1}}
z , (∀a−.F1){{y 7→a1}},

(∀v−.F2){{z 7→a1}},F
{{y 7→a3}}
1 ,

F
{{z 7→a4}}
2 ,F

{{y 7→a3,z 7→a4}}
3 ,

(∀s−.F4){{y 7→a3,z 7→a4}},

F
{{x7→a1,y 7→a3,z 7→a4}}
5 ,

(∀r−.F6){{x 7→a1,y 7→a3,z 7→a4}}



L(a2) =
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↓z.Fz, F
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x , F
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F
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2 ,F
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3 ,

(∀s−.F4){{y 7→a3,z 7→a4}} ,

F
{{x 7→a2,y 7→a3,z 7→a4}}
5 ,

(∀r−.F6){{x7→a2,y 7→a3,z 7→a4}}



L(a0)=


>, {a0}, O, ↓x.Fx, ↓y.Fy, ↓z.Fz, F

{{x 7→a0}}
x , F

{{y 7→a0}}
y , F

{{z 7→a0}}
z ,

(∀a−.F1){{y 7→a0}}, (∀v−.F2){{z 7→a0}},F
{{y 7→a3,z 7→a4}}
4 ,F

{{x 7→a1,y 7→a3,z 7→a4}}
6 ,

F
{{x 7→a1,y 7→a3,z 7→a4}}
7 , gr(∃c.{x}){{x 7→a1,y 7→a3,z 7→a4}} ,∃c.{a1}



Standard pairwise blocking is extended by the new condition in the definition below
to ensure that the expansion of the completion graph is not stopped too early, even if
variable mappings are propagated through the completion graph.

Definition 5.6 (Blocking with Variable Mappings). A node v with predecessor v′ is
directly blocked if there exists an ancestor node w of v with predecessor w′ such that

• v is directly pairwise blocked by w (see conditions 1 - 4 of Definition 2.14), and

• B(C, v) = B(C,w) and B(D, v′) = B(D,w′) for all C ∈ L(v) and D ∈ L(v′).

Example 5.3 (continued). The completion graph in Figure 5.1 is obtained in the course
of testing the consistency of a knowledge base containing the axioms of Example 5.1 and
the following assertions:

r(a0, a1) s(a0, a2) a(a1, a3) v(a1, a4) a(a2, a3) v(a2, a4).

The set of variable mappings that is associated to a concept fact is shown in the super-
script of the concept in the label of the corresponding node. Note, we have highlighted
those concepts and variable mappings that are responsible for the grounding of new con-
cepts in this example. However, since O and thereby also the binder concepts are added
to all individuals, they automatically create variable mappings for every individual. Ob-
viously, many of these mappings are not necessary and their creation can easily be limited
by additional axioms. For example, the variable x only has to be bound if an a-neighbour
and also a v-neighbour exists for an individual node, i.e., the binding of x can be de-
layed with ∃v.> v F ′1, ∃a.> v F ′2, F ′1 u F ′2 v F ′3 and O u F ′3 v ↓x.Fx. Similar delays
for the creation and propagation of variable mappings can be realised systematically by
extending the presented absorption algorithm with a backward chaining technique, which
we present in Section 5.3 in more detail.
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The joins of the mapping sets are created in the nodes a1 and a2 for the concepts F3 and
F5 and finally in node a0 for the concept F7. Only the variable mapping {x 7→ a1, y 7→
a3, z 7→ a4} is propagated to the grounding concept gr(∃c.{x}) and thus, by replacing
the nominal schema {x} with the nominal {a1}, we have ∃c.{a1} as the only grounded
concept. Hence, the individual a0 is found to have a conflicting review assignment with
the paper a1.

5.2.3 Correctness

The presented absorption and rule extensions result in a terminating tableau algorithm
that is sound and complete for knowledge bases with absorbed nominal schema axioms:

Theorem 5.7. Let L be a DL without nominal schemas and LV its extension with
nominal schemas. Extending a tableau decision procedure based on the rules of Table 2.2
and Table 3.2 for satisfiability of L knowledge bases with the rules of Table 5.1 yields a
decision procedure for the satisfiability of absorbed LV knowledge bases.

In the following we sketch the proof of the correctness of our nominal schema absorption
technique, a full proof can be found in Appendix A.2.

Proof Sketch. Roughly speaking, we can proceed as follows: Given a nominal schema
axiom C v D and an absorbed TBox T ’ of a knowledge base K = (T ,R, ∅), then for Tns
and Tug as the TBoxes obtained from absorbing T ′ ∪ {C v D} and T ′ ∪ {U1, . . . , Uh},
respectively, where U1, . . . , Uh are the upfront grounded axioms of C v D, we can
show that a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph Gns for the knowledge base
(Tns,R, ∅) can be converted to a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph Gug for
(Tug,R, ∅). Furthermore, we can show that our extended tableau algorithm constructs
a complete and clash-free completion graph Gns for (Tns,R, ∅) if there exists a fully
expanded and clash-free completion graph Gug for (Tug,R, ∅) that is constructed by a
standard tableau algorithm.

It can further be shown that the extended tableau algorithm is still terminating. This
is due to the fact that the number of variable mappings is limited by the number of
individuals and the number of variables in axioms. Thus, blocking is ensured since the
nodes in the completion graph can only be labelled with a limited number of concepts
and only a limited number of variable mappings can be associated with these concepts.

5.3 Backward Chaining Optimisations

In comparison to the upfront grounding approach, the nominal schema absorption is
usually a significant improvement for knowledge bases where axioms with absorbable
nominal schemas do not match to every combination of individuals. However, the prop-
agation of variable mappings can still lead to practical problems. On the one hand, it is
unfavourable that the mappings are created and propagated to many nodes and even to
such nodes, where the conditions of the absorptions cannot be satisfied. On the other
hand, if there are several neighbour nodes that satisfy some absorption conditions, then
the join potentially creates quite a lot of new mappings.
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Figure 5.2 Naive propagation and resulting combinatorial explosion of variable map-
pings for Example 5.4
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Example 5.4. In order to illustrate these problems, let us assume that we have an
axiom ∃r.{x} u ∃s.{y} uA v B, which is absorbed as follows:

O v ↓x.Fx
Fy v ∀s−.F2

F4 v gr(B).

Fx v ∀r−.F1

F1 u F2 v F3

O v ↓y.Fy
F3 uA v F4

Moreover, we assume that the knowledge base contains the following assertions:

r(c0, a0) r(c0, a1) s(c0, b0) s(c0, b1).

Subsequently, the completion graph in Figure 5.2 (without the dotted elements) is gener-
ated by testing the consistency of the knowledge base. Obviously, both of the aforemen-
tioned problems occur in the generated completion graph. Due to the missing concept
A in the label of node c0, it is impossible to propagate the variable mappings to the
grounding concept gr(B). Nevertheless, the algorithm creates mappings with new bind-
ings for the variables x and y for each node. Furthermore, the concept F3 in the label of
c0 is already associated with four new variable mappings that are created by joining the
mappings associated with F1 and F2.

Although the problems cannot be completely avoided in worst-case scenarios, it is nev-
ertheless possible to optimise the creation and combination of variable mappings with
backward chaining for many practical knowledge bases. In Example 5.4, no individual
can ever have the grounding concept in its label. To make the example more interesting,
let us assume that the knowledge base of Example 5.4 is extended by the assertions
r(c1, a1), s(c1, b1) and A(c1) (cf. Figure 5.2, extension in dashed lines). Now, the basic
idea is to first detect, with a simpler method, “interesting” nodes that can satisfy the
conditions of the absorption, i.e., nodes that can possibly have the grounding concept
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in their label, and also those individuals that might be “candidates” for binding the
nominal schema variables.

Let us assume that we are able to detect c1 as “interesting” with a1 as a “candidate” for
x and b1 as a “candidate” for y. We now propagate these binding candidates back from
the interesting node to the concepts and nodes that are relevant to imply the grounding
concept for c1. For example, the axiom F1uF2 v F3 tells us that the variable mappings
that are associated to F1 and F2 on the node c1 have to be joined and then propagated
to F3 before the grounding concept can be implied. If we can use the information of the
back propagated binding candidates, then we can limit the join of variable mappings
such that only those mappings are combined, which represent the expectation of the
candidates, i.e., we combine only the mapping µ1 and µ2 for which we know that, for
every z ∈ dom(µ1 ∪ µ2), (µ1 ∪ µ2)(z) is a back propagated candidate for z. Thus, we
can control the join with the back propagated binding candidates. Of course, to retain
completeness, the set of binding candidates must be a superset of those bindings in
variable mappings that are indeed required to ground all necessary concepts. Moreover,
we can further propagate the candidates back over the r and s roles to control the binder
concepts, which is, as a consequence of the axioms Fx v ∀r−.F1 and Fy v ∀s−.F2, also
a requirement to imply the grounding concept.

We next describe a more systematic approach to this idea of back propagation from
nodes such as c1 in the above example. A nice feature of this approach is that our
absorption algorithms only require slight modifications for this purpose.

In the following, we extend the tableau and absorption algorithm such that we can
propagate candidates for variables and use the (back) propagated candidates to control
the creation and combination of variable mappings. For now, let us assume that, for each
nominal schema variable x, all individuals a1, . . . , am, which are a candidate for x, are
already identified. Thus, we get the binding candidates x/a1, . . . , x/am and we encode
these bindings also as variable mappings, i.e., if aj is an individual that is a candidate
for the variable x, then we encode this in the variable mapping {x 7→ aj}. Hence, we
can also use the rules in Table 5.1 for the back propagation of the binding candidates.
To consider the back propagated bindings in the ↓- and v2-rules, it is necessary to know
to which ↓x.C concepts and A1 u A2 v C axioms the back propagated bindings are
associated. Moreover, to distinguish the previously introduced concepts (rules) from the
new ones for the optimisation, we use ↓BP x.C and (A1, A2) →BP C for the new binder
and join concepts (↓BP and→BP for the new rules), where BP denotes the considered back
propagation. Note, instead of using a binary inclusion axiom of the form A1 uA2 v C,
we now use the concept (A1, A2) →BP C, because then the binding candidates can be
directly propagated to the concept (A1, A2)→BP C and this makes it easier to consider
the candidates in the associated rule.

The new rules with the considered backward chaining propagation are shown in Ta-
ble 5.2. The main difference is that now only those variable mappings are created and
combined, for which all the individuals can be found in the back propagated binding
candidates. Thus, the ↓BP-rule creates a new variable mapping {x 7→ v} on a node v
only if the concept ↓BPx.C is in the label of v and the backward chaining has propagated
the binding candidate x/v to the concept ↓BPx.C in the node v. Since the binding x/v
is also propagated as mapping, we can use {x 7→ v} ∈ B(↓BP x.C, v) as condition to
trigger the application of the ↓BP-rule. Analogously, the →BP-rule only creates the join
of the variable mappings µ1 and µ2 on a node v if all individuals for the variables can be
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Table 5.2: Tableau rules to handle variable mappings with considered backward chain-
ing propagations

→BP-rule: if (A1, A2)→BP C ∈ L(v), {A1, A2} ⊆ L(v), v not indirectly blocked,
if B(A1, v) ∪ B(A2, v) = ∅ and C /∈ L(v)
then L(v) = L(v) ∪ {C}
if there exist µ ∈ (B(A1, v) 1ε B(A2, v)) with {x 7→ µ(x)} ∈

B((A1, A2)→BP C, v) for all x ∈ dom(µ), C /∈ L(v) or µ 6⊆ B(C, v)
then L(v) = L(v) ∪ {C} and B(C(v)) = B(C(v)) ∪ {µ}

↓BP-rule: if ↓BPx.C ∈ L(v), v not indirectly blocked, {x 7→ v} ∈ B(↓BPx.C, v),
and C /∈ L(v) or {x 7→ v} /∈ B(C, v)

then L(v) = L(v) ∪ {C} and B(C, v) = {{x 7→ v}}

found in the back propagated bindings, i.e., {x 7→ (µ1 ∪µ2)(x)} ∈ B((A1, A2)→BP C, v)
for every x ∈ dom(µ1 ∪ µ2).

In order to support the backward chaining propagations with the absorption algorithm
presented in Chapter 4, some minor adjustments in the absorbConcept (cf. Algorithm 4.3)
and joinConcepts (cf. Algorithm 4.4) functions are necessary, which results in the new
absorbConceptBP (cf. Algorithm 5.2) and the new absorbJoinedBP (cf. Algorithm 5.3)
functions. Both new functions are extended to create the concepts and axioms for
the back propagation of binding candidates during the absorption. For this, they are
additionally parametrised with a concept of the form ABP, which in principle represents
the marker concept to which the binding candidates have been propagated (back) so far.

Again, absorbJoinedBP is joining several (possibly fresh) atomic concepts, which are cre-
ated or simply returned by the functions absorbConcept and absorbConceptBP. However,
note that absorbJoinedBP now directly calls absorbConcept or absorbConceptBP (instead
of passing the atomic concepts that have to be joined as argument to the function, as
for joinConcepts) since absorbJoinedBP needs to create axioms such that the binding can-
didates are correctly propagated backwards, i.e., absorbJoinedBP needs to know which
of the concepts that are absorbed contain nominal schema variables. As a consequence,
absorbConceptBP and absorbJoinedBP are now recursively calling each other as long as the
(sub-)concepts that have to be absorbed contain nominal schemas in order to propagate
the binding candidates to all relevant join and binder concepts. Clearly, if a concept,
say D, does not contain nominal schema variables, i.e., Vars(D) = ∅, then such a con-
cept can be absorbed as before by calling the absorbConcept and joinConcepts functions
(cf. Line 1 and 2 of Algorithm 5.3). All other concepts, i.e., concepts in which nomi-
nal schema variables occur, are absorbed by calling the new absorbConceptBP function,
which is additionally parametrised with the binding candidates represented through
the concept ABP (cf. Line 3). Additionally, absorbJoinedBP ensures that the bindings
candidates are also (back) propagated to the corresponding join concepts of the form
(A1, A2)→BP C by creating axioms of the form ABP v (A1, A2)→BP C (Line 6).

The adjustment of absorbConceptBP in Algorithm 5.2 is very similar. Again, the function
is called with an additional atomic concept ABP, for which the back propagation for the
new absorption is appended. As an example, for the absorption of a ∀r.C concept, the
back propagation is extended with the propagation over an r-edge to a fresh atomic
concept FBP (cf. Line 2 and 3 of Algorithm 5.2). As mentioned, the bindings that are
back propagated to FBP can then be used to control the join and/or to limit the creation
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Algorithm 5.2 absorbConceptBP(C,ABP, T ′)
Input: A partially absorbable concept C, a concept ABP that represents back propa-

gated binding candidates, and a TBox T ′, which is extended via side-effects C
Output: Returns the atomic concept for the absorption of C

1: if C = ∀r.D then
2: FBP ← fresh atomic concept
3: T ′ ← T ′ ∪ {ABP v ∀r.FBP}
4: A← absorbJoinedBP(PA(D), FBP, T ′)
5: F ← fresh atomic concept
6: T ′ ← T ′ ∪ {Anb v ∀ inv(r).F}
7: return F
8: else if C = 6 n r.D then
9: FBP ← fresh atomic concept

10: T ′ ← T ′ ∪ {ABP v ∀r.FBP}
11: A← absorbJoinedBP(PA(nnf(¬D)), FBP, T ′)
12: F ← fresh atomic concept
13: T ′ ← T ′ ∪ {Anb v ∀ inv(r).F}
14: return F
15: else if C = ¬{x} then
16: Fx ← fresh atomic concept
17: T ′ ← T ′ ∪ {(O uABP) v ↓BPx.Fx}
18: return Fx
19: end if

of new variable mappings. Note that, in comparison to the ordinary absorbConcept func-
tion, absorbConceptBP calls absorbJoinedBP for the absorption of sub-concepts (instead of
recursively calling itself) in order to ensure that the binding candidates can correctly be
propagated. Also note that we only have to handle those concepts in the absorbConceptBP
function that can contain nominal schemas as sub-concepts since ordinary concepts are
absorbed, as before, with the absorbConcept function.

Last but not least, we obviously have to adapt absorbTBox such that the new functions
are used for absorbing axioms with nominal schemas, e.g., by calling absorbJoinedBP

with all partially absorbable disjuncts of an axiom.

Example 5.5. If we absorb the axiom ∃r.{x}u∃s.{y}uA v B of Example 5.4 with the
new absorption algorithms, which also generate the back propagation of binding candi-
dates, then we obtain a new TBox T ′ with the following axioms:

FBP1 v ∀r.FBP2

FBP1 v ∀s.FBP3

FBP1 v (F1, F2)→BP F3

O u FBP2 v ↓x.Fx
O u FBP3 v ↓y.Fy

FBP1 v (F3, A)→BP F4

Fx v ∀r−.F1

Fy v ∀s−.F2

F4 v gr(B).

The algorithm is called with FBP1 as the initial atomic concept for the back propagation,
i.e., absorbJoinedBP({∀r.¬{x}, ∀s.¬{x},¬A,B}, FBP1, T ′), and FBP2, FBP3 are atomic
concepts that are additionally created for the back propagation of binding candidates.
Now, if we ensure that appropriate binding candidates are automatically propagated to
FBP1, then only the desired mappings are propagated to the grounding concept and the
creation, combination, and propagation of “useless” variable mappings can be limited
significantly.
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Algorithm 5.3 absorbJoinedBP(S,ABP, T ′)
Input: A set S of partially absorbable concepts, a concept ABP that represents back

propagated binding candidates, and a TBox T ′, which is modified via side-effects
Output: Returns an atomic concept that is implied by the join of the absorptions of S

1: S′ ← {A | A = absorbConcept(D, T ′),Vars(D) = ∅, D ∈ S}
2: S′ ← { joinConcepts(S′) } \ {>}
3: S′ ← S′ ∪ {A | A = absorbConceptBP(D,ABP, T ′),Vars(D) 6= ∅, D ∈ S}
4: while A1 ∈ S′ and A2 ∈ S′ and A1 6= A2 do
5: F ← fresh atomic concept
6: T ′ ← T ′ ∪ {ABP v (A1, A2)→BP F}
7: S′ ← (S′ ∪ {F}) \ {A1, A2}
8: end while
9: if S′ = ∅ then return >

10: else return the element A′ ∈ S′ . S′ is a singleton
11: end if

5.3.1 Identification of Interesting Nodes and Binding Candidates

So far, we have assumed that the interesting nodes and the binding candidates used
for the backward chaining are already available. In the following, we present different
approaches of how these interesting nodes and bindings candidates can be identified.

A very simple, but already very effective method is to first absorb the absorbable part
of an axiom W where all nominal schemas are replaced by O. In comparison to the
absorption of the original nominal schema axiom, we do not generate a grounding concept
since we are only interested in the atomic concept, say AO, which is generated for
absorbing W where the nominal schemas are replaced by O. During the expansion of
a completion graph, the concept AO now automatically marks all nodes for which it is
possible that the variable mappings are propagated to the grounding concept gr(C) that
is created for the absorption of the nominal schema axiom W . Obviously, if AO is not
in the label of a node v, then there is no variable mapping that could be propagated
to gr(C), because the absorption with O is more general by allowing every combination
of individuals to match the conditions of the absorption. Thus, the concept AO marks
those nodes as interesting that are good candidates to start the backward chaining
propagation.

However, AO does not provide direct means for controlling the creation and combination
of mappings. Thus, for the backward chaining all possible bindings with all individuals
have to be propagated as candidates. Of course, in practice, also a flag or a special
variable mapping can be propagated, which represents all bindings and does not lead to
an unnecessary overhead. Hence, the preceding absorption with O and the resulting AO
concept ensures that the variable mappings are not uselessly created in the completion
graph. At least, all the required facts have to exist in the neighbourhood of a node, even
if the connection between the nodes does not exactly match the absorption conditions
of the axiom. Regarding the simplicity of this preceding absorption, its usage is usually
worthwhile for all axioms with nominal schema variables.

So far, the combinatorial explosion of the join is still unhandled. In the worst-case, the
join creates, for an absorbed axiom with n nominal schema variables and a knowledge
base with m individuals, mn different mappings and this possibly for each node in
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Table 5.3: Additional tableau rules for creating binding candidates

→CP-rule: if (A1, A2)→CP C ∈ L(v), {A1, A2} ⊆ L(v), v not indirectly blocked,
if C /∈ L(v) and B(A1, v) ∪ B(A2, v) = ∅
then L(v) = L(v) ∪ {C}
if for all x ∈ {y | y ∈ dom(µ1) ∩ dom(µ2) with µ1 ∈ B(A1, v), µ2 ∈

B(A2, v)}, there exists a mapping µ′ ∈ B(A1, v) ∩ B(A2, v) with
x ∈ dom(µ′), and
1. µ ∈ (B(A1, v) ∩ B(A2, v)), µ ∈ B((A1, A2)→CP C, v), or
2. µ ∈ B(A1, v), µ ∈ B((A1, A2) →CP C, v), and there exists no
µ′′ ∈ B(A2, v) with dom(µ) ∩ dom(µ′′) 6= ∅, or
3. µ ∈ B(A2, v), µ ∈ B((A1, A2) →CP C, v), and there exists no
µ′′ ∈ B(A1, v) with dom(µ) ∩ dom(µ′′) 6= ∅

then L(v) = L(v) ∪ {C} and B(C(v)) = B(C(v)) ∪ {µ}

the completion graph. Of course, this cannot be avoided in the worst-case, but for
many practical knowledge bases, the amount of created combinations can be restricted
significantly.

In the following, we present a preceding method that generates in the worst-case an
amount of at mostm·n binding candidates and can be used to control and limit the actual
join, whereby we can possibly avoid creating all mn mappings. Therefore, we simplify
the →BP-rule such that specific variable mappings are further propagated instead of
combining them. Again, we use a concept itself to handle the binary inclusion axioms
in order to ensure compatibility with the introduced backward chaining. The new→CP-
rule (depicted in Table 5.3) propagates a variable mapping µ ∈ B((A1, A2) →CP C, v)
to B(C, v) if for every variable x that occurs in one mapping of B(A1) as well as in one
mapping of B(A2), there exists a variable mapping µ′ ∈ (B(A1, v) ∩ B(A2, v)), and

• µ is both in B(A1, v) and B(A2, v), or

• µ ∈ B(A1, v) (µ ∈ B(A2, v)), and the variable x ∈ dom(µ) is not used in the
mappings that are associated to A2 (A1).

As a result, only those variable mappings of B(A1, v) and B(A2, v) are filtered, which
are using variables that occur in the mappings of B(A1, v) as well as in the mappings
of B(A2, v). Note, the →CP-rule does not combine or create new variable mappings
and, thus, the mappings that are propagated to B(C, v) also map only one variable to
an individual name if the mappings of B(A1, v) and B(A2, v) map only one variable to
an individual name. Thus, the mappings that are created by the binder concepts can
be filtered with the →CP-rule and we create the desired binding candidates encoded as
mappings that map one variable to an individual name. For example, if the mappings
{x 7→ a1}, {x 7→ a2}, {y 7→ b} are associated to A1 and {x 7→ a1}, {z 7→ c} are associated
to A2, then the →CP-rule propagates {x 7→ a1}, {y 7→ b}, {z 7→ c} to the concept C.

We simply get an absorption algorithm that generates these kind of binding candidates
by changing Algorithm 5.3 and 5.2 such that ABP v (A1, A2) →CP A′ is added to T ′
in Line 6 of Algorithm 5.3 instead of ABP v (A1, A2) →BP A

′. Note, for the creation
of binding candidates it is also useful to use the absorption with the backward chaining
optimisation, because then the creation of binding candidates can be triggered with AO.
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5.4 Variable Elimination Optimisations

It is often the case that the number of nominal schema variables can be reduced by
rewriting the axiom. The basic idea is to replace unimportant nominal schemas with
O, the special atomic concept that is added to the label of every individual. A nominal
schema {x} can obviously be replaced if {x} occurs only once in the axiom and only in
a completely absorbable position. Such an occurrence merely requires that there exists
an individual for x, but it is not relevant to remember the individual since x is only
used once. Thus, we can use O instead of {x}. If {x} is not in a completely absorbable
position, then we have to be more careful. For example, {x} cannot be replaced by O
in the axioms A v > 3 r.{x} and A v ∀r.{x}u > 3 r.>.

We can sometimes also eliminate nominal schema variables that have more than one
occurrence in the axiom. Therefore, we need an analogous definition of safe environments
of a nominal schema as Krötzsch et al. [103]:

Definition 5.8 (Safety). Let C be a completely absorbable concept in NNF, and C ′, D
sub-concepts of C such that ∀r.D ∈ PA(C ′). An occurrence of a nominal schema {x}
in D is safe if x is the only nominal schema variable in D, i.e., Vars(D) = {x}, and
¬{o} ∈ PA(C ′), where {o} is a nominal or a nominal schema. In this case, C ′ is a safe
environment for this occurrence of {x}. A nominal schema variable x is safe for an
axiom C v D if {x} does not occur in any non-absorbable disjunct of nnf(¬C t D),
i.e., x /∈ Vars(E) for all E ∈ notCA(nnf(¬C t D)), and there is at most one not safe
occurrence of {x} in all absorbable disjuncts of nnf(¬C tD).

A safe nominal schema variable can be eliminated by rewriting the axiom. For example,
for C v D, let us consider the axiom

∃r.({x} u ∃a.{y} u ∃v.{z}) u ∃s.(∃a.{y} u ∃v.{z}) v ∃c.{x}.

By transfering C v D into the form nnf(¬C tD), we obtain the following disjunction

∀r.(¬{x} t ∀a.¬{y} t ∀v.¬{z}) t ∀s.(∀a.¬{y} t ∀v.¬{z}) t ∃c.{x},

which contains the completely absorbable disjuncts

∀r.(¬{x} t ∀a.¬{y} t ∀v.¬{z}) and ∀s.(∀a.¬{y} t ∀v.¬{z}).

The occurence of the nominal schema {y} is safe in ∀r.(¬{x} t ∀a.¬{y} t ∀v.¬{z}),
because of the disjuncts ¬{x} and ∀a.¬{y}; analogously the occurrence of {z} is safe.
Both occurrences of these nominal schemas are, however, not safe in ∀s.(∀a.¬{y} t
∀v.¬{z}), but they do not occur in the non-absorbable part ∃c.{x} and, hence, y and z
are safe for the axiom.

In order to eliminate y and z, one builds the inverse path of universal restrictions
from the safe occurrences of {y} and {z} to the nominal schema {x} in the safe en-
vironment and then appends this path together with O to the not safe occurrences
of y and z, respectively. For instance, the safe environment of {y} is the concept
∀r.(¬{x}t∀a.¬{y}t∀v.¬{z}), where {y} is used within the universal restriction ∀a.¬{y}.
To eliminate the nominal schema variable y, we replace the not safe occurrence of {y},
which is the nominal schema {y} in the (sub-)concept ∀s.(∀a.¬{y} t ∀v.¬{z}), with
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O u ∃a−.{x}, i.e., ¬{y} is replaced by ¬O t ∀a−.¬{x}. Obviously, we can also re-
move ∀a.¬{y} from ∀r.(¬{x} t ∀a.¬{y} t ∀v.¬{z}) since ∀a.¬{y} is now expressed by
¬O t ∀a−.¬{x}. Hence, we obtain the disjunction

∀r.(¬{x} t ∀v.¬{z}) t ∀s.(∀a.(¬O t ∀a−.¬{x}) t ∀v.¬{z}) t ∃c.{x}.

By analogously eliminating the nominal schema variable z, we obtain the disjunction

∀r.¬{x} t ∀s.(∀a.(¬O t ∀a−.¬{x}) t ∀v.(¬O t ∀v−.¬{x})) t ∃c.{x}

which corresponds to the axiom

∃r.{x} u ∃s.(∃a.(O u ∃a−.{x}) u ∃v.(O u ∃v−.{x})) v ∃c.{x}

with x as the only remaining nominal schema variable.

5.5 Implementation and Evaluation

We chose our reasoning system Konclude for a prototypical implementation of the pre-
sented techniques since Konclude supports the DL SROIQ and uses, besides many
other optimisations, the sophisticated partial absorption algorithm presented in Chap-
ter 4 (see Chapter 8 for a more detailed description of Konclude), which is particularly
suitable for the handling of nominal schemas. We extended Konclude to SROIQV by
integrating an upfront grounding of nominal schema axioms and by implementing the
additional tableau rules with different optimisations for propagating variable mappings
in order to support the presented nominal schema absorption.

The upfront grounding is not only used to compare our nominal schema absorption
technique, but also to eliminate axioms with nominal schemas that cannot be absorbed
at all. The upfront grounding is more efficient for concepts that are certainly used in
completion graphs, because upfront grounded concepts can be better preprocessed and
it is not necessary to dynamically extend the knowledge base during the construction
of completion graphs for the grounded concepts. This is especially useful for Konclude,
since it supports the parallel processing of non-deterministic alternatives for which it
would be necessary to synchronise the extensions of the knowledge base or to separately
extend the knowledge base in each alternative.

Unfortunately, a straightforward implementation of the proposed propagation of variable
mappings still bears the following sources of inefficiency:

• If a knowledge base contains an individual a that is connected to many other
individuals by a role r, some mappings are propagated to a, and the propagation
is continued over r, then these mappings are propagated to all such connected
r-neighbours, even if the mappings are only required on a few of them.

• Dependency information for each propagated mapping has to be held separately in
order to support dependency directed backtracking (cf. Section 3.1.2.3 and 2.5.2).

• To create the correct dependencies, the variable mappings have to be joined on
each node separately, even if we already have joined the same sets of variable
mappings on other nodes.
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Table 5.4: Ontology metrics for the evaluation of DL-safe rules

Ontology Expressiveness Axioms Classes Properties Individuals Rules

UOBM1\D SHOIN 190,093 69 36 25,453 0
family\D ALCHOIN 212 19 16 23 12
ODGI\D SHIN 2,391 346 83 356 2

Table 5.5: Hand-crafted DL-safe rules R1-R5 for benchmarking with UOBM1\D

Name DL-safe Rule Matches

R1 isFriendOf(x, y), like(x, z), like(y, z)→ friendWithSameInterest(x, y) 4,037
R2 isFriendOf(x, y), takesCourse(x, z), takesCourse(y, z) 82

→ friendWithSameCourse(x, y)
R3 takesCourse(x, z), takesCourse(y, z), hasSameHomeTownWith(x, y) 940

→ classmateWithSameHomeTown(x, y)
R4 hasDoctoralDegreeFrom(x, z), hasMasterDegreeFrom(x,w), 369

hasDoctoralDegreeFrom(y, z), hasMasterDegreeFrom(y, w),
worksFor(x, v),worksFor(y, v)→ workmateSameDegreeFrom(x, y)

R5 isAdvisedBy(x, z), isAdvisedBy(y, z), like(x, ?w), like(y, w), 286
like(z, w)→ personWithSameAdviserAllSameInterest(x, y)

We, therefore, also implemented a variant of the propagation, where we create a repre-
sentative for a set of variable mappings. We then propagate only these representatives
and track the dependencies only for propagated representatives as presented in Sec-
tion 2.5.2. If a clash is discovered, then we extract and backtrack only the dependencies
for those mappings, which are involved in the creation of the clash. In order to extract
the relevant dependencies, we save for the representatives how they are composed from
other representatives and variable mappings.

Furthermore, Konclude uses a batch processing mode for the variable mappings, i.e.,
Konclude tries to apply standard deterministic rules first and then the new rules that
handle variable mappings are applied in the same order as the corresponding concepts
and axioms are created in the absorption. Usually, this is a significant advantage, because
then many variable mappings can be handled together and the overhead of separate rule
applications is minimised.

Our evaluation is primarily based on DL-safe rules to enable a comparison between the
propagation of variable mappings that is integrated in Konclude and the DL reasoners
HermiT 1.3.8 [47] (cf. Section 3.2.2) and Pellet 2.3.1 (cf. Section 3.2.3) [166], which have
dedicated rule support. To the best of our knowledge, these are the only reasoning sys-
tems that support DL-safe rules for such expressive ontologies. For this, we integrated
a converter into Konclude, which transforms the DL-safe rules into nominal schema ax-
ioms. The conversion is straightforward, however, especially for nominal schema axioms
that are obtained from DL-safe rules, it is often possible to eliminate variables as dis-
cussed in Section 5.4, which is intensively used by Konclude. For example, the DL-safe
Rule (R1) is converted to the Nominal Schema Axiom (R1′) and then {x} and {z} are
replaced by O, which results in Axiom (R1′′).

isFriendOf(x, y), likes(x, z), likes(y, z)→ friendWithSameInterest(x, y) (R1)

{x} u ∃likes.({z} u ∃likes−.{y}) u ∃isFriendOf.{y} v ∃friendWithSameInterest.{y} (R1′)

O u ∃likes.(O u ∃likes−.{y}) u ∃isFriendOf.{y} v ∃friendWithSameInterest.{y} (R1′′)
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Table 5.6: Comparison of the increases in consistency checking time for UOBM1\D
extended by the rules R1–R5 between different techniques (in seconds, additional pre-

processing time in parentheses)

Rule upfront grounding direct propagation representative propagation
without BP with BP without BP with BP

R1 (10.99) mem 9.12 7.10 5.06 3.38
R2 (10.92) 4.05 3.33 2.33 2.13 2.11
R3 (13.33) 3.55 1.98 0.62 2.20 0.76
R4 (16.44) 0.30 1.08 0.09 1.06 0.07
R5 (≥ 86, 400.00) n/a 1.87 0.50 1.80 0.43

All experiments were carried out on an Intel Core i7 940 quad core processor running
at 2.93 GHz, however, all reasoners were restricted to use only one core for the com-
putations. All results are the average of three separate runs. The execution of a test
was aborted if either a reasoner required more than 24 hours or more than 10 GB mem-
ory which is denoted in the results by ≥ 86, 400.00 and mem, respectively. Please also
note that the evaluations and experiments presented in this chapter are based on the
Konclude version 0.4.1.

5.5.1 UOBM-Benchmarks

For the evaluation, we extended the University Ontology Benchmark (UOBM) [114] with
DL-safe rules. We are only using the smallest UOBM ontology since many reasoning
systems already require for this ontology a lot of memory as well as reasoning time if it
is extended with rules. Because of this, we also removed all datatypes assertions. We
refer to this ontology as UOBM1\D (cf. Table 5.4).

The hand-crafted DL-safe rules R1–R5 are depicted in Table 5.5, where the number
of matches for each rule in the consistency check is shown in the column on the right
side, i.e., how often a rule can be instantiated with different variable bindings. However,
since the UOBM1\D ontology is not completely deterministic, these numbers might vary
between different executions and between different reasoners. All these rules contain at
least one cycle, i.e., they do not have a tree-shaped form, and hence, these rules are not
completely trivial.

The UOBM1\D ontology without rules can be preprocessed by Konclude in 1.03 s and
the corresponding consistency test requires only 1.09 s. Table 5.6 shows the increases
in reasoning time of the consistency tests for Konclude using different approaches and
optimisations to handle the nominal schema axioms that are obtained by converting
the DL-safe rules R1–R5 of Table 5.5. The additional required preprocessing time for
the upfront grounding is shown in parentheses (column 2). Note, we show only the
additionally required times in order to facilitate the comparison, i.e., to get the actually
required reasoning times, 1.03 and 1.09 have to be added to the preprocessing and
reasoning times, respectively.

Clearly, the upfront grounding requires additional preprocessing time for the grounding
of the rules, but the majority of the time is required for further processing the grounded
axioms (e.g., absorption, lexical normalisation, etc.). Note, the upfront grounding totally
fails for R5, because the variable elimination can only eliminate two of four variables
and the upfront grounding tries to generate 647, 855, 209 new axioms. Furthermore, the
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Table 5.7: Comparison of the increases in consistency checking time for UOBM1\D
extended by the rules R1–R5 between Konclude, HermiT, and Pellet (in seconds)

Rule Konclude HermiT Pellet

R1 3.38 31.46 6.33
R2 2.11 4.79 7.40
R3 0.76 1.67 142.25
R4 0.07 1.42 122.85
R5 0.43 28.41 mem

Table 5.8: Comparison of the increases in memory consumption for checking con-
sistency of UOBM1\D extended by the rules R1–R5 between different techniques

(in MBytes)

Rule upfront grounding direct propagation representative propagation
without BP with BP without BP with BP

R1 mem 4, 387 3, 451 1, 522 1, 234
R2 1, 116 729 475 350 349
R3 1, 089 491 125 433 160
R4 292 237 44 221 36
R5 n/a 375 144 367 110

Table 5.9: Comparison of the increases in memory consumption for checking con-
sistency of UOBM1\D extended by the rules R1–R5 between HermiT, Pellet, and

Konclude (in MBytes)

Rule Konclude HermiT Pellet

R1 1, 234 ≤ 10 659
R2 349 ≤ 10 963
R3 160 ≤ 10 3, 654
R4 36 ≤ 10 9, 420
R5 110 ≤ 10 mem

reasoning time for the upfront grounding is not as good as for the other approaches.
This is due to the fact that the implicit propagation of variable mappings as concepts
requires a lot of separate rule applications and each rule application has some overhead,
e.g., the dependencies have to be managed correctly. Table 5.6 further shows the direct
propagation of variable mappings (as presented in Section 5.2) and the propagation of
representatives without as well as with the back propagation optimisation (BP). Of
course, the back propagation can only improve the reasoning time if it enables a sig-
nificant reduction of the creation, combination, and propagation of variable mappings.
For example, the savings for R2 are very limited, because most of the students in the
UOBM ontology take courses and also have friends and thus, almost all students match
the conditions to be identified as a candidate for which the creation and propagation
of variable mappings is necessary. Usually, the propagation of representatives further
improves the reasoning time and, moreover, since the dependencies can be stored in a
more compact way, it also saves a significant amount of memory.

Table 5.7 shows a comparison of the increases in reasoning time for checking consistency
of UOBM1\D extended by the DL-safe rules R1–R5 of Table 5.5 between Konclude,
HermiT, and Pellet. Again, the times for the consistency test of UOBM1\D without
rules is not included to facilitate the comparison, i.e., to get the actual required times,
it would be necessary to add for Konclude 1.09, for HermiT 23.24, and for Pellet 2.22 s.
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Table 5.10: DL-safe rules Q1–Q15 obtained from UOBM queries

Name DL-safe Rule

Q1 UndergraduateStudent(x), takesCourse(x,D0.U0/Course0)→ Q1(x)
Q2 Employee(x)→ Q2(x)
Q3 Student(x), isMemberOf(x,D0.U0)→ Q3(x)
Q4 Publication(x), publicationAuthor(x, y),Faculty(y), isMemberOf(y,D0.U0)→ Q4(x)
Q5 ResearchGroup(x), subOrganizationOf(x,U0)→ Q5(x)
Q6 Person(x), hasAlumnus(U0, x)→ Q6(x)
Q7 Person(x), hasSameHomeTownWith(x,D0.U0/FullProfessor0)→ Q7(x)
Q8 SportsLover(x), hasMember(D0.U0, x)→ Q8(x)
Q9 GraduateCourse(x), isTaughtBy(x, y), isMemberOf(y, z),

subOrganizationOf(z, U0)→ Q9(x)
Q10 isFriendOf(x,D0.U0/FullProfessor0)→ Q10(x)
Q11 Person(x), likes(x, y),Chair(z), isHeadOf(z,D0.U0), likes(z, y)→ Q11(x)
Q12 Student(x), takesCourse(x, y), isTaughtBy(y,D0.U0/FullProfessor0)→ Q12(x)
Q13 PeopleWithHobby(x), isMemberOf(x,D0.U0)→ Q13(x)
Q14 Woman(x),Student(x), isMemberOf(x, y), subOrganizationOf(y,U0)→ Q14(x)
Q15 PeopleWithManyHobbies(x), isMemberOf(x,D0.U0)→ Q15(x)

HermiT already requires a lot of time for the consistency test itself, which is possibly also
a consequence of a delayed clausification of axioms and rules. However, since HermiT
is not supporting complex roles in the body of rules, the consistency test might be
incomplete for some rules. For example, the role hasSameHomeTownWith of rule R3 is
transitive. Konclude uses the propagation of representatives combined with the back
propagation optimisation and often tests the consistency for the UOBM1\D ontology
even with rules faster than HermiT or Pellet. In contrast, HermiT hardly requires
additional memory for the reasoning with the rules (less than 10 MB for R1–R5, cf.
Table 5.9), whereby the memory consumption of HermiT is often better than the memory
consumption of Konclude and Pellet. This is possibly a consequence of the not supported
complex roles and, therefore, it is not required to manage the dependencies as long as
the new consequences from the rules are not instantiated. Table 5.8 and 5.9 shows the
complete comparison of the increases in memory consumption in MBytes. Here, too, we
would have to add for Konclude 564, for HermiT 684, and for Pellet 551 MB to get the
actual memory consumption.

In addition, we have converted the accompanying queries 1–15 from the University On-
tology Benchmark [114] to the DL-safe rules Q1–Q15 (see Table 5.10). The comparison
of the increases in reasoning time for checking consistency of UOBM1\D extended by
these rules is shown in Table 5.11. Konclude is dominating the other reasoners for nearly
all rules, which is possible due to the variable elimination optimisation, which allows for
absorbing the relatively simple and tree-shaped rules to ordinary concepts. HermiT can
also handle many of these rules without significant performance losses, however, some of
these rules again use transitive roles and, therefore, HermiT might be incomplete (e.g.,
Q5, Q7, Q9, Q14). Pellet has more problems with the handling of the these rules and
also requires significantly more memory. Pellet is even reaching the memory limit of 10
GB for rule Q7, whereas the other reasoners can process the consistency tests for all
rules with less than one GByte.

Note, the consistency checking is also influenced by many optimisations in the reasoning
system that are not related to the rule processing mechanism. For example, dependency
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Table 5.11: Comparison of the increases in consistency checking time for UOBM1\D
extended by the rules Q1–Q15 between Konclude, HermiT, and Pellet (in seconds)

Rule Konclude HermiT Pellet

Q1 ≤ 0.1 ≤ 0.1 3.9
Q2 ≤ 0.1 ≤ 0.1 720.0
Q3 ≤ 0.1 ≤ 0.1 2.5
Q4 ≤ 0.1 ≤ 0.1 2.5
Q5 ≤ 0.1 ≤ 0.1 12.4
Q6 ≤ 0.1 ≤ 0.1 2.0
Q7 ≤ 0.1 ≤ 0.1 mem
Q8 ≤ 0.1 ≤ 0.1 113.4
Q9 0.2 0.9 460.9
Q10 ≤ 0.1 1.5 5.5
Q11 0.1 26.3 12.6
Q12 0.2 1.4 4.6
Q13 ≤ 0.1 0.6 256.9
Q14 0.3 1.2 2, 730.4
Q15 1.2 ≤ 0.1 2.9

directed backtracking allows for evaluating only “relevant” non-deterministic alterna-
tives with the tableau algorithm (cf. Section 3.1.2.3), i.e., reasoning systems that use a
better dependency directed backtracking technique can prune larger parts of the search
tree. This may also influences the increase in reasoning time for the addition of rules
to the knowledge base, since the rules possibly add non-determinism and cause clashes
for which backtracking is required. A worse dependency directed backtracking tech-
nique then requires the evaluation of more non-deterministic alternatives, which results
in more processing time, even if the integrated rule processing mechanism is better.
Hence, the consistency test is not an optimal way to compare different reasoners for
their rule processing mechanism.

However, such comparisons are even more problematic for higher level reasoning tasks
such as instance retrieval or classification. In particular, Konclude uses sophisticated
caching mechanisms, where also the fully expanded and clash-free completion graph from
the initial consistency check of the ABox is cached and reused for subsequent tests (cf.
Chapter 7). In addition, for each subsequent test only the nodes for those individuals
are processed for which it cannot be safely ensured that these nodes could be expanded
in the same way as for the cached completion graph from the initial consistency check.
As a consequence, only small parts of the ABox have to be reactivated for processing
of subsequent instance tests or satisfiability tests of concepts (even when nominals are
used). Obviously, this significantly influences the processing time of higher level reason-
ing tasks. For example, Konclude needs only 0.2 s to classify the UOBM1\D ontology
after the consistency check due to these caching mechanisms, whereas Pellet requires
9.9 and HermiT 271.7 s. As a consequence, the comparison of the nominal schema
absorption technique in Konclude with rule processing mechanisms of other reasoners
for higher level reasoning tasks such as realisation is hardly informative since Konclude
can often fall back on cached data, whereas many other reasoners usually repeat the
construction of the ABox (especially if the knowledge base is non-deterministic).
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Table 5.12: Comparison of consistency checking times for LargeJoin test cases be-
tween Konclude, HermiT, and Pellet (in seconds)

# individuals # assertions per base role Konclude HermiT Pellet

50,000 10,000 1.2 1.0 3.7
50,000 20,000 3.4 2.0 6.2
50,000 30,000 6.9 3.4 10.5
100,000 20,000 3.5 1.6 7.0
100,000 40,000 11.1 3.8 25.4
100,000 60,000 23.6 10.5 97.1

Table 5.13: Comparison of the memory consumption for checking consistency of
LargeJoin test cases between Konclude, HermiT, and Pellet (in MBytes)

# individuals # assertions per base role Konclude HermiT Pellet

50,000 10,000 507 985 1, 452
50,000 20,000 847 1, 240 1, 739
50,000 30,000 1, 480 1, 453 2, 548
100,000 20,000 1, 129 1, 175 2, 023
100,000 40,000 2, 380 1, 358 3, 535
100,000 60,000 4, 304 1, 940 7, 400

5.5.2 OpenRuleBench-Benchmarks

We adapted tests from OpenRuleBench [107] to compare the reasoning systems for some
specific test cases. Basically, the LargeJoin test case gives an impression of the capability
of handling binary joins. Basically, the reasoners have to create new role instantiations
for the roles c1, b1, b2, and finally a between individuals based on the following non-
recursive, tree-shaped rules:

d1(x, y), d2(y, z)→ c1(x, z) c1(x, y), c2(y, z)→ b1(x, z)

b1(x, y), b2(y, z)→ a(x, z) c3(x, y), c4(y, z)→ b2(x, z)

The assertions for the base roles d1, d2, c2, c3, and c4 were randomly generated. Ta-
ble 5.12 shows the comparison of the reasoning times of the consistency tests between
Konclude, HermiT, and Pellet for different data sizes, i.e., the number of individuals is
shown in the first column and the number of randomly added assertions for each base
role is shown in the second column. Clearly, HermiT is dominating the other systems for
this test case. Again, Konclude uses the back propagation optimisation and the prop-
agation of representatives. However, the rules are very simple, wherefore the benefits
of these optimisations are limited. Furthermore, Konclude does not directly add the
implied role instantiation, but adds an existential restriction for the corresponding role,
which is processed in a separate step and is, therefore, more costly.

Table 5.13 shows the comparison of the memory consumption for checking consistency
of the LargeJoin test case between Konclude, HermiT, and Pellet. Also for this test case
Konclude has a significant higher memory consumption than HermiT, which is not very
surprising, because Konclude saves intermediate results (e.g., the propagated variable
mappings with dependency information) and also requires some additional memory for
the grounded existential restrictions.
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Table 5.14: Comparison of consistency checking times for LargeJoin-M test cases
between Konclude, HermiT, and Pellet (in seconds)

# individuals # assertions per base role Konclude HermiT Pellet

50,000 10,000 0.7 0.9 1.6
50,000 20,000 1.1 1.4 4.2
50,000 30,000 2.6 2.6 7.6
100,000 20,000 1.4 1.6 5.7
100,000 40,000 5.1 5.3 18.0
100,000 60,000 11.8 20.4 94.9

Table 5.15: Comparison of the memory consumption for checking consistency of
LargeJoin-M test cases between Konclude, HermiT, and Pellet (in MBytes)

# individuals # assertions per base role Konclude HermiT Pellet

50,000 10,000 342 974 1, 361
50,000 20,000 483 1, 248 1, 526
50,000 30,000 702 1, 289 1, 623
100,000 20,000 723 1, 170 1, 719
100,000 40,000 1, 405 1, 393 3, 435
100,000 60,000 2, 569 1, 602 7, 114

LargeJoin-M is a variant of the test case LargeJoin, where only the final role a has to be
instantiated by the reasoners, which is achieved by merging the rules of the LargeJoin
test case together into the following rule:

d1(x, y1), d2(y1, y2), c2(y2, y3), c3(y3, y4), c4(y4, z)→ a(x, z).

Table 5.14 and 5.15 show the comparison of the reasoning times and memory consump-
tion, respectively, for checking consistency of LargeJoin-M with the same test data as for
LargeJoin. Now, the back propagation optimisation significantly improves the reasoning
time and memory consumption for Konclude and there are also some improvements for
Pellet, which is possibly due to the reduced number of role instantiations that have to be
created. In contrast, HermiT performs worse for larger data sizes than for the LargeJoin
test case.

The transitive closure test TransClos-T, which is also adapted from OpenRuleBench
[107], demonstrates the performance for a simple transitive/recursive problem. All in-
dividuals in the test are connected in a large cycle with the transitive role par, and the
rule

par(x, y)→ tc(x, y)

is used to enforce that the transitive closure is explicitly represented with the role tc.
Additionally, some random assertions for the role par were added to make the test case
not completely straightforward. Table 5.16 shows the comparison of the reasoning times
for checking consistency of the test case TransClos-T between Konclude and Pellet.
HermiT does not consider the transitivity in the body of the rule and is, therefore,
omitted in this comparison. The transitivity can, however, be simulated for this test
case by using the recursive rule

tc(x, y), par(y, z)→ tc(x, z),

which is denoted by TransClos-R, i.e., TransClos-R is a variant of TransClos-T in which
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Table 5.16: Comparison of consistency checking times for TransClos-T test cases
between Konclude and Pellet (in seconds)

# individuals # random assertions Konclude Pellet

500 100 1.2 8, 021.1
500 200 1.8 7, 963.6
1,000 200 6.7 ≥ 86, 400.0
1,000 400 8.2 ≥ 86, 400.0

Table 5.17: Comparison of consistency checking times for TransClos-R test cases
between Konclude, HermiT, and Pellet (in seconds)

# individuals # random assertions Konclude HermiT Pellet

500 100 2.1 1.0 mem
500 200 1.1 1.0 mem
1,000 200 5.1 4.7 mem
1,000 400 3.3 5.1 mem

this rule is used instead of the transitivity axiom for the role par. Thus, this test case is
also correctly handled by HermiT. The comparison of the reasoning times for checking
consistency of this test case is shown in Table 5.17. Konclude requires more or less the
same amount of resources for both test cases. However, there are some differences in
the propagation and, therefore, the memory consumption for the test case TransClos-T
is slightly higher. Although Konclude and HermiT can easily process TransClos-R with
less than one GByte and approximately the same amount of reasoning time, this test
case is much more problematic for Pellet, which suddenly requires more than 10 GB for
TransClos-R compared to less than 2 GB for TransClos-T.

5.5.3 Benchmarking Ontologies with Rules

We use family\D+100 and ODGI\D+100 to compare the reasoning times for ontologies
with already integrated rules. The family\D ontology (see Table 5.4) is obtained from the
family.swrl.owl demo ontology in the Protégé Ontology Library2 by removing all data
assertions and rules with SWRL Built-Ins. In order to get an interesting benchmark
size, we created family\D+100 from family\D by adding 100 copies of the ABox with
renamed non-nominal individuals. Analogously, we obtained ODGI\D (see Table 5.4)
and ODGI\D+100 from the Ontology for Disease Genetic Investigation (ODGI) from the
NCBO BioPortal3.

Table 5.18 shows the comparison of the reasoning times for checking consistency of these
ontologies with and without rules. Although the family\D+100 ontology contains the rule

Person(y), hasChild(y, x), hasChild(y, z), x 6≈ z → hasSibling(x, z),

which uses the atom x 6≈ z in the body of the rule that states that two individuals
have to be different, the reasoning time of HermiT is hardly affected. Usually, such rules
cannot completely be absorbed and, therefore, the applications of such rules lead to non-
determinism. Due to the fact that this rule has to be applied quite often, the reasoning
with the family\D+100 ontology is highly non-deterministic. This seems to be more

2http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/Protege_Ontology_Library
3http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/1086

http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/Protege_Ontology_Library
http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/1086
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Table 5.18: Comparison of consistency checking times for ontologies with DL-safe
rules between Konclude, HermiT, and Pellet (in seconds)

Ontology Konclude HermiT Pellet

family\D+100 without rules 0.2 0.6 1.3
family\D+100 with rules 2.5 1.3 mem
ODGI\D+100 without rules 11.4 367.6 13.3
ODGI\D+100 with rules 13.6 467.4 17.8

Table 5.19: Comparison of the memory consumption for checking consistency of
ontologies with DL-safe rules between Konclude, HermiT, and Pellet (in MBytes)

Ontology Konclude HermiT Pellet

family\D+100 without rules 147 473 771
family\D+100 with rules 954 744 mem
ODGI\D+100 without rules 704 1, 302 1, 658
ODGI\D+100 with rules 884 1, 456 1, 852

problematic for Konclude and Pellet, possibly due to their different dependency man-
agement. However, HermiT performs worse for ODGI\D+100 than Konclude and Pellet.
The ODGI\D+100 ontology also contains transitive roles, however, they are not used
in the rule bodies and, hence, also the results for HermiT are complete. Analogously,
Table 5.19 shows the comparison of the memory consumption for checking consistency
of these ontologies with and without rules.

5.5.4 Experiments beyond Rules

Unfortunately, there exists no test suite for nominal schemas and, to the best of our
knowledge, there are also no other reasoners with nominal schema support. Therefore,
the evaluation of nominal schema axioms, which are more expressive than DL-safe rules,
is less conclusive, since the results cannot be compared to the results of other systems.
Also, the comparison to the upfront grounding is often not very interesting, since the
performance of the upfront grounding mainly depends on the additionally required pre-
processing time, which primarily relies on the number of nominal schema variables and
the number of individuals. Hence, the performance of the upfront grounding and the
performance gain with the absorption and the propagation of variable mappings is more
or less predictable and, therefore, it is easily possible to create tests, where the nominal
schema absorption approach performs as much better as desired. Note, nominal schema
axioms that are more expressive than DL-safe rules often reduce the absorbable amount
on the left-hand side of the axiom. This is, however, not necessarily problematic, be-
cause the nominal schemas can often also be absorbed in other parts of the axiom. For
instance, the nominal schema axiom

{x} u ∃likes.{y} u ∀isFriendOf.∃likes.{y} v HasInterestAndAllFriendsSameInterest

identifies for the UOBM1\D ontology all individuals, which have an interest and the
friends of these individuals have at least also the same interest. Obviously, the universal
restriction ∀isFriendOf.∃likes.{y} on the left-hand side cannot be absorbed. However, {y}
also occurs in the absorbable existential restriction ∃likes.{y} in an absorbable position
and, therefore, the nominal schema absorption approach is still able to significantly
reduce the grounding effort. For UOBM1\D extended with this nominal schema axiom,
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Konclude requires for the consistency test with the upfront grounding 6.1 s of additional
preprocessing time and 3.4 s of additional reasoning time, whereas the nominal schema
absorption approach only increases the reasoning time by 0.9 s.

Of course, there still exists nominal schema axioms with nominal schemas that only
occur in non-absorbable positions. For example, the axiom

{x} u ∃likes.{y} u ∀isFriendOf.({z} u ∃likes.{y})
v HasInterestAndAllFriendsSameInterest

extends the previous nominal schema axiom with the nominal schema {z}, which further
enforces that all friends also have to be known individuals. For this axiom, the grounding
concept that is created by the absorption has to handle the disjunction

HasInterestAndAllFriendsSameInterest t ∃isFriendOf.(¬{z} t ¬∀likes.¬{y})

and, since only bindings for the variable y are created and propagated, the grounding rule
has to complete the variable mappings to the variable z by combining them with every
individual. As a consequence, the grounding rule adds quite a lot of different disjunctions
and this for many nodes in the completion graph and, therefore, Konclude with the
nominal schema absorption is running out of memory. However, this would obviously
also be the case with the upfront grounding if the preprocessing for the upfront grounding
were able to finish within the time limit, which fails analogously to the processing of
rule R5, since only the nominal schema variable x can be eliminated.

In principle, it would be possible to use a more sophisticated axiom rewriting in order to
improve the absorption and, as a consequence, also the overall performance for the rea-
soning with such axioms. For example, the existentially required connection between {z}
and {y} over the role likes within the universal restriction ∀isFriendOf.({z} u ∃likes.{y})
can also be expressed in the inverse direction within the absorbable existential restriction
∃likes.{y}, which results in the axiom:

{x} u ∃likes.({y} u ∃likes−.{z}) u ∀isFriendOf.({z} u ∃likes.{y})
v HasInterestAndAllFriendsSameInterest.

Although now also {z} can be partially absorbed, Konclude still requires for the con-
sistency test of UOBM1\D extended by this nominal schema axiom 35.9 s and 8.2 GB
due to the large number of individuals that are found for {z}. Unsurprisingly and to
some extent also unavoidably, the intensive use of nominal schemas in not completely
absorbable constructs and the frequent grounding of many such not absorbed concepts
results in a lot of work for the reasoning system.

5.6 Summary and Discussion

In this chapter, we have presented a new approach for handling nominal schemas, which
is based on an extension of the well-known absorption optimisation and slight modi-
fications of the standard tableau calculus. The resulting calculus creates bindings for
nominal schema variables and is able to propagate them through the completion graph
in order to use these bindings to ground the remaining and non-absorbable parts of the
nominal schema axioms. As a consequence, this approach allows for “collecting” the
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bindings for those nominal schema axioms that have to be considered for a specific node
in the completion graph. Grounding can then be performed on demand and is typically
only required for small parts of nominal schema axioms. The approach only improves
the handling of “absorbable” axioms, but, to the best of our knowledge, this restric-
tion is satisfied for the majority of all nominal schema axioms that occur in real-world
ontologies. In combination with sophisticated absorption techniques (e.g., the partial
absorption presented in Chapter 4), this approach also allows for handling nominal
schemas with very expressive Description Logics.

The integration of the presented technique into our reasoning system Konclude shows
that our approach performs well, even when compared to other well-known DL reason-
ers with dedicated rule support. We also presented a range of different optimisations
that further improve the performance of the nominal schema absorption technique. In
particular, by integrating a backward chaining technique, variable mappings only have
to be created and propagated for nodes for which the corresponding nominal schema
axioms must potentially be considered. As discussed, it is often also possible to elimi-
nate variables by rewriting the nominal schema axioms and, hence, the effort for joining
variable mappings can significantly be reduced. Nevertheless, with a range of low level
optimisations such as the propagation of representative variable mappings, we can still
achieve a good performance, even if many variable mappings have to be propagated
through the completion graph.

The presented approach is also interesting for extending existing tableau-based DL rea-
soners such that ordinary DL-safe rules are supported since the direct integration of the
handling of variable bindings into the tableau algorithm makes an additional/separate
inference mechanism for rules unnecessary. A particular strength is the direct handling
of rules with complex roles, which seems to result in a significantly better performance
compared to other reasoning systems with full rule support for more expressive DLs.

A very interesting direction for future work is the extension of the presented techniques
to conjunctive query answering—a more sophisticated reasoning task that allows for
querying complex structures in the ABox. Roughly speaking, conjunctive queries are
conjunctions of concept and role facts, where variables may be used instead of individual
names and the reasoner has to determine those individuals for which all expressions of the
query are satisfied for all models of the knowledge base. Typically, we also distinguish,
for conjunctive queries, answer variables from existentially restricted variables, where,
for the latter, we only require that there exists a binding to any, possibly anonymous
individual in the knowledge base, whereas for the answer variables, the reasoner has to
deliver corresponding bindings to named individuals of the knowledge base. For instance,
with a query of the form

q(x)← Student(x) ∧ likes(x, y) ∧ takes(x, y) ∧ Course(y), (5.2)

consisting of the answer variable x, we can ask for students who take a course that they
like and the reasoner also has to return individuals for which these facts are not explicitly
stated but can be inferred, e.g., the individual john satisfies the query if we have only
the axioms InformaticsStudent v Studentu∃takes.{informatics}, InformaticsStudent(john),
Course(informatics), and likes(john, informatics) in the knowledge base.

Although already plenty of different query answering (and query entailment checking)
algorithms have been proposed for more expressive DLs (e.g, [25, 43, 44, 76, 138, 151]),
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they are often not very practical since they rely on a large amount of “don’t know” non-
determinism and/or require that all possible models of an ontology are systematically
constructed. Hence, conjunctive query answering is typically only realised with incom-
plete techniques (e.g., by considering all variables as answer variables) [49, 62, 62, 94,
166, 166]), for which, however, still many unnecessary computations can be required.
Even approaches that try to utilise specialised, profile-based reasoning systems (e.g.,
[141, 181, 198]) have to fall back, from time to time, to a fully-fledged conjunctive query
answering technique and, thus, can easily be problematic in practice.

An extension of the nominal schema absorption technique to conjunctive query answering
could potentially overcome several of these issues. In particular, conjunctive queries can
be seen as special types of rules (or nominal schema axioms) and, hence, with some
minor adaptations to the absorption algorithm, we could directly handle conjunctive
queries with the core reasoning task of the reasoner (i.e., with consistency checking).
For example, Query 5.2 corresponds, in principle, to the nominal schema axiom

{x} u Student u ∃likes.{y} u ∃takes.({y} u Course) v ⊥, (5.3)

and by absorbing it, we can check whether conjunctive queries are entailed by trying to
construct a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph with the tableau algorithm.
Based on this, the bindings for answer variables can be determined by collecting binding
candidates and by using the usual reduction of query answering to query entailment
checking. In case of existentially restricted variables, we also have to bind variables to
blockable nodes and, in order to ensure termination, the blocking condition has to be re-
laxed. Nevertheless, we expect that the presented nominal schema absorption approach
can be extended such that conjunctive query answering can efficiently be realised for
many more expressive DLs. In particular, with a powerful absorption technique (e.g.,
the partial absorption presented in Chapter 4) and by using appropriate marker con-
cepts to which bindings candidates are propagated, the query answers could (mostly)
be determined in a one-pass manner by performing only one consistency test.



Chapter 6

Coupling Tableau Algorithms
with Saturation Procedures

A complete support of the language features provided by the Web Ontology Language,
which is based on the Description Logic SROIQ, is often desired for (reasoning) systems
(and tools) since it allows for generally using these systems for principally all ontologies
occurring in practice. Hence, a user does not have to search for specific tools/reasoners
that support the required language features of the used ontologies. As introduced,
reasoning systems for such more expressive DLs are dominantly realised with sound and
complete tableau algorithms, especially since they are easily extensible and adaptable
and, due to the wide range of developed optimisation techniques, they are typically able
to handle many also more expressive real-world ontologies. Since standard reasoning
tasks for SROIQ have 2NExpTime-complete worst-case complexity [87], it is, however,
not surprising that larger ontologies easily become impractical for existing tableau-based
reasoning systems (which are often not even worst-case optimal).

In contrast, the OWL 2 profiles define language fragments of SROIQ for which the
standard reasoning tasks are tractable and for which specialised and highly efficient rea-
soning procedures are available. For example, the OWL 2 EL profile is based on the DL
EL++, which can efficiently be handled by completion- or consequence-based reasoning
procedures [10, 88] (see Section 2.4.2 for a brief introduction into saturation procedures).
These saturation algorithms have further been extended to handle more expressive DLs
such as Horn-SHIQ [88] for which they are often also able to outperform the more
general tableau algorithms. Even saturation procedures for DLs with non-deterministic
language features, such as ALCI [163], ALCH [164], SHIQ [17], have been developed
and some of them have successfully implemented in (prototypical) reasoning systems
achieving remarkable performances. In particular, they often allow for a one-pass han-
dling of several reasoning tasks such as classification, whereas the idea of tableau pro-
cedures is based on pairwise testing of individual class subsumptions. Although a range
of optimised classification algorithms have been developed for tableau-based reasoning
systems (cf. Section 3.1.3.2), they still reduce the problem of deciding subsumptions
to a multitude of separate consistency tests. However, saturation algorithms have not
yet been extended to very expressive DLs such as SROIQ, mainly because a complete
handling of DLs providing disjunctions, cardinality restrictions, and inverse roles causes
several difficulties.

111
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Unfortunately, a combination of tableau algorithms and saturation procedures is not
straightforward since both techniques work quite differently. Hence, ontology engineers
and users have to decide whether they only use the restricted features of certain lan-
guage fragments such that their ontologies can be handled by specialised reasoners with
saturation procedures or they have to face possible performance losses by using more
general reasoning systems based on tableau algorithms. This is especially unfavourable
if such language features are only required for a few axioms in the ontology. In this case,
completeness is no longer ensured for the specialised procedures, while the fully-fledged
(mostly tableau-based) reasoners are possibly not efficient enough. Ideally, reasoning sys-
tems with a better pay-as-you-go behaviour could be used, where the part of the ontology
that is not affected by the axioms outside the tractable fragment can still be handled
efficiently. This led to the recent development of approaches that combine saturation
procedures and fully-fledged reasoners in a black box manner [2, 169, 170, 198, 199].
These approaches try to delegate as much work as possible to the specialised and more
efficient reasoner, which allows for reducing the workload of the fully-fledged tableau
algorithm, while still guaranteeing completeness.

In this chapter, we present a much tighter coupling between saturation and tableau algo-
rithms, whereby further performance improvements are achieved. This chapter is based
on a conference [176] as well as a journal publication [172] and it is organised as follows:
First, we present a saturation procedure that is adapted to the data structures of a
tableau algorithm (Section 6.1). This allows for easily passing information between the
saturation and the tableau algorithm within the same reasoning system. Moreover, the
saturation partially handles features of very expressive DLs in order to efficiently derive
as many consequences as possible (Section 6.1.1). We then show how parts of the knowl-
edge base can be identified for which the saturation procedure is possibly incomplete
and where it is necessary to fall-back to the tableau procedure (Section 6.1.2). Subse-
quently, we present several optimisations that are based on passing information from
the saturation to the tableau algorithm (Section 6.2) and back (Section 6.3). Finally,
we discuss related work (Section 6.4) and present the results of a detailed evaluation
including comparisons with other approaches that delegate work to specialised reasoning
procedures (Section 6.5) before we summarise and conclude this chapter (Section 6.6).

6.1 Saturation Compatible with Tableau Algorithms

In this section, we describe a saturation method that is an adaptation of the completion-
based procedure (cf. Section 2.4.2) such that it generates data structures that are com-
patible for further usage within a fully-fledged tableau algorithm. Roughly speaking, the
new saturation procedure is designed to approximate completion graphs in a compressed
form and, therefore, it directly allows the extraction and transfer of results from the sat-
uration to the tableau algorithm. To be more precise, we ensure that the saturation
generates nodes that are, similarly to the nodes in the completion graph, labelled with
sets of concepts. The saturated labels can then be used to initialise the labels of new
nodes in the completion graph or to block the processing of successors. Moreover, in
some cases, it is directly possible to build a model from the data structures of the satu-
ration, which makes the construction of completion graphs with the tableau algorithm
unnecessary.
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Note, the adapted saturation method is not designed to cover a certain OWL 2 profile or
a specific DL language. In contrast, we saturate those parts of knowledge bases that can
easily be supported with an efficient algorithm (see Section 6.1.1), i.e., we simply ignore
unsupported concept constructors or only process them partially, and afterwards (see
Section 6.1.2), we dynamically detect which parts have not been completely handled by
the saturation. Hence, the results of the saturation are possibly incomplete, but since
we know how and where they are incomplete, we can use the results from the saturation
appropriately.

For an easy integration into the usually highly optimised tableau procedures, the (usu-
ally simpler) saturation procedure is adapted to work on the same (normalised and
preprocessed) knowledge base and data structures as the tableau algorithm (although,
in principle, also the opposite way would be possible). This enables, for example, a di-
rect use of node labels from the saturation in the tableau algorithm. The use of a good
absorption algorithm is crucial since the saturation only handles deterministic parts of
the knowledge base.

6.1.1 Saturation Based on Tableau Rules

We call the data structure that is generated by the adapted saturation method a satura-
tion graph—an approximation of a completion graph in a compressed form that enables
the “reuse” of nodes:

Definition 6.1 (Saturation Graph). A saturation graph for a knowledge base K is a
directed graph S = (V,E,L) with the nodes V ⊆ {vC | C ∈ fclos(K)}. Each node
vC ∈ V is labelled with a set L(v) ⊆ fclos(K) such that L(vC) ⊇ {>, C}. We call vC
the representative node for the concept C. Each edge 〈v, v′〉 ∈ E is labelled with a set
L(〈v, v′〉) ⊆ Rols(K).

Obviously, a saturation graph is very similar to a completion graph. A major differ-
ence is, however, the missing ˙6= relation, which can be omitted since the saturation
is not designed to completely handle cardinality restrictions. Furthermore, each node
in the saturation graph is the representative node for a specific concept, which allows
for “reusing” nodes as successors. For example, instead of creating new successors for
existential restrictions, we reuse the representative node for the existentially restricted
concept as a successor.

Since nodes, edges, and labels are used as in completion graphs, we use the terms (r-)
neighbour, (r-)successor, (r-)predecessor, ancestor, and descendant analogously. Note,
however, that all nodes in the saturation graph can have several predecessors due to the
reuse of nodes, whereas in completion graphs, only the nominal nodes can have several
predecessors.

We initialise the saturation graph with the representative nodes for those concepts that
have to be saturated. For example, if the satisfiability of the concept C has to be tested,
then we add the node vC with the label L(vC) = {>, C} to the saturation graph. If
we are later also interested in the saturation of a concept D, then we simply extend
the existing saturation graph by vD. For knowledge bases that contain nominals, we
further initialise the saturation graph with a node v{a} with L(v{a}) = {>, {a}} for each
nominal {a} occurring in the knowledge base. The saturation then simply applies the
rules depicted in Table 6.1 to the saturation graph.
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Definition 6.2 (Saturation). Let S = (V,E,L) be a saturation graph for a knowledge
base K, then the saturation of S exhaustively applies the rules of Table 6.1 to S. A
saturation graph is called fully saturated if the rules are not further applicable. We use
the function saturate to denote the saturation of a saturation graph S, i.e., saturate(S)
returns S′, where S′ is the fully saturated extension of S.

Note that if a saturation rule refers to the representative node for a concept C and
the node vC does not yet exist, then we assume that the saturation graph is automat-
ically extended by this node. Although the saturation rules are very similar to the
corresponding expansion rules in the tableau algorithm, there are some differences. For
example, the number of nodes is limited by the number of (sub-)concepts occurring in
the knowledge base due to the reuse of nodes for satisfying existentially restricted con-
cepts. Consequently, the saturation terminates since the rules are only applied when
they can add new concepts or roles to node or edge labels. Moreover, a cycle detection
such as blocking is not required, which makes rule application very fast. Note also that
the ∀-rule propagates concepts only to the predecessors of a node, which is necessary in
order to allow the reuse of nodes for existentially restricted concepts.

To efficiently derive as many sound inferences as possible, some saturation rules in
Table 6.1 only partially support more expressive features of SROIQ. After a full sat-
uration, we then check where the saturation graph is possibly incomplete. Although
there are often several ways to integrate the support of more expressive concept con-
structors, we chose a simple one that only allows a partial saturation, but which can be
implemented very efficiently. For instance, the t-rule adds only those concepts that are
implied by both disjuncts. Obviously, the addition of concepts by this rule is sound, but
the handling of disjunctions is often incomplete. For at-least cardinality restrictions, we
build the edges to (possibly reused) successor nodes similarly to the ∃-rule. Thereby, the
actual cardinality is ignored, which possibly causes incompleteness if also at-most car-
dinality restrictions for related super-roles are in the same label. In order to (partially)
handle a nominal {a} in the label of a node v, we use an o-rule that adds concepts that
are derived for v{a} or for descendant nodes that also have {a} in their label (instead
of merging such nodes as in tableau procedures). As a consequence, the unsatisfiability
of concepts of the form ∃r.(A u {a}) u ∃r.(¬A u {a}) cannot be discovered. This simple
implementation does, however, not require the repeated saturation of the same concepts
extended by small influences from the nominals. While tractable and complete satura-
tion algorithms with nominals are possible [91], many ontologies use nominals in such a
simple way that this o-rule is already sufficient (e.g., by using nominals only in concepts
of the form ∃r.{a}).

In contrast to tableau algorithms, we also need a ⊥-rule that uses similar conditions as
the ones for clashes in completion graphs for SROIQ (cf. Definition 2.13). The ⊥-rule
is used to handle several independent concepts in a one-pass manner within the same
saturation graph and to distinguish nodes for unsatisfiable concepts from nodes that
are (possibly) still satisfiable. The ⊥-rule not only detects trivial reasons for unsatisfi-
ability such as A and ¬A in the label of a node (Condition 1), but also more involved
cases. Violations regarding concepts of the form ¬∃r.Self and ¬∃r−.Self are handled
by Conditions 2 and 3. The former handles straightforward self-loops, while the latter
handles cases that would lead to a loop if the saturation were to merge neighbouring
nodes with the same nominal in their label. Conditions 4 and 5 handle problematic cases
with cardinality restrictions. The actual cardinalities are ignored by the saturation, but
it is clear that a clash would occur in a completion graph in the presence of conflicting
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Table 6.1: Saturation rules for (partially) handling SROIQ knowledge bases

v1-rule: if H ∈ L(v), H v C ∈ K with H = A, or H = {a}, or H = >,
and C /∈ L(v)

then L(v) = L(v) ∪ {C}
v2-rule: if {A1, A2} ⊆ L(v), A1 uA2 v C ∈ K, and C /∈ L(v)

then L(v) = L(v) ∪ {C}
u-rule: if C1 u C2 ∈ L(v) and {C1, C2} 6⊆ L(v)

then L(v) = L(v) ∪ {C1, C2}
∃-rule: if ∃r.C ∈ L(v) and r /∈ L(〈v, vC〉)

then L(〈v, vC〉) = L(〈v, vC〉) ∪ {r}
∀-rule: if ∀r.C ∈ L(v), there is an inv(r)-predecessor v′ of v, and C /∈ L(v′)

then L(v′) = L(v′) ∪ {C}
t-rule: if C1 t C2 ∈ L(v), there is some D ∈ L(vC1) ∩ L(vC2), and D /∈ L(v)

then L(v) = L(v) ∪ {D}
>-rule: if >n r.C ∈ L(v) with n ≥ 1 and r /∈ L(〈v, vC〉)

then L(〈v, vC〉) = L(〈v, vC〉) ∪ {r}
Self-rule: if ∃r.Self ∈ L(v) and v is not an r-successor of v

then L(〈v, v〉) = L(〈v, v〉) ∪ {r}
o-rule: if {a} ∈ L(v), there is some D /∈ L(v), and

D ∈ L(v{a}) or there is a descendant v′ of v with {{a}, D} ⊆ L(v′)

then L(v) = L(v) ∪ {D}
⊥-rule: if ⊥ /∈ L(v), and

1. {A,¬A} ⊆ L(v), or
2. v is an r-successor of v and ¬∃r.Self ∈ L(v) or ¬∃r−.Self ∈ L(v), or
3. v′ is an r-successor of v with {a} ∈ L(v) ∩ L(v′) and
¬∃r.Self ∈ L(v) or ¬∃r−.Self ∈ L(v), or

4. {>n r.C,6ms.D} ⊆ L(v) with n > m, r v∗ s, and D ∈ L(vC), or
5. >n r.C ∈ L(v) with n > 1 and {a} ∈ L(vC), or
6. v′ is an r-successor of v, r v∗ s, and Disj(r, s) ∈ K, or
7. v′ is an r-successor of v and v′′ is an s-successor of v and
{a} ∈ L(v′) ∩ L(v′′) and Disj(r, s) ∈ K, or

8. there exists a successor node v′ of v with ⊥ ∈ L(v′), or
9. there exists a node v{a} with ⊥ ∈ L(v{a})

then L(v) = L(v) ∪ {⊥}

at-least and at-most cardinalities (Condition 4) or for at-least cardinality restrictions of
the form >n r.C with n > 1, where the node representing C contains a nominal. In the
latter case, only one instance of C, the nominal, can exist in any model of the knowledge
base. Conditions 6 and 7 handle problems with Disj(r, s) axioms. The former condition
treats the more trivial case, where an r-successor is also an s-successor due to s being a
super-role of r. The latter condition considers that the saturation does not merge nodes
with the same nominal in their label, which would merge the labels of the edges from
and to these nodes. Note that a node vC can be both an r- and an s-successor due
to node reuse in the saturation if the concepts ∃r.C and ∃s.C are in the label of the
same node. This is, however, no problem even in the presence of Disj(r, s) axioms since
this is not required for models of the knowledge base. The ⊥-rule also propagates ⊥ to
ancestor nodes (Condition 8) and, in case ⊥ occurs in the label of a nominal node, ⊥ is
propagated to every other node since the knowledge base is inconsistent (Condition 9).
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Figure 6.1 Generated saturation graphs for testing the satisfiability of A w.r.t. T a1
(left) and T c1 (right) from Example 6.1

vA vB v{a}
s− s

L(vA) = {>, A,∃s−.B}
L(vB) = {>, B,∃s.{a}}
L(v{a}) = {>, {a}}

vA vB v{a}
s−

s

r

L(vA) = {>, A,∃s−.B,B t {a}, C}
L(vB) = {>, B,∃s.{a}, C,61 s.C}
L(v{a}) = {>, {a}, C,>2 r.B}

It is in principle possible to detect also several other kinds of clashes for the incompletely
handled parts in the saturation (e.g., for a concept C that has to be propagated to a
successor node v with ¬C ∈ L(v)), but the presented conditions of the ⊥-rule, in combi-
nation with the detection of incompleteness (see Section 6.1.2), are already sufficient to
identify all potential causes of unsatisfiability. Hence, we omit further clash conditions
for ease of presentation.

Example 6.1. Let us assume that the TBox T a1 contains the following axioms:

A v ∃s−.B B v ∃s.{a}

If we are interested in the satisfiability of the concept A, the saturation graph is ini-
tialised with the representative node for A, say vA, with L(vA) = {>, A} and v{a} with
L(v{a}) = {>, {a}} for the representation of the individual a. The v1-rule (cf. Table 6.1)
is applicable for the first axiom and vA, which results in the addition of ∃s−.B to L(vA)
for which the application of the ∃-rule generates the node vB with L(vB) = {>, B} and
an s−-labelled edge between vA and vB. Now, the v1-rule can be applied to unfold B
in the label of vB to ∃s.{a} for which the ∃-rule is again applicable. Hence, we obtain
the fully saturated saturation graph depicted on the left-hand side of Figure 6.1. Note
that the saturation procedure starts the rule application with only the nodes vA and v{a},
other nodes, e.g., vB, are created on demand.

Now let T b1 = T a1 plus the axioms:

A v B t {a} B v C {a} v C

The v1-rule extends L(vA) with B t {a} and L(vB) as well as L(v{a}) with C. Now the
t-rule is applicable and adds the concept C to the label of vA because C is in the label of
the representative nodes for both disjuncts of the disjunction Bt{a}. Note that although
the concept C is added to node labels, a node for C is not created since C is not used in
a way that requires this.

Finally, let T c1 = T b1 plus the axioms:

B v 61 s.C {a} v >2 r.B

The v1-rule extends L(vB) with 6 1 s.C and L(v{a}) with > 2 r.B. The latter addition
triggers the >-rule, which adds an r-edge from v{a} to vB such that the saturation graph
depicted on the right-hand side of Figure 6.1 is obtained. Note that the saturation is
inherently incomplete. For example, there is no saturation rule that handles the concept
6 1 s.C. The tableau rules would merge vA and v{a} since vB can have only one s-
successor with C in its label, which possibly leads to conclusions that the saturation
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misses. We cover how such incomplete handling of nodes can be detected in the next
section.

With a suitable absorption technique, the saturation is usually able to derive and add
the majority of those concepts that would also be added by the tableau algorithm for an
equivalent node. This is especially the case for ontologies that primarily use features of
the DL EL++ for which saturation-based procedures are particularly well-suited. Since
EL++ covers many important and often used constructors (e.g., u,∃), the saturation does
already the majority of the work for many ontologies as confirmed by our evaluation in
Section 6.5.

6.1.2 Saturation Status Detection

Similarly to other saturation procedures, the presented method in Section 6.1.1 easily
becomes incomplete for more expressive DLs. In order to nevertheless gain as much
information as possible from the saturation, we identify nodes for which the saturation
was possibly incomplete. We call such nodes critical. In principle, such nodes can be
detected by testing whether an actual tableau rule is still applicable. However, since
we saturate some more expressive concept constructors partially, this approach is often
too conservative. For example, for at-least cardinality restrictions of the form > n r.C
with n > 1, the saturation already creates or reuses a successor node with the concept
C and, therefore, all consequences that are propagated back from this successor node
are also considered. Nevertheless, the tableau expansion rule for this at-least cardinality
restriction is still applicable, since we have not created n successors that are stated as
pairwise different. This is, however, only relevant if there are some restrictions that
limit the number of allowed r-successors with the concept C in their label. For the
DL SROIQ, such limitations are only possible with nominals and at-most cardinality
restrictions. Therefore, it is sufficient to check for such limitations instead of testing
whether the tableau expansion rules are applicable. Similar relaxations are also possible
for other concept constructors.

We use the rules of Table 6.2 and 6.3 to detect the “saturation status” of a saturation
graph, where incompletely handled nodes are identified and other information that is
relevant for the assistance of the tableau algorithm is extracted. To be more precise,
the rules are applied to a saturation graph and gather nodes in the sets So, S! and
S?, where So represents nodes that “depend on nominals”, S! represents nodes with
“tight at-most restrictions”, and S? represents “critical nodes” that are potentially not
completely handled by the saturation. In order to specify the saturation status in more
detail, we first define the number of merging candidates to facilitate the treatment of
possibly incompletely handled at-most cardinality restrictions.

Definition 6.3 (Merging Candidates). Let S = (V,E,L) be a saturation graph. For a
role s and a concept D, the number of merging candidates for a node v ∈ V w.r.t. s and
D, written as the function ]mcands(v, s,D), is defined as

∑
>n r.C∈L n with

L ={>n r.C ∈ L(v) | r v∗ s and D ∈ L(vC)}∪
{>1 r.C | ∃r.C ∈ L(v), r v∗ s, and D ∈ L(vC)}.

For an at-most cardinality restriction 6 ms.D in the label of a node v, the merging
candidates are those s-successors that have the concept D in their label. This is used
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Table 6.2: Rules for detecting nodes with tight at-most restrictions and nominal
dependency in the saturation graph

R!-rule: if v /∈ S!, 6ms.D ∈ L(v), and ]mcands(v, s,D) = m
then S! = S! ∪ {v}

Ro-rule: if v /∈ So and either {a} ∈ L(v) or v has a successor node v′ with v′ ∈ So
then So = So ∪ {v}

by the R!-rule (see Table 6.2) to identify nodes with tight at-most restrictions, which is
the case for a node v with an at-most cardinality restriction 6ms.D in its label if the
number of merging candidates for v w.r.t. s and D is m, i.e., m = ]mcands(v, s,D). For
such nodes, it is still not necessary to merge some of the merging candidates, but every
additional candidate might require merging and, therefore, these nodes cannot be used
arbitrarily.

The Ro-rule adds to the set So all nodes that directly or indirectly depend on nominals,
i.e., it identifies all nodes that directly have a nominal in their label or have a descendant
node with a nominal in its label.

The rules of Table 6.3 are used to identify critical nodes for which the saturation proce-
dure might be incomplete, i.e., these nodes are added to the set S? as follows:

• The R∀- and Rt-rule identify nodes as critical for which the ∀- or the t-rule of
the tableau algorithm is applicable. Note, for the R∀-rule it is only necessary to
check whether the concepts can be propagated to the successor nodes since the
propagation to predecessors is ensured by the saturation procedure.

• The R6-rule checks for every node v whether there is an unsatisfied at-most cardi-
nality restriction of the form 6ms.D in the label of v, i.e., ]mcands(v, s,D) > m.
Analogously to the ch-rule in the tableau algorithm, theRch-rule identifies nodes as
incompletely handled if they have s-successor nodes with neither D nor normK(¬D)
in their label. In addition, we have to consider that the successors may have to be
merged into a predecessor. Note that this has to be checked from the perspective
of the predecessors due to the reuse of nodes. Therefore, we check with the R↓6-
and R↓ch-rule on a node v whether there exists an inv(s)-successor node v′ that has
a tight at-most restriction for s, i.e., 6ms.D ∈ L(v′) and ]mcands(v, s,D) = m.
If v is a merging candidate, i.e., D ∈ L(v), or it would be necessary to apply the
ch-rule for v, then we consider v critical.

• We also need several rules for the detection of incompleteness related to nominals.
First, we check with the Roo-rule whether there are two nodes in the saturation
graph that have the same nominal but different concepts in their label. In this case,
the handling of the nominal is possibly incomplete since merging these nodes would
also merge their labels. Note that if we saturate several independent concepts in
the same saturation graph, then merging all nodes with the same nominal in their
label is not always necessary. However, detecting when a merge is really required
would involve a more expensive test. Since many ontologies for less expressive
DLs use nominals in very simple ways, we opt for a simple and efficient solution.
In addition, if a node v is nominal dependent, i.e., it has a descendant node with
a nominal in its label, then arbitrary consequences could be propagated to it via
other individuals/nominals. Hence, the Ro?-rule adds v to the set S? of critical
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Table 6.3: Rules for detecting incompleteness in the saturation graph

R∀-rule: if v /∈ S?, ∀r.C ∈ L(v), there is an r-successor v′ of v, and C /∈ L(v′)
then S? = S? ∪ {v}

Rt-rule: if v /∈ S?, C tD ∈ L(v), and {C,D} ∩ L(v) = ∅
then S? = S? ∪ {v}

R6-rule: if v /∈ S?, 6ms.D ∈ L(v), and ]mcands(v, s,D) > m
then S? = S? ∪ {v}

Rch-rule: if v /∈ S?, 6ms.D ∈ L(v), there is an s-successor v′ of v, and
L(v′) ∩ {D, normK(¬D)} = ∅

then S? = S? ∪ {v}
R↓6-rule: if v /∈ S?, D ∈ L(v), v′ is an inv(s)-successor of v, 6ms.D ∈ L(v′),

and ]mcands(v′, s,D) = m
then S? = S? ∪ {v}

R↓ch-rule: if v /∈ S?, v′ is an inv(s)-successor of v, 6ms.D ∈ L(v′), and
L(v) ∩ {D, normK(¬D)} = ∅

then S? = S? ∪ {v}
Roo-rule: if v /∈ S?, {a} ∈ L(v), {a} ∈ L(v′), and L(v) 6⊆ L(v′)

then S? = S? ∪ {v}
Ro?-rule: if v /∈ S?, v ∈ So, and there exist some node v{a} ∈ S?

then S? = S? ∪ {v}
Ro6-rule: if v /∈ S?, v′ is an inv(s)-successor of v, {a} ∈ L(v′),

6ms.D ∈ L(v′), and normK(¬D) /∈ L(v)
then S? = S? ∪ {v}

R↑-rule: if v /∈ S?, there is a successor v′ of v, and v′ ∈ S?

then S? = S? ∪ {v}

nodes if a representative node for an individual is not completely handled since
we cannot guarantee that the saturation has derived all consequences for v. In
contrast, the Ro6-rule checks for possible interactions between nominals and at-
most cardinality restrictions. Such an interaction is handled by the NN-rule of the
tableau algorithm, but cannot easily be handled by the saturation and we rather
identify such nodes as critical.

• Finally, the R↑-rule marks all predecessors of critical nodes also as critical.

The sets So, S!, and S? are now used to define the saturation status of a saturation
graph as follows:

Definition 6.4 (Saturation Status). The saturation status S of a saturation graph
S = (V,E,L) is defined as the tuple (So,S!,S?). We use status as the function that
creates S from S by the exhaustive application of the rules in Table 6.2 and 6.3. A node
v ∈ V is critical if v ∈ S?, v is nominal dependent if v ∈ So, and v has tight at-most
restrictions if v ∈ S!. We call v clashed if ⊥ ∈ L(v).

Note that a concept C is unsatisfiable if its representative node vC is clashed. The
satisfiability of C can, however, only be guaranteed if vC is not critical and the knowledge
base is consistent. Consistency is required, because a concept is satisfiable only if the
knowledge base is consistent, which can only be determined by the saturation if no
nominal node is critical.
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Of course, if the satisfiability/completeness of saturated concepts is considered in the
context of arbitrary other concepts that are not handled by the saturation (e.g., in
a completion graph constructed by the tableau algorithm), then nominal dependency
becomes more relevant. In particular, if new consequences are propagated to nominal
nodes, then the nominal dependent nodes in the saturation graph could be affected and
they have to be considered as incompletely handled. Hence, also the satisfiability hinges
on the status of the nominal nodes a node depends on.

A problem in practice is that a critical node for a nominal also makes all nominal depen-
dent nodes critical. Hence, we can easily get many critical nodes for ontologies that use
nominals if the saturation cannot completely handle all individuals. However, we can
improve the saturation graph after the initial consistency check with the tableau algo-
rithm (see Section 6.3 for details) by replacing the node labels of critical nominal nodes
in the saturation graph with the ones from the obtained completion graph. Although
we have to distinguish deterministically and non-deterministically derived concepts in
these labels, we know that they correspond to a clash-free and fully expanded completion
graph and, therefore, we can consider them as not critical.

Example 6.2. Consider again the TBoxes from Example 6.1. We start with the fully
saturated saturation graph for T a1 (left-hand side of Figure 6.1). Only the Ro-rule from
Table 6.2 is applicable, which identifies all nodes as nominal dependent and adds them
(iteratively) to So, but all nodes are completely handled by the saturation and no node
is critical or has tight at-most restrictions.

The situation changes for the extension T b1 of T a1 . Since B t {a} ∈ L(vA), but neither
disjunct is, vA is identified as critical (vA ∈ S?) by the Rt-rule from Table 6.3. The
other nodes are, however, still completely handled by the saturation.

Finally, consider the extension T c1 of T b1 (right-hand side of Figure 6.1). The R!-rule
from Table 6.2 now adds vB to S! since the number of merging candidates for vB w.r.t. s
and C is 1, i.e., ]mcands(vB, s, C) = 1. This is used to identify nodes as critical that use
vB as an s−-successor such that merging with an s-successor of vB is potentially required.
In particular, the concept ∃s−.B ∈ L(vA) is now problematic because it connects vB with
vA via the role s, 6 1 s.C ∈ L(vB), and ]mcands(vB, s, C) = 1. Hence, if vA were not
already identified as critical, the R↓6-rule would add vA to S?. Note, however, that vB
and v{a} are still completely handled by the saturation.

6.1.3 Correctness

It is straightforward to see that the saturation rules of Table 6.1 only produce sound
inferences. In particular, the saturation rules add only those concepts to a label of a
node which are also added by the tableau algorithm for an equivalently labelled node
in the completion graph. The termination of the saturation rules is ensured since the
number of nodes and edges as well as the size of the labels is bounded by the number of
concepts, roles, and size of the closure of concepts in the knowledge base. Furthermore,
the rules are only applied if they add new facts in the saturation graph. Analogously, the
application of the rules of Table 6.2 and 6.3 for the generation of a saturation status is
terminating, because each rule application adds the node to a corresponding set (either
So, S!, or S?) and the rules are only applicable if the node does not already belong to
the corresponding set.
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It remains to show the completeness, i.e., we have to show that if a node vD and the
nodes representing individuals are neither critical nor clashed, then we can build a model
of the knowledge base in which the extension of D is non-empty.

Lemma 6.5 (Completeness). Let S = (V,E,L) be a fully saturated saturation graph for
a concept D w.r.t. K and vD as well as the nodes representing individuals are neither
critical nor clashed, then there exists an interpretation I = (∆I , ·I) such that I |= K
and DI 6= ∅ .

Again, we only present a proof sketch here and refer for the full proof to Appendix A.3.

Proof Sketch. Given the fully saturated saturation graph S = (V,E,L) for K, we can
construct for the non-critical node vD a canonical model I = (∆I , ·I) with DI 6= ∅ by
defining an equivalence class over those nodes with the same nominals in their label, by
adding a unique element to ∆I for each equivalence class (and a root element for vD if it
is not already in one equivalence class), by adding these elements to AI for each concept
A that occurs in the corresponding node label, and by (recursively) creating appropriate
successor elements for existential and at-least cardinality restrictions in the label of the
corresponding nodes. Of course, for the successor elements, we also have to extend ·I
and, if a nominal node is reached, then we have to end the path in the element of the
corresponding equivalence class. For I = (∆I , ·I), it can then be shown that all axioms
of K are satisfied.

6.2 Assisting Tableau Algorithms

In this section, we present a range of optimisations to directly and indirectly assist the
reasoning with tableau algorithms for the DL SROIQ. As already mentioned, reason-
ing systems for more expressive DLs are usually very complex and they integrate many
sophisticated optimisations which are necessary to make reasoning for many real-world
ontologies practicable. As a consequence, it is important for the development of new
optimisations to consider the interaction with already existing techniques. For exam-
ple, a very important and well-known optimisation technique is dependency directed
backtracking which allows for only evaluating relevant non-deterministic alternatives
with the tableau algorithm. A typical realisation of dependency directed backtracking
is backjumping where every fact that is added to the completion graph is labelled with
those non-deterministic branches on which the fact depends (cf. Section 3.1.2.3). If a
clash is discovered, then we can jump back to the last non-deterministic decision that is
referenced by the clashed facts in the completion graph. Hence, new optimisation tech-
niques that manipulate a completion graph must obviously also add these dependencies
correctly, otherwise dependency directed backtracking cannot be completely supported
in the presence of these optimisations.

The optimisation techniques that we present in this section are fully compatible with
dependency directed backtracking and, to the best of our knowledge, they also do not
negatively influence other well-known optimisations. Moreover, since the saturation
optimisations allow for doing a lot of reasoning work very efficiently, they often reduce
the effort for other optimisation techniques. For example, these optimisations directly
perform many simple expansions in the completion graph and, therefore, the effort for
conventional caching methods is often reduced.
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6.2.1 Transfer of Saturation Results to Completion Graphs

Since the presented saturation method uses compatible data structures, we can directly
transfer the saturation results into the completion graph. This improves the tableau
algorithm by a faster clash detection and optimises the construction of the completion
graph. For example, we can directly use unsatisfiability information that is detected
by the ⊥-rule in the saturation. In particular, if the application of a tableau expansion
rule adds a concept C to the completion graph, then we can check the saturation status
of vC and, in case it is clashed, we can immediately initiate the backtracking with the
dependencies from the unsatisfiable concept C in the completion graph. Analogously,
we can also utilise other derived consequences form the saturation. For instance, if
an expansion rule adds a concept C to a label of a node in the completion graph,
then we can also add all concepts of L(vC) to the same label. Of course, in order
to further support dependency directed backtracking, we also have to add the correct
dependencies. However, since all concepts of L(vC) are deterministic consequences of C,
we can simply use that D deterministically depends on C for every additionally added
concept D ∈ L(vC).

As a nice side effect, the addition of the concepts from the saturation also improves the
backtracking and processing of disjunctions. Basically, the t-rule from the saturation
extracts shared (super-)concepts from all disjuncts of a disjunction. For example, for the
disjunction A1 tA2 and the axioms A1 v B and A2 v B, we derive with the saturation
that L(vA1t A2) ⊇ {A1 t A2, B}, i.e., B is a super-concept of both disjuncts and we
can add it as a deterministic consequence of the disjunction A1 tA2. Although we still
have to process the disjunction, we can add some of the consequences deterministically.
Hence, backtracking does not identify the processing of alternatives of a disjunction as
relevant if only such deterministic consequences are involved in the clash.

The transfer of derived consequences is helpful in several ways. First, the application of
expansion rules from the tableau algorithms might become unnecessary. For example,
if a disjunct of a disjunction has already been added, then it is not necessary to apply
the t-rule. Second, if specific concepts are in the label of a node, then, at least for some
expansion rules of the tableau algorithm, optimised rule applications are possible. For
instance, if the concepts ∃r.C, ∃r.D, and 6 1 r.> are already in the label of the same
node, then the second application of the ∃-rule by the tableau algorithm can directly
add the existentially restricted concept to the already present r-successor instead of
creating a new one that has to be merged afterwards. Third, if concepts are propagated
back to ancestor nodes, then it is necessary to again check whether one of the modified
ancestor nodes is blocked before the rules in descendant nodes can be applied. Due to
the transfer of derived consequences, the majority of all concepts that are propagated
back from successors are already added and, therefore, the amount of blocking tests
is significantly reduced. Last but not least, the transfer of derived consequences also
allows for blocking much earlier. Blocking of a node v is usually only possible if a node
could be replaced by another non-blocked node from the completion graph that does not
influence any ancestor of v. A simple blocking condition that guarantees completeness
for more expressive DLs is pairwise blocking. However, pairwise blocking can be refined
to achieve more precise blocking conditions that possibly allow for blocking earlier (cf.
[72] and Section 3.1.2.5). Since the majority of the concepts that are propagated back
from successors are added by the transfer of derived consequences from the saturation,
it is (more) likely that the creation and processing of new successor nodes does not
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influence any ancestor node. As a result, the node can potentially be blocked even
without the creation and processing of many successor nodes.

Besides the transfer of derived consequences, it is in some cases also possible to directly
block the processing of successor nodes in the completion graph. For this, the node in
the completion graph, say v, has to be labelled with the same concepts as a node v′ in the
saturation graph and v′ must neither be clashed, critical nor nominal dependent. If there
exists such a v′, then the processing of the successors of v can be blocked since v could be
expanded in the same way as v′ in the saturation graph. Obviously, we have to enforce
that v′ is not nominal dependent, because a dependent nominal could be influenced in
the completion graph such that new consequences are propagated back to v and this
would not be considered if the processing of successor nodes is blocked. Furthermore,
it is indeed necessary to create the successors before blocking their processing, because
they may have to be merged into the ancestor node. However, if the saturation node
v′ does not have a tight at-most restriction, i.e., for each at-most cardinality restriction
6mr.C ∈ L(v′), v′ has at most m − 1 r-successors that have not normK(¬C) in their
label, then also the creation of successor nodes can be blocked, because every at-most
cardinality restriction in the label of the node allows at least one additional neighbour
before some nodes have to be merged. Since nodes can easily have a large number of
successors (e.g., due to at-least cardinality restrictions with large cardinalities), blocking
the creation of new successors can be a significant improvement in terms of memory
consumption and building time of the completion graph. Of course, if new concepts
are propagated to v such that the label of v differs from v′, then the blocking becomes
invalid and the processing of the successors has to be reactivated or we have to find
another compatible blocker node.

6.2.2 Subsumer Extraction

For tableau-based reasoning systems, many higher level reasoning task are often re-
duced to consistency checking. For example, a very naive classification algorithm tests
the satisfiability of all classes and then checks the pairwise subsumption relations be-
tween these classes (which are also reduced to satisfiability tests) in order to build the
class hierarchy of an ontology. In practice, the number of required satisfiability tests can
be significantly reduced by optimised classification approaches such as enhanced traver-
sal [9] or known/possible set classification [46] (cf. Section 3.1.3.2). These optimised
classification algorithms use specific testing orders and exploit information that can be
extracted from the constructed models. To optimise their testing order, the algorithms
are usually initialised with told subsumptions, i.e., with the subsumption relations that
can syntactically be extracted from the ontology axioms, and, typically, the more told
subsumers can be extracted, the larger is the benefit for the classification algorithms.
However, a more detailed extraction of told subsumers from the ontology axioms is usu-
ally less efficient than a simple one. For instance, the ontology axioms A1 v ∃r.C uD
and ∃r.C v A2 imply that A2 is a subsumer of A1, but this can only be detected, when
parts of axioms are compared with each other.

With the saturation, we can significantly improve the told subsumers for the initialisation
of the tableau-based classification algorithm since also (some) semantic consequences are
considered by the saturation. As new and more accurate told subsumers, we can simply
use, for each conceptA that has to be classified, all the concepts in L(vA). Moreover, if vA
is clashed, then we know that A is unsatisfiable without performing a satisfiability test.
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Analogously, if vA is neither clashed nor critical and the knowledge base is consistent, we
know that A is satisfiable and that L(vA) contains all subsumers. It is not even relevant
whether vA depends on nominals or not, because subsumers and possible subsumers
can be extracted from a satisfiability test, where nominals are not further influenced
by additional assertions (like it is the case for instance tests, where we have to check
whether an individual is an instance of a specific concept). If no node for an ontology is
critical, we already get all subsumers from the saturation and, therefore, only a transitive
reduction is necessary to build the class hierarchy. Thus, with a preceding saturation
we automatically get a one-pass classification for simple ontologies.

6.2.3 Model Merging

Many ontologies contain axioms of the form C ≡ D, which can be seen as an abbreviation
for C v D and D v C. Treating axioms of the form A ≡ D with A an atomic
concept as A v D and D v A can, however, downgrade the performance of tableau
algorithms since absorption might not apply to D v A, i.e., the axiom is internalised
into > v normK(¬DtA). To avoid this, many implemented tableau algorithms explicitly
support A ≡ D axioms by an additional unfolding rule (cf. Section 4.2.1), where the
concept A in the label of a node is unfolded to D and ¬A to normK(¬D) (exploiting
that D v A is equivalent to ¬A v normK(¬D)). Unfortunately, using such an unfolding
rule also comes at a price since the tableau algorithm is no longer forced to add either A
or normK(¬D) to each node in the completion graph, i.e., we might not know for some
nodes whether they represent instances of A or ¬A. This means that we cannot exclude
A as possible subsumer for other (atomic) concepts if the nodes in the completion graph
do not contain A, which is an important optimisation for classification procedures (cf.
Section 3.1.3.1).

To compensate for this, we can create a “candidate concept” F ∗A for A, for example
by partially absorbing normK(¬D), which is then added automatically to a node in the
completion graph if the node is possibly an instance of A (cf. Section 4.2.1). Hence, if
F ∗A is not added to a node label, then we know that A is not a possible subsumer of
the concepts in the label of such a node (even if we allow the knowledge base to contain
concept equivalence axioms of the form A ≡ D), which is also illustrated in the following
example.

Example 6.3. Let us assume that the TBox T2 consists of the axioms

A1 v ∃r.B A2 v ∃s.B u (∀r.⊥ t ¬B) A3 ≡ ∃s.B u ∀r.B,

and we are interested in the classification of T2. In order to get an (automatic) indication
of which concepts could be subsumed by the completely defined concept A3, we create a
candidate concept for A3 by (partially) absorbing the negation of A3’s definition. Hence,
by partially absorbing ∀s.¬Bt∃r.¬B to B v ∀s−.F ∗A3

(the part ∃r.¬B cannot be absorbed
trivially), we obtain the candidate concept F ∗A3

for A3. Now, the absence of F ∗A3
in a

label indicates that A3 is not a subsumer of the concepts in this label, which can be
used for classification. In particular, if we saturate A1, A2, A3, and B, then ∀s−.F ∗A3

is added to the label of the representative node for B and F ∗A3
is propagated to the

representative nodes for A2 and A3. Since no other (atomic) concepts are added and
only the representative node for A2 cannot be handled completely by the saturation (due
to the disjunction ∀r.⊥t ¬B), we can already conclude that A1, A3, and B do not have
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any other (possible) subsumer. In particular, since the label of the representative node
for A1 does not contain F ∗A3

, we know that A1 v A3 does not hold without any special
consideration of axiom A3 ≡ ∃s.B u ∀r.B.

However, we still have to determine whether A2 is satisfiable and which concepts are
subsumers of A2. For this, we (have to) fall back to the tableau algorithm and, in
principle, we have to perform a satisfiability test for A2 and a subsumption test for
each possible subsumer of A2, i.e., for the (atomic) concepts that are (possibly non-
deterministically) added to the root node in the satisfiability test, we have to checks
whether they are actual subsumers in all models.

Although the candidate concepts already allow for a significant pruning of subsumption
tests, there are still ontologies where these candidate concepts are added to many node
labels, especially if only a limited absorption of D for an axiom of the form A ≡ D is
possible. Hence, A can still be a possible subsumer for many concepts.

The saturation graph can, however, again be used to improve the identification of (more
or less obvious) non-subsumptions. Basically, if a candidate concept F ∗A for A ≡ D is in
the label of a node v in the completion graph, then we test whether merging v with the
saturated node vnormK(¬D) is possible. Since D is often a conjunction, we can also try to

merge v with the representative node for a disjunct of normK(¬D). If the “models” can
be “merged” as defined below, then v is obviously not an instance of A.

Definition 6.6 (Model Merging). Let S = (V,E,L) be a fully saturated saturation
graph and G = (V ′, E′,L′, ˙6=) a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph for a
knowledge base K. A node v ∈ V is mergeable with a node v′ ∈ V ′ if

• v is not critical, not nominal dependent, and not clashed;

• L(v) ∪ L′(v′) does not contain {C, normK(¬C)} for some concept C;

• L(v) ∪ L′(v′) does not contain concepts A1 and A2 such that A1 u A2 v C ∈ K
and C /∈ (L(v) ∪ L′(v′));

• v′ is not an r-neighbour of v′ for a concept ¬∃r.Self ∈ L(v);

• v is not an r-neighbour of v for a concept ¬∃r.Self ∈ L′(v′);

• C ∈ L′(w′) for every r-neighbour w′ of v′ and ∀r.C ∈ L(v);

• normK(¬C) ∈ L′(w′) for every r-neighbour w′ of v′ and 6mr.C ∈ L(v);

• C ∈ L(w) for every r-successor w of v and ∀r.C ∈ L′(v′);

• normK(¬C) ∈ L(w) for every r-successor w of v and 6mr.C ∈ L′(v′).

Also note that all conditions can be checked very efficiently and it is also possible to
further relax some of the conditions. For instance, it is not necessary to enforce that v is
not nominal dependent. In principle, we only have to ensure that there is no interaction
with the generated completion graph, which can, for example, also be guaranteed if
the concept tested for satisfiability does not use nominals in the completion graph.
In addition, if the model merging fails due to concepts in the completion graph that
have an interaction with the tested node in the saturation graph, then we can simply
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extend the saturation graph with a new node, where also the problematic concepts are
considered, and retest the model merging with this node. For instance, if a node v′ in
the completion graph is not mergeable with a node v in the saturation graph due to
an axiom A1 u A2 v C in the knowledge base for which A1 ∈ L′(v′), A2 ∈ L(v), and
C /∈ (L′(v′) ∪ L(v)), then we can saturate a new node w with L(w) ⊇ L(v) ∪ {C} and
check whether w is mergeable.

In contrast, if concepts from the tested node in the saturation graph interact with the
completion graph, then it is often not easily possible to extend the model merging
approach such that non-subsumption can be guaranteed. In particular, we are not
interested in modifying the completion graph since it also has to be used for other
model merging tests. In addition, a recursive model merging test, where we check
whether the neighbours of a node in the completion graph are mergeable with propagated
concepts from the saturation graph, is non-trivial since we have to exclude interactions
with already tested nodes. For example, if a node v′ in the completion graph is not
mergeable with a node v in the saturation graph due to an r-neighbour w′ of v′ and a
concept ∀r.C in the label of v for which C /∈ L(w′), then a recursive model merging could
test whether w′ is mergeable with vC . However, it would also be necessary to guarantee
that the merging of w′ with vC does not cause new consequences that are propagated
back to v′, which is especially non-trivial if there are several universal restrictions in the
label of v that would affect w′.

Example 6.4. To continue the classification of TBox T2 from Example 6.3, we have
to build a completion graph for A2 with the tableau algorithm, which is straightforward.
In particular, we can directly see that A2 is satisfiable and only A3 can be a possible
subsumer of A2 (since the candidate concept F ∗A3

is propagated to the root node for A2

from the existentially restricted s-successor with B in its label). To apply model merging,
the saturation of the different alternatives/disjuncts that correspond to ¬A3 is required,
i.e., we now assume that the concepts ∀s.¬B and ∃r.¬B have also been saturated, which
is trivial since no new consequences are implied and all created and referred nodes can
completely be handled by the saturation. If the tableau algorithm has added the disjunct
∀r.⊥ to satisfy ∀r.⊥ t ¬B, then the model merging fails since v∀s.¬B has an interaction
with the r-successor in the completion graph that has been constructed to satisfy ∃s.B
and for v∃r.¬B an interaction with ∀r.⊥ can obviously not be excluded. Hence, it would be
required to test whether A3 is a subsumer of A2 by checking the satisfiability of A2u¬A3.
In contrast, if ¬B has been added, then none of the model merging conditions are satisfied
for v∃r.¬B and, therefore, we can directly conclude that A3 is not a subsumer of A2.

Note, although other proposed (pseudo) model merging techniques (cf. [60] and Sec-
tion 3.1.3.3) work, in principle, in a very similar way, there are also some significant
differences. For example, the presented merging test is only applied if corresponding
candidate concepts are in the label of nodes, which already reduces the number of tests.
In addition, we test the merging against the saturation graph and, therefore, we do not
have any significant overhead. In contrast, for other approaches it is often necessary
to build separate completion graphs for those concepts for which the model merging is
to be applied. Moreover, the presented approach is also applicable to very expressive
DLs such as SROIQ, whereas other approaches often deactivate model merging if cer-
tain language features are used (e.g., nominals). Of course, very expressive DLs may
produce more critical nodes and, therefore, they potentially reduce the model merging
possibilities, but it is not necessary to completely deactivate it, which results in a very
good pay-as-you-go behaviour.
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6.3 Saturation Improvements

Obviously, the assistance of the tableau algorithm with the saturation works better when
as few nodes as possible are marked critical. However, since our saturation procedure
does not completely support all language features, we easily get critical nodes even when
the unsupported language features are only rarely used in the knowledge base. This is
especially problematic if the critical nodes are referenced by many other nodes, whereby
they also have to be considered critical. In the following, we present different approaches
about how the saturation can be improved such that the number of critical nodes can
be reduced. As a result, a better assistance of the tableau algorithm is possible.

6.3.1 Supporting More Expressive Language Features

As known from the literature, saturation procedures can be extended to more expressive
Horn DLs, e.g., Horn-SHIQ [88] or even Horn-SROIQ [139]. Although it has been
shown that such extensions can be very efficient for ontologies in these fragments, it is
not clear how they perform for ontologies that use language features outside of these
fragments, for example, if they are used to partially saturate ontologies as for our ap-
proach. In particular, the worst-case complexity for such procedures is not polynomial
and, therefore, they can easily cause the construction of very large saturation graphs
with corresponding large memory requirement. However, in practical implementations,
we can simply limit the number of nodes that are processed by the saturation by directly
marking the remaining nodes as critical. Hence, we can easily support some features
of such Horn-languages without risking that the memory consumption is increased too
much without gaining some benefits.

Of particular interest is it to relax the restriction that concepts are only propagated to
predecessor nodes for universal restrictions of the form ∀r.C. This is required for the
saturation procedure presented in Section 6.1 to enable the reuse of nodes, but it can
be extended such that a full support of universal restrictions is possible. Of course, we
are not allowed to directly modify existing r-successors, but we can easily create and
saturate copies of the existing r-successors that we extend by the propagated concept
C. In addition, we can remove the edges to the previous r-successors such that the
incompleteness detection ruleR∀ for the concept ∀r.C does not mark the node as critical,
which is obviously not the case if now all newly connected r-successors also include the
concept C and are completely handled. Note that these copies and extensions of nodes
can be realised very efficiently. Basically, we first apply the default saturation rules
and, afterwards, we extend only those successors where the saturation has not already
added the concept C. In addition, we can use, for each successor node that has to
be extended, a mapping for the concepts, for which the node has to be extended, to
the extended nodes, whereby we can reuse already created node extensions. Thus, if
several predecessors propagate the same concepts to the same successors, then we create
a node with the corresponding extension only once. This can be seen as an (efficient)
implementation of the so-called node contexts, which serve as basis for many saturation
procedures that can fully handle universal restrictions [17, 163, 164]. In particular, our
“extension mapping”, i.e., the mapping from nodes to copies of the nodes extended by
the additional concepts, represents, in principle, the node contexts. For example, if we
have a node vA as an r-successor of v and ∀r.B ∈ L(v), then we create a copy of the node
vA, say vA,B, for which B is added and which is then used as r-successor of v instead of
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vA. Note, however, that we create the copy only if B is not already in the label of vA.
Moreover, by directly copying the nodes (with the derived consequences), a repetition
of many rule applications is not necessary.

Support for at-most restrictions of the form 6 1r.> can be achieved analogously. The
labels of corresponding r-successors can easily be merged into a new node, which can
then be used to replace the other r-successors. Again, we can use a mapping such that
the merging of certain successors always results in the same (possibly new) node. If
there is a remaining r-successor v′ that also has to be merged to a predecessor v′′ for a
node v, then we add all the concepts in the label of v′ to the label of v′′ and we make v
also an inv(r)-successor of v′′. Thus, Horn-SRIF can be almost completely supported
with rather small extensions of the presented saturation procedure.

More difficult is the support of nominals. Already a complete nominal support for the
DL EL++ would potentially introduce some significant overhead. In particular, it would
be necessary to store, for every node v and every nominal {a}, which descendants of
v are using the nominal {a}, i.e., if a descendant of v has a nominal {a} in its label,
then we would have to store for v that the nominal {a} is used by this descendant. If
we would find a node v, for which it is stored that a nominal {a} is used by several
descendant nodes, say v1, . . . , vn, then we would have to create a new node u where
the labels of v1, . . . , vn were merged, and we would have to “reproduce” the paths of
predecessors from the merged nodes up to v such that potentially new consequences can
also be propagated to v. However, since the majority of EL ontologies use nominals only
in much simpler ways (e.g., with concepts of the form ∃r.{a}) for which the presented
saturation procedure is already sufficient, a more sophisticated nominal handling does
currently not seem to be required.

Saturation procedures can further be extended to non-Horn DLs, for instance, to the
DLs ALCH [163], ALCI [164], SHIQ [17]. For this, they also have to handle non-
determinism that is, for example, caused by disjunctions, which is typically realised by
simply considering/saturating all non-deterministic alternatives. If the same concepts
are derived for all alternatives, then they are interpreted as actual consequences of
the knowledge base. Clearly, if the number of alternatives is very large, then such
a (naive) saturation approach easily become impractical. Although also the tableau
algorithm has to consider all alternatives in the worst-case, it is doing it successively, i.e.,
it is trading memory requirements against a potentially increased runtime. Moreover,
tableau algorithms usually implement a large amount of optimisations to reduce the
non-deterministic alternatives that have to be considered. Most notably, dependency
directed backtracking allows for evaluating only those alternatives of non-deterministic
decisions that are indeed relevant, i.e., which are involved in the creation of clashes. Since
saturation algorithms do not track dependencies between derived facts, their ability to
determine which alternatives of non-deterministic decisions need not to be considered
(since they would result in the same clashes) is very limited. Unfortunately, the tracking
of dependency information makes a simple reuse of nodes (which is the foundation of
saturation procedures) impossible or, at least, much more involved. Although it has been
shown that saturation procedures extended to non-deterministic language features can
work very well for a range of ontologies [163], more investigations are required in order
to understand whether (or in which cases) they are better than tableau algorithms for
more expressive DLs. However, the development and the implementation of saturation-
based reasoning systems for more expressive DLs seems challenging and, to the best
of our knowledge, a saturation-based procedure/reasoner for expressive DLs such as
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SROIQ does not yet exist. An interesting compromise can it be to keep the (basic)
saturation algorithm deterministic and to process the remaining parts with the tableau
algorithm, which is typically coupled with several well-established optimisations (e.g.,
semantic branching, Boolean constraint propagation, dependency directed backtracking,
unsatisfiability caching) to handle non-determinism. Alternatively, one can process non-
deterministic language features with the saturation procedure only until certain limits
are not reached (e.g., a memory limit or an upper bound for the number of saturated,
non-deterministic alternatives), and can simply mark remaining nodes as critical such
that they are processed by the tableau algorithm.

6.3.2 Improving Saturation with Results from Completion Graphs

As already mentioned, even if there is only one node for an individual that is critical, then
the presented saturation procedure also marks all nominal dependent nodes as critical.
This easily limits the improvement from the saturation for ontologies that intensively use
nominals. Analogously, if there are few nodes with incompletely handled concepts (e.g.,
disjunctions) and these nodes are referenced by many other nodes, then all these other
nodes are also critical although they do not necessarily have concepts in their label that
cannot be handled completely. Both issues are also illustrated in the following example:

Example 6.5. Let us assume that the TBox T3 contains the following axioms:

A1 v ∃s.A2 A2 v ∃s.{b} A2 v ∃r.A3 A2 v A1 tA3

A3 v ∃s.{c} B v ∀s−.B
{a} v B {b} v ∃r.{a} {b} v ∃r.{c} {b} v 61r.>

For testing the satisfiability of the concept A1 w.r.t. TBox T3, we generate the saturation
graph that is depicted in Figure 6.2. Note, the node v{b} for the individual b cannot
be completely handled by the saturation due to the concept 6 1r.> in the label of v{b},
which would require that v{a} and v{c} are merged. Therefore, v{b} is critical and we
also have to consider all nodes as critical that refer to such critical nodes, which is,
for example, the case for the node vA2. Moreover, since one node for an individual is
critical, we cannot exclude that more consequences are propagated to other individuals
and, therefore, possibly also to other nominal dependent nodes. For instance, the merging
of v{a} and v{c} would propagate the concept B to the label of vA3. Thus, also vA3 is
critical although it does not directly contain a concept that cannot be handled by the
saturation. Analogously, the label of vA2 contains the disjunction A1 tA3, which is also
not completely processed by the saturation and, therefore, we have to mark all ancestor
nodes of vA2 as critical (if this is not already the case), even if they do not contain
problematic concepts. As a consequence, we obtain a saturation status S = (So,S!,S?),
where v{b} has a tight at-most restriction, i.e., S! = {v{b}}, and all nodes are nominal
dependent as well as critical, i.e., So = S? = {v{a}, v{b}, v{c}, vA1 , vA2 , vA3}.

Of course, the saturation can be extended in several ways to better support features of
more expressive DLs (see Section 6.3.1), but, to the best of our knowledge, there exists
no saturation algorithm that completely covers all the features of very expressive DLs
such as SROIQ. Hence, if a knowledge base uses some of the unsupported features,
then we easily run into the problem that the saturation becomes incomplete and we
possibly get many critical nodes.
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Figure 6.2 Incompletely handled saturation graph for testing the satisfiability of A1

from Example 6.5
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An approach to overcome the issues with critical nodes is to “patch”, i.e., update, the
saturation graph with results from fully expanded and clash-free completion graphs that
are generated for consistency or satisfiability checks. Roughly speaking, the idea is to
replace the labels of critical nodes in the saturation graph with corresponding labels
from the completion graphs, for which we know that they are completely handled by
the tableau algorithm. We call such nodes patched nodes. Then, we apply the sat-
uration rules again and we update the saturation status, which hopefully results in
an improved saturation graph with fewer critical nodes. Note, however, that simply
adding non-deterministically derived concepts from labels in the completion graph to
the saturation easily leads to unsound results. Hence, we distinguish deterministically
and non-deterministically derived concepts when updating the saturation by simulta-
neously managing two saturation graphs: one where only the deterministically derived
concepts are added, i.e., the “deterministic saturation graph”, and a second one, where
also the non-deterministically derived concepts and consequences are considered, i.e., the
“non-deterministic saturation graph”. If the non-deterministic consequences have only
a locally limited influence, i.e., the non-deterministically added concepts propagate new
consequences only to a limited number of ancestor nodes, then, by comparing both sat-
uration graphs, we can possibly identify ancestor nodes that are not further influenced,
which can then be considered as not critical. By reducing the number of critical nodes in
the saturation, this approach then allows for further improving the construction of new
completion graphs by transferring new and more results from the updated saturation.

In order to describe the approach in more detail, we first define a saturation patch,
which is the data structure for managing the information that is necessary for updating
a saturation graph.

Definition 6.7 (Saturation Patch). Let fclos(K) (Rols(K)) denote the concepts (roles)
that possibly occur in completion graphs for the knowledge base K as defined in Defini-
tion 2.11. A saturation patch P for a saturation graph S = (V,E,L) w.r.t. K is a tuple
P = (Vp,Ld,Ln,Mc, Vo), where

• Vp ⊆ V denotes the set of patched nodes in the saturation graph,

• Ld : Vp → 2fclos(K) is the mapping of patched nodes to a set of deterministically
derived concepts,

• Ln : Vp → 2fclos(K) is analogously the mapping of patched nodes to a set of non-
deterministically derived concepts,
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• Mc : Vp×Rols(K)×fclos(K)→ IN0 is the mapping of at-most cardinality restrictions
of the form 6mr.C on patched nodes (represented as a tuple of the node v, the
role r, and the qualification concept C) to the number of merging candidates, and

• Vo ⊆ Vp denotes the patched nodes that are nominal dependent.

Obviously, a saturation patch has to identify the nodes that should be patched/updated,
which is realised with the set Vp. For each node in Vp, the mappings Ld and Ln contain
the concepts from the node’s label in the completion graph that are derived determinis-
tically and non-deterministically, respectively. Hence, these mappings determine how a
node’s label in the saturation graph can be extended such that it is no longer critical. We
also have to store the number of merging candidates (Mc) and the patched nodes that
are nominal dependent (Vo) because this information is required for the generation of
an updated saturation status. Note that we consider the number of merging candidates
and the nominal dependencies as non-deterministic information since it is often not pos-
sible to correctly extract the corresponding deterministic information from completion
graphs. For example, state-of-the-art reasoners are usually searching blocker nodes by
checking more detailed conditions as defined for pairwise blocking, whereby a node can
possibly also be blocked if the label is a subset of the label from the blocker node (cf.
[72] and Section 3.1.2.5). If the blocker node is directly or indirectly using nominals,
i.e., it is nominal dependent, then also the blocked node has to be considered as nominal
dependent. Hence, we have to consider the nominal dependency as non-deterministic
information since the nominal dependency could be caused by a concept that is in the
label of the blocker node but not in the label of the blocked one.

Especially the root nodes of completion graphs constructed for satisfiability and con-
sistency tests are very suitable for the extraction of patches. For instance, in a fully
expanded and clash-free completion graph for testing the satisfiability of a concept C,
the root node has C in its label and can be used as a patch for the node vC in the
saturation graph. The completion graph of a consistency check can be used to patch
representative nodes for nominals. Of course, for the patching of nominal dependent
nodes, we have to ensure some kind of consistency, i.e., the dependent nominals have to
be compatible with the representative nodes of these nominals in the saturation graph
and the already applied patches for these nodes.

In principle, we are not limited to the root and nominal nodes for the extraction of
patches, but a more detailed analysis of the completion graph is required for other
nodes. For example, the tableau algorithm does not apply the ∃-rule for a concept
∃r.C in the label of a node v if v already has an r−-predecessor v′ with C in its label.
Hence, if the predecessor v′ directly or indirectly uses nominals, then also v has to be
considered as nominal dependent. Moreover, for other nodes in the completion graph, it
is often not clear which concepts have to be considered as non-deterministically derived
consequences. For instance, if we create, for the concepts ∃r.C and ∀r.D in the label of
a node v, the r-successor v′ and we extract a patch for vC from v′, then D has to be
identified as a non-deterministically derived concept. For this, it is in principle necessary
to track and analyse the dependencies between facts and their causes in the completion
graph. If this is efficiently supported by a reasoning system, then the extraction of
patches can also be extended to other nodes in the completion graph. Otherwise, the
patch creation can simply be restricted as appropriate.

The saturation patches are applied to a saturation graph as follows:
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Definition 6.8 (Patch Application). Let S = (V,E,L) be a saturation graph and
P = (Vp,Ld,Ln, Mc, Vo) a saturation patch for S. The deterministic (non-deterministic)
application of P to S yields a deterministically (non-deterministically) extended satura-
tion graph Sd (Sn) of S that is obtained by saturating the saturation graph (V,E,L′),
where L′ = {v 7→ L(v) | v ∈ V \ Vp} ∪ {v 7→ Ld(v) | v ∈ Vp} (L′ = {v 7→ L(v) | v ∈
V \ Vp} ∪ {v 7→ Ld(v) ∪ Ln(v) | v ∈ Vp}).

Since we are interested in a deterministic and in a non-deterministic saturation graph, we
create a copy of the saturation graph as soon as we have a patch with non-deterministical-
ly derived concepts and, then, we use the non-deterministic application of patches only
for the copy. Although we can also fully saturate the non-deterministic saturation graph
by simply using the presented saturate function, this potentially derives unwanted con-
sequences since the application of all saturation rules for all nodes possibly propagates
new consequences also to patched nodes. This can be unfavourable if patched conse-
quences are derived from the processing of different non-deterministic alternatives. In
particular, if a node v and an ancestor of v are patched, then the saturation rules might
propagate new consequences obtained from the patching of v up to the ancestors. If an
ancestor is, however, patched with concepts from another completion graph, where dif-
ferent non-deterministic alternatives are processed, then we possibly mix consequences
of different alternatives in the saturation graph, which easily limits the effectiveness of
our approach. For example, if v contains the disjunction ∀r.A t ∀r.¬A, and we patch
v with the non-deterministic extension ∀r.A, then the patching of the r−-predecessor v′

of v with the non-deterministic extension ¬A allows the application of the ∀-rule for the
concept ∀r.A in the label of the node v such that the concept A is propagated to v′. As
a consequence, we would infer with the saturation that v′ is (possibly) clashed since A
and ¬A are in its label. Since all (new) consequences in the non-deterministic satura-
tion graph are also considered to be non-deterministic, this does not produce incorrect
results. In order to, nevertheless, avoid the derivation of such unwanted consequences,
we can saturate the non-deterministic saturation graph that contains the patched nodes
V with a modified saturate\V (S) function, where only the ∀-rule is applied to the nodes
in V and the ∀-rule is modified such that it does not propagate concepts to a node
v ∈ V . For this (and for a more precise detection of the saturation status), we gather all
patches in one combined patch and keep this patch in addition to the deterministic and
non-deterministic saturation graph. The patches can straightforwardly be combined by
using the ◦-operator defined as follows:

Definition 6.9 (Saturation Patch Composition). Given two saturation patches P and
P ′ with P = (Vp,Ld,Ln,Mc, Vo) and P ′ = (V ′p ,Ld′,Ln′, M ′c, V ′o), the saturation patch
P ◦ P ′ is defined as the tuple consisting of

• Vp ∪ V ′p ,

• Ld ∪ {v 7→ C | v 7→ C ∈ Ld′ and v /∈ Vp},

• Ln ∪ {v 7→ C | v 7→ C ∈ Ln′ and v /∈ Vp},

• Mc ∪ {〈v, s, C〉 7→ n | 〈v, s, C〉 7→ n ∈M ′c and v /∈ Vp}, and

• Vo ∪ (V ′o \ Vp).
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Note that if both patches contain information about the same node, then we keep the
information for this node only from one (the new) patch instead of mixing the informa-
tion. Thus, the information from the other patch gets lost for all common nodes, which
is, however, not problematic since both patches describe valid extensions.

In addition to the modified saturation function, we should reprocess the ancestors for
patched nodes in the non-deterministic saturation graph if the patching removes previ-
ously added non-deterministic consequences in order to avoid the mixing of consequences
from different non-deterministic alternatives. For example, if a non-deterministically de-
rived concept such as ∀r.C was added or propagated to a node label and is removed by
patching this node, then the r−-predecessor should also be rebuilt from the determin-
istic saturation graph such that unnecessary non-deterministic consequences such as C
can also be removed. For practical implementations, we can also limit the number of
ancestor nodes that are updated or processed for new non-deterministic consequences
in the non-deterministic saturation graph in order to limit the overhead of the patch
application. If the limit is reached, then the remaining ancestors can simply be marked
as critical. Also note that we can reuse all the data of the deterministic saturation
graph in the non-deterministic one for nodes that are not influenced by a patch with
non-deterministic consequences.

In order to further enable the use of patched saturation graphs for the assistance of the
tableau algorithm, e.g., for the transfer of results into completion graphs, we have to
update the saturation statuses after the application of the patches. Similarly to the rule
application of the non-deterministic saturation graph, we do not want to propagate a
status to a patched node from the successors. Therefore, we analogously use a modified
status\V function instead of status, where the rules of Table 6.2 and 6.3 are only applied
to nodes that are not in V . This also requires that we use a modified ]mcands′ function in
status\V since, for the patched nodes, we have to use the correct information as given by
the patch. To be more precise, when Mc denotes the mapping to the number of merging
candidates in the considered patch, then ]mcands′(v, s,D) has to return Mc(〈v, s,D〉) if
v is a patched node, and ]mcands(v, s,D) otherwise. In addition, we have to correctly
initialise the sets S!, So, and S? for the patched nodes with the information from the
applied patches. For the non-deterministic saturation graph, all patched nodes are
obviously not critical since their labels have been extracted from fully expanded and
clash-free completion graphs. Hence, we only have to initialise S! and So for a (combined)
patch P = (Vp,Ld,Ln, Mc, Vo), which can be realised by setting So = {v | v ∈ Vo}, and

S! = {v | v ∈ Vp and 6mr.C ∈ (Ld(v) ∪ Ln(v)) such that Mc(〈v, r, C〉) = m}.

For the deterministic saturation graph, we additionally have to set S? to {v | Ln(v) 6= ∅}
in order to mark all patched nodes directly as critical if they could depend on non-
deterministic consequences. After the initialisation, we can call the function status\Vp

to obtain a full status for the corresponding saturation graph, which can then be used
to further improve the assistance of the tableau algorithm.

Analogously to the deterministic and non-deterministic saturation graphs, every new
saturation status can be incrementally updated from the last generated status for the
last saturation graphs by sequentially updating the ancestors for the newly patched
nodes. Hence, also the generation of new saturation statuses is not causing a significant
overhead in practice.
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The patching of saturation graphs enables a more sophisticated assistance of tableau
algorithms. On the one hand, the patching reduces the number of critical nodes and,
therefore, the optimisations described in Section 6.2, such as blocking the expansion
of successors nodes in the completion graph or the extraction of subsumers, are better
applicable. On the other hand, we can now also use the non-deterministic saturation
graph for the assistance, e.g., for the classification process. If a node vA in the non-
deterministic saturation graph is not critical, then the label of vA in the non-deterministic
saturation graph describes all possible subsumers of A. Thus, if vA is not critical in
the non-deterministic saturation graph, then its label can be used to prune possible
subsumers. Moreover, we can also use the non-deterministic saturation graph to find
identical labels that can be used for blocking the processing/expansion of successors
nodes in the completion graph. Of course, we still require that the corresponding nodes
in the (non-deterministic) saturation graph are not critical. In contrast, the restriction
that the nodes in the saturation graph are not allowed to be nominal dependent for
the blocking can be relaxed such that it works sufficiently well for many real-world
ontologies. Basically, we patch all nodes that represent individuals in the saturation
graph after the consistency check with the corresponding nodes in the fully expanded
and clash-free completion graph. Furthermore, we ensure, on the one hand, that each
subsequent saturation patch is also compatible to this initial patch, i.e., we only create
patches for nominal dependent nodes if all the labels of the nodes for the individuals
in a completion graph are identical or subsets of the corresponding labels of the initial
completion graph from the consistency check. On the other hand, we do not create
patches for nodes if they depend on new nominals, i.e., on nominals that are introduced
by the NN-rule. This ensures that the nodes in the saturation graphs can be used for
blocking as long as we expand the nodes for the individuals in the same way as in the
initial completion graph. Thus, if nominal dependent nodes are used for blocking, we
collect the blocked nodes in a queue and we reactive these nodes if it becomes necessary
to expand the nodes for the individuals in another way as in the completion graph for
the initial consistency check. Of course, with a more exact tracking of the dependent
nominals, e.g., by exactly saving on which nominals a node possibly depends, we can
refine and improve this technique significantly. Obviously, if we use a node for blocking
for which it is exactly known on which nominals it depends, then we only have to
reactivate the processing of this node if the nodes for the corresponding individuals
are expanded differently. Note, this approach also keeps the patching of the saturation
graphs consistent with respect to the individuals that are used as nominals.

Due to the non-deterministic decisions of the tableau algorithm, a critical node in the
saturation graph can be patched in several ways. Moreover, we can patch an already
patched node to (hopefully) improve the non-deterministic saturation graph, i.e., we try
to reduce the number of nodes that are influenced by the non-deterministic consequences
and/or marked as critical. Thus, we need a strategy that decides for which nodes we
have to extract patches from a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph such that
the non-deterministic saturation graph can be improved. As already described, we can
only extract patches from nodes for which all information can be safely extracted and
they do not make the non-deterministic saturation graph inconsistent. In addition, the
strategy has to keep the number of patches as small as possible since we have to update
the data structures for every patch.

A simple example for such a strategy is to create only patches when they reduce the num-
ber of non-deterministic propagation concepts for the patched nodes. With this strategy
we would prefer a patch that adds the non-deterministic set of concepts {∀r.C,A1, A2}
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in comparison with a patch that has the non-deterministic extension {∀s.D,∀t.D}. This
strategy ensures, at least, that we do not create arbitrary patches, which avoids an oscil-
lation between different possibilities, and we clearly favour the creation of patches that
do not influence other nodes. However, we cannot guarantee that the non-deterministic
saturation graph is actually improved. For example, the concept ∀r.C could propagate
C to several predecessors and also the processing of C could further influence many
ancestors, whereas the patch with {∀s.D,∀t.D} might only influence few predecessors.
Therefore, if the node is already patched with {∀s.D,∀t.D} and we create a new patch
with {∀r.C,A1, A2} due to the fewer propagation concepts, then we even worsen the
non-deterministic saturation graph. In order to counteract this, we should also extract
patches from the saturation graph if we detect that a critical node in the deterministic
saturation graph is labelled with the same concepts as in the non-deterministic satura-
tion graph and the node in the non-deterministic saturation graph is not critical. With
this kind of internal patch we can ensure that if the saturation has identified a node that
is neither critical nor influenced by non-deterministic consequences, then we remember
this “solved” state of the node and we do not overwrite its state by integrating other
patches in the non-deterministic saturation graph. Of course, the strategy for the cre-
ation and extraction of patches optimally also considers the nominal dependency and
tight at-most restrictions by trying to reduce the number of such nodes.

Example 6.6. As mentioned, all nodes in the saturation graph of Figure 6.2, which
is generated for testing the satisfiability of the concept A1 w.r.t. TBox T3 (cf. Exam-
ple 6.5), are critical. As a consequence, we have to check the satisfiability of A1 with the
tableau algorithm in detail. For this, we first check the consistency of the individuals a,
b, and c, which results in a simple completion graph, where the nodes for a and c are
merged. From this completion graph, we extract an initial saturation patch P 1 for the in-
dividuals, i.e., P 1 = (V 1

p ,Ld1,Ln1,M1
c , V

1
o ) with V 1

p = {v{a}, v{b}, v{c}}, Ld1 = {v{a} 7→
{>, {a}, {c}, B,∀s−.B}, v{c} 7→ {>, {a}, {c}, B,∀s−.B}, v{b} 7→ {>, {b}, ∃r.{a},∃r.{c},6
1 r.>}}, Ln1 = ∅, M1

c = {〈v{b}, r,>〉 7→ 1}, and V 1
o = {v{a}, v{b}, v{c}}. Note, although

the nodes for the individuals a and c are merged in the completion graph, we have to
patch v{a} and v{c} separately since the saturation does not support the merging of nodes.
Also note that the completion graph for the consistency check is deterministic and, there-
fore, the mapping of nodes to non-deterministically derived concepts is not required, i.e.,
each node has to be mapped to ∅ for Ln1. However, for ease of presentation, we omit
uninteresting patch data and we simply use ∅ for Ln1.

By deterministically applying P 1 to our initial saturation graph, we obtain a new de-
terministic saturation graph, where the nodes are extended by the data from the applied
patch. In particular, v{c} is extended by the concepts {a}, B, and ∀s−.B in this deter-
ministic saturation graph, whereby the concept B is also propagated to vA3 and, as a
consequence, the label of vA3 is extended to the set {>, A3, ∃s.{c}, B,∀s−.B}. The satu-
ration status for the new deterministic saturation graph reveals that the nodes v{a}, v{b},
v{c}, and vA3 are not critical. Thus, we have, in principle, already shown the satisfiabil-
ity of the concept A3. In contrast, vA1 is still indirectly critical due to the incompletely
handled disjunction A1 tA3 in the label of vA2.

In order to test the satisfiability of A1 now with the tableau algorithm, we initialise a
new completion graph with a node v for which the concept A1 is asserted. Since the
disjunction A1tA3 will be added to this completion graph for the s-successor v′ of v, the
tableau algorithm has to choose between the disjuncts A1 and A3. Independently from
the decision, we can obtain a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph that shows
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the satisfiability of A1, but the non-deterministic decision influences the patching of the
saturation graph. For example, by non-deterministically adding A3 to v′, the tableau
algorithm has to add an s-edge to the node representing c due to A3 v ∃s.{c} ∈ T3 and
then B is propagated to the label of v′ and subsequently also to the label of v due to
B v ∀s−.B ∈ T3 and since the node for c has B in its label. Thus, we can extract a
patch P 2 = ({vA1}, {vA1 7→ {>, A1,∃s.A2}}, {vA1 7→ {B, ∀s−.B}}, ∅, {vA1}). Since P 2

contains non-deterministically derived consequences, we apply the patch deterministically
and non-deterministically. Although the node vA1 can be considered as fully handled in
the non-deterministic saturation graph, it remains critical in the deterministic saturation
graph and, therefore, its usage for assistance (e.g., blocking the expansion of successor
nodes in new completion graphs, identification of (possible) subsumers) is limited. In
contrast, if the disjunct A1 were non-deterministically added to v′, then we could extract
a saturation patch P 3 = ({vA1}, {vA1 7→ {>, A1, ∃s.A2}}, ∅, ∅, {vA1}) and by applying
P 3, we could also consider the node vA1 as non-critical in the deterministic saturation
graph. Hence, we prefer the saturation patch P 3 and we would also extract and apply
P 3 even if we extracted and applied P 2 from an earlier constructed completion graph.

As of now, we have only considered patching from fully expanded and clash-free com-
pletion graphs. Of course, it is also possible to integrate unsatisfiability results from
completion graphs into the saturation graphs. If the tableau algorithm cannot find a
fully expanded and clash-free completion graph for a concept C, then we can create a
patch where we deterministically extend vC by the concept ⊥. Such a management of
unsatisfiable concepts with the saturation graph has the benefit that ⊥ is also propagated
to other nodes and we can immediately identify many other unsatisfiable concepts.

It is also worth pointing out that, especially with the extraction and application of
patches, the assistance of the tableau algorithm with the saturation graphs can also
be seen as an intelligent caching technique. Although this caching is limited to certain
nodes that are not further influenced by predecessors, it also works with nominals and
inverse roles to some extent. Moreover, it is very fast and can automatically propagate
unsatisfiability and satisfiability statuses to other concepts and labels.

6.4 Related Work

As motivated, there are already some approaches that combine the reasoning techniques
of fully-fledged DL reasoners with specialised procedures for specific fragments. For
instance, the reasoning system MORe [2] uses module extraction to extract a part of an
ontology that can be completely handled by a more efficient reasoning system and the
fully-fledged reasoner is then only used for the remaining parts of the ontology. Note,
our approach works more from the opposite direction: we apply the saturation and
simply ignore not supported features and then we detect which parts are not completely
handled. Since MORe uses other reasoners as black-boxes, it is, in principle, also possible
to combine arbitrary reasoning procedures by adapting the module extraction. However,
as of now, all fully-fledged OWL 2 reasoners are based on variants of tableau calculi
and the efficient reasoning systems for interesting fragments are usually using variants
of saturation procedures (e.g., completion- and consequence-based reasoning), whereby
the combination of tableau and saturation algorithms currently seems to be the only
interesting combination.
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Due to the black-box approach, the technique realised in MORe is very flexible. For ex-
ample, it is easily possible to exchange the fully-fledged reasoner with a reasoning system
for which it is known that it is best for certain kinds of ontologies. Our approach, on the
other hand, has to be implemented into a reasoning system and requires the support of
certain techniques such as binary absorption to work well. Moreover, compatible data
structures have to be used for both kinds of procedures, which usually means that an
appropriate saturation algorithm has to be implemented into a tableau-based reasoning
system. Our approach, however, has also various advantages. For example, our satura-
tion uses the same representation of ontologies as tableau algorithms and, therefore, the
ontology has to be loaded only once. In contrast, the reasoners used by MORe have to
separately load the ontology (or parts thereof) since they are used as black-boxes and,
usually, they also do not have compatible data structures. Furthermore, our approach is
much more tolerant for using features outside the efficiently supported fragment. Some
of our optimisations can also be used when all saturated nodes are critical, which could,
for example, be the case if the ontology contains non-absorbable GCIs. In addition,
we have presented an extension that allows for fixing critical parts in the saturation,
whereby unsupported features are not problematic if they are only rarely used in the
ontology. In contrast, MORe has to reduce the module for the efficient reasoner as long
as the module contains unsupported features. Thus, our approach results in a better
pay-as-you-go behaviour. Moreover, we can use intermediate results from the saturation,
whereas the technique in MORe uses the externally provided interface of the reasoners,
which usually only provides basic information such as the satisfiability of concepts and
the subsumers of classes. Therefore, our integration of the saturation procedure ob-
viously allows for more sophisticated optimisation techniques such as the transfer of
inferred consequences and the blocking of the processing with the tableau algorithm.

Although both approaches are in principle applicable to different reasoning tasks, our
technique automatically improves reasoning as long as the reasoning task is reduced to
consistency checking with the tableau algorithm. For example, in order to support the
satisfiability testing of complex concepts, our approach does not need any adaptations.
For MORe, however, it would be necessary to check whether the complex concept is
in the module that can be handled by the efficient reasoner in order to achieve an
improvement. Last but not least, we do not need the module extraction technique in
our approach, which can also take a significant amount of time. This is especially an
advantage for ontologies that are almost completely in the efficiently supported fragment
since our approach does not have a similar overhead to the module extraction for such
ontologies.

Another reasoning system that combines different reasoning techniques is WSClassifier
[169, 170], which uses a weakening and strengthening approach for the classification of
ontologies. To be more precise, the ontology is first rewritten into a simpler one (the
weakening of the ontology), where not supported language features are (partially) ex-
pressed in the fragment that can be handled by the efficient reasoner. Then, a strength-
ened version of the weakened ontology is created, where axioms are added such that at
least also the consequences of the original ontology are implied. The weakened and the
strengthened ontologies are then classified by the specialised reasoner and possible dif-
ferences in the obtained subsumtion relations are verified with a fully-fledged reasoner.
Also for WSClassifier, the fragment specific reasoner (usually based on a saturation pro-
cedure) and the fully-fledged reasoner (usually based on a tableau calculus) are used as
black-boxes, which makes them, in principle, exchangeable. However, the weakening and
strengthening also has to be adapted to the language fragment of the efficient reasoner.
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Although the technique of WSClassifier is different to the one of MORe, the advantages
and disadvantages in comparison with our approach are in principle the same. However,
the approach of WSClassifier is not as easily extendible to more language features and,
as of now, it is only presented for the DL ALCHIO (with the elimination/encoding of
transitive roles also for SHIO). Moreover, since the nominals are simplified to fresh
atomic concepts, the approach cannot straightforwardly be used for all reasoning tasks.
If such a simplification is, however, applicable, then it often improves the reasoning
performance for corresponding ontologies.

Similarly to WSClassifier, PAGOdA [198, 199] also uses the weakening and strength-
ening approach, however, for different reasoning tasks and by delegating a different
fragment of the ontology to a specialised reasoner. In particular, PAGOdA is designed
for ABox reasoning (e.g., conjunctive query answering) and delegates the majority of
the computational workload to an efficient datalog reasoner. If the lower bound from
the datalog reasoner does not match with the upper bound, then PAGOdA delegates
the query with the relevant parts of the ABox to a fully-fledged reasoner. In order to
keep the relevant parts as small as possible, PAGOdA uses additional optimisations such
as relevant subset extraction, summarisation, and dependency analysis. However, these
additional optimisations also carry the risk that every use of the fully-fledged reasoner
introduces additional overhead, which could be problematic for ontologies where a lot
of work has still to be done by the fully-fledged reasoner. Moreover, maintaining several
naive representations of the entire ABox can easily multiply memory requirements.

6.5 Implementation and Evaluation

We extended our reasoning system Konclude, which is based on a tableau algorithm
for the DL SROIQ, with the saturation procedure shown in Section 6.1 and we also
integrated the optimisations presented in Section 6.2 and 6.3. Besides many other state-
of-the-art optimisations (see Chapter 8 for a detailed description of Konclude), it uses the
partial absorption technique presented in Chapter 4 in order to significantly reduce the
non-determinism in ontologies, which can be seen as a requirement of a well-performing
saturation integration.

Our integration of the saturation in Konclude completely covers the language features of
the DL Horn-SHIF by using the saturation extensions described in Section 6.3.1 such
that universal restrictions that propagate concepts to successors and the merging of suc-
cessors/predecessors due to functional at-most restrictions can be handled. The number
of nodes that are additionally processed for the handling of these saturation extensions
is mainly limited by the number of concepts occurring in the knowledge base. However,
Konclude’s saturation procedure only supports a very limited handling of ABox data.
This is due to a design decision with which we try to avoid several representations of
individuals (and derived consequences for these) in the reasoning system. Since the sat-
uration could easily be incomplete for the ABox (e.g., since disjunctions are asserted to
few individuals or due to datatypes), the ABox has often also be handled by the tableau
algorithm and several representations of the ABox can multiply memory requirements.
Hence, Konclude primarily handles individuals with the tableau algorithm and uses
patches from completion graphs (as presented in Section 6.3.2) to improve those parts
in the saturation graph that depend on nominals.
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Table 6.4: Ontology metrics for selected benchmark ontologies

Ontology Expressiveness Axioms Classes Properties Individuals

Gazetteer ALE+ 1, 170, 573 518, 196 16 1
EL-GALEN ALEH+ 60, 633 23, 136 950 0
Full-GALEN ALEHIF+ 61, 782 23, 136 950 0
Biomodels SRIF 847, 794 187, 520 70 220, 948
Cell Cycle v2.01 SRI 731, 482 106, 398 469 0
NCI v06.12d ALCH 141, 957 58, 771 124 0
NCI v12.11d SH 229, 713 95, 701 110 0
SCT-SEP SH 109, 959 54, 974 9 0
FMA v2.0-CNS ALCOIF 165, 000 41, 648 148 85
OBI SHOIN 32, 157 3, 533 84 160

In addition, Konclude saturates the concepts that might be required for a certain reason-
ing task upfront in a batch processing mode, whereby the switches between the tableau
and the saturation algorithm can be reduced significantly. Moreover, we sort the con-
cepts that occur in the knowledge base and saturate them in a specific order to maximise
the amount of data that can be shared between the saturated nodes. For example, if
the knowledge base contains the axiom A v B, then we first saturate B and we use the
data from vB to initiate vA. In particular, by copying the node labels, many rule appli-
cations can be skipped, which significantly improves the performance of the saturation
procedure. Furthermore, this also reduces the effort for the saturation status detection.
For instance, if vB does not satisfy an at-most restriction, then this at-most restriction
is also not satisfied for vA.

In the following, we present a detailed evaluation, based on the Konclude version 0.6.1,
that shows the effects of the integrated saturation procedure and the impact of the
presented optimisation techniques for the assistance of the fully-fledged tableau algo-
rithm. In addition, we compare the saturation improvements for Konclude with other
approaches that fully support SROIQ, but delegate some work to saturation proce-
dures, i.e., we compare our approach with MORe v0.1.6 [2], where modules of ontologies
are extracted to delegate work to the specialised reasoner ELK v0.4.1 [92] in order to
reduce the classification effort for the fully-fledged reasoner HermiT v1.3.8 [47]. We
focused on classification since this is, to date, often seen as the most common and most
important reasoning task for ontology-based applications.

For the evaluation, we used a large test corpus with overall 22, 830 ontologies (or versions
of ontologies), which contains several important and well-known repositories, such as
NCBO BioPortal,1 Open Biological Ontologies (OBO) Foundry [167], Oxford ontology
library,2 TONES repository,3 etc. (see Appendix B for an overview over the corpus).

In addition to our test corpus, we present results for explicitly selected ontologies (shown
in Table 6.4) which are frequently used in many evaluations. This allows for directly
showing the effects of our approach for well-known benchmark ontologies and enables a
more concrete comparison. Note that Table 6.4 is separated into EL (upper part) and
non-EL ontolgies (lower part). As EL ontologies, we chose the well-known Gazetteer
and EL-GALEN, where the latter one is obtained by removing functionality and inverses

1http://bioportal.bioontology.org/
2http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/isg/ontologies/
3http://owl.cs.manchester.ac.uk/repository/

http://bioportal.bioontology.org/
http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/isg/ontologies/
http://owl.cs.manchester.ac.uk/repository/
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from the Full-GALEN ontology,4 which we also selected for benchmarking. In addition,
we evaluated Biomodels and Cell Cycle v2.01, which are large but mainly deterministic
ontologies from the NCBO BioPortal, NCI v06.12d and NCI v12.11d, which are different
versions of the NCI-Thesaurus ontology from the NCIt archive, SCT-SEP, which denotes
the SNOMED CT anatomical model ontology,5 FMA v2.0-CNS, which is a version of
the Foundational Model of Anatomy [51], and OBI, which represents a recent version of
the Ontology for Biomedical Investigations.6

The evaluation was carried out on a Dell PowerEdge R420 server running with two Intel
Xeon E5-2440 hexa core processors at 2.4 GHz with Hyper-Threading and 144 GB RAM
under a 64bit Ubuntu 12.04.2 LTS. In principle, we only measured the classification time,
i.e., the time spent for parsing and loading ontologies as well as writing classification out-
put to files is not included for the presented results. This is an advantage for reasoners
that already perform some preprocessing while loading, which is, however, not the case
for Konclude since Konclude uses a lazy processing approach where also the preprocess-
ing is triggered with the classification request. This also seems to be confirmed by the
accumulated loading times over all ontologies in the evaluated repositories, which are
6, 304 s for Konclude, 10, 877 s for MORe, and 61, 293 s for HermiT. Note that HermiT
directly clausifies the ontologies while loading, which can takes more time if ontologies
intensively use cardinality restrictions. We also ignored all errors that were reported
by the reasoners, i.e., if a reasoner stopped the processing of an ontology (e.g., due to
unsupported axioms or program crashes), then we only measured the actual processing
time. This is also a disadvantage for Konclude since Konclude processed all ontologies
(however, Konclude also ignored parts of role inclusion axioms if they were not regular
as specified by OWL 2 DL). In contrast, MORe reported errors for 803, and HermiT
for 1, 483 ontologies in our corpus. The reasoners often cancelled the processing due to
unsupported or malformed datatypes. Another frequently reported error consisted of
different individual axioms for which only one individual was specified. In addition, Her-
miT completely refused the processing of ontologies with irregular role inclusion axioms
(which are, however, only rarely present in our test corpus).

For the evaluation of the ontology repositories, we used the time limit of 5 minutes. For
the selected benchmark ontologies, we cancelled the classification task after 15 minutes
since these ontologies are relatively large. Moreover, we averaged the results for the
selected benchmark ontologies over 3 separate runs, which was not necessary for the
evaluated repositories since the large amount of ontologies automatically compensates
the non-deterministic behaviours of the reasoners, i.e., the accumulated (classification)
times for separate runs over many ontologies are almost identical. Although some rea-
soners support parallelisation, we configured all reasoners to use only one worker thread,
which allows for a comparison independently of the number of CPU cores and facilitates
the presentation of the improvements through saturation.

6.5.1 Evaluation of Saturation Optimisations

The presented optimisations are integrated in Konclude such that they can separately
be activated and deactivated. Hence, we can evaluate and compare the performance im-
provements for the different optimisations. Please note that deactivating optimisations

4http://www.co-ode.org/galen/
5http://condor-reasoner.googlecode.com/
6http://obi-ontology.org/

http://www.co-ode.org/galen/
http://condor-reasoner.googlecode.com/
http://obi-ontology.org/
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in Konclude can cause disproportionate performance losses since appropriate replace-
ment optimisations, which could compensate the deactivated techniques a little bit, are
often not integrated in Konclude. For example, many reasoning systems use the com-
pletely defined concepts optimisation [184] to identify those classes of an ontology for
which all subsumption relations can directly be extracted from the ontology axioms
and, thus, satisfiability and subsumption tests are not necessary to correctly insert these
classes into the class hierarchy. Obviously, such an optimisation is not necessary for
Konclude, because we can extract all subsumers of a class from the saturation if the
saturated representative node is not critical. Hence, the performance with deactivated
optimisations might be worse than it has to be. Nevertheless, we evaluated the versions
of Konclude, where

• all saturation optimisations are activated (denoted by ALL), and

• none of the saturation optimisations are activated (denoted by NONE),

in combination with the activation/deactivation (denoted by +/−) of the following mod-
ifications:

• RT (standing for result transfer), where the transfer of (possibly intermediate)
results from the saturation into the completion graph (as presented in Section 6.2.1)
is activated/deactivated;

• SE (standing for subsumer extraction), where the extraction of subsumers from
the saturation (as presented in Section 6.2.2) is activated/deactivated;

• MM (standing for model merging), where the model merging with the saturation
graph (as presented in Section 6.2.3) is activated/deactivated;

• ES (standing for extended saturation), where the handling of universal restrictions
and of functional at-most restrictions for successors in the saturation (as presented
in Section 6.3.1) is activated/deactivated;

• PS (standing for patched saturation), where the patching of the saturation graph
with data from completion graphs (as presented in Section 6.3.2) is activated/de-
activated.

For example, NONE+MM denotes the version of Konclude, where all saturation optimi-
sations except the model merging with the saturation graph are deactivated.

Based on the version NONE, Table 6.5 shows the performance improvements for the
activation of the saturation optimisations RT, SE, and MM. In addition, the results for
ALL are shown, where all optimisations are activated simultaneously. Please note that
ES and PS are optimisations to further improve the saturation procedure and, therefore,
their evaluation only makes sense in combination with other saturation optimisations.
The most significant improvements are achieved by the transfer of saturation results into
completion graphs (RT), which often reduces the effort for the tableau algorithm sig-
nificantly. The model merging optimisation (MM) primarily improves the classification
performance for the NCI-Thesaurus ontologies in the NCIt archive, but does not have
a similar impact for the other repositories. There are also improvements through the
extraction of subsumers from the saturation (SE), but, compared to the improvements
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Table 6.5: Accumulated classification times (in seconds) with separately activated
saturation optimisations for the evaluated ontology repositories

Repository NONE NONE+RT NONE+SE NONE+MM ALL

Gardiner 526 508 414 490 108
NCBO BioPortal 2, 259 2, 039 580 2, 326 260
NCIt 28, 603 28, 434 27, 940 3, 163 1, 942
OBO Foundry 3, 020 812 877 2, 829 748
Oxford 7, 976 4, 639 5, 866 8, 013 2, 484
TONES 1, 734 1, 481 1, 568 756 250
Google crawl 798 463 670 794 112
OntoCrawler 27 29 30 31 27
OntoJCrawl 3, 405 1, 166 2, 232 2, 504 715
Swoogle crawl 3, 477 2, 670 2, 820 2, 283 1, 187
ORE2014 dataset 115, 494 80, 673 98, 630 115, 232 29, 841
ALL 167, 320 122, 914 141, 628 138, 421 37, 674

Table 6.6: Classification times (in seconds) with separately activated saturation op-
timisations for the selected benchmark ontologies

Ontology NONE NONE+RT NONE+SE NONE+MM ALL

Gazetteer 34.8 30.1 14.0 37.9 13.3
EL-GALEN 761.0 5.5 1.6 762.6 1.4
Full-GALEN ≥ 300.0 ≥ 300.0 ≥ 300.0 ≥ 300.0 12.0
Biomodels 241.5 50.6 18.2 148.7 16.2
Cell Cycle v2.01 ≥ 300.0 ≥ 300.0 7.6 ≥ 300.0 7.2
NCI v06.12d ≥ 300.0 ≥ 300.0 ≥ 300.0 17.9 13.9
NCI v12.11d 17.7 14.6 8.8 16.0 8.2
SCT-SEP ≥ 300.0 339.8 279.4 383.1 173.1
FMA v2.0-CNS ≥ 300.0 ≥ 300.0 ≥ 300.0 ≥ 300.0 72.7
OBI 1.3 0.8 0.7 2.1 0.6

of the other optimisations, they are only significantly better for the NCBO BioPortal.
In particular, the NCBO BioPortal contains many large but relatively simple ontologies
that can almost be completely handled by the saturation and, therefore, it is not nec-
essary to perform satisfiability tests for every class with the tableau algorithm if the SE
optimisation is activated in order to determine the (possible) subsumers. Nevertheless,
if all saturation optimisations are activated, then we are often able to achieve a much
larger performance improvement for almost all repositories. On the one hand, this is
caused by the additionally activated ES and PS optimisations, but on the other hand,
the reasoning system can utilise several synergy effects from the saturation (the concepts
have to be saturated only once for all optimisations).

Table 6.6 analogously shows the performance improvements by activating the saturation
optimisations RT, SE, and MM for the selected benchmark ontologies. The saturation
optimisations can significantly improve the classification performance for several on-
tologies. In particular, with the optimisations, Konclude can handle all ontologies in a
reasonable amount of time, whereas Konclude timed out for five of these ontologies if the
saturation optimisations were not used. Very difficult ontologies such as Full-GALEN
and FMA v2.0-CNS can only be handled if more sophisticated saturation optimisations
are used (e.g., SE, PS). It can also be observed that, for many ontologies, only specific
optimisations are crucial, which is, however, also not very surprising. For example, it
is clear that the MM optimisation cannot improve the performance for deterministic
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Table 6.7: Accumulated classification times (in seconds) with separately deactivated
saturation optimisations for the evaluated ontology repositories

Repository ALL ALL−RT ALL−SE ALL−MM ALL−ES ALL−PS

Gardiner 108 134 201 90 396 106
NCBO BioPortal 260 624 1, 980 618 582 709
NCIt 1, 942 2, 041 2, 580 27, 952 2, 000 1, 960
OBO Foundry 748 1, 052 453 473 774 453
Oxford 2, 484 3, 987 3, 701 2, 398 3, 658 2, 537
TONES 250 143 366 1, 377 226 633
Google crawl 112 790 731 706 412 733
OntoCrawler 27 30 62 30 30 35
OntoJCrawl 715 2, 017 1, 445 702 764 879
Swoogle crawl 1, 187 1, 427 1, 209 2, 456 1, 348 1, 201
ORE2014 dataset 29, 841 56, 128 56, 469 37, 760 51, 400 61, 036
ALL 37, 674 68, 374 69, 286 71, 562 61, 590 70, 281

Table 6.8: Classification times (in seconds) with separately deactivated saturation
optimisations for selected benchmark ontologies

Ontology ALL ALL−RT ALL−SE ALL−MM ALL−ES ALL−PS

Gazetteer 13.3 13.6 27.9 13.2 13.7 13.5
EL-GALEN 1.4 1.5 4.8 1.4 1.5 1.5
Full-GALEN 12.0 12.7 25.1 11.8 ≥ 300.0 12.7
Biomodels 16.2 17.2 47.1 15.6 16.2 16.6
Cell Cycle v2.01 7.2 7.5 ≥ 300.0 7.1 7.3 6.9
NCI v06.12d 13.9 15.0 15.7 ≥ 300.0 13.8 13.2
NCI v12.11d 8.2 8.7 13.0 7.6 7.4 7.7
SCT-SEP 173.1 280.4 337.1 161.9 167.5 168.7
FMA v2.0-CNS 72.7 60.3 28.2 180.3 66.6 ≥ 300.0
OBI 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7

ontologies since they do not have possible subsumers for which the model merging could
be applied.

Table 6.7 shows the performance changes for the separate deactivation of saturation op-
timisations based on the ALL configuration. The evaluation of optimisations is also very
interesting from this perspective, because the saturation of many concepts can easily
require a significant amount of reasoning time and, by separately deactivating single
optimisations, the overhead of the saturation is not only associated with a separately
activated optimisation. Furthermore, this allows for evaluating whether some optimi-
sations are superfluous and which effects are caused by the saturation improvements
ES and PS, which are only useful in combination with other saturation optimisations.
Table 6.7 reveals that some saturation optimisations are completely irrelevant for some
repositories. Moreover, the deactivation of optimisations can also improve the perfor-
mance for several repositories, e.g., the deactivation of RT results in better reasoning
times for the ontologies in the TONES repository and the deactivation of MM causes
some minor performance improvements for the OntoJCrawl ontologies. However, by
considering all repositories, each optimisation is indeed justified. In particular, if any of
the presented saturation optimisations is deactivated, then the reasoning times increase
by at least 55 %. This is also caused by several difficult ontologies in the ORE2014
dataset, such as variants of the KB Bio 101 ontology [28], which can only be handled
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by Konclude if almost all saturation optimisations are used. The patching of the sat-
uration graph (PS) with the data from the initial consistency test is often required for
the complete/sufficient handling of nominals within the saturation procedure, the satu-
ration extensions (ES) enable a primitive handling of (qualified) cardinality restrictions
even for very large cardinalities (due to the reuse of nodes in the saturation graph), and
the result transfer (RT) as well as the subsumer extraction (SE) reduce or avoid the
work for the tableau algorithm, which is particularly useful for very large and highly
cyclic ontologies. Although the MM optimisation is not as important for the ORE2014
dataset, it is the only optimisation that significantly reduces the effort of Konclude for
the NCI-Thesaurus ontologies from the NCIt archive.

The performance changes for the separate deactivation of saturation optimisations for
the evaluated benchmark ontologies are depicted in Table 6.8. Again, it can be observed
that often only specific optimisations are important for the ontologies. For example,
only the deactivation of the SE optimisations significantly decreases the performances
for the Biomodels and Cell Cycle v2.01 ontologies. Since Full-GALEN is highly cyclic
and has many consequences that are caused by functional cardinality restrictions as
well as inverse roles, the tableau algorithm has difficulties to find appropriate blocker
nodes in the completion graph and, therefore, it can only be handled if the saturation
is extended to these language features (as realised by the ES optimisation). In contrast,
FMA v2.0-CNS has many unsatisfiable classes and, as soon as the tableau algorithm can
find such an unsatisfiable class, the saturation graph can be patched (realised with the
PS optimisation) and the ⊥-concept can directly be propagated to many other classes,
whereby many satisfiability tests with the tableau algorithm become unnecessary.

6.5.2 Evaluation of Saturation Effort

Table 6.9 shows the distribution of the processing times w.r.t. Konclude’s processing
stages for the classification of the evaluated repositories with the version ALL. Un-
surprisingly, the majority of the processing time (61.5 %) is spent for the classification
process itself. In contrast, the saturation of all the concepts that are potentially required
for the classification requires 12.1 % (together with the detection of the saturation sta-
tus). The status detection can, however, usually be neglected in terms of processing
time since our implementation is very efficient. For example, if a node is detected as
critical, then the criticality status is immediately propagated to all dependent nodes
and, as a consequence, they do not have to be tested. Moreover, we use a criticality
testing queue that is filled during saturation if concepts are added to node labels that
potentially influence the criticality status. Hence, the status detection does not have to
iterate through all node labels. Although it is in principle possible to design ontologies
where the saturation can be relatively inefficient (in particular w.r.t. the memory require-
ments), such ontologies hardly occur in practice. In particular, with the data sharing for
node labels that is realised in Konclude, the saturation does not cause significant prob-
lems for the evaluated repositories, which is also reflected by the short processing time
for the saturation stage. Consistency checking can usually also be performed efficiently,
but several evaluated repositories (e.g., the Swoogle crawl) also contain very difficult
ontologies for which the tableau algorithm cannot find a fully expanded and clash-free
completion graph within the time limit. Building the internal representation as well as
preprocessing are also realised very efficiently in Konclude and do not cause problems
for the evaluated repositories.
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Table 6.9: Distribution of processing time w.r.t. different processing stages (in %)

Repository Building Preprocessing Saturation Consistency Classification

Gardiner 10.8 30.6 32.5 1.8 24.3
NCBO BioPortal 27.4 17.1 23.6 3.1 28.8
NCIt 7.5 11.0 11.2 1.9 68.4
OBO Foundry 16.3 5.0 6.7 46.6 25.4
Oxford 5.6 10.6 12.2 20.3 51.3
TONES 2.6 3.3 5.6 0.6 87.9
Google crawl 11.6 7.9 19.4 8.3 52.9
OntoCrawler 38.3 10.7 17.5 21.1 12.5
OntoJCrawl 8.2 4.6 4.4 48.1 34.7
Swoogle crawl 2.2 1.0 1.8 26.7 68.2
ORE2014 dataset 4.8 5.8 12.5 13.4 63.4
ALL 5.4 6.3 12.1 14.6 61.5

6.5.3 Comparison with other Approaches

As mentioned in Section 6.4, there exist other approaches that also use saturation-based
reasoning techniques to improve fully-fledged tableau algorithms. For example, MORe
uses module extraction to delegate as much work as possible to an efficient reasoner
that is specialised for a specific fragment in order to classify ontologies. Since an early
development version of MORe is publically available, we evaluated MORe with our test
corpus and we compare the results to our approach in the following. We used MORe
in combination with ELK 0.4.1 [92] and HermiT 1.3.8 [47], but other combinations are
also possible since these reasoners are used as black-boxes.

The left-hand side of Table 6.10 shows the accumulated classification times for the
versions of Konclude where all saturation optimisations are deactivated (version NONE
in Column 2) and all saturation optimisations are activated (version ALL in Column 3)
in seconds for the different repositories. Furthermore, the improvement from the version
NONE to the version ALL is given in percent (Column 4 of Table 6.10). For example, by
using all saturation optimisations presented here, the accumulated reasoning time for
all repositories is reduced by 77.5 % for Konclude. On the right-hand side of Table 6.10,
we have analogously depicted the accumulated reasoning times for HermiT (Column 5)
and MORe (Column 6), and also the percentage of HermiT’s reasoning time that can
be reduced by MORe (Column 7).

Note, the accumulated loading times for all repositories are 61, 293 s for HermiT and
10, 877 s for MORe, where the difference of 50, 416 s can be explained by the additional
preprocessing that is directly performed in HermiT’s loading stage, whereas MORe starts
the processing of the ontologies not before the classification request. Of course, MORe
also uses HermiT internally to process parts of ontologies that cannot be handled by the
OWL 2 EL reasoner ELK, but the required time for loading these parts with HermiT is
then counted as reasoning/classification time for MORe. Hence, we made the compar-
ison fair by adding the additional preprocessing time in the loading stage to HermiT’s
classification time, i.e., the shown classification times for HermiT are extended by the
difference between the loading times of HermiT and MORe.

7The class hierarchy computed by MORe for OBI does not coincide with the results of HermiT and
Konclude.
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Table 6.10: Comparison of improvements through saturation between the approaches
realised in Konclude and MORe for the accumulated classification times of the evaluated

ontology repositories (in seconds and %)

Repository NONE [s] ALL [s] ↓ [%] HermiT [s] MORe [s] ↓ [%]

Gardiner 526 108 79.5 1, 773 1, 537 13.3
NCBO BioPortal 2, 259 260 88.5 5, 901 4, 187 29.0
NCIt 28, 603 1, 942 93.2 26, 435 26, 600 −0.6
OBO Foundry 3, 020 748 75.2 6, 654 4, 474 32.8
Oxford 7, 976 2, 484 68.9 12, 865 8, 083 37.2
TONES 1, 734 250 85.6 2, 342 2, 184 6.7
Google crawl 798 112 86.0 1, 917 1, 629 15.0
OntoCrawler 27 27 0.0 1, 863 893 52.1
OntoJCrawl 3, 405 715 79.0 8, 555 4, 546 46.9
Swoogle crawl 3, 477 1, 187 65.9 4, 857 4, 270 12.1
ORE2014 dataset 115, 494 29, 841 74.2 294, 124 166, 589 43.9
ALL 167, 320 37, 674 77.5 367, 283 224, 982 38.7

Table 6.11: Improvement comparison through saturation between the approaches
in Konclude and MORe for the classification times of selected benchmark ontologies

(in seconds and %)

Ontology NONE [s] ALL [s] ↓ [%] HermiT [s] MORe [s] ↓ [%]

Gazetteer 34.8 13.3 51.2 ≥ 300.0 18.2 ≥ 98.0
EL-GALEN 761.0 1.4 98.0 ≥ 300.0 2.6 ≥ 99.7
Full-GALEN ≥ 300.0 12.0 ≥ 98.7 ≥ 300.0 ≥ 300.0 −
Biomodels 241.5 16.2 93.3 788.8 648.8 17.7
Cell Cycle v2.01 ≥ 300.0 7.2 ≥ 99.2 ≥ 300.0 ≥ 300.0 −
NCI v06.12d ≥ 300.0 13.9 ≥ 98.5 211.9 208.0 1.9
NCI v12.11d 17.7 8.2 53.8 92.7 83.3 10.1
SCT-SEP ≥ 300.0 173.1 ≥ 80.1 ≥ 300.0 ≥ 300.0 −
FMA v2.0-CNS ≥ 300.0 72.7 ≥ 75.9 ≥ 300.0 ≥ 300.0 −
OBI 1.3 0.6 53.8 32.5 2.37 93.0

Table 6.10 reveals that MORe can significantly improve the reasoning time of HermiT
for almost all repositories. In particular, MORe saves 52.1 % of HermiT’s classification
time for the ontologies from OntoCrawler. Nevertheless, there are still many ontologies
in these repositories, where MORe is not able to reduce the effort of HermiT such that
they can be classified within the time limit (HermiT timed out for 786 and MORe for 590
ontologies, respectively). In contrast, Konclude integrates a more sophisticated inter-
action between the tableau algorithm and the saturation procedure and, therefore, the
improvements by the saturation optimisations are significantly better for many repos-
itories. As a result, the ALL version of Konclude reached the time limit only for 69
ontologies. Note, already the version NONE of Konclude, where all saturation optimi-
sations are deactivated, outperforms HermiT and MORe for many ontologies, which is
probably due to the difference in the integrated optimisations. For example, Konclude
uses several caching techniques to save and reuse intermediate results, which usually im-
proves the reasoning performance a lot. Moreover, the partial absorption (cf. Chapter 4)
integrated in Konclude significantly reduces non-determinism also for very expressive on-
tologies. Also note that MORe does not yet completely support all language features
of SROIQ(D) and, therefore, it does not always output the correct class hierarchy (for
the evaluated ontology repositories, 1, 441 class hierarchies computed by MORe do not
coincide with the results of HermiT and Konclude).
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Table 6.11 analogously shows the performance improvements for the selected benchmark
ontologies. Again, it can be observed that the improvements through saturation are often
better for Konclude than for MORe, especially if ontologies are considered for which the
version NONE of Konclude still requires a lot of reasoning time. Nevertheless, it can
be observed that an assistance through saturation seems to pay off, even if parts of the
ontologies are only delegated in a black-box manner to a saturation-based reasoner.

6.6 Summary and Discussion

In this chapter, we have presented a technique for tightly coupling saturation- and
tableau-based reasoning procedures. Unlike standard completion- and consequence-
based saturation procedures, the presented approach is applicable for arbitrary OWL 2
DL ontologies since we can easily identify when it is necessary to fall back to the fully-
fledged tableau algorithm. Hence, we can utilise many benefits of such bottom-up reason-
ing techniques while still guaranteeing completeness. Furthermore, the coupling results
in a very good pay-as-you-go behaviour, i.e., if only few axioms use features that are
problematic for saturation-based procedures (e.g., disjunction), then the tableau proce-
dure can still benefit significantly from the saturation. Besides the presented techniques
to assist the tableau algorithm, we have further described possibilities to improve the
saturation, which, in turn, allow for a better assistance of the tableau algorithm. Most
notably, data of fully expanded and clash-free completion graphs can be extracted to
get those consequences that were not directly derived by the (incomplete) saturation.

The resulting very good pay-as-you-go behaviour seems to be confirmed by our evalua-
tion over several thousand ontologies, where the integration of the presented saturation
optimisations into our reasoning system Konclude significantly improves the classifica-
tion performance. In particular, with these optimisations, we are able to improve the
reasoning performance for a wide range of ontologies often by more than one order of
magnitude. Since many of the optimisations directly assist the core reasoning task (i.e.,
consistency checking) of tableau-based systems, we automatically get improvements for
all reasoning tasks due to the typically used reduction to consistency checking.

An interesting question is whether further extensions of the saturation procedure, e.g.,
by directly supporting even more expressive language features, also lead to more im-
provements. Although already several saturation-based procedures have been proposed
for a variety of DLs with non-deterministic language features and it has been shown
that they can perform well for some ontologies, more investigations are required to un-
derstand in which cases they are better (or worse) than tableau algorithms. Clearly, the
bottom-up derivation of consequences for saturation procedures can easily require a lot
of memory especially since they are usually designed to consider all non-deterministic
alternatives simultaneously, whereas typically used variants of tableau algorithms handle
one alternative at a time, i.e., they are trading memory against runtime. Since it can be
expected that the available amount of (main) memory of computer systems continues
to increase, the saturation procedures might become more and more interesting in the
future. Nevertheless, it is currently still unclear how to extend saturation procedures to
very expressive DLs such as SROIQ. In particular, a reasonably efficient handling of
new nominal nodes, which can be required to fix the neighbours of individuals if cardi-
nality restrictions, nominals, and inverse roles are used in knowledge bases, seems to be
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very difficult. Also the handling of (large) ABoxes could be costlier for saturation pro-
cedures since non-deterministic consequences can be propagated more arbitrarily and,
hence, it can be necessary to saturate many new non-deterministic cases. Furthermore,
the encoding of cardinality restrictions must be carefully chosen such that they do not
become impracticable for slightly larger cardinalities. Of course, also many tableau algo-
rithm handle cardinality restriction quite naively by creating the corresponding number
of successor nodes and/or by trying to merge the nodes pairwise, but this inefficiency is
caused while reasoning and can potentially be avoided, whereas the encoding is typically
already performed while loading an ontology. It further has to be noticed that imple-
mentations of tableau algorithms are already quite complicated and there are reasons
to fear that the realisation of a fully-fledged saturation procedure for SROIQ requires
even more implementation effort.

Our proposed coupling technique seems to present an elegant solution until tableau
algorithms get ousted by saturation procedures or if their extension to SROIQ is too
complicated or not worth the effort. Clearly, also our adapted saturation procedure
can further be extended to improve the support of language features of more expressive
DLs as soon as it becomes useful or necessary. As discussed, a more precise handling
of nominals is straightforward and, as soon as corresponding ontologies are available,
it could be very interesting to integrate and evaluate such an extension. Moreover,
a simple support of (some) datatype expressions can easily be realised and, by also
identifying assured satisfactions (cf. Section 4.2.5) with the saturation procedure, it
should be possible to derive most consequences related to datatypes deterministically.
As already realised with other approaches [169, 170, 198, 199], we could also generate
an upper bound approximation with the saturation (e.g., we could consider the addition
of all disjuncts of a disjunction with a special node), and then we could identify which
new consequences can be inferred compared to the ordinary saturation. This could be
used to quickly decide the satisfiability of sets of concepts and, thus, to further assist
and guide the tableau algorithm.



Chapter 7

Completion Graph Caching for
Expressive Description Logics

Very expressive Description Logics such as SROIQ support many language features
such as qualified cardinality restrictions, inverse roles, role chains, and nominals. The
latter ones allow for referring to individuals directly within concept expressions, for
example, to define a concept as a singleton with only the specified individual as member.
Whereas DL-based knowledge bases have often been differentiated in the terminological
(TBox) and the assertional part (ABox), such a strict separation is no longer possible
with such nominals. In particular, due to the nominals, both parts depend on each
other, which makes reasoning in practice often more difficult. For example, classification
could originally be calculated for nominal-free knowledge bases by only considering the
axioms in the TBox (besides of an inconsistent ABox, for which all (atomic) concepts
are equivalent to bottom). With nominals, also the ABox has to be considered for
classification, whereby the reasoning time often increases dramatically.

In addition, knowledge bases that use language features of more expressive DLs often
contain non-determinism, e.g., due to disjunctions or cardinality restrictions. As a con-
sequence, often more sophisticated reasoning procedures are required, which are able to
do case-by-case analyses. The current state-of-the-art reasoners for very expressive DLs
such as SROIQ are typically based on variants of tableau algorithms, which reduce
higher level reasoning tasks to possibly many consistency tests. Hence, if it is necessary
to consider the ABox for each of these consistency tests, then the reasoning easily be-
comes infeasible in practice for knowledge bases that have large ABoxes and use more
expressive language features.

For less expressive DLs, already several optimisations have been proposed that enable
a reduction of the ABox reasoning effort especially for the instance checking problem
[190, 191, 194, 196], i.e., these optimisations allow for considering only parts of the ABox
for checking whether an individual is an instance of a specific concept. However, it is
not clear how these optimisations can be extended to SROIQ and they often bear
several disadvantages. For example, optimisation approaches based on partitioning and
modularisation techniques require a syntactic pre-analysis of the concepts, roles, and
individuals in a knowledge base, which can be, particularly for more expressive DLs,
quite costly, and, due to the static analysis, only queries with specific concepts are
supported. If axioms of the knowledge base are extended and modified such that the
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ABox reasoning is improved, then there exists the risk that this negatively influences
other reasoning tasks for which ABox reasoning is potentially less relevant.

Another possibility to avoid the redundant reprocessing of the ABox is the caching of
the data from the initial consistency check. Tableau algorithms usually construct a
so-called completion graph for a consistency check, which can be reused in subsequent
tests to reduce the number of consequences that have to be rederived for the individuals
of the ABox. Existing approaches based on this idea (e.g., [165]) are, however, not
very suitable in handling non-determinism. In particular, the caching and reuse of non-
deterministically derived facts can easily cause unsound consequences and, therefore, the
non-deterministically derived facts of the cached completion graph are usually simply
discarded and, if necessary, rederived as soon as they could potentially be problematic.
We address this by presenting a refinement of this caching idea in this chapter, where
we check with a set of conditions which non-deterministic parts of a cached completion
graph can safely be reused. The caching conditions can be checked locally and, thus,
they allow for efficiently identifying individuals step-by-step for which non-deterministic
consequences have to be reconsidered in subsequent tests. The presented technique can
be directly integrated into existing tableau-based reasoning systems without significant
adaptations and reduces ABox reasoning automatically for all reasoning tasks for which
consequences from the ABox are potentially relevant. Moreover, it can directly be used
for the DL SROIQ, does not produce a significant overhead, and can easily be extended,
for example, to improve incremental ABox reasoning.

The chapter is based on a workshop publication [180] and its organisation is as follows:
We first present the basic completion graph caching technique in Section 7.1. After that,
we present several extensions and applications of the caching approach in Section 7.2,
which allow for supporting nominals in ordinary satisfiability caching techniques (Sec-
tion 7.2.1), improving incremental reasoning for changing ABoxes (Section 7.2.2), and
handling very large ABoxes by storing data in a representative way (Section 7.2.3). In
Section 7.3, we discuss similarities and differences to related work in more detail. Finally,
we present a detailed evaluation in Section 7.4 before we conclude in Section 7.5.

7.1 Completion Graph Caching and Reusing

Higher level reasoning tasks are usually reduced to consistency checking for tableau-
based reasoning systems. For instance, checking a subsumption between two atomic
concepts A and B, as required during classification can simply be reduced to checking
whether A u ¬B is satisfiable. For this, it is checked whether the knowledge base,
extended with a new individual for which Au¬B is asserted, is consistent. In principle,
all individuals in the knowledge base have to be considered in these consistency tests
and if a knowledge base contains many individuals, then the tableau algorithm could
be forced to repeatedly apply the expansion rules for them, thus doing very similar
work very often. Clearly, if there is no interaction between the original individuals in
the knowledge base and the new ones that are temporarily created for checking the
satisfiability of certain constructs, then it is not necessary to create and process the
nodes for the original individuals in a corresponding completion graph since the tableau
algorithm could expand them in the same way as for the initial consistency test of
the knowledge base. However, for knowledge bases that use more expressive language
features such as nominals and/or restrictions w.r.t. the universal role, such an interaction
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cannot easily be excluded. Moreover, some reasoning tasks such as instance checking
require the direct modification of the original individuals. For instance, to check whether
the individual a is an instance of the concept A, we have to test the consistency of a
knowledge base that is extended by the assertion ¬C(a). Hence, a technique that reduces
redundant work for not affected individuals in subsequent consistency tests is useful or
even necessary to handle expressive and large ontologies with many individuals.

One possible technique to avoid the redundant reprocessing of individuals is the caching
and reuse of data from the completion graph of the initial consistency check. Existing
approaches based on this idea (e.g., [165]) are, however, not very suitable in handling
non-determinism. We address this by presenting a refinement of this caching technique
in this section, which also allows for reusing non-deterministic parts of the cached com-
pletion graph such that only the nodes for those individuals have to reprocessed that
are indeed affected by new consequences in subsequent consistency tests.

To present our completion graph caching technique, we distinguish different versions of
completion graphs with superscripts, e.g., by the application of an expansion rule to an
initial completion graph G0, we obtain a completion graph G1 that is a modification
of G0 according to the rule. If the rule is non-deterministic, then we obtain for each
alternative a separate completion graph. Moreover, we assume that the merging history
is maintained within the completion graphs as follows:

Definition 7.1 (Merge Mapping). Let G = (V,E,L, ˙6=,M) be a completion graph ex-
tended by the mappingM between nodes that is used to keep track of merging activities,
i.e., the merge function of the tableau algorithm (cf. Definition 2.15) is extended to add
v1 7→ v2 to M if the node v1 is merged into the node v2.

For a node v and a node mappingM, we use mergedToM(v) to denote the function that
returns the node into which v has been merged as follows:

mergedToM(v) =

{
mergedToM(w) if v 7→ w ∈M,

v else.

In the remainder of this chapter, we assume that all completion graphs are extended by
such a merging history and we use mergedTo to resolve merged nodes.

In the following, we denote with Gd = (V d, Ed,Ld, ˙6=d
,Md) the last completion graph of

the initial consistency test that is obtained with only deterministic rule applications, and
with Gn = (V n, En,Ln, ˙6=n

,Mn) the fully expanded (and clash-free) completion graph
that possibly also contains non-deterministic choices. Obviously, instead of starting
with G0, we can use Gd to initialise a completion graph G for a subsequent consistency
test which is, for example, required to prove or refute assumptions of higher level rea-
soning tasks. To be more precise, we extend Gd to G by the new individuals or by
additional assertions to original individuals as required for a subsequent test and then
we can apply the tableau expansion rules to G. Note, in order to be able to distinguish
the nodes/nominals in the different completion graphs, we assume that all nodes/nom-
inals that are newly created for G do not occur in existing completion graphs, such as
Gd, . . . , Gn.

This reuse of Gd is an obvious and straightforward optimisation and, therefore, it is
already used by many state-of-the-art reasoning systems to successfully reduce the work
that has to be repeated in subsequent consistency tests [165]. Especially if the knowledge
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base is deterministic, then the tableau expansion rules only have to be applied for the
newly added assertions in G. In principle, also Gn can be reused instead of Gd [165],
but this causes problems if non-deterministically derived facts of Gn are involved in new
clashes. In particular, it is required to do backtracking in such cases, i.e., we have to
jump back to the last version of the initial completion graph that does not contain the
consequences of the last non-deterministic decision that is involved in the clash. Then,
we have to continue the processing by choosing another alternative. Obviously, if we
have to jump back to a very early version of the completion graph, then potentially
many non-deterministic decisions must be reprocessed. Moreover, after jumping back,
we also have to add and reprocess the newly added individuals and/or assertions.

To improve the handling of non-deterministic knowledge bases, our approach uses crite-
ria to check whether nodes in G (or the nodes in a completion graph G′ obtained from
G by further rule applications) are “cached”, i.e., there exist corresponding nodes in the
cached completion graph of the initial consistency test and, therefore, it is not required
to process them again. To be more precise, these caching criteria check whether the
expansion of nodes is possible as in the cached completion graph Gn without influenc-
ing modified nodes in G′, thus only the processing of new and modified individuals is
required.

Definition 7.2 (Caching Criteria). Let Gd = (V d, Ed,Ld, ˙6=d
,Md) be a completion

graph with only deterministically derived consequences and Gn = (V n, En,Ln, ˙6=n
,Mn)

a completion graph that contains the consequences of a fully expanded and clash-free
expansion of Gd for a knowledge base K. Moreover, let G be an extension of Gd that is

obtained by adding nodes and/or concepts to node labels and letG′ = (V ′, E′,L′, ˙6=′,M′)
be a completion graph that is obtained from G by rule applications.

A node v′ ∈ V ′ is cached in G′ w.r.t. Gd and Gn if caching of the node is not invalid,
where the caching is invalid (we then also refer to the node as non-cached) if

C1 v′ /∈ V d or mergedToM
n
(v′) /∈ V n;

C2 L′(v′) 6⊆ Ln(mergedToM
n
(v′));

C3 ∀r.C ∈ Ln(mergedToM
n
(v′)) and there is an r-neighbour node w′ of v′ such that

w′ is not cached and C /∈ L(w′);

C4 6mr.C ∈ Ln(mergedToM
n
(v′)) and there is a non-cached r-neighbour node w′ of

v′ with {C, normK(¬C)} 6⊆ L′(w′);

C5 6mr.C ∈ Ln(mergedToM
n
(v′)) and the number of the non-cached r-neighbours of

v′ with C in their labels together with the r-neighbours in Gn of mergedToM
n
(v′)

with C in their labels is greater than m;

C6 ∃r.C ∈ Ln(mergedToM
n
(v′)) and there is no r-neighbour w′ of v′ with C ∈ L(w′)

and every r-neighbour w′ of v′ with C ∈ Ln(mergedToM
n
(w′)) is not cached;

C7 >mr.C ∈ Ln(mergedToM
n
(v′)) and the number of r-neighbour nodes wn1 , . . . , w

n
k

of mergedToM
n
(v′), for which it holds, for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, that C ∈ Ln(wni ),

Ln(wni ) ˙6=nLn(wnj ), and there is no node w′i ∈ V ′ with mergedToM
n
(w′i) = wni or

w′i, with mergedToM
n
(w′i) = wni and C /∈ L(w′i), is not cached, is less than m;
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C8 mergedToM
n
(v′) is a nominal node with 6mr.C in its label and there exists a

blockable and non-cached predecessor node w′ of v′ that is inv(r)-neighbour of v′

and does not have the concept normK(¬C) in its label;

C9 mergedToM
n
(wd) is an r-neighbour of mergedToM

n
(v′) such that mergedToM

′
(wd)

is not cached and mergedToM
′
(wd) is not an r-neighbour node of v′;

C10 mergedToM
n
(v′) has a neighbour un1 such that there is a path of neighboured nodes

un1 , . . . u
n
k with k ≥ 1, for which there is no node u′i ∈ V ′ with mergedToM

n
(u′i) =

uni for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and unk has a neighbour node mergedToM
n
(wd) such that

mergedToM
′
(wd) ∈ V ′ and mergedToM

′
(wd) is not cached;

C11 mergedToM
n
(v′) is blocked by mergedToM

n
(wd) and mergedToM

′
(wd) ∈ V ′ is non-

cached;

C12 there is a non-cached node mergedToM
′
(wd) ∈ V ′ such that mergedToM

n
(wd) =

mergedToM
n
(v′); or

C13 there is a node w′ ∈ V ′ such that v′ ˙6=′w′ and mergedToM
n
(v′) = mergedToM

n
(w′).

Please note that we allow Gn to be an extension of a fully expanded and clash-free
completion graph, i.e., Gn must contain the consequences of a fully expanded, clash-free
completion graph, but, beyond that, we allow Gn to also contain additional consequences
that potentially would even result in clashes. This is useful to simplify extensions of
the caching technique (cf. Section 7.2) and is not problematic for the construction of
subsequent completion graphs since the caching criteria ensure that the cached parts,
which contain at least the consequences of fully expanded and clash-free completion
graph, can be reused without causing new clashes. Also note that we only allow G to
be an extension of Gd where new nodes are added or node labels are extended by new
concepts since the completion graph caching requires changes in node labels to identify
parts that have to be processed. In particular, if we want to test whether two individuals

are the same, then we cannot simply create a satisfiability test where ˙6=d
is extended,

but we have to add the negated nominal of one individual to the node label of the other
individual.

Conditions C1 and C2 ensure that a node also exists in the cached completion graph Gn

and that its label is a subset of the corresponding label in Gn such that the same expan-
sion is possible. C3 checks whether the expansion of a node would add a concept of the
form ∀r.C such that it could propagate C to a non-cached neighbour node. Analogously,
C4 and C5 check for potentially violated at-most cardinality restrictions by counting the
new or modified neighbours in G′ and the neighbours in Gn. C6 and C7 verify that
existential and at-least cardinality restrictions are still satisfied if the cached nodes are
expanded identically. C8 checks whether the NN-rule of the tableau algorithm would be
applicable after the expansion, i.e., we check whether all potentially relevant neighbours
in G′ are nominal nodes. C9 checks whether the expansion would add additional roles
to edge labels between cached and non-cached nodes, which could be problematic for
disjoint roles. For C10: If a node w′, for which caching is invalid, is connected to nodes
in Gn that are only available in Gn (e.g., non-deterministically created ones), then we
have to identify caching as invalid for those ancestors of these nodes that are also in
G′ such that these connections to w′ can be rebuilt. Otherwise, we would potentially
miss new consequences that could be propagated from w′. C11 is used to reactivate the
processing of nodes for which the caching of the blocker node is invalid. C12 and C13
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Figure 7.1 Constructed and cached completion graph for Example 7.1 with determin-
istically (coloured black) and non-deterministically (coloured grey) derived facts

va vb vc

v1

r s

r r

L(va) ={
>, {a}, ∃r.{b}, B tA1, A1

} L(vb) ={
>, {b}, B t ∃r.∃r.({c} uA2), B t ∀s−.A3,

∃r.∃r.({c} uA2),∀s−.A3

}

L(v1) =
{
>,∃r.({c} uA2)

}
L(vc) =

{
>, {c},∃s.{b},
{c} uA2,A2,A3

}

ensure that merging is possible as in Gn: C12 checks whether the node into which the

node is merged is also cached and C13 ensures that there is no additional entry for ˙6=′

that would cause a clash if the nodes were merged as in Gn.

Note that some of the conditions are more restrictive than necessary in order to keep
the caching tests simple and efficient. For instance, instead of C10, we could check
more precisely whether the new concepts in w′ could influence the connected nodes in
Gn. We assume, however, that refinements of C10 or C9 do usually not lead to signifi-
cant improvements since it can often achieved in practice (through adequate absorption
techniques) that the processing of ontologies is primarily deterministic. Analogously,
we could also simply use a condition for at-most cardinality restrictions of the form
6mr.C, where we only count how many of the new or modified non-cached neighbour
nodes do not have normK(¬C) in their label (instead of using C4 and C5), since either
¬C or C is satisfiable, and then also the cardinality restriction is trivially satisfied if the
number of such neighbour nodes together with the relevant neighbours from the cached
completion graph is less than m. However, this would complicate the correctness proof
(cf. Section 7.1.1) significantly since it would not be directly possible to construct a fully
expanded and clash-free completion graph from G′ (in particular, the applicability of
the ch-rule could cause problems).

Please also note that the cached nodes cannot be used for blocking. In particular, the
cached nodes are incompletely processed (in the current completion graph) and if we use
them to block the expansion of other nodes, then we potentially miss some consequences.
Also the nodes in Gn cannot be used for blocking since new consequences in G′, e.g.,
concepts propagated over nominals, are not considered in Gn.

In order to maximise the caching, it is important to first process the completion graph
deterministically as much as possible. In particular, only those nodes can be cached
which are also available in the “deterministic” completion graph Gd. On the one hand,
this can, for example, be achieved by processing the completion graph with determin-
istic rules only until the generation of new nodes is subset blocked. Subset blocking
is not sufficient for more expressive DLs (inverse roles and cardinality restrictions re-
quire pairwise blocking), but it prevents the expansion of too many successor nodes in
case non-deterministic rule applications merge and prune some parts of the completion
graph. On the other hand, absorption techniques (cf. Section 3.1.1.2 and Chapter 4) are
essential since they reduce the overall non-determinism in the knowledge base.
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Example 7.1. Let us assume that the tableau algorithm builds a completion graph as
depicted in Figure 7.1 for testing the consistency of a knowledge base K containing the
axioms

{a} v B tA1 {b} v B t ∃r.∃r.({c} uA2) {c} v ∃s.{b}
{a} v ∃r.{b} {b} v B t ∀s−.A3

We refer to the deterministic version of the completion graph as Gd (represented by those
elements in Figure 7.1 that are coloured in black) and with Gn to the non-deterministic
version (consisting of the elements in Figure 7.1 that are coloured black as well as grey).

If we now want to determine which individuals are instances of the concept ∃r.>, then
we have to check, for each individual i in K, the consistency of K extended by ¬∃r.>(i),
which is equivalent to the addition of the axiom {i} v ∀r.⊥. The individual a is obviously
an instance of this concept, which can also be observed by the fact that expanding the
completion graph adds ∀r.⊥ to Ld(va), which immediately results in a clash. In contrast,
if we extend Ld(vb) by ∀r.⊥, we have to process the disjunctions B t ∃r.∃r.({c} u A2)
and Bt∀s−.A3. The disjunct ∃r.∃r.({c}uA2) would result in a clash and, therefore, we
choose B, which also satisfies the second disjunction. Note that va and vc do not have to
be processed since va is cached, i.e., its expansion is possible in the same way as in Gn,
and vc does not have any concepts for which processing is required. Last but not least,
we have to test whether Ld(vc) extended by ∀r.⊥ is satisfiable. Now, the caching of vc
is obviously invalid (due to C2) and, therefore, also the caching of vb is invalid: C3 can
be applied for ∀s−.A3 and C10 for the successor node v1 of vb in Gn which also has the
non-cached successor node vc. Since va is still cached, we only have to process vb again,
which does, however, not result in a clash. Hence, only a is an instance of ∃r.>.

It is worth pointing out that the majority of all conditions can be checked locally. If the
caching of a node is identified as invalid, then we simply follow the edges w.r.t. G′ and
Gn to those (potential indirect) neighbour nodes that are also available in Gd. Minor
exceptions are Conditions C11, C12, and C13, for which we can, however, simply trace
back established blocking relations or Mn to find nodes for which the caching criteria
have to be checked. Instead of directly checking the caching criteria, the relevant nodes
can also be stored in a set to check the conditions when it is (more) convenient.

It is clear that the satisfaction of some conditions can change after the applications
of rules. For example, if we have cached a completion graph where v has the non-
deterministically derived concept ∀r.C in its label and we now process a new completion
graph with a node w that is an r-neighbour of v and has C tD in its label, then we also
have to test whether the caching of v is invalid for the new completion graph. If the
disjunction is processed first by adding C to the label of w, then none of the conditions
can be applied to v. In contrast, if we first were to check the caching criteria for v, then
Condition C3 would be satisfied due to the concept ∀r.C that could propagate C to w.
As a consequence, the caching of v would be invalid and we would have to schedule v
for processing. Hence, if the caching criteria are checked later, then potentially fewer
nodes have to be processed. However, delaying the checks for nodes that can potentially
be cached can also have significant disadvantages. In particular, if non-deterministic
choices for the potentially cached individuals are often involved in clashes, then the
caching criteria should be checked as soon as possible. Even if a wrong non-deterministic
alternative is chosen first, then the clash can often be discovered before processing many
other nodes and we can immediately jump back and change a relevant choice (e.g.,
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with dependency directed backtracking, cf. Section 3.1.2.3). In contrast, if we were to
process as many nodes as possible before checking the caching criteria, then we would
potentially do a lot of work before the processing of the potentially cached nodes would
be reactivated, and by jumping back to an early non-deterministic decision, it could be
necessary to repeat this work (or very similar work) quite often. Thus, if the caching
criteria are checked early, then the tableau algorithm can schedule the processing of
nodes as usual, which also allows for prioritising the processing of those nodes and/or
concepts for which there is a high likelihood that they are involved in clashes.

Clearly, an optimal strategy for the determination of the point of time where the caching
criteria have to be checked depends on the ontology. However, it can often be ob-
served that many ontologies are primarily deterministic and that non-deterministic con-
sequences have only a locally limited influence and, for such ontologies, both strategies
should work reasonably well. Alternatively, one could use a strategy that learns for
the entire knowledge base or for single nodes whether the criteria should be checked
earlier or later. Unfortunately, this cannot be realised in all reasoning systems since
dependencies between derived facts in the completion graph are often not tracked very
precisely and, in such cases, it cannot be detected which nodes are often involved in the
creation of clashes such that the strategy could be updated to prioritise the checking of
the caching criteria for these nodes.

It is also possible to non-deterministically reuse the derived consequences from Gn, i.e.,
if the caching is invalid for a node v and mergedToM

n
(v) is in Gn, then we can non-

deterministically add the missing concepts from Ln(mergedToM
n
(v)) to L(v). This can

be used to build a completion graph that is very similar to the cached one and, as
a consequence, caching can often quickly be established for many nodes. Of course,
if some of the non-deterministically added concepts are involved in clashes, then we
potentially have to backtrack and process the alternative where this node is ordinarily
processed. One can further learn statistics for the reuse of nodes in order to avoid too
much backtracking, which can be caused by non-deterministically reused concepts that
are often involved in clashes.

The presented completion graph caching obviously requires that Gd as well as Gn are
both kept in memory, which can be a significant overhead for knowledge bases that
contain many individuals. However, state-of-the-art reasoning systems already store Gd

and they typically use an approach to share data between completion graphs if only
some parts are modified. Hence, Gn does usually not significantly increase the memory
consumption compared to Gd as long as there are not too many non-deterministic con-
sequences. Moreover, with the completion graph caching, it is often sufficient to only
reprocess smaller parts of the initially cached completion graph and, therefore, subse-
quent consistency tests do usually not increase the overall memory consumption of the
reasoning system significantly.

A nice side effect of storing Gn is that we can use the non-deterministic decisions from Gn

as an orientation in subsequent consistency tests. In fact, if we prioritise the processing
of the same non-deterministic alternatives as for Gn, then we can potentially find a
solution that is very similar to Gn without exploring much of the search space.
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7.1.1 Correctness

It is obvious that the presented completion graph caching technique does not influence
termination of the tableau algorithm. Moreover, it is not possible that a wrong clash can
be discovered since only the processing of existing nodes is blocked. Therefore, we can
focus on proving completeness, i.e., we have to show that a fully processed completion
graph with cached nodes can be expanded to a model. For this, it is also sufficient to
show that the cached nodes can be expanded as in the cached completion graph such
that we obtain a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph. Note, we can assume
w.l.o.g. that Gn is clash-free and fully expanded, otherwise we could identify/extract an
appropriate subset of Gn for which this assumption is satisfied since Gn contains the
consequences of a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph.

Lemma 7.3 (Completeness). Let Gd be a completion graph with only deterministically
derived consequences and Gn a completion graph that contains the consequences of a
fully expanded and clash-free expansion of Gd. Furthermore, let the completion graph
G′ be an extension of Gd, where new nodes have been added and/or new concepts have
been inserted into node labels. If the tableau expansion rules can be applied for G′ such
that G′ is clash-free and all non-cached nodes are fully expanded, i.e., tableau expansion
rules cannot further be applied to non-cached nodes, then G′ can be extended to a fully
expanded and clash-free completion graph G.

As always, we only sketch the proof here and we refer for a full proof to Appendix A.4.

Proof Sketch. The fully expanded and clash-free completion graph G can be built from
G′ and Gn by using all “processed nodes”, i.e., the non-cached nodes from G′, and
all “expanded node”, i.e., those nodes from Gn that do not stem from Gd or the ones
that stem from Gd and for which the corresponding nodes in G′ are cached (and not
merged into other nodes in G′). The labels for these nodes can be set to the node labels
from that completion graph of which they have been taken. For the edges, we use the
labels of G′ if one node of an edge is a processed node and, otherwise, the labels of
Gn. Analogously, we can set the ˙6=-relation by using the entries of G′ if both nodes
are processed nodes and, otherwise, we combine the entries of G′ and Gn. Finally, we
prune all nodes in G that are not (possibly indirectly) connected to a root node or to
a nominal node that represents a (named) individual of the knowledge base. For the
obtained completion graph G, it can be shown that no tableau rule (cf. Table 2.2 and
Table 3.2) can be applied and no clash condition (cf. Definition 2.13) is satisfied. This
is obviously the case for processed and expanded nodes if they have only processed and
expanded neighbour nodes, respectively. For the remaining nodes, it can be observed
that the caching criteria would have identified the caching as invalid if there were an
interaction between a processed and an expanded node.

7.2 Caching Applications and Extensions

In this section, we present additional applications of the completion graph caching tech-
nique, which allow for extending the satisfiability caching of node labels such that nom-
inals are supported (Section 7.2.1) and for reducing the reasoning effort for incremental
ABoxes changes (Section 7.2.2). Furthermore, we describe an extension that allows for
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caching the completion graph in a representative way (Section 7.2.3), thus reducing the
memory consumption for large knowledge bases with many (similar) individuals.

7.2.1 Satisfiability Caching with Nominals

Caching the satisfiability status of labels of (blockable) nodes in completion graphs
is an important optimisation technique for tableau-based reasoning systems (cf. Sec-
tion 3.1.2.4). If one obtains a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph, then the
contained node labels can be cached and, if identical labels occur in other completion
graphs, then their expansion (i.e., the creation of required successor nodes) is not nec-
essary since their satisfiability has already been proven. Of course, for more expressive
DLs that include, for example, inverse roles and cardinality restrictions, we have to con-
sider pairs of node labels as well as the edge labels between these nodes, to be able to
ensure that the processing of successor nodes can be blocked (similar to the pairwise
blocking condition), i.e., we have to cache a tuple of the form (L(v),L(w),L(〈v, w〉)).
Unfortunately, this kind of satisfiability caching does not work for DLs with nominals.
In particular, connections to nominal nodes can be used to propagate new concepts from
one blockable node in the completion graph to any other blockable node, whereas for DLs
without nominals, the consequences can only be propagated from or to successor nodes.
Hence, the caching of node labels is not easily possible and state-of-the-art reasoning
systems usually deactivate this kind of caching for knowledge bases with nominals.

However, in combination with completion graph caching, we regain the possibility to
cache some labels of nodes for knowledge bases with nominals. Roughly speaking, we
first identify whether nodes “depend on” nominals. The labels of such nodes can be
cached if all nodes for the dependent nominals, i.e., those nominals on which the nodes
depend, are cached w.r.t. the initial completion graph. As a consequence, we can then
block the processing of nodes with identical labels in other completion graphs if the
caching of their dependent nominals is not invalid. In order to describe this technique
in more detail, we first define nominal dependency in the following.

Definition 7.4 (Nominal Dependency). LetG = (V,E,L, ˙6=,M) be a completion graph,
then a node v ∈ V depends on a nominal {a} if

• {a} ∈ L(v),

• v is blockable and has a successor which depends on {a},

• v is blockable, there exists a concept ∃r.C ∈ L(v) (> mr.C ∈ L(v)), v has an
inv(r)-predecessor w with C ∈ L(w), v has no r-successor (not m r-successors)
with C ∈ L(v), and w depends on {a}, or

• v is blocked by w and w depends on {a}.

We say that a node v is nominal dependent if there is a nominal {a} in the knowledge
base on which v depends and, analogously, we say that v depends on new/generated
nominals if there exists a new nominal {o} introduced by the NN-rule of the tableau
algorithm on which v depends.
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Since the tableau algorithm does only construct a successor node for an existential
restriction of the form ∃r.C (or a cardinality restriction of the form > 1 r.C) if there
does not already exist a corresponding neighbour node, we need the third condition of
Definition 7.4 to consider the predecessor of a node for the nominal dependency if the
predecessor is the only node that satisfies this restriction. The third condition is also
required to ensure that the predecessor is considered if the tableau algorithm has merged
a successor with the predecessor.

It would also be possible to define nominal dependency by the (sub-)concepts in the label
of a node, e.g., we could say that a node v depends on a nominal {a} if {a} ∈ sub(C)
and C ∈ L(v). Although it is possible to extend this definition to lazy unfolding axioms,
which is, for example, necessary if absorption is used, it is likely that this definition would
identify much more nominals as dependent since all non-deterministic alternatives of a
concept are considered.

If the tableau algorithm has constructed a fully expanded and clash-free completion
graph, we can save the label of a node that is blockable but not blocked together with
the label of its blockable predecessor, the labels of the edges between both nodes, and the
dependent nominals for both nodes in a (satisfiability) cache as long as both nodes do
not depend on newly generated nominals and the nodes for the dependent nominals are
cached w.r.t. the initial completion graph. If the labels occur in the same way in another
completion graph, then we have to check whether the nodes for the dependent nominals,
as stored in the satisfiability cache, are still cached w.r.t. the initial completion graph.
If this is the case, then the processing of the node for which the cache entry matches
can be blocked. Of course, if the caching of a node for a dependent nominal becomes
invalid, then the processing of the blocked node has to be reactivated. Moreover, if the
expansion of a node is blocked since there exists a matching cache entry, we have to use
the dependent nominals from the cache entry for the nominal dependency of this node
such that the subsequent caching of other nodes can be correctly continued.

The caching of node labels that depend on newly generated nominals can cause problems.
For example, in order to test the satisfiability of a concept ∃r.∃r.(A u ∃s.{a}) for a
knowledge base that only contains the axiom {a} v6 1 s−.>, we have to initialise a
completion graph G with a new node v0 for which this concept is asserted. We assume
that Gd and Gn are cached from the consistency test of the knowledge base, but they
are trivial in this example since both contain only the node va representing the nominal
{a}, i.e., Ld(va) = Ln(va) = {{a},6 1 s−.>}. The tableau algorithm can now simply
build a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph for testing the satisfiability of
∃r.∃r.(A u ∃s.{a}) by creating an r-successor v1 of v0 with L(v1) = {∃r.(A u ∃s.{a})}
and another r-successor v2 of v1 with L(v2) = {{o}, A u ∃s.{a}, A,∃s.{a}}, where {o}
is a new nominal and va is an s-neighbour of v2. Obviously, v0 and v1 depend on the
nominal {o} which does not exist in Gd and, therefore, it cannot be detected whether
new consequences are propagated over nominal nodes. To show this with the example,
let us assume that we nevertheless create a cache entry for v1 together with v0, i.e.,
({∃r.(Au∃s.{a})}, {∃r.∃r.(Au∃s.{a})}, {r}, {{o}}), where {{o}} contains the dependent
nominals. If we analogously also cache the labels of the first nodes of a completion
graph that shows the satisfiability of a concept ∃r.∃r.(¬A u ∃s.{a}), then we cannot
detect a clash in a completion graph where we tests whether ∃r.∃r.(A u ∃s.{a}) and
∃r.∃r.(¬Au∃s.{a}) are simultaneously satisfiable on different individuals. In particular,
both successors of both nodes would match the cache entries and, therefore, any further
expansion would be blocked. However, a further expansion would force both the concepts
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Au∃s.{a} and ¬Au∃s.{a} into the label of one new nominal node and, therefore, both
tested concepts cannot be satisfied simultaneously. Such problems can simply be avoided
by caching only labels that do not depend on newly generated nominals. Again, this
restriction is more restrictive than necessary, but since many ontologies do not force
many newly generated nominals, this is usually not a problematic limitation.

Analogously to more precise blocking conditions [72], it is also possible to refine the
satisfiability caching in such a way that only the concepts of one node label have to be
saved. However, this would make it necessary to check for all concepts whether there
could be some interaction with the predecessor (e.g., whether there exists a concept of the
form ∀r.C that could propagate C to the predecessor) and special care require cardinality
restrictions for which successors must potentially be merged with predecessors.

7.2.2 Incremental Reasoning for Changed ABoxes

Many reasoning systems restart reasoning from scratch if a few axioms in the knowledge
base have changed. However, it is not very likely that a few changes in the ABox of a
knowledge base have a large impact on reasoning. In particular, many ABox assertions
only influence the local neighbourhood of the modified individuals and, therefore, the
results of reasoning tasks such as classification are often not affected, even if nominals
are used in the knowledge base. The presented completion graph caching provides a
technique to detect the size of the impact that is caused by changes in the ABox of a
knowledge base. This can be used to reduce the reasoning effort for many reasoning
tasks. In particular, for the new initial consistency test that is required for the changed
ABox assertions, we only have to rebuild those parts of the completion graph that are
influenced by the changes and cannot be expanded as in the previous completion graph.
For higher level reasoning tasks, tracking which nodes of the cached completion graph are
potentially used to show the (un-)satisfiability of consistency queries for tested constructs
(e.g., subsumption between atomic concepts) allows for identifying whether and which
parts of the reasoning tasks have to be recomputed. The idea of tracking those parts
of a completion graph that are potentially relevant/used for the calculation of higher
level reasoning tasks and comparing them with the changed parts in the new completion
graph has already been proposed for answering conjunctive queries under incremental
ABox updates [64], but the completion graph caching simplifies the realisation of this
technique and significantly reduces the overhead for identifying those parts of higher
level reasoning tasks that have to be recomputed. Moreover, with the completion graph
caching, also very expressive DLs such as SROIQ can be supported.

In order to describe the approach based on completion graph caching in more detail, we
next define modifications for knowledge bases.

Definition 7.5 (Modification). Let K be a knowledge base and ∆−,∆+ disjoint sets of
ABox assertions, then the pair ∆ = (∆−,∆+) is a modification w.r.t. K. Applying ∆ to
K yields the knowledge base K∓∆ = (K \∆−) ∪∆+.

Note, the assumption that ∆− and ∆+ are disjoint is without loss of generality. For
convenience, we further assume that all ABox assertions are represented as axioms of
the form {a} v C such that no adaptation of the tableau expansion rules is required.
Furthermore, we assume that we have cached GdK (GnK) as the last deterministic (fully
expanded and clash-free) version of the completion graph that shows the satisfiability
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of K. In the following, we also just say that ∆ is a modification when we mean that ∆
is a modification w.r.t. K.

Obviously, after applying a modification, we first have to check whether the changes
influence the consistency, i.e., whether K∓∆ is consistent. In order to facilitate the han-
dling of the modifications, we define directly changed individuals and nodes as follows.

Definition 7.6 (Direct Changes). Let K be a knowledge base and ∆ = (∆−,∆+)
a modification, then the set of directly changed individuals w.r.t. ∆ is {a | {a} v C ∈
∆−∪∆+}. Analogously, the set of directly changed nodes w.r.t. ∆ and a completion graph
G = (V,E,L, ˙6=,M) for K is {v ∈ V | {a} ∈ L(v) ∧ a is a directly changed individual}.

Note, in practice it is usually the case that the sizes of ∆− and ∆+ are relatively small
compared to the number of assertions that are already in K. This is not a requirement
for the incremental reasoning approach based on completion graph caching (in the worst
case, we simply have to rebuild the entire graph), but it is very beneficial since this
usually also means that fewer parts of the completion graph are affected by the changes.

7.2.2.1 Incremental Consistency Checking for Changed ABoxes

Since there could be some assertions in ∆− that are removed from K, we cannot simply
reuse GdK or GnK. In particular, we cannot initialise a new completion graph GK∓∆

for K∓∆ from GdK since the consequences of the removed assertions cannot directly be
identified. Thus, we have to initialise GK∓∆ from scratch, but we use the same nodes to
represent individuals as for GdK. We then start to deterministically process the directly
changed nodes in GK∓∆ and we continue with the processing of neighbours w.r.t. GK∓∆

and GdK until the nodes of GK∓∆ are “compatible” to the corresponding nodes in GdK.
Roughly speaking, compatibility ensures that the nodes have the same deterministic
consequences as the corresponding nodes in GdK and, as a consequence, we can simply
“copy” the parts for the remaining nodes from GdK as soon as compatibility is achieved.
After obtaining the new deterministic completion graph, we can continue the expansion
also with non-deterministic rule applications until the nodes are cached w.r.t. GnK or
fully expanded.

Definition 7.7 (Compatibility). Let G = (V,E,L, ˙6=,M) and Gd = (V d, Ed,Ld, ˙6=d
,

Md) be completion graphs, then a node v ∈ V is compatible with Gd if v ∈ V d and
L(v) = Ld(v).

Please note that only the nodes for individuals are shared in both completion graphs
and, therefore, only such nodes can be compatible. Also note that it is not necessary to
consider inequality information for the compatibility since inequalities can only be non-
deterministically added to nodes that represent individuals. Likewise, relevant changes
through merging are directly represented in the labels (e.g., the merging of nodes for
the individuals a and b unites the nominal concepts {a} and {b} in the same label) and,
therefore, it is also not necessary to consider the merging history for compatibility.

In order to achieve compatibility, first the directly changed nodes are deterministically
processed and then the deterministic processing is extended step-by-step to other related
nodes. This is continued until enough compatible nodes are obtained such that the
deterministic expansion in GK∓∆ of the remaining nodes is possible as in GdK without
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having consequences of removed assertions. In other words, we process those nodes that
are related or connected to directly changed nodes without crossing a compatible node,
i.e., those nodes are processed that are not “protected” by compatible nodes from the
changes. We refer to the nodes that are updated in the deterministic completion graph
as ”compatibility changed nodes”, which are defined as follows.

Definition 7.8 (Compatibility Changes). Let K be a knowledge base, ∆ = (∆−,∆+)
a modification, and K∓∆ the result of applying ∆. Furthermore, let GdK and GK∓∆ be
completion graphs for K and K∓∆, respectively. We say that a node v is compatibility
changed if v is not compatible w.r.t. GdK, and for which

• v has a directly or compatibility changed neighbour node w w.r.t. GdK or GK∓∆ ,

• there exists a directly or compatibility changed node w and mergedToM(v) = w

or mergedToM
d
(v) = w or mergedToM(w) = v or mergedToM

d
(w) = v.

Note, in order to keep the definition simple, the compatibility changed nodes can be
from GdK and GK∓∆ and they can also consist of those nodes from these completion
graphs that were pruned.

In principle, it would also be possible to deterministically process all nodes in GK∓∆

and then simply check which nodes are not compatible. However, we are obviously
interested in processing as few nodes as possible and, therefore, we have to achieve a
form of compatibility by processing nodes step-by-step. This can be realised by selecting
the nodes that have to be processed next according to the candidates that could match
the conditions for the compatibility changed nodes. Of course, we try to keep the
processing local, i.e., we first process the closer neighbourhood of directly changed nodes
that are potentially relevant for the compatibility. For this, we can also analyse which
consequences of GdK are still missing and from which nodes they were propagated in
order to determine the node that should be processed next. In addition, we only process
role assertions (i.e., internalised axioms of the form {a} v ∃r.{b}) if both individuals
are already presented in the completion graph.

If compatibility is achieved, we can build a new deterministic completion graph GdK∓∆

by combining GK∓∆ and GdK. In the worst case, compatible nodes do not exist (e.g., if
assertions are removed from K for which consequences are propagated to all nodes in
GdK) and, as a consequence, all nodes have to be processed to obtain GdK∓∆ . For many
ontologies it is, however, safe to assume that consequences are only propagated to a few
neighbour nodes and, therefore, also only a few neighbours have to be processed until
compatibility is achieved. Please note that the reasoner is often able to rederive the
consequences for (blockable) nodes very quickly since they often cache how certain node
labels are expanded by the tableau algorithm. Hence, the effort for the deterministic
reprocessing of a few nodes and their blockable successors can often be neglected.

Combining GK∓∆ and GdK to obtain GdK∓∆ is straightforward, we simply prune the

compatibility changed as well as the compatible nodes in GdK and add the nodes of
GK∓∆ . Note that it might be necessary to merge some of the nodes after the combination
of both completion graphs, e.g., due to at-most cardinality restrictions in the label of
compatible nodes, which is, however, not problematic. In particular, we potentially also
have to process non-deterministic rule applications for the compatibility changed nodes
in order to generate a new fully expanded and clash-free completion graph GnK∓∆ . For
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this, we can simply continue the processing of GdK∓∆ by using the completion graph
caching for all nodes that are not compatibility changed, i.e., we directly set the caching
for the compatibility changed nodes to invalid and continue/reactivate the processing of
the remaining nodes as described in Section 7.1. GnK∓∆ is then obtained by extending the

expanded version of GdK∓∆ by data for the cached nodes from GnK. Since our completion
graph caching only requires a graph that contains the consequences of a fully expanded
and clash-free completion graph, the combination with the data from GnK for the cached
nodes is simply possible by “copying” those consequences that are potentially related
to these nodes. In practice, of course, actual copying is avoided for the majority of the
nodes by simply referring to the corresponding nodes in GnK.

We can now identify the nodes that are also indirectly affected by the ABox changes as
follows.

Definition 7.9 (Indirect Changes). Let K be a knowledge base, ∆ a modification, GK∓∆

as well as GdK be completion graphs as in Definition 7.8, and GnK a completion graph for
K that contains the consequences of a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph.

Furthermore, let G′ = (V ′, E′,L′, ˙6=′,M′) be the completion graph obtained from GK∓∆

such that each node of G′ is

• fully expanded, or

• not compatibility changed w.r.t. GdK and cached w.r.t. GdK and GnK.

We say that a node v in G′ is indirectly changed if

• v is directly or compatibility changed,

• v is not cached, or

• v is a nominal node, v has a concept 6mr.C in its label, and v has a compatibility
changed inv(r)-predecessor w with C ∈ L′(w).

Note that the last condition is necessary to detect changes that are relevant w.r.t. the
application of the NN-rule on nominal nodes. In particular, if such nominal nodes were
not identified as “changed”, then we could potentially miss that new consequences are
enforced by merging newly generated nominal nodes.

Example 7.2. Let us assume that we remove the (internalised) ABox assertion {c} v
∃s.{b} from the knowledge base K of Example 7.1 and that we add the axiom {c} v ∃r.A4

instead. Thus,

∆ = ({{c} v ∃s.{b}}, {{c} v ∃r.A4})
and K∓∆ = {{a} v B tA1, {b} v B t ∃r.∃r.({c} uA2),

{a} v ∃r.{b}, {b} v B t ∀s−.A3, {c} v ∃r.A4}.

Obviously, only the individual c has been changed directly.

In order to test the consistency of K∓∆, we initialise a new completion graph GK∓∆,
where we use the same nodes for individuals as for Gd, i.e., va, vb, and vc for a, b,
and c, respectively. We start the deterministic processing of the directly changed node
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vc and continue with the deterministic processing of its neighbour vb w.r.t. Gd for which
we archive compatibility, i.e., we do not have to process va since we know that va has
the same deterministic consequences. By adding these consequences to GK∓∆, we obtain
GdK∓∆, which differs from Gd by having, instead of ∃s.{b}, the concept ∃r.A4 in the label

of vc, for which we created a corresponding successor node in GdK∓∆, and by the missing s-
edge between vc and vb. Now, we also process the completion graph non-deterministically
and, since we interpret the caching of vc as invalid (due to the fact that vc is a directly
changed node), also the caching of vb is invalid. In particular, the caching conditions C3
and C10 are again applicable (analogously to Example 7.1) and, hence, we also have to
non-deterministically reprocess the node vb. After the non-deterministic expansion, we
obtain GnK∓∆ by adding the non-deterministic consequences of Gn for va and we have vc
and vb as indirectly changed nodes.

The indirectly changed nodes can now be used for higher level reasoning tasks to deter-
mine which parts have to be recalculated, which we describe next in more detail.

7.2.2.2 Incremental Classification for Changed ABoxes

The basic idea of tableau-based reasoning systems is to classify a knowledge base by per-
forming a satisfiability test for every atomic concept in the knowledge base and by testing
the pairwise subsumption relations for all atomic concepts. These tests are reduced to
consistency checks and the results can then be used to build the subsumption hierarchy
of atomic concepts. Of course, there are plenty of higher level optimisations that try to
reduce the number of required satisfiability and subsumption tests, e.g., by extracting
model information and/or by using intelligent testing orders (cf. Section 3.1.3). Never-
theless, if a knowledge base uses nominals, then changes in the ABox can influence the
satisfiability of these concepts and also whether the subsumptions hold. Thus, it is, in
principle, necessary to verify all computations that were done for the classification after
the ABox has changed.

However, if we track, for all completion graphs generated during classification, which
nodes of the cached completion graph are modified, then we can compare them with the
indirectly changed nodes from the incremental consistency test of the changed ABox.
In other words, we collect for all generated completion graphs the “change dependent
nodes” and check whether they are influenced by the changes of the ABox. If a change
dependent node is missing in the new deterministic completion graph GdK∓∆ or there
is an overlap with the indirectly changed nodes, then we know that the changes in the
ABox could potentially influence a consistency check for the classification and we have
to recompute the corresponding satisfiability and subsumption tests.

Definition 7.10 (Change Dependency). LetGd = (V d, Ed,Ld, ˙6=d
,Md) be a completion

graph with only deterministically derived consequences and Gn = (V n, En,Ln, ˙6=n
,Mn)

a completion graph that contains the consequences of a fully expanded and clash-free

expansion of Gd. Moreover, let G be an extension of Gd and G′ = (V ′, E′,L′, ˙6=′,M′) a
completion graph obtained from G by rule applications. We say that a node v ∈ V ′ is
change dependent if v ∈ V d and

• v is not cached w.r.t. Gd and Gn, or

• there exists L′(〈v, w〉) (L′(〈w, v〉)) such that there is no Ld(〈v, w〉) (Ld(〈w, v〉)).
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Note that it is required to analyse and save the change dependent nodes for all generated
completion graphs, i.e., also for those that contain clashes.

The technique can obviously be refined by managing for each atomic concept a separate
set of change dependent nodes. After the indirectly changed nodes have been determined
for a changed ABox, we can compare them with all sets of change dependent nodes and
recompute the satisfiability and subsumptions only for the potentially affected concepts.
However, we assume that the the classification result is not often influenced by ABox
changes and, therefore, it can also be assumed that this additional overhead does usually
not pay off.

7.2.2.3 Incremental Realisation for Changed ABoxes

The realisation reasoning task is typically realised with instance tests reduced to consis-
tency checks for each individual and atomic concept in a knowledge base. Analogously
to classification, we can keep track of the change dependent nodes and recompute only
those instance tests that could be affected by the ABox changes. Since a knowledge
base might have many individuals and atomic concepts, the separate tracking of the
change dependent nodes for each instance test easily becomes impractical. However,
we can simply make an appropriate trade-off. In particular, we can collect the change
dependent nodes for the individuals only or we can cluster the individuals by some form
of neighbourhood and collect a set of change dependent nodes only once for each clus-
ter. Thus, if the changes in the ABox have only a locally limited influence, then many
instance tests do not have to be repeated.

Example 7.3. The sets of change dependent nodes for the individuals a, b, and c
w.r.t. instance tests of the concept ∃r.> in Example 7.1 are {va, vb}, {vb}, and {vc, vb},
respectively. If the knowledge base K of Example 7.1 is modified by ∆ = ({{c} v
∃s.{b}}, {{c} v ∃r.A4}), then we obtain vb and vc as indirectly changed nodes (cf. Ex-
ample 7.2). Thus, we have to recalculate the instance tests for all individuals and, as a
result, we obtain that now also c is an instance of ∃r.>. In contrast, the sets of change
dependent nodes for the individuals a, b, and c w.r.t. instance tests of the concept ∃s.>
are {va}, {vb}, and {vc, vb}, respectively. Hence, after the ABox changes, we only have
to recompute the instance tests for b and c and they would reveal that c is no longer an
instance of ∃s.>.

7.2.3 Representative Caching

Clearly, caching an entire completion graph can require a lot of memory, especially if
an ABox contains many individuals and the tableau algorithm must also generate many
successors for these individuals to construct a completion graph. Hence, if the ABox
is very large, then it easily becomes impractical to handle such knowledge bases with
state-of-the-art tableau-based reasoners on standard computer systems. There exist
several approaches that try to ease the work for reasoners by reducing the size of the
ABox (e.g., by summarisation [34], abstraction and refinement [48], or modularisation
and partitioning [190, 191]), but for more expressive DLs with non-determinism (e.g.,
SROIQ), it is often not possible to completely avoid the handling of such ABoxes
with fully-fledged and highly optimised reasoning systems, which are usually based on
tableau algorithms. However, tableau-based reasoning systems are usually not able to
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dynamically store and load parts of completion graphs to and from secondary memory
storages (e.g., hard drives) and, therefore, the size of the ABox that can be handled
by such reasoners is limited by the main memory. Thus, knowledge bases with large
ABoxes that use expressive language features often cause problems in practise and can
potentially not be handled satisfactorily.

In the following, we adapt the presented completion graph caching such that relevant
data can be stored in a representative way, which allows for building “local” completion
graphs for small subsets of the entire ABox until the existence of a complete completion
graph considering all individuals can be guaranteed. To be more precise, if a fully ex-
panded and clash-free completion graph is constructed for a subset of the ABox (e.g., a
subset of all individuals and their assertions), then we extract and generalise information
from the processed individuals and store them in a representative cache. If we then try
to build a completion graph for another subset of the ABox that has some overlapping
with a previously handled subset (e.g., role assertions for which edges to previously han-
dled individuals have to be created), then we load the available data from the cache and
continue the processing of the overlapping part until it is “compatible”, i.e., the expan-
sion of the remaining individuals in the cache can be guaranteed as in the previously
constructed completion graphs. Of course, this only works well for knowledge bases for
which there is not too much non-deterministic interaction between the separately han-
dled ABox parts. Moreover, compared to the ordinary completion graph caching, we are
clearly trading less memory consumption against an increased runtime since more work
potentially has to be repeated to establish compatibility. In practice, it is obviously also
possible to combine both techniques, i.e., we can use the representative caching only for
those individuals of a knowledge base that can primarily be handled deterministically
and, for the remaining individuals, we can build an ordinary completion graph and use
the caching as presented in Section 7.1.

In the following, we first define the “representative cache” which is used to store the
derived consequences of already processed parts/individuals of the ABox.

Definition 7.11 (Representative Cache). Let K be a knowledge base and fclos(K),
Rols(K), and Inds(K) the set of concepts, roles, and individuals that can occur in K or in
a completion graph for K, respectively. The representative cache H w.r.t. K is a tuple
of the form (I, Ck, Cp, Sk, Dk, Rp, Np), where

• I ⊆ Inds(K) denotes the set of those individuals that are represented in the cache,

• Ck : Inds(K)→ 2fclos(K) is the mapping of individuals to sets of known concepts,

• Cp : Inds(K)→ 2fclos(K) denotes the mapping of individuals to possibly instantiated
concepts,

• Sk : Inds(K)→ 2Inds(K) is the mapping of individuals to known same individuals,

• Dk : Inds(K) → 2Inds(K) denotes the mapping of individuals to known distinct
individuals,

• Rp : Inds(K) × Rols(K) → IN0 denotes the mapping of individual role pairs to the
number of potentially existing neighbour nodes, and

• Np : Inds(K)→ 2Inds(K) is the mapping of individuals to those individuals that are
(potentially indirectly) connected via nominals.
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We say that an individual a ∈ I is related to an individual b ∈ Inds(K) w.r.t. H if

• {a} v ∃r.{b} ∈ K or {b} v ∃r.{a} ∈ K;

• {a} ∈ Cp(b) or ¬{a} ∈ Cp(b);

• a ∈ Sk(b) or a ∈ Dk(b); or

• a ∈ Np(b) or b ∈ Np(a).

The known and possible information represented in the cache obviously correspond to
the deterministically and non-deterministically derived facts in completion graphs, re-
spectively. Hence, known consequences from the cache can be used to speed up the
reconstruction of already processed and cached parts in a completion graph since the
corresponding facts can deterministically be added to initialise the corresponding nodes
and, therefore, we do not have to apply rules to rederive this information. The possible
information is in addition required since we have to check whether the reconstructed
parts are compatible with the cache or whether we have to further expand related indi-
viduals.

Please note that we only store some “generalised” information in the cache, otherwise
the data can often not be stored in a representative way. For example, each node label
for an individual contains the nominal concept (e.g., {a}) and certain role assertion
concepts (e.g., ∃r.{b}) for such an individual, which is usually very specific for such an
individual and not shared by many other nodes. Since such data can, however, easily
be reconstructed with the axioms of the knowledge base, we remove them from the
labels before writing them to the cache. In the best case, such a “generalised” label
is then shared by many individuals and the representative storing significantly reduces
the memory consumption. For the same reason, we also use separated mappings for
the same and distinct individuals in the cache although this information is usually also
represented within the node labels of a completion graph. In particular, the merging of
nodes for individuals unites the nominal concepts for both individuals in the same label.
For simplicity, however, we only separate the same and distinct individuals that can be
deterministically derived, i.e., if we non-deterministically add the nominal concept {b}
to a label of a node va that represents the individual a, then b and a are possibly the
same individuals, but we map Cp(a) to L(va) \ {{a}}, Sk(a) to {a}, Cp(b) to L(va), and
Sk(b) to ∅, i.e., we only remove the deterministic same/distinct individual information
from the perspective of the individual that is cached (note that from the perspective
of b, all information is interpreted as non-deterministic information since vb has non-
deterministically been merged into va). Of course, the stored sets of concepts/generalised
node labels still contain {b} and, thus, these sets can probably not be reused by many
other cache entries. However, we assume that the knowledge base can mostly be handled
deterministically and, therefore, this should not be a significant restriction. Besides that,
the cache could also simply be extended with mappings that handle “possibly same” and
“possibly distinct” individuals.

The mapping Rp is required to check whether additional neighbour nodes potentially
violate cardinality restrictions for a specific role and Np is used to remember connections
(possibly over blockable nodes via nominals) between individuals that are not directly
caused by role assertions. Of course, the storage of this information in the cache can also
be refined and it depends on the ontology whether and how useful such a refinement is.
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Note that we only have to store the number of neighbour nodes if there is a problematic
at-most cardinality restriction for an individual.

The extraction of required information for the representative caching from the gener-
ated completion graphs is straightforward. Non-deterministically derived consequences
can usually be distinguished with the branching tags that are associated with all facts
in order to support dependency directed backtracking (cf. Section 2.5.2 and 3.1.2.3).
The indirectly connected individuals can be determined by analysing whether edges
to neighbour nodes are labelled with roles that are not direct consequences of role
assertions and by tracking the nominal dependency for all blockable nodes (cf. Defi-
nition 7.4). In order to describe the interaction between a representative cache H =
(I, Ck, Cp, Sk, Dk, Rp, Np) and a completion graph G = (V,E,L, ˙6=,M) for a knowledge
base K in more detail, we use several auxiliary functions that are defined as follows. For
a node va ∈ V that represents an individual a ∈ Inds(K) in G, i.e., {a} ∈ L(va), let

• Ldet(va) = {C ∈ L(va) | C is deterministically added to L(va)}, i.e., the function
that returns that subset of the label of va for which all concepts are deterministi-
cally derived;

• sameInds(va) = {b | {b} ∈ Ldet(va) ∧ b ∈ Inds(K)}, i.e., the function that returns
the set of individuals represented by this node;

• disjInds(va) = {b | ¬{b} ∈ Ldet(v) ∨ va ˙6=vb is deterministically added and {b} ∈
L(vb)}, i.e., the function that returns the set of distinct individuals;

• rassCons(va) = {∃r.{b} | {c} v ∃r.{b} ∈ K ∧ c ∈ sameInds(va)}, i.e., the function
that returns the set of role assertion concepts that are related to va;

• possCons be the function that returns the set of generalised concepts that are
possibly instantiated by va, i.e.,

possCons(va) = (L(va) ∪ {¬{b} | va ˙6=vb ∧ {b} ∈ L(vb) ∧ b ∈ Inds(K)}) \
(rassCons(va) ∪ {¬{b} | b ∈ disjInds(va)} ∪ {{b} | b ∈ sameInds(va)});

• knownCons(va) = possCons(va) ∩ Ldet(va), i.e., the function that returns the set
of general concepts that are deterministically derived for va, i.e., for which it is
known that they are indeed instantiated by va;

• usedCard(va, r) = #mneighbsG(v, r, C), i.e., the function that returns the number
of va’s r-neighbour nodes; and

• nocoInds(va) = {b | {b} ∈ L(vb)∧ vb has a blockable neighbour depending on {a}}
∪ {b | {b} ∈ L(vb)∧ vb is an r-neighbour of va ∧ there is no ∃s.{b} ∈ rassCons(va)
for all s with s v∗ r}}, i.e., the function that returns the set of individuals that
are (possibly indirectly) connected to va by using nominals.

Of course, we initially have an empty representative cache. In order to start the con-
sistency checking process, we select a subset of the individuals of the knowledge base,
say ai, . . . , ak, and build a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph for these
individuals and their associated ABox assertions of the form {ai} v C for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Due to role assertions and nominals, it is possible that the completion graph also refers
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to individuals that are not in the selected subset. We also process these other indi-
viduals, but we do not further expand the processing, i.e., role assertion concepts for
these other nodes are not further processed/added. The information for all processed
or referred individuals must then be stored in the cache. In particular, if a node va
represents an individual a such that {a} ∈ Ldet(va), then we add a to I and set Ck(a)
to knownCons(va), C

p(a) to possCons(va), S
k(a) to sameInds(va), D

k(a) to disjInds(va),
Np(a) to nocoInds(va), and Rp(a, r) to usedCard(va, r) for every (possibly inverse) role
r in the knowledge base. If {a} /∈ Ldet(va) but {a} ∈ L(va), then we have to interpret
all information non-deterministically, i.e., we add a to I and set Ck(a) to {>}, Cp(a)
to L(va) ∪ {¬{b} | b ∈ disjInds(va)}, Sk(a) to ∅, Dk(a) to ∅, Np(a) to nocoInds(va), and
Rp(a, r) to usedCard(va, r) for every (possibly inverse) role r in the knowledge base. For
simplicity, we keep the information in the cache symmetric, i.e., we also extend Dk(a) to
b if we add a to Dk(b). Please note that also information about not selected individuals
has to be cached.

Now, let us assume that the representative cache contains the information about the
previously processed individuals a1, . . . , ak. We continue by selecting the next subset
of individuals and their ABox assertions, say b1, . . . bl, and by building a completion
graph for these individuals and assertions. In case we refer to a cached individual ai,
e.g., by adding the nominal {ai} to a node label, we can load the deterministically
derived consequences for ai from the cache and add them also to the label. Note that
the role assertion concepts are not automatically added in order to avoid the repeated
processing of all cached individuals in the new completion graph. However, for the
overlapping individuals, i.e., the individuals that are represented in the cache and are
also used/referenced in the completion graph, we have to establish “compatibility” such
that the expansion of the completion graph to the remaining individuals in the cache
can be guaranteed as in the previously constructed completion graphs. Analogously
to the caching criteria in Definition 7.2, we define conditions that identify nodes as
potentially incompatible with the data of the representative cache, for which we then
know that a further expansion of the completion graph is required. In particular, we
have to extend the completion graph by related individuals of incompatible nodes w.r.t.
the representative cache until the remaining individuals in the cache are protected by
a “border” of compatible nodes. By instantiating related individuals in the completion
graph, we also add the corresponding role assertions such that all individuals in the
completion graph are correctly connected. Please note that, in contrast to the ordinary
completion graph caching, we do not block the processing of nodes, i.e., we fully process
all nodes in the completion graph (besides the role assertions to individuals that are not
represented in the completion graph) and, if it is necessary, then we add and process
nodes also for previously handled individuals such that incompatibility can be resolved.

Definition 7.12 (Representative Caching). Let G = (V,E,L, ˙6=,M) be a completion
graph for a knowledge base K and H = (I, Ck, Cp, Sk, Dk, Rp, Np) the representative
cache. Furthermore, let va ∈ V be a node that represents an individual a ∈ Inds(K) in
G, i.e., {a} ∈ L(va). We say that va is incompatible w.r.t. H if

R1 a /∈ I(a);

R2 knownCons(va) 6⊆ Ck(a);

R3 possCons(va) 6⊆ Cp(a);

R4 sameInds(va) 6⊆ Sk(a);
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R5 disjInds(va) 6⊆ Dk(a);

R6 6mr.C ∈ Cp(a), va has n incompatible r-neighbours, Rp(a, r)+n > m, and there
exists a related individual b of a w.r.t. H such that there is no node vb ∈ V with
{b} ∈ L(vb) or possCons(vb) 6= Cp(b);

R7 possCons(va) 6= Cp(a) and va has an incompatible neighbour node vb with {b} ∈
L(vb) and b ∈ Inds(K);

R8 possCons(va) 6= Cp(a) and va has a predecessor node that is blockable or contains
a newly generated nominal;

R9 possCons(va) 6= Cp(a), there exists a node vb ∈ V with {b} ∈ L(vb) such that
a ∈ Np(b), and vb is incompatible or possCons(vb) 6= Cp(b);

Although there does not exist an exact correspondence, the conditions for the represen-
tative caching are in principle very similar to the criteria for the ordinary completion
graph caching. However, since we only cache data for nodes that represent individuals
now, the new conditions are often less accurate and, as a consequence, it is often neces-
sary to reconstruct more parts of already processed individuals. In particular, if there
is a cached at-most cardinality restriction for an individual and not all of the previously
constructed neighbour nodes are in the completion graph such that they can correctly
be counted, then we can only analyse whether the number of potential new neighbour
nodes together with the previous neighbours could violate the at-most restriction (cf.
Condition R6). If all related individuals of a node with a cached at-most restriction are
represented in the completion graph and all these nodes are expanded as in the cache,
then we know that the tableau algorithm considers all of the previously constructed
neighbours and, in case it can build a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph,
then the cardinality restriction is also compatible with the representative cache. Con-
dition R7 is used to enforce that propagations of non-deterministic consequences from
cached neighbour nodes are considered. Analogously, Conditions R8 and R9 ensure that
nodes are expanded as in the cache if there are indirect connections via nominals over
blockable nodes such that the propagation of new consequences over these blockable
nodes can be excluded.

As already mentioned, if there is an incompatible node in the completion graph, then
we check in the representative cache whether there are related individuals that also have
to be instantiated and processed. Again, we can analyse the cached concepts of related
individuals in order to prioritise the handling of those individuals in the completion
graph for which it is likely that they allow for establishing compatibility for many other
nodes as soon as possible. For example, if we build a completion graph for a newly
selected and previously not processed individual b for which a neighbour node va exists
that represents a cached individual a and va is incompatible w.r.t. Condition R7 due to
a missing concept A in it’s label, then we can prioritise the instantiation and processing
of a related neighbour individual c for which a (non-deterministically derived) concept
of the form ∀r.A is associated. If it is possible to establish the compatibility of va
in this way, then we potentially do not have to instantiate and process many other
related individuals of a. In principle, we can also try to non-deterministically reuse
cached non-deterministic information, e.g., by non-deterministically adding A for va.
If we can still find a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph with this non-
deterministically added information, then we can often establish compatibility without
repeatedly processing many previously cached individuals. In the worst case, of course,
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one has to consider and reprocess all individuals that contribute some non-deterministic
consequences to clashes until a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph can be
found.

After the construction of the completion graph for the newly selected individuals, we have
to update the data in the cache. In principle, this is straightforward: for all incompatible
nodes, we can simply replace the data in the cache with the (potentially new) information
from the completion graph, and for the compatible nodes that represent individuals, we
have to update Rp and Np by the additional neighbour nodes and the new individuals
that are indirectly connected via nominals over blockable nodes, respectively.

Example 7.4. The completion graph constructed for Example 7.1 can be cached with
H = (I, Ck, Cp, Sk, Dk, Rp, Np) by adding a, b, c to I, by mapping

• Ck(a) to {>, B tA1}, Cp(a) to {>, B tA1, A1}, Sk(a) to {a},

• Ck(b) to {>, B t ∃r.∃r.({c} u A2), B t ∀s−.A3}, Cp(b) to {>, B t ∃r.∃r.({c} u
A2), B t ∀s−.A3, ∃r.∃r.({c} uA2), ∀s−.A3}, Sk(b) to {b},

• Ck(c) to {>}, Cp(c) to {>, {c} uA2, A2, A3}, Sk(c) to {c}, Np(c) to {a}, and

by setting all other mappings for a, b, c to ∅ (since we do not have at-most cardinality
restrictions, Rp is not relevant).

Let us now assume that we have an additional individual d with {d} v ∃s.{a} in the
knowledge base and we select d for building the next “local” completion graph compatible
with H such that the overall consistency of the knowledge base can be shown. Since we
have the role assertion concept ∃s.{a} for d, we extend the completion graph consisting
of node vd with L(vd) = {>, {d},∃s.{a}} by a node va as s-successor of vd whose label
is initialised from the cache, i.e., L(va) = {>, {va}, B tA1}. The processing for va can
be completed by choosing the disjunct A1 and, as a result, we obtain a fully expanded
and clash-free completion graph for which compatibility with H is achieved. H can now
be updated by adding d to I and by mapping Ck(d) and Cp(d) both to {>}.

If we also have another individual e with {e} v Bt∃s.({c}uA4) and we choose the non-
deterministic alternative ∃s.({c} uA4) for the node that represents e, then we also have
to initialise and process a node vc for c. Obviously, c is incompatible due to Condition R3
and, therefore, we have to extend the completion graph such that related individuals are
processed, i.e., by a node for b since it is related to c by Np(c) and by the role assertion
concept ∃s.{b}. Again, we can achieve compatibility by processing the node for b as in
the original completion graph. Note that Condition R9 does not apply since the label of
the node for b still matches Cp(b).

7.3 Related Work

Especially optimisations for the instance checking problem are closely related to the
presented caching approach. For more expressive DLs, it is often required to system-
atically try to build (counter) models in order to decide whether an individual is an
instance of a concept. Of course, there are many optimisations, such as summarisation
[34], abstraction and refinement [48], bulk processing and binary retrieval [59], (pseudo)
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model merging [60], extraction of known/possible instances from model abstractions [94],
which try to keep the number of cases where (counter) models have to be constructed
as small as possible. However, the model construction can, in general, not completely
be avoided. Since tableau algorithms are dominantly used for reasoning with expressive
DLs, it is necessary to have optimisations that improve their handling of such instance
tests, which are typically reduced to consistency checks. Although such optimisations
have been presented and realised, e.g., by extending absorption to ABoxes [194, 196] or
by partitioning the ABox into small islands [190, 191], there is no approach that can
generally be applied for SROIQ, the DL underlying OWL 2.

In particular, it is not clear how to extend the partitioning approach [190, 191] such
that instance checking w.r.t. arbitrarily complex concepts is supported. So far, the
island partitions are statically determined upfront and then only that island is used for
the actual calculation to which the individual from the query/instance test belongs to. In
order to be able to restrict the calculations to such an island, all interactions with other
islands have to be excluded, which is, however, not easily possible if we want to consider
arbitrarily complex concepts. For example, by querying for instances of concepts of the
form ∃r. . . . ∃s.C, where r, s are possibly inverse or even complex roles, we can enforce
that all connected individuals have to be considered. Moreover, for DLs that include
the universal role u or nominals, we can query for instances of concepts of the form
∀r.({a} u C) and ∃u.C, which could even require the consideration of all individuals in
the knowledge base. Hence, a dynamic partitioning approach would be required, which
can, however, not easily and probably also not efficiently be realised. Moreover, it is not
clear how one can determine the island partitions upfront if the knowledge bases use
very expressive language features such as nominals. For instance, if there is an axiom of
the form > v {a}tA, then it can be necessary to merge the node that represents a with
any other node that does not satisfy A in a completion graph and, thus, a cannot simply
be split into a separate island before the calculations are completed, i.e., not before we
exactly know which nodes must potentially be merged.

The ABox absorption approach [194, 196] extends ABox assertions by “guards” repre-
sented as atomic auxiliary concepts in order to construct only those parts of the ABox
in completion graphs for which the guards are triggered. For this, the axioms/concepts
of the knowledge base are normalised, extended, and absorbed in such a way that the
tableau algorithm automatically triggers, while processing these axioms/concept, those
guards (i.e., adds the corresponding atomic auxiliary concepts) that ensure potentially
required expansions to other individuals in the ABox. The approach has been presented
for the DL SHIQ, but it is not (yet) clear how it can be extended to SROIQ. In
addition, the adaptations w.r.t. normalisation and absorption can significantly influence
other optimisations and reasoning task. For example, the classification of consistent
SHIQ knowledge bases can be performed independently from the ABox, but the nor-
malisation and absorption of the axioms in the knowledge bases can introduce additional
non-determinism, which can have a significant impact on the performance of satisfiable
and subsumption tests. Furthermore, this approach requires that it is analysed upfront,
before any reasoning, for which concepts the guards have to be triggered. This is obvi-
ously much more vague than a technique that directly uses reasoning data, such as the
presented completion graph caching, and, as a consequence, potentially more individuals
have to be considered to check whether an individual is an instance of a concept.

Of course, also incremental reasoning has already been considered for several reasoning
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tasks as well as DL languages and, in the following, we briefly point out the differ-
ences and similarities to our approach. The presented incremental consistency checking
for changed ABoxes is based on the observation that rebuilding parts of a completion
graph is potentially cheaper than tracing exactly on which ABox assertions a derived
fact depends. With tracing, the facts that depend on a removed ABox assertion could
be deleted from the existing graph and, then, the application of tableau rules might
lead to a new clash-free and fully expanded completion graph. Although such tracing
techniques can be realised also for more expressive DLs (e.g., SHIQ and SHOQ [65]),
they often result in complicated data structures and non-determinism typically causes
several technical difficulties. For instance, if removed ABox assertions were involved in
the creation of clashes for the consistency test of the original ABox and the changes in-
clude added ABox assertions, then it could be necessary to reevaluate the corresponding
non-deterministic alternatives to find a new clash-free and fully expanded completion
graph. Hence, a significant overhead is required to manage the potential impact of such
assertions. In contrast, the idea of reconstructing parts from scratch after the knowledge
base got changed (until “compatibility” is achieved) is already successfully deployed for
less expressive (Horn) DLs [89] and the presented completion graph caching allows for
using this approach also for very expressive DLs such as SROIQ.

In some cases it is also possible to check with a syntactical analysis of the knowledge base
whether ABox changes could cause new clashes. If this can be excluded, then the con-
struction of a new/updated completion graphs can in principle be spared. For example,
if a role assertion of the form r(a, b) is added to a SHIQ knowledge base, then we know
that consistency is trivially preserved if there exist no universal or cardinality restriction
in the knowledge base that can have an interaction with the added role instantiation
[195]. Of course, especially for knowledge bases that intensively use language features of
more expressive DLs, this approach cannot completely avoid the recomputation of the
consistency since the syntactic analysis must often be overcautious.

As presented, the completion graph caching also allows for simply detecting whether
parts of higher level reasoning tasks have to be recomputed for changed ABoxes by
comparing the impact of the changes in the initial completion graph with those parts
that were relevant for the calculation of the higher level reasoning tasks. In principle, the
same approach has also been proposed for query answering with incrementally changed
ABoxes of SHI knowledge bases [64]. However, without the completion graph caching
(or a similar technique), it is required to extend the generated completion graph to an
overestimation considering all non-deterministic alternatives and to extract and store
a substantial amount of information. Although many improvements are achieved for
the evaluated scenarios, the required overhead for deciding whether (parts of) queries
have to be reevaluated can still be substantial. Please note that we have only discussed
reasoning improvements for classification and realisation of incremental changed ABoxes
with the completion graph caching, but improvements for other higher level reasoning
tasks (such as query answering) are analogously possible.

Last but not least, we briefly compare the presented incremental reasoning based on
completion graph caching with modularisation-based approaches [29], which compute,
for each axiom, the subset of the knowledge base, called module, that is “relevant”
to determine whether certain entailments hold. Clearly, an entailment must only be
recomputed if an axiom of the corresponding module got changed. Although this allows
for handling all types of changes in a knowledge base (i.e., also arbitrarily added or
removed GCIs), it is often a very difficult task to calculate precise modules and, therefore,
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it is often not very suitable for expressive DLs. In particular, the overhead of calculating
and managing the modules can easily be more expensive than a recomputation from
scratch. Moreover, in order to calculate the modules, it is, analogously to partitioning
approaches, required to know upfront which types of entailments must be considered
(e.g., subsumptions between atomic concepts or instances of atomic concepts), which
can be problematic for some reasoning tasks such as (conjunctive) query answering.

7.4 Implementation and Evaluation

The presented completion graph caching is integrated in our reasoning system Kon-
clude, a tableau based reasoner for the DL SROIQ. Besides many state-of-the-art
optimisations, such as lazy unfolding, absorption, dependency directed backtracking,
satisfiability caching (see Chapter 8 for a detailed description of Konclude), Konclude
also incorporates a saturation procedure to assist the tableau algorithm (cf. Chapter 6),
whereby a large amount of relatively simple ontologies/simple parts of ontologies can be
handled very easily. However, for ontologies that use (non-deterministic) language fea-
tures of more expressive DLs, such as disjunctions and nominals, the saturation easily
becomes incomplete and it is required to perform consistency/satisfiability tests with
the tableau algorithm in order to fulfil reasoning tasks (e.g., classification, realisation).
Hence, we selected a range of ontologies (cf. in Table 7.1) for our evaluation, for which
indeed some significant processing with the tableau algorithm is required, i.e., ontolo-
gies with large and/or non-trivial ABoxes that also use non-deterministic language fea-
tures. Well-known examples of such ontologies are Wine, DOLCE,1 OBI,2 and UOBM
[114], but our evaluation dataset also comprises DPC1, Oly, and USDA-5, which are
benchmark ontologies about digital cameras and food items that have been used for
the evaluation of the ABox absorption technique [196], as well as the Ontology for Ge-
netic Susceptibility Factor (OGSF),3 the Common Semantic Model(COSMO) ontology,4

and the relatively large, biological Coburn Cavender 19925 (CobCav92) ontology from
the phenoscape project. In addition, we use the well-known LUBM-1 [57] ontology to
demonstrate effects for deterministic ontologies.

The evaluation was carried out on a Dell PowerEdge R420 server running with two Intel
Xeon E5-2440 hexa core processors at 2.4 GHz with Hyper-Threading and 144 GB RAM
under a 64bit Ubuntu 12.04.2 LTS. In order to make the evaluation independent of the
number of CPU cores, we used only one worker thread for Konclude. We used 5 minutes
as time limit and ignored the time spent for parsing the ontologies as well as writing the
results. Note that the evaluation is based on the Konclude version 0.6.1.

Table 7.2 shows the reasoning times for consistency checking (including preprocessing),
classification, and realisation (in seconds) with different completion graph caching tech-
niques integrated in Konclude. Please note that the class hierarchy is typically used for
the realisation of an ontology, i.e., classification can be seen as a prerequisite of realisa-
tion, and, analogously, consistency checking as well as preprocessing are prerequisites of

1http://www.loa.istc.cnr.it/old/DOLCE.html
2http://obi-ontology.org/
3https://code.google.com/p/ogsf/
4http://ontolog.cim3.net/cgi-bin/wiki.pl?COSMO
5https://github.com/phenoscape/phenoscape-data/blob/master/Curation%20Files/

completed-phenex-files/Cypriniformes/Coburn_Cavender_1992.xml

http://www.loa.istc.cnr.it/old/DOLCE.html
http://obi-ontology.org/
https://code.google.com/p/ogsf/
http://ontolog.cim3.net/cgi-bin/wiki.pl?COSMO
https://github.com/phenoscape/phenoscape-data/blob/master/Curation%20Files/completed-phenex-files/Cypriniformes/Coburn_Cavender_1992.xml
https://github.com/phenoscape/phenoscape-data/blob/master/Curation%20Files/completed-phenex-files/Cypriniformes/Coburn_Cavender_1992.xml
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Table 7.1: Ontology metrics for selected benchmark ontologies for completion graph
caching evaluation (A stands for Axioms, C for Classes, P for Properties, I for Individ-
uals, CA for Class Assertions, OPA for Object Property Assertions, and DPA for Data

Property Assertions)

Ontology Expressiveness #A #C #P #I #CA #OPA #DPA

OGSF SROIQ(D) 1, 235 386 179 57 45 58 20
Wine SHOIN (D) 1, 546 214 31 367 409 492 2
DOLCE SHOIN 1, 667 209 317 42 101 36 0
OBI SROIQ(D) 28, 770 3, 549 152 161 273 19 1
USDA-5 ALCIF(D) 1, 401 30 147 1, 214 1, 214 12 0
COSMO SHOIN (D) 29, 655 7, 790 941 7, 817 8, 675 3, 240 665
DPC1 ALCIF(D) 55, 020 1, 920 94 28, 023 15, 445 39, 453 0
Oly ALCIF(D) 35, 988 1, 223 94 18, 360 10, 161 25, 705 0
UOBM-1 SHOIN (D) 260, 728 69 44 25, 453 46, 403 143, 549 70, 628
CobCav92 SROIF(D) 659, 653 719 110 128, 888 419, 871 273, 620 624
LUBM-1 ALEHI+(D) 100, 636 43 32 17, 174 18, 128 49, 336 33, 079

Table 7.2: Reasoning times for different completion graph caching techniques inte-
grated in Konclude (in seconds)

Ontology
Prep.+ Classification Realisation
Cons. No-C Det-C ET-C LT-C No-C Det-C ET-C LT-C

OGSF 0.0 3.8 1.0 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Wine 0.0 49.5 29.6 0.8 0.8 49.1 25.8 0.2 0.1
OBI 0.2 65.9 19.2 1.5 1.5 2.2 2.0 0.0 0.1
DOLCE 0.0 6.7 1.1 0.2 0.2 ≥ 300.0 5.2 0.1 0.1
USDA-5 4.1 0.8 1.0 1.0 0.8 ≥ 300.0 38.7 20.5 20.2
COSMO 0.6 ≥ 300.0 ≥ 300.0 42.2 11.2 n/a n/a 11.2 19.9
DPC1 6.5 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 ≥ 300.0 53.3 19.4 20.5
Oly 4.0 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 ≥ 300.0 15.6 8.0 8.8
UOBM-1 6.7 240.6 4.8 1.3 1.1 ≥ 300.0 ≥ 300.0 ≥ 300.0 ≥ 300.0
CobCav92 18.5 58.0 11.5 11.5 11.5 101.9 1.7 0.8 0.8
LUBM-1 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.2

classification. Thus, realisation cannot be performed if the time limit is already reached
for classification.

As Table 7.2 reveals, if no completion graph caching is activated (denoted with the
Konclude version No-C), then the realisation and classification can often require a large
amount of time since Konclude has to reprocess the entire ABox for all instance and
subsumption tests (if the ontology uses nominals). For several ontologies, such as Wine
and DOLCE, the caching and reuse of the deterministic completion graph from the
consistency check (Det-C) already leads to significant improvements. Nevertheless, with
the two variants ET-C and LT-C of the presented completion graph caching technique,
where ET-C uses an “early testing” and LT-C a “late testing” of the defined caching
criteria, Konclude can further reduce the reasoning times. In particular, with both
completion graph caching techniques, all evaluated ontologies can easily be classified and
also the realisation can be realised efficiently for all but UOBM-1. For the realisation
of UOBM-1, Konclude would require 652.6 s, which is primarily caused by axioms of
the form PeopleWithManyHobbies ≡ >3like.>, where it is required to merge the heavily
connected nominal nodes that represent hobbies in order to test whether an individual
is an instance of the class PeopleWithManyHobbies. Since the hobbies are not stated
as different (and there are also no other restrictions that prevent the merging of these
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nodes), the individuals in UOBM-1 cannot be instances of PeopleWithManyHobbies, but,
for the construction of each counter model, many edges from individuals must be updated
to the merged nominal nodes and, therefore, large parts of the cached completion graph
become modified. Thus, the effectiveness of the completion graph caching is limited for
UOBM-1. Table 7.2 also reveals that there is only for COMSO a remarkable difference
between ET-C and LT-C, where this difference can be explained by the fact that there
is often more interaction with the individuals from the ABox for instance tests than for
satisfiability and subsumption tests and, therefore, ET-C can be better for realisation
due to the reduced effort in combination with backtracking.

The effects of the different completion graph caching techniques can also be observed
for the OWL 2 DL Realisation dataset of the ORE 2014 competition [16],6 which con-
tains several larger ontologies with non-deterministic language features and non-trivial
ABoxes. By excluding 1, 331 s spent for preprocessing and consistency checking, the
accumulated classification times over the contained 200 ontologies are 3, 996 s for the
version No-C, 2, 503 s for Det-C, 1, 801 s for ET-C, and 1, 606 s for LT-C. Clearly, the
dataset also contains many ontologies for which completion graph caching does not seem
to have a significant impact, for example, if the ontologies can be processed determin-
istically or the ontologies are too difficult to even perform consistency checking (which
is the case for 3 ontologies). Nevertheless, our completion graph caching improves the
classification time with similar performances for LT-C and ET-C. By using the satisfi-
ability caching extension for nominals, as presented in Section 7.2.1, the accumulated
classification time can be further improved to 725 s. Similar results are also achieved for
the realisation of these ontologies. By excluding the times for all prerequisites, the accu-
mulated realisation times over all 200 ontologies are 1, 740 s for No-C, 1, 498 s for Det-C,
1, 061 s for ET-C, 1, 256 s for LT-C, and 923 s for the version where the satisfiability
caching extension for nominals is additionally activated.

Unfortunately, a direct comparison with previously developed completion graph caching
techniques or other approaches that reduce the ABox reasoning effort is not easily possi-
ble. For example, the original completion graph caching technique [165] that is integrated
in the reasoning system Pellet [166] cannot be realised in Konclude since this would re-
quire that modifications for subsequent tests are added to the non-deterministic version
of the cached completion graph from the initial consistency check, but such modifications
would be lost after the backtracking from possible clashes. Also a comparison between
Pellet and Konclude has only a limited validity since the reasoners have many different
optimisations. However, for the ontologies depicted in Table 7.1, Pellet 2.3.1 reaches the
time limit for the classification of all ontologies with nominals except Wine, for which
Pellet requires 23.1 s. This can be seen as indication that the completion graph caching
in Pellet does potentially not work as good as the presented technique that we realised in
Konclude. In contrast, the recently proposed ABox absorption approach is implemented
in the reasoner CARE,7 but it does not provide a reasoning task that is also supported
by Konclude.

7.4.1 Incremental Reasoning Experiments

To evaluate the incremental reasoning based on the presented completion graph caching,
we used those ontologies of Table 7.1 that have a large amount of ABox assertions

6http://www.easychair.org/smart-program/VSL2014/ORE-index.html
7http://code.google.com/p/care-engine/

http://www.easychair.org/smart-program/VSL2014/ORE-index.html
http://code.google.com/p/care-engine/
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and for which Konclude still has a clearly measurable reasoning time, i.e., COSMO,
DPC1, USDA-5, Oly, CobCav92, UOBM-1, and (in order to demonstrate the effects for
deterministic ontologies) LUBM-1. We simulated a changed ABox for these ontologies
by randomly removing a certain amount of assertions from the ontology (denoted by
K) and by readding the removed assertions and removing new assertions (denoted by
K∓∆). For each ontology, we evaluated 10 random modifications that have 0.25, 0.5,
1, 2, 4, and 8 % of the size of the ontology’s ABox. For simplicity, we only simulated
modifications where the set of removed assertions and the set of added assertion have
the same size. The obtained results for the presented incremental reasoning approach
are shown in Table 7.3.

For consistency, the first two columns of Table 7.3 show the (incremental) consistency
checking time (in seconds) for K and K∓∆, respectively, and the last two columns show
the percentage of the nodes in the completion graph for K that were directly and in-
directly changed for the application of the modification ∆. Please note that the rea-
soner must be able to efficiently access an object property assertion r(a, b) from both
individuals, which means that also the data structure for b is updated if r(a, b) has
been added/removed and, therefore, the number of nodes that are perceived as directly
changed is usually higher than the number of changed assertions. It can be observed
that, especially for smaller modifications, the incremental consistency check often re-
quires much less time than the initial consistency check. In particular, the individuals
of USDA-5 are sparsely connected via object properties and, therefore, often only the
modified individuals have to be rebuilt, which results in very low reasoning times for the
incremental consistency check. For larger modifications, the incremental consistency
checking time increases significantly for some ontologies, e.g., UOBM-1, and does al-
most catch up to the consistency checking time of the initial ontology. On the one hand,
our incremental consistency checking approach has clearly some additional overhead
for propagating the compatibility status and for expanding affected neighbour nodes
step-by-step, but, on the other hand, our prototypical implementation has still a lot of
room for improvements. For example, we currently choose the next neighbour node for
required expansions randomly, but this can be improved by choosing a node to which
new consequences are propagated or from which consequences are missing. This would
significantly reduce the number of nodes that have to be rebuilt for the incremental
consistency check. Moreover, we currently also rebuild nodes for individuals for which
only new assertions were added although it would be sufficient to simply extend the
nodes of the previous deterministic completion graph by the new consequences.

For classification, the first two columns of Table 7.3 show analogously the (incremental)
classification time for K and K∓∆, respectively, the third column represents the per-
centage of the number of tested modifications for which reclassification was necessary,
and the last column represents the percentage of the classes for which satisfiability and
subsumption tests were recalculated. At the moment, the change dependent nodes are
tracked together for all satisfiability and subsumption tests and we additionally mark
those classes for which nodes have been tracked, i.e., for which nominals occur in the
constructed completion graphs. As a consequence, we have to recompute the satisfiabil-
ity and subsumers only for the marked classes if the tracked nodes have an overlapping
with the (indirectly) changed nodes. This can, however, also be improved for smaller
TBoxes by tracking the change dependent nodes for each class separately. Clearly, if the
ontologies do not contain nominals, then reclassification is not required. But even for
some ontologies with nominals (e.g., UOBM-1), only a few classes have to be reclassified
and, in several cases, reclassification is not required at all.
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Table 7.3: Incremental reasoning effort for different reasoning tasks w.r.t. changed
ABoxes (Reclas. stands for Reclassification, Recomp. for Recomputation, DCN stands
for Directly Changed Nodes, ICN for Indirectly Changed Nodes, H for Hierarchy, C for

Classes, I for Individuals, and PI for Possible Instances)

Ontology |∆|·100
|K|

Consistency Classification Realisation
Time [s] Changes [%] Time [s] Reclas. [%] Time [s] Recomp. [%]
K K∓∆ DCN ICN K K∓∆ H C K K∓∆ I PI

USDA-5 0.25 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 − − − 18.2 0.0 1.0 1.0
USDA-5 0.50 3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 − − − 18.1 0.0 0.5 0.5
USDA-5 1.00 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 − − − 18.2 0.0 1.0 1.0
USDA-5 2.00 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 − − − 14.9 0.0 2.0 2.0
USDA-5 4.00 3.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.8 − − − 17.0 0.0 3.9 3.9
USDA-5 8.00 3.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.9 − − − 15.6 0.1 7.9 7.9
COSMO 0.25 0.4 0.0 0.4 1.7 16.9 10.8 100.0 73.0 0.4 0.2 1.7 22.2
COSMO 0.50 0.4 0.0 0.8 1.5 26.1 16.1 100.0 73.3 0.5 0.3 1.6 22.0
COSMO 1.00 0.4 0.0 1.6 3.1 24.4 17.4 100.0 73.0 0.4 0.2 3.1 33.8
COSMO 2.00 0.4 0.1 3.1 5.5 25.9 18.0 100.0 73.0 0.5 0.3 5.6 44.9
COSMO 4.00 0.4 0.1 6.0 9.9 25.2 18.6 100.0 72.8 0.6 0.4 10.0 54.9
COSMO 8.00 0.4 0.2 11.4 16.6 20.6 17.1 100.0 73.0 0.5 0.6 17.1 88.5
DPC1 0.25 4.9 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.1 − − − 27.0 4.6 3.5 5.7
DPC1 0.50 5.1 0.4 0.3 0.8 0.1 − − − 28.7 7.2 5.2 8.3
DPC1 1.00 5.0 0.6 0.5 1.5 0.1 − − − 29.1 14.0 10.0 15.6
DPC1 2.00 4.9 1.1 1.0 2.6 0.1 − − − 27.7 19.9 16.9 25.4
DPC1 4.00 5.0 2.0 1.9 4.4 0.1 − − − 29.3 26.7 26.5 38.0
DPC1 8.00 5.0 3.1 3.4 7.3 0.1 − − − 34.2 36.7 51.8 54.6
Oly 0.25 3.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.1 − − − 8.3 1.6 3.6 6.0
Oly 0.50 3.2 0.2 0.3 0.8 0.1 − − − 10.9 2.7 5.2 8.4
Oly 1.00 3.2 0.4 0.5 1.4 0.1 − − − 10.4 4.5 9.3 14.9
Oly 2.00 3.1 0.7 1.0 2.8 0.1 − − − 10.1 7.4 17.4 26.8
Oly 4.00 3.2 1.3 1.9 4.8 0.1 − − − 12.2 11.4 28.0 40.2
Oly 8.00 3.1 1.9 3.6 7.7 0.1 − − − 11.6 14.2 43.5 56.5
UOBM-1 0.25 3.5 1.6 1.9 6.7 1.2 0.4 10.0 2.6 ≥ 300.0 n/a n/a
UOBM-1 0.50 3.6 1.9 2.7 8.4 1.4 0.6 20.0 3.6 ≥ 300.0 n/a n/a
UOBM-1 1.00 3.6 2.3 3.3 10.0 1.3 0.8 30.0 5.9 ≥ 300.0 n/a n/a
UOBM-1 2.00 3.7 2.9 5.8 14.0 1.4 1.1 40.0 7.9 ≥ 300.0 n/a n/a
UOBM-1 4.00 3.7 3.5 9.6 18.2 1.4 1.7 60.0 11.3 ≥ 300.0 n/a n/a
UOBM-1 8.00 3.7 3.8 14.1 21.6 1.5 2.0 70.0 13.4 ≥ 300.0 n/a n/a
CobCav92 0.25 10.8 0.8 1.3 4.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.6 1.2 4.2 0.0
CobCav92 0.50 11.3 1.4 2.5 8.6 0.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 1.5 1.2 7.9 0.0
CobCav92 1.00 11.1 2.7 4.6 15.4 0.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 1.7 1.3 14.8 0.0
CobCav92 2.00 10.5 4.4 8.1 25.8 0.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 1.5 1.4 25.9 0.0
CobCav92 4.00 11.6 7.3 12.9 38.6 0.0 0.3 20.0 0.1 1.7 1.6 40.7 0.0
CobCav92 8.00 11.6 9.7 18.1 50.4 0.0 0.8 50.0 0.1 1.7 1.7 54.9 0.0
LUBM-1 0.25 1.4 0.1 0.7 7.0 0.0 − − − 0.1 0.1 4.0 0.0
LUBM-1 0.50 1.4 0.2 1.4 1.5 0.0 − − − 0.1 0.1 6.9 0.0
LUBM-1 1.00 1.4 0.3 2.6 4.9 0.0 − − − 0.1 0.1 12.5 0.0
LUBM-1 2.00 1.3 0.5 4.9 8.1 0.0 − − − 0.1 0.1 21.0 0.0
LUBM-1 4.00 1.4 0.9 8.8 13.1 0.0 − − − 0.2 0.1 34.6 0.0
LUBM-1 8.00 1.4 1.2 14.5 19.7 0.0 − − − 0.2 0.2 53.7 0.0
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Also for realisation, the first two columns of Table 7.3 show the (incremental) realisation
time for K and K∓∆, respectively. The last two columns show the percentage of the
number of recomputed individuals and possible instances that are potentially affected
through the changes. In contrast to classification, we separately track for each individual
the change dependent nodes. Therefore, we often have to recompute only the possible
instances for a part of the individuals, which often leads to a reduction in reasoning
time.

Please note that, in practice, the ABox changes are often small. In particular, modifica-
tions that change 1 % of an ABox can, for several ontologies, already be considered as
large since they can consist of several hundreds or even of thousands of axioms, e.g., a
modification of 1 % of the size of the ABox of UOBM-1 already contains 2, 605 axioms.
For many practical applications, however, only few axioms are changed between reason-
ing requests and our incremental reasoning approach (as well as many other incremental
reasoning techniques) are designed for such cases.

7.4.2 Representative Caching Experiments

We integrated a first prototypical version of the presented representative caching in
our reasoning system Konclude, which is, however, not yet compatible with all other
integrated features and optimisations. As of now, the integrated representative caching
is primarily used for “simple individuals” that do not have too much interaction with
other individuals in the ABox. In cases where representative caching could easily cause
performance deficits (e.g., through the intensive use of nominals), Konclude caches the
relevant parts of such completion graphs by using the ordinary technique. Moreover,
data property assertions are, at the moment, internally transformed into class assertions
and, as a consequence, nodes for individuals with data property assertions can currently
not be cached in a representative way.

However, first experiments are very encouraging. For example, consistency checking of
LUBM-1 without data property assertions requires only 16 MB by using the represen-
tative caching, whereas a fully expanded completion graph constructed by the tableau
algorithm requires 481 MB in Konclude. For comparison, the internal representation
of LUBM-1 requires 44 MB and 46 MB are additionally used for the parsed OWL ob-
jects, which are kept in memory to facilitate the handling of added/removed axioms
and to efficiently answer queries about told axioms since the preprocessing (e.g., ab-
sorption, lexical normalisation) often changes the internal representations significantly
for ontologies that use more expressive language features. The doubled representation
could, however, easily be avoided for ABox assertions since they have a very simple
structure and, as a consequence, the overall memory consumption for ontologies with
large ABoxes could further be improved. Since the representative caching is only used
for the simple individuals, the reasoning performance is hardly affected.

Similar improvements can also be achieved for ontologies with more expressive language
features. In particular, Homo sapiens8 is a very large SROIQ ontology from the Oxford
ontology library with 244, 232 classes, 255 object properties, and 289, 236 individuals for
which Konclude requires 10, 211 MB in total to check the consistency by using the
representative caching, whereas 19, 721 MB are required by Konclude for consistency
checking with a fully expanded completion graph. With the representative caching,

8http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/isg/ontologies/lib/OMEO/Homo_sapiens.owl/

http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/isg/ontologies/lib/OMEO/Homo_sapiens.owl/
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the majority of the memory consumption is again caused by the internal representation
and the data from the preprocessing (9, 875 MB). Nevertheless, the classification of
Homo sapiens still requires approximately 707.0 s for Konclude.

7.5 Summary and Discussion

We have presented a new variant of the completion graph caching technique that is
optimised for more expressive Description Logics with a sophisticated handling of non-
determinism. The technique is based on the idea of caching the completion graph of the
initial ABox consistency test and tries to reuse as much data as possible in subsequent
tests. Due to the local caching conditions, we can dynamically extend the reprocessing
of ABox related parts step-by-step until an expansion as for the initial consistency check
can be guaranteed for the remaining parts of the ABox.

As confirmed by the presented evaluation, the technique automatically reduces the ABox
reasoning effort for all reasoning tasks for which consequences of the ABox must poten-
tially be considered. Moreover, the technique is well-suited for integration into existing
tableau-based reasoning systems since it does not require significant adaptations to the
reasoner and also does not produce a significant overhead. For example, if a knowledge
base does not contain any individuals, then reasoning is not affected at all.

We also presented and evaluated extensions as well as applications of the caching tech-
nique, which allow for supporting nominals for the satisfiability caching of node labels,
for reducing the incremental reasoning effort for changed ABoxes, and for handling very
large ABoxes by storing partially processed parts of the completion graph in a repre-
sentative way. Particularly the latter seems very interesting for future work. On the
one hand, it would be nice to extend the representative caching such that the size of
the currently processed part of the ABox can be limited, i.e., we can limit the number
of individuals that are considered in a local completion graph. For this, it would be
required to add a (dependency directed) backtracking mechanism to the representative
cache, which could, for example, be realised by storing, for non-deterministic conse-
quences that are associated with individuals in the cache, on which update step they
depend. If we then fail to build a local completion graph since non-deterministic conse-
quences of previously considered parts would result in clashes, we can backtrack to the
version of the cache where these consequences are not present and we can try to build
different local completion graphs that result in other non-deterministic consequences
(which, for example, can be ensured by adding the negation of critical consequences).
As a consequence, this might enable the handling of very large ontologies with tableau-
based reasoning systems, even if non-deterministic consequences are propagated through
the entire ABox and, hence, this technique could be very interesting for releasing the
main memory burden of tableau-based reasoners also for expressive DLs. In particu-
lar, the representatively stored data can easily be saved to and loaded from secondary
storages such as hard drives and, since only the “local neighbourhood” is relevant for
the (re)processing, it is quite clear which data could potentially be relevant for data
prefetching techniques.

Another interesting direction for future work is the caching of (parts of) several comple-
tion graphs. Especially for further improving the nominal support of the satisfiability
caching, we could use parts of different completion graphs to identify which cache entries
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are compatible. For example, if the concepts of a label force us to reprocess some nodes
of the completion graph from the initial consistency test, then we can nevertheless cache
and reuse such labels if we know which nodes are influenced, e.g., by storing the new
completion graph. For subsequent tests, we can then block the processing of identical
labels as long as the dependent and modified (nominal) nodes are not influenced in
an “incompatible” way. Based on this, we should also be able to safely reuse different
cache entries from different completion graphs if the dependent and modified (nominal)
nodes do not overlap or it can be identified that the cache entries are “compatible”
with each other. Moreover, the caching of several completion graphs potentially also
allows for reusing the consequences of that completion graph for which less reprocessing
is required.





Chapter 8

System Architecture and
Practical Considerations

The current, second iteration of the Web Ontology Language is based on the very ex-
pressive Description Logic SROIQ and extends the first version of OWL with more ex-
pressive language features such as qualified cardinality restrictions and property chains.
Several existing reasoning systems have been adapted to OWL 2 and a range of new opti-
misations has been developed to deal with the latest language features. However, despite
all the progress, the reasoning performance of many existing systems is often still con-
sidered as insufficient for many application scenarios. Clearly, due to the 2NExpTime-
complete worst-case complexity for standard reasoning tasks of SROIQ [87], it is not
surprising, or even expected, that some ontologies cannot easily be handled.

However, there are several clues which indicate that further improvements of existing
reasoning systems are possible. For instance, specialised reasoning procedures for OWL 2
profiles are often able to outperform the fully-fledged OWL 2 reasoning systems, which
clearly shows that, at least, some parts of ontologies are not optimally handled. In
addition, several optimisations (e.g., caching) are often completely deactivated as soon
as specific language features (e.g., nominals) occur in ontologies although it would prin-
cipally be possible to deactivate these optimisations only for the reasoning with those
parts of the ontology that are indeed affected by these language features. Moreover,
multi-core computers are ubiquitous now, but state-of-the-art reasoners for expressive
DLs do not yet implement an effective parallelised processing architecture.

Based on these observations, we have developed, on the one hand, the optimisations
presented in this thesis and, on the other hand, a new reasoning system where we could
address the aforementioned issues and which could serve as a basis for the integration as
well as evaluation of new and refined optimisation techniques. This resulted in our novel
high-performance reasoner Konclude,1 which incorporates different reasoning procedures
and uses new as well as extensions of existing optimisations to improve reasoning per-
formance especially also for more expressive DLs. In particular, many state-of-the-art
optimisations have been adapted to enable a concurrent processing within a multi-core,
shared memory architecture. As of now, Konclude handles the DL SROIQV(D), i.e.,
SROIQ extended by datatypes and nominal schemas [103], where the latter gener-
alise arbitrary DL-safe rules (cf. Chapter 5) and, hence, allow for processing rule-based

1Available at http://www.konclude.com/.
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knowledge. Konclude currently supports the standard reasoning tasks described in Sec-
tion 2.3 and can be used as server or via command line on various platforms. It is freely
available as open-source reasoner under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
Licence (LGPL) v2.1.

In this chapter, we describe, based on the published system description [179], several
interesting aspects of Konclude in more detail. In particular, in Section 8.1 we introduce
Konclude’s system architecture, we give an overview of the integrated optimisations, and
we describe some important techniques that are relevant for obtaining a well-performing
reasoner. Subsequently, we present the result of a comprehensive evaluation and compar-
ison with other state-of-the-art reasoners in Section 8.2 before we conclude in Section 8.3
by summarising the results and by discussing future work.

8.1 System Architecture

Konclude is implemented in C++ and makes use of the cross-platform application frame-
work Qt.2 The reasoner runs on all Qt supported platforms including Windows, OS X,
Linux, and Solaris.

Konclude offers two communication options: First, it is an OWLlink server that ex-
poses ontology management and reasoner functionality to one or more clients (usually
ontology-based applications) via the W3C OWLlink protocol [109]. As OWLlink server,
Konclude supports OWL 2 XML as content format with HTTP as transport protocol, as
specified in the OWLlink HTTP/XML binding.3 Since OWLlink is an implementation-
neutral and extensible protocol, it is well-suited for complex and distributed semantic
applications that aim for independent system components on dedicated machines in or-
der to achieve overall stability as well as scalability. Ontology-aware applications that
use the OWL API (cf. Section 2.1.2) can easily link to Konclude via the OWLlink
OWL API adapter.4 Depending on the communication volume, the latter may result
in some performance drain caused by the additional serialisation and parsing overhead
in comparison to native OWL API implementations. Second, users can interact with
the reasoner via a command line interface, which can, for example, be used for testing
or benchmarking. The latter is similar to those of other OWL reasoners and allows for
loading an ontology (in OWL 2 XML or OWL 2 Functional Style syntax or as OWLlink
request), executing a basic reasoning request with a particular system configuration, and
optionally for saving any results or OWLlink response.

8.1.1 Reasoner Management

The main components of Konclude and their interaction is shown in Figure 8.1. The
overall workflow for handling ontologies and reasoning requests can be divided into three
main processing stages: parsing, loading, and reasoning. Some processing stages are
divided into several steps (e.g., loading consists of building the internal representation
of the ontology and preprocessing the axioms). Each processing step is usually controlled
by a manager, e.g., the Preprocessing Manager.

2http://qt-project.org/
3http://w3.org/Submission/owllink-httpxml-binding
4http://owllink-owlapi.sourceforge.net/

http://qt-project.org/
http://w3.org/Submission/owllink-httpxml-binding
http://owllink-owlapi.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 8.1 Architecture and important components of Konclude
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Konclude can simultaneously handle several ontologies and all ontologies are processed
lazily, i.e., only those steps are performed, which are necessary to answer a given request
for a certain ontology. In that respect, parsing of ontology axioms does not immedi-
ately trigger the creation of the internal representation nor the preprocessing of these
axioms. Instead, the parsed axioms (possibly from different clients) are first collected in
containers in order to keep track of the different revisions of an ontology.

As depicted in Figure 8.1, the Reasoning Manager is a key component of Konclude for
the handling of requests that require reasoning. Such requests are characterised by a
list of conditions that have to be satisfied in order to (be able to) generate an answer.
The Reasoning Manager is then responsible for identifying and managing the processing
workflow that is necessary to satisfy the conditions of these requests. For instance, if the
user requests the class hierarchy of an ontology, then it is necessary to build the internal
representation, to preprocess these data structures, to test the consistency, and, finally,
to classify the ontology. Furthermore, reasoning tasks, such as classification, might
trigger several other precomputing steps, such as the construction and population of
internal data structures and caches, to make reasoning more efficient. Further delegation
to sub-managers is stopped by the Reasoning Manager if required processing steps
cannot be successfully completed. For instance, classification is initialised only if the
ontology is first proved to be consistent. The workflow of a particular request depends on
the characteristics of its respective ontology. For example, for a deterministic ontology
the Classification Manager creates and/or delegates the classification request to a
Deterministic Classifier.

8.1.2 Reasoning Procedures

At its core, Konclude is based on the tableau calculus for SROIQ (cf. Section 2.5), which
is also used in many other well-known reasoning engines to obtain sound and complete
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decision procedures for expressive DLs. In contrast to the automata-based approaches
of many other reasoners [79, 87], Konclude directly unfolds universal restrictions for
complex roles in a preprocessing step as described in Section 2.2. This can result in
an exponential blow-up even before reasoning, but it facilitates the optimisation of the
generated universal restrictions such that less concepts must be propagated through
completion graphs and it enables a simpler and faster application of the ∀-rule.

In addition to the tableau calculus, Konclude incorporates more specialised reasoning
procedures. Most notably, it utilises a variant of a completion-/consequence-based sat-
uration procedure that is adapted to the data structures of the tableau algorithm such
that consequences can easily be exchanged. As a consequence, a coupling of these tech-
niques can be realised, where both procedures can assist each other (cf. Chapter 6). The
saturation procedure also handles many more expressive language features partially, but
it is complete for Horn-SHIF knowledge bases (except for ABox related reasoning).
Nevertheless, Konclude uses the saturation for all ontologies and dynamically falls back
to the tableau algorithm if necessary.

For the handling of datatypes, Konclude uses an integrated datatype handler as pre-
sented in Section 2.5.3 (with the absorption extensions described in Chapter 4). This
allows Konclude to handle most of the OWL 2 datatypes. Since some facets (e.g., pattern
for the datatype string) are hardly used in practice (see Appendix B) but are expen-
sive to implement, these facets (and the datatypes that are based on these facets, e.g.,
xsd :NCName, xsd :NMTOKEN ) are currently not supported by Konclude and simply
handled as unknown datatypes.

8.1.3 Parallelisation

Konclude allows for parallelisation at three different levels of its processing architecture,
as described in the following:

Parallel Ontology Processing. Konclude is able to process several ontologies con-
currently. For instance, it can classify several ontologies at the same time since
the classifiers and many other important system components are instantiated in
separate, independent threads. This is especially useful if Konclude is run as an
OWLlink server to serve multiple clients that operate on different ontologies. In
order to avoid inter-process bottlenecks, communication among main components
is based on asynchronous peer-to-peer messages.

Parallel Query/Sub-Query Answering. Konclude is able to answer several queries
for one particular ontology at a time. In case these queries depend on each other
(such as realisation or classification) they will also benefit from already finished
processing steps or cached (intermediate) results from previous requests. Fur-
thermore, one particular query (such as satisfiability of all classes, classification,
realisation) can be naturally split up into sub-queries (e.g., satisfiability and sub-
sumption tests). These sub-queries are scheduled for concurrent processing and
will incrementally contribute to the globally available result caches.
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Parallel Completion Graph Processing Another parallelisation mechanism in Kon-
clude is on completion graph level. Based on the idea of concurrently processing
alternative branches caused by non-deterministic tableau rules [108], Konclude can
try to speed up the search for a fully expanded, clash-free completion graph. How-
ever, special mechanisms are required in order to control this kind of concurrency.
As an example, in case of a successful expansion of one alternative, its sibling
branches (and sub-branches thereof) need to be discarded.

The number of worker threads used by Konclude is adjustable by the user on start up.
This is not only useful for fair benchmarking with single-threaded systems, as done in
our cross evaluation, but also has an effect on memory consumption since each worker
has to set up and maintain some exclusive working memory. Consequently, reasoning
with more worker threads usually increases the memory consumption.

As of now, parallelisation in Konclude is primarily applied to the tableau procedure as
well as on the overall system level. For the saturation step, we only derive consequences
for the individuals in parallel, which serves as initialisation of the representative cache.
The saturation of TBox related parts is not yet parallelised since this would prevent other
optimisation and data sharing techniques. Also other preprocessing and precomputation
steps are currently not carried out in parallel since it is not clear whether this is worth
the implementation effort.

Konclude uses variants of the known/possible set approach (cf. Section 3.1.3.2 and [46])
for classification and realisation, which enables a simpler parallelisation compared to
many other algorithms. In particular, with this approach, we can easily generate inde-
pendent subsumption tests for all remaining possible subsumptions, whereas enhanced
traversal algorithms typically require that subsumption tests are performed successively
such that the correct position of a concept in the hierarchy can be found. Although
algorithms have been developed that allow for simultaneously traversing several concept
through the (partial) hierarchy (e.g., [3]), they require sophisticated data structures.
This could complicate the integration of other optimisations and this could also make
it difficult to achieve an efficient handling of very large ontologies. In contrast, for a
classification based on known and possible sets of subsumptions, we only have to “syn-
chronise” the pruning of possible subsumptions, which can trivially be realised by setting
corresponding flags in parallel accessible data structures to indicate that subsumptions
do not hold.

8.1.4 Task Scheduling

As mentioned in the previous section, Konclude offers parallelisation at different pro-
cessing levels and at various levels of user control. Whereas the potential increase of
concurrency at ontology level (cf. Section 8.1.3) is just a factor of the number of dis-
tinguished ontologies, the increase at query or completion graph level easily becomes
exponential. Therefore, the latter ones are managed by a dedicated component within
the Kernel of Konclude, namely the Task Calculation Manager. Instead of creating
a new thread for every task, the Kernel has access to a configurable number of threads,
namely its Task Calculation Units. The number of Task Calculation Units (or
workers) does not necessarily have to match the number of CPU cores, but the latter
typically is a practical upper bound for scalability from parallelisation.
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The Task Calculation Scheduler is a vital and highly optimised Kernel component
that distributes tasks to the different Task Calculation Units. In case the number
of tasks exceeds the number of available Task Calculation Units – either initially or
due to sub-tasks generated in consequence of non-determinism – the remaining tasks are
buffered temporarily for later allocation by the Task Calculation Scheduler. Fur-
thermore, the Task Calculation Scheduler also has to take care of certain task in-
terdependencies. For example, the classifiers in Konclude typically create several ba-
sically independent subsumption tests. Some of the latter may require to branch non-
deterministically which, in turn, schedules a multitude of new sub-tasks. The Task

Calculation Scheduler ensures a balanced assignment of tasks to Task Calculation

Units, where more high-level and independent tasks are delegated with higher priority
to different Task Calculation Units. This helps with keeping communication between
threads small.

The Task Calculation Units can exchange information over caches, whereby also in-
termediate results can be shared. Likewise to other key infrastructure, Konclude relies
on its own, highly-optimised cache implementation that ensures that any cache is acces-
sible without significant blocking, which is of fundamental importance for parallel read
operations.

Moreover, the Kernel uses a specialised memory management, which allocates memory
in larger blocks and releases these blocks if the corresponding tasks are not required
anymore. This is especially useful in a parallelised environment, where memory is often
allocated and released by different threads, in order to avoid blocking and defragmenta-
tion of memory.

The Task Calculation Units are typically used to construct completion graphs with
the tableau algorithm. However, the Task Calculation Units can also be used to
process certain tasks with other algorithms (e.g., saturation of concepts) and, as a re-
sult, all the CPU-intensive work from the processing steps can be delegated to Task

Calculation Units. Thus, the main work can be done within the Kernel, which makes
the majority of the parallelisation controllable.

8.1.5 Optimisations

As described in the corresponding chapters, we implemented the new optimisations
presented in this thesis in our reasoning system Konclude. Hence, Konclude uses the
partial absorption techniques presented in Chapter 4 to reduce non-determinism, the
absorption-based handling of nominal schemas that is described in Chapter 5 for effi-
ciently handling nominal schemas as well as DL-safe rules, the saturation-based opti-
misations presented in Chapter 6 to assist the tableau algorithm, and the completion
graph caching techniques described in Chapter 7 to improve the handling of ABox data.
Besides that and similar to many other reasoners, Konclude also applies most of the
state-of-the-art optimisations described in Section 3.1. An important conceptual and
technical challenge of the system was, however, to extend optimisations such that they
work better with more expressive DLs and to effectively implement them within an
inherently parallel system architecture.

For example, dependency directed backtracking has been adapted to a parallelised en-
vironment by cancelling (sub-)tasks of irrelevant non-deterministic branches even when
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these tasks are already distributed to other Task Calculation Units. Also caching has
been integrated such that it works across different threads without requiring a significant
amount of synchronisation. For this, the data structures of each cache are organised such
that read access is always safe for all Task Calculation Units and updates are realised
by sending messages to a manager thread that adds the new cache entries. In contrast to
many traditional caching approaches, Konclude also distinguishes between unsatisfiabil-
ity and satisfiability caching, which allows for optimised retrieval from these caches and
enables specialised caching techniques. In particular, Konclude uses the comprehensive
dependency tracking mechanism described in Section 2.5.2 to be able to analyse how
exactly consequences have been derived. With the tracked dependencies, we realised a
precise unsatisfiability caching in Konclude [173] and we further use the dependencies to
cache how nodes have to be expanded in the completion graph. For example, if a node
label contains the concept ∃r.∀r−.A, then the tableau algorithm derives that this node
is an instance of A by creating a successor node with the concept ∀r−.A in its label for
which A is propagated back. Due to the tracked dependencies, we can identify that A
is a deterministic consequence of a label consisting of the concept ∃r.∀r−.A, which can
be written into an “expansion cache” and, if such a label occurs in another completion
graph, then we can directly add such cached expansions. Interestingly, a similar mech-
anism is also used in Konclude to improve blocking. If blocking cannot be established
since some consequences are missing in the label of the node that is to be blocked, then
we can check whether their safe addition can potentially be ensured without creating
the corresponding successor nodes by analysing the tracked dependencies of the blocker
node. Analogously to precise blocking conditions (cf. Section 3.1.2.5), also the caching
of satisfiable node labels in Konclude is based on precise conditions and uses the comple-
tion graph caching techniques (cf. Section 7.2.1) such that is also works with ontologies
that contain nominals and inverse roles. Last but not least, Konclude employs a range
of smaller optimisations, e.g., handling of (at-most) cardinality restrictions is based on
a pool-based merging in order to avoid unnecessary non-determinism [173].

8.1.6 Data Structures

Most of Konclude’s data structures are consequences of the design decisions on which the
reasoner is based. In particular, the concurrent processing of non-deterministic branches
requires that threads can operate on slightly different versions of a completion graph.
This is realised in Konclude with the basic idea of “fixing” a completion graph as soon
as a non-deterministic rule has to be applied and to process the different alternatives on
copies of the completion graph. To make this efficient in practice, Konclude lazily copies
only those parts that are modified in a branch and uses, for the remaining parts, pointers
to the fixed completion graph. Therefore, data structures in Konclude are mostly locally
organised such that parts can incrementally be refined on demand. For example, to add
a disjunct in a non-deterministic branch, Konclude creates a flat copy of the completion
graph and, recursively, of all data structures until the disjunct can be added to a copied
hash that is used to represent the node label. Also the internal representation of an
ontology is based on such data structures since the grounding of nominal schemas can
cause the addition of new concepts and due to the fact that all concepts must be indexed
in Konclude in order to enable a more efficient handling. An advantage of this approach
is that it allows for incrementally encoding modifications of ontologies and, hence, it
serves as a basis for incremental reasoning.
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Konclude’s internal representation of an ontology mainly consists of concepts, roles,
and individuals. All axioms are directly encoded into the data structures of these basic
elements while building and preprocessing the internal representation. For example, each
role has a list for inverse and (direct) super-roles and concept definitions are encoded
as specific concept constructors. Moreover, for the representation of a binary inclusion
axiom of the form A1 uA2 v C, we add an “implication concept” of the form (A2 → C)
to the unfolding list of A1. The corresponding rule in the tableau algorithm (and the
saturation procedure) processes such an implication concept by trying to “install” a
“trigger” for the concept A2 in the hash that represents a node label and, if the concept
A2 is already available or is added later, then the rule application is completed by adding
C. Clearly, such triggers require additional memory, but they improve reasoning time
since we do not have to check whether there exist satisfied binary inclusion axioms.
Although Konclude principally also supports n-ary inclusion axioms of the form A1 u
. . . u An v C (in form of implication concepts of the form (A2, . . . ,An → C)), the use
of (or the reduction to) binary inclusion axioms seems more efficient since it allows for
reusing conditions that are shared by several axioms and, hence, it reduces the number
of rule applications (as well as the number of required triggers).

Konclude organises the processing in the completion graph with a large range of sophis-
ticated processing queues in which mostly nodes are inserted (possibly with different
priorities) to keep track of the things that have to be done for them. In particular,
Konclude has processing queues to remind itself to check the caching status of nodes,
for verifying and checking blocking, for managing nodes for which deterministic/non-
deterministic rules must be applied, for the propagation of variable mappings, for main-
taining individuals that have to be loaded from the representative cache, for checking
compatibility in case of incremental reasoning, etc., where several queues are even di-
vided into more specialised ones. As a result of these queues, Konclude tries to process
a completion graph locally, but, at the same time, only so far that unnecessary work can
be avoided. For example, Konclude first processes a completion graph deterministically
until the generation of new successor nodes is subset blocked, i.e., the node labels are
subsets of other labels. After that, Konclude switches to the normal blocking conditions
and applies non-deterministic expansion rules first to nominal nodes and then, step-by-
step, to blockable nodes based on their distance to nominal nodes. Some deterministic
rules, such as the ∀-rule, are directly applied if they are safe, i.e., they do not change
the structure of the completion graph, but again, we try to keep the processing local by
first applying rules for the current node and then by switching to the next (neighbour)
node. Nevertheless, the generation of new successor nodes is first-depth orientated,
which seems to be better for blocking as well as caching.

Due to the relatively complex data structures, the non-deterministic branching pro-
duces some overhead, often more in comparison with other state-of-the-art reasoners.
Therefore, Konclude and the integrated optimisations are primarily designed to avoid
non-determinism.

8.2 System Evaluation and Comparison

In this section we provide an evaluation that compares the current version (v0.6.2) of
Konclude with the fully-fledged state-of-the-art reasoners for SROIQ, namely FaCT++
v1.6.3 [185], HermiT v1.3.8 [47], and Pellet v2.3.1 [166], as introduced in Section 3.2. The
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evaluation uses a large test corpus of ontologies that have been obtained by collecting
all downloadable and parseable ontologies from several well-known ontology repositories,
including the Gardiner ontology suite [38], the NCBO BioPortal,5 the National Cancer
Institute thesaurus (NCIt) archive,6 the Open Biological Ontologies (OBO) Foundry
[167], the Oxford ontology library,7 the TONES repository,8 the OWLCorpus [119], and
the ORE2014 dataset (see Appendix B for a more detailed description of the corpus).

The evaluation was carried out on a Dell PowerEdge R420 server running with two
Intel Xeon E5-2440 hexa core processors at 2.4 GHz with Hyper-Threading and 144
GB RAM under a 64bit Ubuntu 12.04.2 LTS. Each test was executed with a time limit
of 5 minutes, but without any limitation of memory allocation. All reasoners were
queried via the OWLlink protocol, which is natively supported by Konclude and we
used the OWLlink OWL API Adapter for all other reasoners. In order to facilitate a
comparison between the reasoners that is independent of the number of CPU cores, we
first configured the parallelised reasoners (i.e., Konclude) to use only one worker thread
(indicated with the suffix x1, e.g., Konclude x1) and then we separately evaluated the
effect of parallelisation.

Note that we separately state the ontology loading and result serialisation times (for
some evaluations) since the use of the other reasoners is based on the OWL API, which
can be slower compared to the built-in parsers/serialisers of Konclude. However, also
note that most other reasoners do some preprocessing while loading, whereas Konclude
only performs preprocessing on demand. Hence, a comparison that is only based on
the reported reasoning times would not consider all practically relevant aspects. This
seems to be confirmed by the (different) accumulated loading times of the different
reasoners. In particular, we have 5, 008 s for Konclude, 13, 210 s for FaCT++, 22, 458 s
for Pellet, and 61, 293 s for HermiT. The relatively large amount of loading time caused
by HermiT can be explained by the fact that HermiT directly clausifies the ontology
while loading, which can require more time (or can even fail) if the ontology uses many
larger cardinality restrictions (cf. Section 3.2.2).

We also ignored all errors of (other) reasoners, e.g., if a reasoner failed to load an ontology
or some of its axioms (e.g., due to unsupported axioms or irregular role inclusions) or
produced fatal errors (e.g., program crashes, unhandled Java exceptions), we tried to
continue the test. This usually means that the reasoner processed an ontology with less
or even no axioms. Therefore, the runtime of a reasoner that produced many errors may
seems to be better than it actually is.

Our evaluation focuses on the most relevant standard reasoning tasks, i.e., consistency
checking, realisation, and classification, where the latter is presented in more detail
since it is often considered as one of the most important reasoning tasks for DL-based
reasoning systems.

8.2.1 Classification

The accumulated processing times for the classification of the evaluated repositories
between FaCT++, HermiT, Konclude (with one worker thread), and Pellet are shown

5http://bioportal.bioontology.org/
6http://ncit.nci.nih.gov/
7http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/isg/ontologies/
8http://owl.cs.manchester.ac.uk/repository/

http://bioportal.bioontology.org/
http://ncit.nci.nih.gov/
http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/isg/ontologies/
http://owl.cs.manchester.ac.uk/repository/
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Table 8.1: Comparison of accumulated processing times (inclusively loading) for the
classification of the evaluated ontology repositories between the state-of-the-art reason-

ers FaCT++, HermiT, Konclude, and Pellet (in seconds)

Repository FaCT++ v1.6.3 HermiT v1.3.8 Konclude v0.6.2 x1 Pellet v2.3.1

Gardiner 1, 238 1, 906 145 4, 145
NCBO BioPortal 5, 413 5, 570 225 9, 877
NCIt 7, 438 28, 193 2, 538 21, 101
OBO Foundry 7, 760 7, 204 1, 210 12, 691
Oxford 21, 529 13, 365 2, 834 28, 770
TONES 1, 808 2, 180 276 2, 044
Google crawl 2, 178 1, 761 388 7, 496
OntoCrawler 1, 178 2, 097 48 10, 307
OntoJCrawl 12, 377 8, 203 889 33, 155
Swoogle crawl 3, 519 5, 263 1, 271 10, 379
ORE2014 dataset 253, 765 263, 829 31, 757 417, 152
ALL 318, 815 340, 545 41, 858 558, 154

in Table 8.1. Note that the times for loading the ontology and outputting the class
hierarchy are included. An overview is also given by Figure 8.3 for which the processing
times (shown at a logarithmic scale in milliseconds) are sorted in ascending order for all
reasoners separately, i.e., the “easiest” ontologies for each reasoner are shown on the left
side, whereas the “hardest” ontologies are shown on the right side. In contrast, Figure 8.3
shows only the reported classification times for these reasoners over the ontologies in
our corpus. Again, they are shown at a logarithmic scale (in milliseconds) and sorted
in ascending order for each reasoners separately. Due to Konclude’s lazy processing
approach, processing steps after parsing, such as the creation of internal data structures
and preprocessing, are triggered with the classification request and, therefore, the times
required for these steps are also included for Konclude.

It is worth pointing out that Konclude processed all ontologies, but only approximated
consequences of role inclusions if they were not regular as specified for OWL 2 DL.
In contrast, HermiT reported errors for 1, 483, Pellet for 1, 285, and FaCT++ for 944
ontologies. As indicated by the errors, these ontologies were usually not completely
processed by Pellet, FaCT++, and HermiT.9 Some frequently reported errors were due
to malformed datatypes (Konclude handles literals as unknown datatypes if their parsing
fails) and due to axioms that are used to declare individuals as different, but where
only one individual was specified (Konclude simply ignores such axioms and prints out a
warning). Furthermore, the corpus contains a few ontologies with irregular role inclusion
axioms, for which some reasoners, e.g., HermiT, completely refused the processing.

It can be observed that the overall classification performance of Konclude is better than
that of FaCT++, HermiT, and Pellet for the evaluated ontologies. More precisely, as
shown in Table 8.1, Konclude outperforms the other reasoners on all evaluated reposi-
tories, in several cases by almost one order of magnitude. Although Konclude does not
outperform the other reasoners on each ontology, it mostly dominates in the number of
ontologies that could be classified in a given time limit. In particular, as depicted in
Table 8.2, Konclude was the fastest reasoner for 22, 546 ontologies (for 18, 281 ontologies
if only the classification time is considered). In comparison, FaCT++ was the fastest for
186 (3, 722), HermiT for 26 (645), and Pellet for 72 (159) ontologies. Of course, it has

9Some of the errors were directly caused by the OWL API while parsing/loading (possibly due to
bugs), for which the reasoners then only processed an empty ontology.
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Figure 8.2 Comparison of separately sorted processing times (i.e., inclusively load-
ing and result serialisation) for the classification of all evaluated ontologies between
FaCT++, HermiT, Konclude, and Pellet (in milliseconds at a logarithmic scale)
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Figure 8.3 Comparison of separately sorted classification times (without loading and
serialisation times) for all evaluated ontologies between FaCT++, HermiT, Konclude,
and Pellet (in milliseconds at a logarithmic scale)
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to be noticed that there is a natural advantage for the C++ reasoners (FaCT++ and
Konclude) since they have less overhead than Java implementations and many ontologies
are so simple that hardly any reasoning is required.

A particular strength of Konclude is the handling of very difficult ontologies, where the
sophisticated optimisation techniques pay off. For example, the Brain Architecture Man-
agement System (BAMS) ontology from the Oxford ontology library can be classified by
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Table 8.2: Comparison of the number of achieved ranks w.r.t. the processing times for
the classification of the ontologies in our test corpus between the reasoners FaCT++,
HermiT, Konclude, and Pellet (ranks without considered ontology loading and result

serialisation times in parenthesis)

Rank FaCT++ HermiT Konclude Pellet

# Rank 1 186 (3, 722) 26 (645) 22, 546 (18, 281) 72 (159)
# Rank 2 19, 950 (16, 493) 1, 353 (1, 879) 209 (3, 142) 1, 318 (1, 293)
# Rank 3 1, 181 (986) 13, 047 (16, 924) 50 (610) 8, 552 (4, 287)
# Rank 4 1, 513 (1, 606) 8, 404 (3, 359) 25 (774) 12, 888 (17, 068)

the current Konclude version in 33.9 s, whereas all other reasoners timed out. Especially
the comprehensive absorption technique in Konclude dramatically improves the perfor-
mance for such ontologies. For other very complex ontologies, also the detailed caching
techniques integrated in Konclude seem to be very important and led, especially in com-
bination with absorption, in better classification times. To give a few examples, the
x-anatomy (Gardiner), the x-metazoan-anatomy (Gardiner), the composite-metazoan
(Oxford), and the Ontology of Adverse Events (OAE) (OBO Foundry) can only be
classified by Konclude within the given time limit. Moreover, due to the caching and
reusing of entire completion graphs, Konclude shows significant improvements for on-
tologies that are intensively using nominals. For example, the well-known Wine ontology
(cf. Table 7.1) can be classified by Konclude in 0.8 s, whereas the other reasoners require
14.6 – 188.7 s. It is also worth pointing out that a large amount of ontologies contain only
a few axioms that do not fall into the OWL 2 EL profile, e.g., by using language features
such as inverse or functional roles. For example, the Regulation of Gene Expression
Ontology (ReXO), the Cell Cycle Ontology (CCO) (cf. Table 6.4), and the Biomodels
ontology (cf. Table 6.4) from the NCBO BioPortal are very large (500, 000 – 850, 000
axioms), but almost completely in the OWL 2 EL profile. For such ontologies, the tight
coupling of the tableau- and the saturation-based methods in Konclude results in a very
good pay-as-you-go behaviour and the ontologies can be classified in 5.4 s, 7.2 s, and
16.2 s, respectively. All other evaluated tableau-based reasoners failed to classify these
ontologies within the time limit. Also the well-known (Full-)GALEN ontology (cf. Ta-
ble 6.4), can easily be classified by Konclude within 12.0 s. The only other reasoners for
which it is known that it is able to classify this ontology (with a similar or slightly better
performance) is CB—a specialised consequences-based reasoner for specific Horn DLs
[88]. Furthermore, complex roles (e.g., due to property chains) are usually not caus-
ing significant problems for Konclude. In particular, the Data Mining OPtimization
(DMOP) ontology from the OntoJCrawl of the OWLCorpus defines several symmetric
and transitive roles in combination with role compositions, but can easily be classified
by Konclude in 1.4 s, whereas HermiT already requires 261.4 s and the other reasoners
completely failed to classify the ontology within the time limit.

Overall, the current version of Konclude reached the time limit only for 73 ontologies
due to the wide range of optimisations, whereas HermiT timed out for 786, FaCT++
for 822, and Pellet for 1, 470 ontologies.

Konclude has, however, also downsides. In particular, the handling of (large) cardi-
nality restrictions still leaves room for improvement. For example, the current version
of Konclude requires for the classification of the atom-complex-proton-2.010 ontology

10http://rpc295.cs.man.ac.uk:8080/repository/download?ontology=http://ontology.

dumontierlab.com/atom-complex-proton-2.0.owl

http://rpc295.cs.man.ac.uk:8080/repository/download?ontology=http://ontology.dumontierlab.com/atom-complex-proton-2.0.owl
http://rpc295.cs.man.ac.uk:8080/repository/download?ontology=http://ontology.dumontierlab.com/atom-complex-proton-2.0.owl
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Figure 8.4 Comparison of the accumulated processing times (in seconds) for classifica-
tion grouped by OWL 2 profiles
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from the TONES repository 54.6 s, whereas Pellet only requires 11.4 s (FaCT++ and
HermiT timed out). Especially the integration of algebraic methods, where cardinality
restrictions are handled as a system of linear (in)equations [63], could provide significant
improvements. Furthermore, the saturation can hardly gain any useful information for a
few ontologies and its overhead causes a performance decrease. This is, for example, the
case for the classification of the lod-analysis-path11 ontology from the ORE2014 dataset,
where Konclude requires 14.4 s, whereas the other reasoners only require 2.3 – 7.1 s.

The classification results of Konclude are identical with those of HermiT for all ontolo-
gies where Konclude and HermiT processed the ontology without reporting an error.
There are, however, a few differences to FaCT++ and Pellet (and there are also differ-
ences between these reasoners) mainly for ontologies with irregular role inclusion axioms
(HermiT refuses the processing of such ontologies). We analysed the results for such on-
tologies manually and, to the best of our knowledge, Konclude derived (more) correct
subsumptions.

Figure 8.4 shows a comparison of the accumulated processing times for the classification
of all ontologies and also for the classification of ontologies in the different OWL 2
profiles. Note that the processing times are again shown at a logarithmic scale, but now
in seconds. The chart reveals that Konclude has the least accumulated processing times
for all OWL 2 profiles with respect to the ontologies in our corpus. They are especially
low for the EL, QL, and RL profile since Konclude did not reach the time limit for any
ontology in these profiles.

Due to the integrated saturation procedure, the strong classification performance of
Konclude on the OWL 2 profiles is not very surprising. Of particular interest is the
performance for the OWL 2 EL profile since it allows for encoding very large taxonomies
and for which Konclude’s performance can be compared with highly optimised reasoners
that are specialised for this profile. For this, we additionally evaluated all OWL 2 EL

11The lod-analysis-path ontology is named 33bc7729-a6f1-4f7b-b867-00de0d2c899f a 20110204 in the
ORE2014 dataset.
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Figure 8.5 Comparison of separately sorted processing times for the classification of
all EL ontologies (in milliseconds at a logarithmic scale)
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processed ontologies (separately sorted) 

FaCT++ 1.6.3 HermiT 1.3.8 Konclude 0.6.2 x1 Pellet 2.3.1 ELK 0.4.2 x1 timeout (5 minutes) 

ontologies in our test corpus with the current version (0.4.2) of ELK [92], which has
won several awards in competitions and, hence, can be seen as one of the fastest OWL 2
EL reasoners.12 Figure 8.5 shows an overview of the obtained processing times for
FaCT++, HermiT, Konclude, Pellet, and ELK for the classification over all 9, 663 EL
ontologies in our corpus. Again, the processing times are shown at a logarithmic scale,
they are separately sorted for each reasoner, and they include the times for loading
the ontology and outputting the results. Please also note that the processing times for
Konclude and ELK were obtained by using only one worker thread. Unsurprisingly,
ELK performs well for many larger EL ontologies, but the current version of ELK
was not able to classify 4 ontologies in the corpus, e.g., ELK failed to classify the
hierarchy closure13 ontology from the Oxford ontology library. It can also be observed
that ELK computes an incomplete concept hierarchy for some ontologies, which is due to
the fact that ELK does currently not completely support all features of the OWL 2 EL
profile. Furthermore, ELK required more time for the classification of many very small
ontologies in comparison with Konclude (even if loading and serialisation time is not
considered), which is probably also due to the fact that ELK is a Java-based reasoner.
As a consequence, the accumulated processing time of ELK for the classification of these
EL ontologies is 12, 674 s (4, 773 s without loading and serialisation), whereas Konclude
required only 5, 239 s (1, 863 s). Nevertheless, only Konclude successfully classified all
9, 663 EL ontologies within the time limit and it was also the fastest reasoner for 9, 558
ontologies. However, there are some larger EL ontologies, where ELK is significantly
faster than Konclude. This is possibly due to the fact that Konclude is designed as
a SROIQ/SROIQV reasoner and has (or requires), therefore, a more comprehensive
preprocessing mechanism (e.g., the axioms have to be absorbed and cannot directly be
indexed), which possibly requires more time for some ontologies.

12ELK was the fastest reasoner in several OWL Reasoner Evaluation (ORE) competitions w.r.t. several
disciplines related to the OWL 2 EL profile (see, e.g., [16, 52, 142]). Note that newer prototypes were
used for some competitions, but 0.4.2 is the latest published version of ELK.

13http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/isg/ontologies/UID/00757.owl

http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/isg/ontologies/UID/00757.owl
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It is further interesting to compare the performances of ELK and Konclude for the
classification of the entire test corpus. Since ELK ignores all unsupported axioms, the
reasoning time of ELK can be interpreted as a lower bound, i.e., we can roughly gauge
whether and how much improvements could, at most, be further possible for fully-
fledged SROIQ reasoners. By only considering the accumulated classification times
reported by the reasoners, ELK required 11, 347 s for all the ontologies in the corpus,
whereas Konclude required 34, 680 s. The majority of Konclude’s (additionally) required
classification time (21, 900 s) is caused by the 73 timeouts, which indicates that Konclude
is either able to classify an ontology quite efficiently or it completely fails (within the
given time limit), which can also be observed if the classification times are considered in
more detail. Unfortunately, the issues caused by these 73 ontologies (which are mostly
also not solvable by the other evaluated SROIQ reasoner) vary heavily such that it is
unlikely that they can be addressed with one (new) optimisation. In particular, some
ontologies use very large cardinalities (e.g., variants of the KB Bio 101 ontology [28] in
the ORE2014 dataset have cardinalities of over 1, 000, 000), whereas others contain an
immense amount of non-absorbable GCIs, resulting in a (yet) unhandable amount of
non-determinism. We also have to keep in mind that there can exist ontologies that
enforce the 2NExpTime-complete worst-case complexity for standard reasoning tasks of
SROIQ [87].

8.2.2 Realisation

We further evaluated realisation for FaCT++, HermiT, Konclude, and Pellet over all
14, 498 ontologies with individuals in our corpus. Since many reasoners classify the
ontology for the realisation process (for the case that the user may request the most
specialised types of individuals), the results are very similar to classification. In particu-
lar, if we accumulate the processing times, then we get 29, 687 s for Konclude, 181, 391 s
for FaCT++, 242, 265 s for HermiT, and 316, 208 s for Pellet. Unsurprisingly, Konclude
benefits from the presented completion graph caching, which significantly reduces the
ABox reasoning effort such that a very good realisation performance can be achieved.

8.2.3 Consistency

We also evaluated the reasoning task of consistency checking for all ontologies in our
corpus with FaCT++, HermiT, Konclude, and Pellet. Again, we included the times for
loading the ontologies as well as outputting the results and we used only one worker
thread for Konclude. If we accumulate the times, we get 17, 346 s for Konclude, 46, 840
s for FaCT++, 77, 790 s for HermiT, and 97, 144 s for Pellet. Although Konclude has
again the best overall performance and, in particular, the fewest number of timeouts (23
in comparison to 92 for FaCT++, 240 of HermiT, and 280 of Pellet), there are a few
ontologies that can be handled by (some) other reasoners but not by Konclude. This is
probably due to the fact that all reasoners use different heuristics to guide the search for
a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph and, hence, some reasoners can find
a model whereas others get lost in the search space. For example, FaCT++ can find
models for variants of the enzyo ontologies from the Swoogle crawl in approximately 5 s,
whereas all other reasoners fail to check the consistency within the time limit. In spite of
the different advantages and disadvantages of the heuristics, it is difficult to determine
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which heuristic should be used for which ontology and, hence, often a fixed heuristic is
used for which then certain ontologies can be much easier for some reasoners.

8.2.4 Parallelisation

Last but not least, we evaluated the effects of the parallelisation. For that purpose, we
ran the classification reasoning task for all ontologies in our corpus also with two and
four worker threads (i.e., Task Calculation Units) in Konclude. Two worker threads
reduced the accumulated classification time from 34, 680 s that were obtained without
parallelisation to 32, 138 s. Four worker threads further reduced the accumulated classi-
fication time to 31, 425 s. Clearly, the gained speedup through parallelisation is far from
linear, which is, on the one hand, a consequence of the hardware that disadvantages par-
allelisation by dynamically overclocking the processor if only few CPU cores are active14

and, on the other hand, it has to be considered that the measured classification times
also include unparallelised processing steps such as the building of the reasoner’s inter-
nal ontology representation, preprocessing, and several kinds of precomputing. Since
many ontologies are relatively easy for Konclude due to the implemented optimisations,
the time spent on the unparallelised processing steps often has a significant portion of
the overall processing time. In particular, the majority of the saturation in Konclude is
not yet parallelised and, therefore, increasing the number of worker threads does hardly
improve the overall performance for many EL-like ontologies. Moreover, as mentioned,
the majority of Konclude’s classification time is caused by the 73 timeouts, but many of
these ontologies are so difficult that they can also not be handled by using parallelisation.

Nevertheless, there exists a range of ontologies where the parallelisation works very
well. For example, the classification for the fmaOwlDLComponent 1 4 015 ontology
from the TONES repository can be improved from 132.2 s with one worker thread to
64.5 s with two worker threads and to 39.7 s with four worker threads. Analogously,
the classification of SCT-SEP (cf. Table 6.4) can be improved from 166.3 s to 111.4
s and 82.1 s with two and four worker threads, respectively. Also, the classification
of the previously mentioned atom-complex-proton-2.0, for which the larger cardinality
restrictions are problematic for Konclude, can be improved from 54.6 s to 27.8 s and
14.4 s. Similar improvements are also achieved for many NCI Thesaurus ontologies. In
particular, Konclude x2 improves the classification performance for the NCI Thesaurus
ontologies in the NCIt archive by 27.3 % and Konclude x4 by 39.9 % in average. Again,
it has to be noticed that preprocessing and precomutation steps are not parallelised and
that the NCIt archive also contains several ontologies that can almost completely be
saturated. The parallelisation seems also very well-suited for the realisation of large
and difficult ontologies. For example, Konclude x1 requires 652.6 s for the realisation
of UOBM-1 (cf. Table 7.1), whereas Konclude x2 requires 261.6 s and Konclude x4 can
reduce the realisation time to 152.6 s.

We also evaluated the effects of the parallelisation of ELK for the classification of all
EL ontologies in our corpus. By increasing the worker threads to two, ELK was able to
reduce the accumulated classification time from 4, 773 to 4, 178 s, and with four worker
threads the accumulated classification time was further reduced to 3, 762 s. Similarly to

14http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/architecture-and-technology/turbo-boost/

turbo-boost-technology.html
15http://rpc295.cs.man.ac.uk:8080/repository/download?ontology=http://bioontology.org/

projects/ontologies/fma/fmaOwlDlComponent_1_4_0

http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/architecture-and-technology/turbo-boost/turbo-boost-technology.html
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/architecture-and-technology/turbo-boost/turbo-boost-technology.html
http://rpc295.cs.man.ac.uk:8080/repository/download?ontology=http://bioontology.org/projects/ontologies/fma/fmaOwlDlComponent_1_4_0
http://rpc295.cs.man.ac.uk:8080/repository/download?ontology=http://bioontology.org/projects/ontologies/fma/fmaOwlDlComponent_1_4_0
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Konclude, the improvement factor from the parallelisation is not ideal, which probably
relies on similar causes: unparallelised (pre-)processing steps and hardware influences.

8.3 Summary and Discussion

In this chapter, we have introduced Konclude, a new OWL 2 DL reasoner that supports
the DL SROIQV. We have described Konclude’s parallel processing architecture and
the integrated key techniques that result in remarkable overall reasoning performance. In
order to support the latter, we have presented and discussed results of a comprehensive
comparison between Konclude and other state-of-the-art reasoners for different reason-
ing tasks and many ontologies. The comparison has revealed that Konclude performs
eminently well for all evaluated reasoning tasks on all OWL 2 profiles. The bottom line
is that Konclude significantly outperforms any other reasoner in terms of accumulated
runtime over our test corpus of over 22,000 ontologies for either classification, realisation,
or consistency checking.

The good performance of Konclude has also been verified in independent evaluations
(see, e.g., [85]) and by international competitions, where Konclude was able to win
several awards. In particular, the OWL Reasoner Evaluation (ORE) competitions are
annually held events since 2013 in which the performances of DL reasoning systems
are evaluated, typically co-located with the ORE and DL workshops. In ORE 2013
[52],16 we competed with Konclude v0.4.2 against 13 other systems and the results are
as follows:

• 1st place in 3 out of 9 disciplines, namely OWL 2 DL Satisfiability, OWL 2 DL
Consistency, and OWL 2 RL Consistency.

• 2nd place in 2 out of 9 disciplines, namely OWL 2 RL Classification and OWL 2
RL Satisfiability.

• 3rd place in 2 out of 9 disciplines, namely OWL 2 DL Classification and OWL 2
EL Consistency.

Note that only classification, consistency, and satisfiability were evaluated for those
OWL 2 profiles for which specialised reasoners were submitted, i.e., since no OWL 2 QL
specialised reasoner participated, these reasoning tasks were not evaluated for OWL 2
QL. Since the fully-fledged OWL 2 DL reasoners can obviously also handle OWL 2 EL
and OWL 2 RL ontologies, they were evaluated for the supported reasoning tasks in all
profiles and the ontologies for the OWL 2 DL disciplines were chosen such that they do
not lay in other profiles.

In ORE 2014 [16],17 we participated with Konclude v0.5.3 and the results are as follows:

• 1st place in 5 out of 6 disciplines, namely OWL 2 DL Classification, OWL 2 DL
Realisation, OWL 2 DL Consistency, OWL 2 EL Classification, and OWL 2 EL
Realisation.

16http://curation.cs.manchester.ac.uk/ore2013/ore2013.cs.manchester.ac.uk/competition/

results/index.html
17http://www.easychair.org/smart-program/VSL2014/ORE-competition.html; see http://dl.kr.

org/ore2014/live.html for detailed results.

http://curation.cs.manchester.ac.uk/ore2013/ore2013.cs.manchester.ac.uk/competition/results/index.html
http://curation.cs.manchester.ac.uk/ore2013/ore2013.cs.manchester.ac.uk/competition/results/index.html
http://www.easychair.org/smart-program/VSL2014/ORE-competition.html
http://dl.kr.org/ore2014/live.html
http://dl.kr.org/ore2014/live.html
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• 2nd place in 1 discipline, namely OWL 2 EL Consistency.

Note that 11 systems participated in ORE 2014 and, in contrast to ORE 2013, the
satisfiability checking reasoning task was replaced by realisation. However, due to the
lack of OWL 2 RL and OWL 2 QL specialised reasoning systems, only the OWL 2 DL
and OWL 2 EL profiles were evaluated.

For ORE 2015 [142],18 we submitted Konclude v0.6.1 and the results are as follows:

• 1st place in 4 out of 6 disciplines, namely OWL 2 DL Classification, OWL 2 DL
Realisation, OWL 2 DL Consistency, and OWL 2 EL Realisation.

• 2nd place in 2 out of 6 discipline, namely OWL 2 EL Classification and OWL 2
EL Consistency.

Again, only the OWL 2 DL and OWL 2 EL profiles were evaluated, but 13 systems
participated (14 if OWL API variants are counted) in ORE 2015.

It is worth pointing out that Konclude won all disciplines for expressive DLs (i.e., the
disciplines related to the OWL 2 DL profile) in the last two competitions, which is
certainly also a consequence of the developed optimisations. For example, Konclude
successfully realised 247 out of 264 OWL 2 DL ontologies in ORE 2015, whereas the next
best system (FaCT++) could only compute the realisation result for 172 ontologies. This
has been achieved by the integrated completion graph caching presented in Chapter 7,
which can significantly reduce the effort for ABox related reasoning tasks. Moreover,
due to the tight coupling with the saturation procedure, Konclude has a very good pay-
as-you-go behaviour and, hence, Konclude can also compete with or, in some cases, even
outperform state-of-the-art reasoner for OWL 2 profiles.

As typical for (complex) systems, there are always interesting directions for further work
and there are always possibilities for further improvements. Of particular interest are
especially also additional reasoning tasks, such as conjunctive query answering, or the
computation of justifications and explanations to facilitate the debugging of ontologies.
Clearly, additional optimisations, e.g., an algebraic handling of cardinality restrictions
[63], better heuristics, or further absorption extensions, can possibly help in making
Konclude able to handle some of the remaining, difficult ontologies. Moreover, it is safe
to assume that there are possibilities to further improve parallelisation.

From a practical point of view, it is clearly also desired to extend Konclude’s interface
options. Although Konclude has indirect OWL API support via the OWLlink OWL
API adapter,19 this becomes impractical in some scenarios where a lot and a large
amount of direct communication with the reasoner is required since every request has
to be serialised into OWL 2 XML, sent to the reasoner by using sockets, and, then,
parsed again. A better alternative would be the direct implementation of the OWL API
interface by using the Java Native Interface (JNI). For this, the OWL API methods
must be translated into the OWLlink commands on which Konclude operates and it
should be avoided that another representation of the knowledge base is generated, i.e.,
we should directly convert the OWL axioms into the reasoner internal representation in
order to keep the memory consumption as small as possible.

18https://www.w3.org/community/owled/ore-2015-workshop/; see http://dl.kr.org/ore2015/

vip.cs.man.ac.uk_8008/live.html for detailed results.
19http://owllink-owlapi.sourceforge.net/

https://www.w3.org/community/owled/ore-2015-workshop/
http://dl.kr.org/ore2015/vip.cs.man.ac.uk_8008/live.html
http://dl.kr.org/ore2015/vip.cs.man.ac.uk_8008/live.html
http://owllink-owlapi.sourceforge.net/


Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Work

The representation, the management, and the processing of knowledge and information
becomes more and more important with the growing interconnectedness of ubiquitous
computer systems and the intensified collection of large amounts of data. Logic-based
knowledge representation formalisms, such as Description Logics, and automated reason-
ing systems provide powerful mechanisms that help to tackle these challenges. Clearly,
there is a trade-off between more expressive formalisms, which are, for example, required
to model application domains more accurately, and (reasoning) performance, which is
essential for realising practical applications. Nevertheless, as supported through the new
OWL 2 standard, the use of language features of more expressive Description Logics is
increasing significantly and, hence, also the demand for more efficient reasoning systems
is growing in order to improve and/or to retain practicability.

In this thesis, we have presented several new optimisations that improve the performance
of tableau-based reasoning systems especially also for more expressive Description Log-
ics. As demonstrated with a comprehensive evaluation, they allow for building very
efficient reasoning systems that are capable of handling many or even most available
real-world ontologies. In this chapter, we briefly summarise the results and discuss
directions for future work.

9.1 Contributions and Significance

The main contributions of this thesis are the new optimisation techniques presented in
the Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7, namely a new absorption algorithm, an absorption-based
handling of nominals schemas, a tight coupling of saturation procedures with tableau
algorithms, and a variant of the completion graph caching technique that handles non-
determinism.

As presented in Chapter 4, the developed absorption technique tries to rewrite axioms
of a knowledge base such that non-determinism in the tableau algorithm is significantly
delayed or even avoided for more expressive DLs. The key idea of the new technique is
to (additionally) absorb parts of concepts, which enables a better handling of more ex-
pressive language features such as cardinality restrictions. Although partially absorbed
concepts cannot be eliminated (e.g., by converting them into simple inclusion axioms

201
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such that they can trivially be processed with the tableau algorithm), the partial ab-
sorption technique allows for extracting more conditions compared to existing absorption
procedures such that the internalised disjunction (which is required to correctly consider
the right-hand side/the non-absorbable part of an axiom) can be triggered more precisely
only for those nodes in the completion graph for which it is likely that the left-hand side
is satisfied. As also shown in Chapter 4, the new algorithm can flexibly be extended
in several interesting directions that allow for further reducing non-determinism. Most
notably, we have introduced so-called candidate concepts which indicate that certain
concepts could be satisfied and they can be used to further improve several aspects of
tableau-based reasoning systems, e.g., they allow for absorbing completely defined con-
cepts as well as datatypes. As a result of these new absorption techniques, also many
ontologies that intensively use more expressive language features can now be handled
more efficiently due to the reduced non-determinism.

We also utilised absorption to develop an efficient handling of so-called nominal schemas.
As introduced in Chapter 5, nominal schemas are a new approach for seamlessly integrat-
ing rule-based knowledge into knowledge bases directly with DL syntax. Interestingly,
nominal schemas even generalise the well-known DL-safe rule approaches by adding ad-
ditional expressiveness. However, it was unclear so far how to handle such nominal
schemas efficiently with knowledge bases that use language features of more expressive
DLs. By absorbing the nominal schemas, our technique automatically collects (many of)
the bindings for the variables of nominal schema axioms while applying expansion rules
to the completion graph such that grounding of parts of such axioms can dynamically
be realised on demand and, hence, the reduced grounding effort leads to significant per-
formance improvements. We also presented several extensions of the nominal schema
absorption technique (e.g., an integrated backward chaining), which even enables an
efficient handling of many real-world ontologies extended by DL-safe rules. In particu-
lar, our implementation can compete with the performance of existing state-of-the-art
reasoners that have dedicated rule support and, in several cases, our technique even
outperforms other rule handling approaches.

In order to maximise the benefit of the reduced non-determinism, we developed a tight
coupling with (completion-based) saturation procedures as presented in Chapter 6. Al-
though such saturation techniques are very successfully used for reasoning with less
expressive DLs, it is unclear whether and how they can be extended such that they
work well for very expressive DLs. In particular, to the best of our knowledge, satu-
ration procedures for the DL SROIQ, which constitutes the logical underpinning of
OWL 2, do not yet exist. To nevertheless utilise such bottom-up reasoning techniques,
we adapted the completion-based saturation procedure such that it builds an approxi-
mation of a completion graph, which we call saturation graph. In addition, we employ
a range of conditions to identify which parts of the saturation graph are possibly in-
completely handled such that we know in which cases it is necessary to fall back to the
fully-fledged tableau algorithm. As also shown in Chapter 6, there exists a wide range
of possibilities to utilise the information of the saturation in order to reduce the work
for the tableau algorithm. Most notably, the consequences derived by the saturation
can directly be transferred into completion graphs such that less expansion rules have
to be applied and blocking can be established earlier. Interestingly, improvements are
also possible in the other direction, i.e., if the tableau algorithm constructed a fully
expanded and clash-free completion graph, then we can use the derived consequences
to enrich the saturation graph such that more parts can be interpreted as completely
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handled and, as a consequence, a better assistance of the tableau algorithm is possi-
ble. With the implementation and evaluation of these techniques, we have shown that
they indeed lead to significant performance improvements for a wide range of real-world
ontologies. In particular, these techniques enable a pay-as-you-go behaviour, i.e., the
reasoning system can automatically handle all those parts of an ontology very efficiently
that are not directly influenced by more expressive language features such as cardinality
restrictions, nominals, or disjunctions.

Finally, we have presented a new variant of the completion graph caching technique
in Chapter 7 that also allows for handling non-deterministically derived consequences,
which are often caused by more expressive DLs. In comparison to previous completion
graph caching approaches, we use local criteria to identify those parts of the completion
graph from the initial consistency check that have to be reconsidered for subsequent tests.
This allows for extending the reprocessing step-by-step to neighbour individuals until
the remaining, non-deterministically derived facts of the initial completion graph can
safely be reused. As a consequence and as shown by our evaluation, we can handle many
knowledge bases with large ABoxes better, even if more expressive language features are
used. Again, we also presented several interesting extensions of the technique, which, on
the one hand, further improve the performance, e.g., by enabling satisfiability caching
also for ontologies with nominals, and, on the other hand, allow for incremental reasoning
if facts of the ABoxes get changed. Since the caching of an entire completion graph can
easily require a lot of memory, we also proposed a variant where the facts are stored in
a representative way. This representative caching can dynamically be used, e.g., only
for simple parts of ontologies such that we do not have to trade reasoning performance
against memory consumption, and our implementation so far shows encouraging results.

The integration of the presented optimisation techniques into the developed reasoning
system Konclude has also revealed that these optimisations harmonise in the sense that
they work well together, thus leading to significant performance improvements for a large
range of real-world ontologies and many reasoning tasks. In particular, the reduced non-
determinism directly enables a more complete saturation and, hence, we have to do less
work with the less efficient tableau algorithm. Also the completion graph caching ben-
efits from a reduced non-determinism since deterministically derived facts can directly
be reused. Moreover, with less non-determinism, the caching criteria typically iden-
tify less parts of the completion graph for which reprocessing is required in subsequent
(consistency) tests. Interestingly, the saturation also leads to improvements for the (rep-
resentative) completion graph caching since we can quickly derive many consequences
and we only have to process those more “complicated” individuals with the tableau algo-
rithm for which the saturation is incomplete. Nevertheless, we do not possibly duplicate
the memory consumption by handling the ABox with the saturation procedure as well as
the tableau algorithm since the consequences derived by the saturation are only stored
representatively.

By presenting the results of a comprehensive evaluation over several thousand real-
world ontologies, we have shown that Konclude often outperforms other state-of-the-art
reasoners for more expressive DLs and, due to the integrated saturation, it automatically
also handles ontologies within the OWL 2 profiles efficiently. Konclude also successfully
processed several more difficult and/or larger ontologies for which other state-of-the-art
reasoners reached the time or the memory limit.

As reported in Section 8.3, the good performance of Konclude has also been verified in
independent evaluations (see, e.g., [85]) and by several international competitions. In
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particular, Konclude won several awards from the OWL Reasoner Evaluation (ORE)
competitions held annually since 2013. Most notably, Konclude was awarded a Kurt
Gödel Society medal at the FLoC Olympic Games 20141 since Konclude was able to win
5 out of 6 disciplines at ORE 2014.

9.2 Future Work

There are several interesting possibilities for further work, as already discussed in the
corresponding chapters of the proposed optimisations. In the following, we summarise
the most interesting directions and we briefly also consider not addressed, but relevant
topics as well as promising mixtures of different techniques.

As already sketched in Chapter 5, extensions of the nominal schema absorption approach
seem very well-suited for also handling conjunctive queries for expressive DLs. By further
extending the tableau algorithm with specific rules such that one can bind variables to
concepts occurring in node labels and by propagating them through the completion
graph, it might even be possible to absorb and handle some ABox related SPARQL
queries, which extend conjunctive queries by also allowing variables for concept and
role names. Such a “deeper”, absorption-based integration of query answering into
state-of-the-art reasoning systems typically promises a better performance compared to
many existing approaches that only use reasoners as black-boxes by reducing complex
queries to standard reasoning tasks. Furthermore, this would also facilitate additional
optimisations. Even an investigation to further improve the nominal schema absorption
technique can be worthwhile. For example, for many ontologies it can be observed that
the majority of the rules are rather simple. Hence, by extending the saturation such
that also conclusions of (simple) rules are very efficiently derived and by tweaking the
backward chaining such that the tableau algorithm only handles the remaining parts,
one can potentially achieve another performance boost for many real-world ontologies.

Although our incremental reasoning approach can handle changes in ABoxes for princi-
pally all (standard) reasoning tasks, it does not work for TBox or RBox changes. Since
module-based approaches often introduce a noticeable overhead, e.g., for determining
and updating the modules, other techniques for handling TBox or RBox changes could
be very useful. In particular, at least the addition of some simpler (definition) axioms
can possibly be handled more or less efficiently without explicitly determining modules
since, through the absorption, we have basically already identified which atomic concepts
potentially depend on which other atomic concepts.

It could also be interesting to consider the proposed representative caching for stream
reasoning for which (ABox) axioms are added and removed with a high frequency. Since
this technique separately stores only little information for each individual (in contrast to
the representations based on nodes embedded in complex completion graphs), it should
be possible to handle (ABox) updates for most ontologies very efficiently. Moreover,
the representative caching could provide an interesting basis for implementing, also for
more expressive DLs, the ontology-based data access (OBDA) paradigm, where access-
ing and querying ordinary datasets, e.g., maintained in classical databases, is enriched
by the terminological knowledge encoded in ontologies. With the representative caching,
the reasoner is usually only processing and maintaining a small set of individuals and,

1http://www.easychair.org/smart-program/VSL2014/ORE-competition.html

http://www.easychair.org/smart-program/VSL2014/ORE-competition.html
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if required, it can dynamically extend the processing to the relevant neighbourhood.
By adding an appropriate (semantic) index for quickly finding “interesting” individuals
(e.g., a hierarchical ordering that is based on the representatively stored labels), we
can principally use a classical database as the representative cache and quickly com-
pute queries by loading relevant parts into the reasoner. If it is detected that more
neighbouring individuals have to be considered, then the corresponding data can asyn-
chronously be loaded from the database while the reasoner applies rules for other parts
of the completion graph.

A still open problem is the handling of large cardinality restrictions for very expressive
DLs. Attempts based on algebraic methods, which, for example, combine tableau cal-
culi with procedures to solve linear (in)equations [36, 63], perform principally well, but
require significant changes to the tableau algorithms and have not yet been extended
to very expressive DLs such as SROIQ. Hence, the fully-fledged OWL 2 reasoning
systems (based on tableau algorithms) typically handle cardinality restrictions naively
by separately creating and merging all required neighbour nodes. In particular, if we
have an at-least cardinality restriction of the form > 100 r.C, then such systems create
indeed 100 successor nodes. Although our presented saturation procedure approximates
such cardinality restrictions by using only one successor node, such a saturation can
be incomplete and, hence, it could be necessary to fall back to the tableau algorithm.
Already a technique that handles such cardinality restriction a little bit better, e.g., by
creating “proxy nodes” that represent 100 successors and by dynamically split them up
as soon as it becomes required, could be very helpful for a range of ontologies.

Due to the heavily growing number of multi-core computer systems, also an extension
of the parallelisation techniques would be very useful. However, it is currently not
completely clear how reasoning systems for expressive DLs can be parallelised such
that the available computing power is optimally used to minimise the reasoning time.
At the moment, we use, for our developed reasoning system, different parallelisation
techniques and levels for different processing stages, e.g., for classification, we create
several satisfiability and subsumption tests for which also non-deterministic branches can
be processed independently. Unfortunately, this is not necessarily helpful in all cases. For
example, if we have to build only one large, but mostly deterministic completion graph
for a knowledge base, then these parallelisation approaches are useless. It would be much
better to have a parallelisation technique that can be used consistently, e.g., rules that
are concurrently applied to a completion graph [122, 197]. Although such techniques are
successfully used in saturation procedures for less expressive DLs (e.g., [92, 130]), they
do not seem completely suitable for tableau-based reasoning with expressive languages
due to the large amount of required optimisations that are essential for achieving a
reasonable performance. In particular, for optimisations such as anywhere blocking, it
is typically required to be able to access all parts of a completion graph and, hence, they
are difficult to implement if rules are applied concurrently. One possibility to address
this, at least to some extent, could be a parallelisation technique based on the presented
representative caching. Of course, this only allows for concurrently processing ABox
related parts of the completion graph, but since it enables a simple synchronisation over
the representative cache, it could be very interesting for ontologies with large and mostly
deterministic ABoxes for which (our) other parallelisation techniques cannot always be
used. Nevertheless, since tableau-based reasoning systems have a lot of preprocessing
and precomputation steps, a large part of the reasoning process would still be sequential.





Appendix A

Correctness Proofs

In this appendix, we present the correctness proofs of the main optimisation techniques
of this thesis in more detail. In particular, we first prove the correctness of the partial
absorption algorithm (cf. Chapter 4), then we show the correctness of the nominal
schema absorption technique (cf. Chapter 5) and, afterwards, we show correctness proofs
for the saturation integration (cf. Chapter 6) and our completion graph caching approach
(cf. Chapter 7).

A.1 Partial Absorption Proofs

As briefly sketched in Section 4.1.1, we can prove the correctness of the partial absorp-
tion algorithm (cf. Chapter 4), formulated in Lemma 4.2, by using the framework of
model-conservative extensions [111, 113]. In particular, if T ′ is the TBox produced by
Algorithm 4.2 when given the TBox T as input, then we show that (a) every model of T
can be extended to a model of T ′ by adding suitable interpretations for fresh symbols in
T ′ and (b) every model of T ′ is a model of T (T ′ |= T ). Note that by showing T ′ |= T ,
we do not need to require T ⊆ T ′ as usual for (model-)conservative extensions.

Proof. Let I be some model of T , C v D ∈ T , E a completely (partially) absorbable
disjunction that is an absorbed sub-concept of nnf(¬CtD), and FE the concept returned
by absorbConcept(E, T ′). For (a), we construct an interpretation J for T ′ that coincides
with I apart from the interpretations of concepts that are fresh in T ′. To show J |= T ′,
we establish (1) (¬FE)J = EJ ((¬FE)J ⊆ EJ for the case that E is only partially
absorbable) and for showing (b), we first show (2) T ′ |= ¬FE v E.

For the base case, consider any sub-concept E = E1t. . .tEn of nnf(¬CtD), where each
Ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is either non-absorbable or of the form ¬A, ¬∃r.Self, or ¬{a}. W.l.o.g.
we assume that E1 t . . . t Em, m ≤ n, are the absorbable disjuncts of the disjunction.
If Ei = ¬A, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, then Ei is completely absorbable and absorbConcept(Ei, T ′)
returns A, so FEi = A and both claims hold trivially. If Ei = ¬{a}, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, with
{a} a nominal, Ei is completely absorbable and absorbConcept(Ei, T ′) returns FEi with
{a} v FEi ∈ T ′, hence, T ′ |= ¬FEi v Ei. We set FJEi = {aJ }, so (¬FEi)J = (¬{a})J =

EJi . If Ei = ¬∃r.Self, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, with r a role, then Ei is partially absorbable and
absorbConcept(Ei, T ′) returns FEi with > v ∀ inv(r).FEi ∈ T ′. By setting FJEi = ∃r.>J ,

207
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we have (FEi)
J ⊇ (∃r.Self)J since ∃r.Self v ∃r.>, hence (¬FEi)J = (¬∃r.>)J v

(¬∃r.Self)J = EJi , which satisfies the first claim. The second claim trivially follows
from the fact that ¬∃r.> v ¬∃r.Self.

For each absorbable disjunct Ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, the absorption concepts FEi are collected
in a set S (in absorbTBox or a recursive call of absorbConcept). Then joinConcepts(S, T ′)
introduces a fresh concept F1, adds FE1 uFE2 v F1 to T ′, and we set (F1)J = (FE1)J ∩
(FE2)J , so J |= FE1 u FE2 v F1. Then, joinConcepts(S, T ′) introduces fresh concepts
Fi, 2 < i < m, adds FEi u Fi−2 v Fi−1 to T ′, and we set (Fi−1)J = (FEi)

J ∩ (Fi−2)J ,
so J |= FEi u Fi−2 v Fi−1. Finally, joinConcepts(S, T ′) returns Fm−1 = FE and FJE1

∩
. . . ∩ FJEm = FJE .

If E is completely absorbable, then m = n and (¬FE)J = EJ holds since (¬FE)J =
¬FJE1

∪. . .∪¬FJEn = EJ1 ∪. . .∪EJn = (E1t. . .tEn)J = EJ . Since T ′ |= FE1u. . .uFEn v
FE , i.e., T ′ |= ¬FE v ¬FE1 t . . . t ¬FEn , and T ′ |= ¬FEi v Ei for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have
T ′ |= ¬FE v E1 t . . . t En = E as required.

If E is not completely absorbable, then we have (¬FE)J ⊆ EJ since (¬FE)J = ¬FJE1
∪

. . . ∪ ¬FJEm ⊆ EJ1 ∪ . . . ∪ EJm = (E1 t . . . t Em)J ⊆ (E1 t . . . t En)J = EJ . Since
T ′ |= FE1 u . . . u FEm v FE , i.e., T ′ |= ¬FE v ¬FE1 t . . . t ¬FEm , and T ′ |= ¬FEi v Ei
for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we have T ′ |= ¬FE v E1 t . . . t Em and, since T ′ |= E1 t . . . t Em v
E1 t . . . t En = E, the claim holds.

For the induction step, consider any absorbable sub-concept E = E1 t . . . t En of
nnf(¬C t D). W.l.o.g. we assume that E1 t . . . t Em, m ≤ n, are the absorbable
disjuncts. Each Ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, is of the form ¬A, ¬{a}, ∀r.E′, 6 n r.E′, or E′1u . . .uE′`.
If E′ in Ei = ∀r.E′, nnf(¬E′) in Ei = 6 n r.E′, and E′1, . . . , E

′
` in Ei = E′1 u . . . u E′`,

respectively, are completely absorbable, then we have, by induction, a concept FE′ or
concepts FE′1 , . . . , FE′` such that (¬FE′)J = E′J or (¬FE′i)

J = E′i
J , 1 ≤ i ≤ `. If E′,

nnf(¬E′), and E′1, . . . , E
′
`, respectively, are not completely, but partially absorbable, we

have a concept FE′ or concepts FE′1 , . . . , FE′` such that (¬FE′)J ⊆ E′J or (¬FE′i)
J ⊆

E′i
J , 1 ≤ i ≤ `. Furthermore, T ′ |= ¬FE′ v E′ or T ′ |= ¬FE′i v E

′
i, 1 ≤ i ≤ `.

If Ei = ¬A or Ei = ¬{a}, we can show our claims as above.

If Ei = ∀r.E′, then absorbConcept(Ei, T ′) returns FEi and FE′ v ∀ inv(r).FEi ∈ T ′.
Note that FE′ v ∀ inv(r).FEi is equivalent to ∃r.FE′ v FEi and ¬FEi v ∀r.(¬FE′). We
set FJEi = (∃r.FE′)J , so J |= FE′ v ∀ inv(r).FEi . To show our first claim: If E′ is

completely absorbable, we have (¬FE′)J = E′J and the claim holds since (¬FEi)J =
(∀r.(¬FE′))J = (∀r.E′)J = EJi . If E′ is not completely absorbable, we have (¬FE′)J ⊆
E′J and the claim holds since (¬FEi)J = ∀r.(¬FE′)J ⊆ ∀r.E′J = EJi . For the second
claim: T ′ |= ¬FEi v ∀r.(¬FE′) and, by induction, T ′ |= ¬FE′ v E′, hence, T ′ |= ¬FEi v
∀r.E′ = Ei holds.

If Ei = 6 n r.E′, then absorbConcept(Ei, T ′) returns FEi and F¬E′ v ∀ inv(r).FEi ∈ T ′,
which is equivalent to ∃r.F¬E′ v FEi . We set FJEi = ∃r.F¬E′)J , so J |= F¬E′ v
∀ inv(r).FEi . To show (1): we have (¬FEi)J = (∀r.(¬F¬E′))J , and, by induction,
(∀r.(¬F¬E′))J ⊆ (6 n r.E′)J = EJi . For (2): since T ′ |= ∃r.F¬E′ v FEi , T ′ |= ¬FEi v
∀r.(¬F¬E′). By induction, T ′ |= ¬F¬E′ v E′, hence, T ′ |= ¬FEi v 6 n r.E′ = Ei as
required.
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If Ei = E′1 u . . . u E′`, then absorbConcept(Ei, T ′) returns FEi and FE′j v FEi ∈ T ′ for

each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ `. We set FJEi = FJ
E′1
∪ . . .∪FJ

E′`
, so J |= FE′j v FEi for each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ `.

To show our first claim: we have (¬FEi)J = (¬FE′1)J ∩. . .∩(¬FE′`)
J . If Ei is completely

absorbable, then each E′j , 1 ≤ j ≤ `, is completely absorbable and, by induction, we have

(¬FE′j ) = E′j
J . Hence, (¬FE′1)J∩. . .∩(¬FE′`)

J = E′1
J∩. . .∩E′`

J = (E′1u. . .uE′`)J = EJi
as required. If Ei is not completely absorbable, then, by induction, we have (¬FE′j ) ⊆
E′j
J for each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ `. Hence, (¬FE′1)J ∩ . . . ∩ (¬FE′`)

J ⊆ E′1
J ∩ . . . ∩ E′`

J =

(E′1 u . . . u E′`)J = EJi as required.

The concepts for the absorbable disjuncts E1, . . . , Em are again joined and, as argued
above, we obtain FE such that T ′ |= FE1 u . . . u FEm v FE , FJE1

∩ . . . ∩ FJEm = FJE .

Furthermore, we can again show that (¬FE)J = EJ if E is completely absorbable and
(¬FE)J ⊆ EJ if E is partially, but not completely absorbable.

To complete the proof, we eventually have a concept FE for E = E1 t . . . t En in
absorbTBox with {E1, . . . , En} ⊆ PA(nnf(¬C tD)) and FE v D1 t . . .tDm is added to
T ′ for D1 t . . . tDm the disjuncts that cannot be absorbed completely. By induction,
we have T ′ |= FE1 u . . . u FEn v FE and T ′ |= ¬FEi v Ei for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Hence,
T ′ |= > v ¬FE1 t . . .t¬FEn tD1t . . .tDm and T ′ |= > v E1t . . .tEntD1t . . .tDm.
Since for each partially, but not completely absorbable disjunct Ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Ei = Dj

for some 1 ≤ j ≤ m, T ′ |= > v nnf(¬C tD) as required.

To show that J |= FE v D1t. . .tDm we show J |= > v ¬FE1t. . .t¬FEntD1t. . .tDm

since J |= FE1 u . . . u FEn v FE . W.l.o.g., let E1, . . . , E` be the completely and
E`+1, . . . , En the partially, but not completely absorbable disjuncts of E. By induction,
(¬FEi)J = EJi for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ `, and (¬FEi)J ⊆ EJi for each i, ` < i ≤ n.
Since I |= T , I |= > v E1 t . . . t E` t D1 t . . . t Dm and, hence, J |= > v ¬FE1 t
. . . t ¬FE` t D1 t . . . t Dm. Since, for ` < i ≤ n, Ei = Dj for some 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
J |= > v ¬FE1 t . . . t ¬FEn tD1 t . . . tDm as required.

A.2 Nominal Schema Absorption Proofs

In the following we prove the correctness of our nominal schema absorption technique (cf.
Chapter 5) as formulated with Theorem 5.7 in Section 5.2.3. As sketched, we roughly
proceed as follows: Given a nominal schema axiom C v D and an absorbed TBox
T ’ of a knowledge base K = (T ,R, ∅), then for Tns and Tug as the TBoxes obtained
from absorbing T ′ ∪ {C v D} and T ′ ∪ {U1, . . . , Uh}, respectively, where U1, . . . , Uh are
the upfront grounded axioms of C v D, we show that a fully expanded and clash-free
completion graph Gns for the knowledge base (Tns,R, ∅) can be converted to a fully
expanded and clash-free completion graph Gug for (Tug,R, ∅). Furthermore, we show
that our extended tableau algorithm constructs a complete and clash-free completion
graph Gns for (Tns,R, ∅) if there exists a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph
Gug for (Tug,R, ∅) that is constructed by a standard tableau algorithm.

Please note that, in principle, we only have to consider the TBoxes for the proof. This is
sufficient since we assume that ABoxes are internalised and RBoxes are not affected by
our absorption technique, i.e., with appropriate definitions of relations such as neighbour,
predecessor, successor, etc., role inclusion axioms are automatically considered for the
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construction of completion graphs. Also role disjointness axioms are unproblematic since
the technique does not cause the addition of additional role facts.

To simplify the conversion between a completion graph for (Tns,R, ∅) and a standard
completion graph for (Tug,R, ∅), we ensure that all concept facts can directly be con-
verted into concept facts for the other completion graph. Therefore, we make the fol-
lowing simplifying assumptions: We assume that the absorption of nominals of the form
¬{a} generates {a} v > u F instead of {a} v F (cf. Algorithm 4.3, Line 6), which is
obviously logically equivalent. As a result, binder concepts such as ↓x.F can be directly
converted to concepts of the form > u F . We also assume that the absorption of the
upfront grounded axiom C[µ] v D[µ], by the variable mapping µ, creates a new special
grounding concept grµ(D) to add the remaining, non-absorbable part of the axiom in-
stead of directly implying D[µ]. This new concept construct retains the mapping µ and
corresponds to the grounding concept gr(D) that is created for the absorption of the
nominal schema axiom C v D.

Before introducing the actual conversion, we first define the notion of concept and axiom
set closure in the context of absorption:

Definition A.1 (Absorption Closure). Let fclos(C) and fclos(Z) be the full closure of
a concept C and the set of axioms Z, respectively, as in Definition 2.11. For a TBox
T ’ and an axiom C ′ v D′ with nnf(¬C ′) completely and D′ not completely absorbable,
the absorption closure aclosT ′(C

′ v D′) for T ′ and C ′ v D′ contains the new concepts
introduced by the absorption of C ′ v D′ and is defined as:

aclosT ′(C
′ v D′) := fclos(X ′1, . . . , X

′
n) \ (fclos(T ′) ∪ fclos(D′)),

where X ′1, . . . , X
′
n are the axiom introduced by the absorption of C ′ v D′.

Note that the concepts in the absorption closure are those that are relevant for the con-
version between completion graphs since these are the concepts with variable mappings.

Now, the actual conversion of concepts and axioms obtained from the absorption is
defined as follows:

Definition A.2 (Conversion). Let C v D be a nominal schema axiom where nnf(¬C)
is completely and D not completely absorbable, and let µ be a mapping with dom(µ) =
Vars(¬C t D) . Furthermore, let T ’ be an absorbed TBox of a knowledge base K =
(T ,R, ∅), Tns and Tug TBoxes obtained by absorbing T ′∪{C v D} and T ′∪{U1, . . . , Uh},
respectively, where U1, . . . , Uh are the axioms obtained by the upfront grounding of
C v D. We denote the axioms (in creation order) and fresh atomic concepts obtained
by absorbing nnf(¬C t D) with X1, . . . , Xn and F1, . . . , Fg, respectively. Similarly, we
use Xµ

1 , . . . , X
µ
n and Fµ1 , . . . , F

µ
g for the case of absorbing nnf((¬C tD)[µ]).

For the concept C ′, we inductively define the concept conversion convµ(C ′) of C ′ w.r.t.
T ’, C v D and µ as

convµ(C ′) :=


C ′ if C ′ /∈ aclosT ′(C v D)

(> u convµ(C ′′)) if C ′ = ↓x.C ′′

grµ(D) if C ′ = gr(D)

C ′
[F1/F

µ
1 ,...,Fg/F

µ
g ]

otherwise,
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where C ′
[F1/F

µ
1 ,...,Fg/F

µ
g ]

denotes the syntactic replacement of each occurrence of Fi in C ′

with Fµi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ g. The extension to axioms fconvµ(X) is defined as:

fconvµ(X) :=

{
{µ(x)} v > u convµ(D′) if X = O v ↓x.D′

convµ(C ′) v convµ(D′) otherwise.

In the remainder of the section, we use C v D, µ, K = (T ,R, ∅), T ′, Tns, Tug, F1, . . . , Fg,
Fµ1 , . . . , F

µ
g , X1, . . . , Xn, and Xµ

1 , . . . , X
µ
n as in the above definition.

Note that the restrictions on C v D are w.l.o.g. since any nominal schema axiom can
be transformed into the desired form in an equivalence preserving manner. If nnf(¬C)
is only partially absorbable, then a completely absorbable concept nnf(¬C ′) can be
extracted from C, which can be used to obtain an axiom C ′ v D′, where it holds
that C ′ v C, C ′ is completely absorbable and D′ = nnf(¬C ′) t D is not completely
absorbable. Also note that ¬> and ⊥ can always be used to extend a disjunction that
corresponds to an axiom in order to obtain a completely absorbable and not completely
absorbable disjunct w.r.t. our absorption algorithm.

We can now show that we can convert the axioms obtained by absorbing nnf(¬C tD)
from the nominal schema axiom C v D into the axioms that are obtained by absorbing
the grounded version nnf((¬C t D)[µ]), which is the first step in the conversion of a
completion graph with nominal schema concepts to a standard completion graph:

Lemma A.3. Let T ’ be an absorbed TBox of a knowledge base K = (T ,R, ∅), C v
D a nominal schema axiom, U1, . . . , Uh the upfront grounding, µ a mapping, Tns and
Tug TBoxes, and X1, . . . , Xn and Xµ

1 , . . . , X
µ
n axioms as in Definition A.2. The set

{fconvµ(X1), . . . , fconvµ(Xn)} is identical to the set {Xµ
1 , . . . , X

µ
n}.

Proof. Let F1, . . . , Fg and Fµ1 , . . . , F
µ
g be the fresh atomic concepts introduced by the

absorption of nnf(¬C t D) and nnf((¬C t D)[µ]), respectively. Since the concepts
nnf(¬C tD) and nnf((¬C tD)[µ]) only differ in the nominal schemas that are replaced
by nominals, the absorption of nnf(¬C tD) and nnf((¬C tD)[µ]) is identical expect for
axioms of the form O v ↓x.Fi and Fg v gr(D) in Tns, which correspond to axioms of
the form {a} v (> u Fµi ) and Fµg v grµ(D) in Tug. Hence, by Definition A.2, the claim
holds.

For the conversion, we use the implicitly associated sets of variable mappings, which are
defined as follows:

Definition A.4 (Implicitly Associated Mappings). The implicitly associated set of vari-
able mappings mappG(C ′(v)) for a concept fact C ′(v) and C ′ in the absorption closure
w.r.t. a completion graph G = (V,E,L, ˙6=,B) is defined as:

mappG(C ′(v)) :=


{{x 7→ v}} if C ′ = ↓x.D′

B(C ′, v) if B(C ′, v) 6= ∅
{ε} otherwise.

Now, let Gns be a completion graph showing the satisfiability of the knowledge base
(Tns,R, ∅). We can replace each concept fact C ′(v) with the implicitly associated vari-
able mappings M and C ′ ∈ aclosT ′(C v D), by the concept facts (convµ1(C ′))(v), . . . ,
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(convµk(C ′))(v), where µ1, . . . , µk are the variable mappings obtained from the comple-
tion compT

′

Vars(¬CtD)(M) of M . As a result, we obtain a fully expanded completion graph

Gug that shows the satisfiability of the upfront grounded knowledge base (Tug,R, ∅).

Lemma A.5 (Soundness). Let T ’ be an absorbed TBox for a knowledge base (T ,R, ∅),
C v D a nominal schema axiom, U1, . . . , Uh the upfront grounding for C v D, and
Tns and Tug TBoxes as in Definition A.2. If there is a fully expanded and clash-free
completion graph for (Tns,R, ∅), then there is a fully expanded and clash-free completion
graph for (Tug,R, ∅).

Proof. Let Gns = (Vns, Ens,Lns, ˙6=ns,Bns) be a fully expanded and clash-free completion
graph for (Tns,R, ∅). We convert Gns into a fully expanded and clash-free completion
graph Gug by replacing every concept fact C ′(v), C ′ ∈ aclosT ′(C v D), v ∈ Vns, with
the implicitly associated variable mappings M = mappGns(C ′(v)), by the concept facts
(convµ1(C ′))(v), . . . , (convµk(C ′))(v) with {µ1, . . . , µk} = compT

′

Vars(¬CtD)(M). Further-

more, let λ1, . . . , λ` be all possible variable mappings for the variables Vars(¬C t D)
w.r.t. T ′, i.e., {λ1, . . . , λ`} = compT

′

Vars(¬CtD)({ε}).

In the following we show that none of the standard tableau rules for the concepts and
axioms used in the absorption are applicable to Gug. Please note that the extended
tableau rules (Table 5.1) coincide with the standard tableau rules (cf. Table 2.2 and
3.2) if no variable mappings are associated to the concept facts. Also note that the
concept facts and axioms, which are not related to the absorption, are not affected by
the conversion. Thus, the corresponding rules are not applicable for these concepts and
axioms. Furthermore, since identical node labels are converted in the same way, blocking
is not affected, i.e., if a node is blocked before the conversion, then it is also blocked
after the conversion.

• We first consider the application of the ∀-rule, which is not applicable for Gug,
because C ′ = ∀r.D′(v) is converted to (convµ1(∀r.D′))(v), . . . , (convµk(∀r.D′))(v)
and for each r-neighbour node w of v the concept fact D′(w) is either also not
associated with variable mappings (which is ensured by the absorption algorithm
by creating separate axioms with fresh atomic concepts for the absorption of con-
cepts that do not contain nominal schemas) or is at least also associated with the
same variable mappings (otherwise the ∀-rule would be applicable for Gns) and
thus D′(w) is at least also converted to (convµ1(D′))(w), . . . , (convµk(D′))(w).

• We now consider the application of the v1-rule. The absorption creates axioms
of the form H v D′ with D′ ∈ aclosT ′(C v D) and H = {a} or H = A. If
D′ 6= ↓x.D′′ (the replacement axioms for O v ↓x.D′′ are considered together
with the ↓-concepts), H 6∈ aclosT ′(C v D) and H = A or H = {a}, then we
would have the axioms H v convλ1(D′), . . . , H v convλ`(D

′) in Tug and the v1-
rule is not applicable, because, for every node v in Gns with the concept fact
H(v), D′(v) is also present and Bns(D′, v) = ∅. Thus, D′(v) is replaced by
(convλ1(D′))(v), . . . , (convλ`(D

′))(v). If A ∈ aclosT ′(C v D), then we would
have the axioms convλ1(A) v convλ1(D′), . . . , convλ`(A) v convλ`(D

′) and the
v1-rule is not applicable, because for every node v in Gns with the concept fact
A(v) and the associated variable mappings µ1, . . . , µk, A(v) would be replaced by
(convµ1(A))(v), . . . , (convµk(A))(v), and D′ is either also not associated with vari-
able mappings (which is ensured by the absorption algorithm) or is at least also
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associated with the variable mappings µ1, . . . , µk (otherwise Gns would not be fully
expanded), and is at least also replaced by (convµ1(D′))(v), . . . , (convµk(D′))(v).
Thus, the v1-rule is not applicable for Gug.

• Next, we consider the application of the v2-rule for an axiom A1uA2 v D′. There
are three cases:

1. If Bns(A1, v) = ∅ and Bns(A2, v) = ∅, then Bns(D, v) = ∅ and every concept
fact D′(v) is replaced by (convλ1(D′))(v), . . . , (convλ`(D

′))(v) and thus the
rule is not applicable for the axioms convλ1(A1) u convλ1(A2) v convλ1(D′),
. . . , convλ`(A1) u convλ`(A2) v convλ`(D

′).

2. If Bns(A1, v) 6= ∅ (Bns(A2, v) 6= ∅), then the v2-rule is analogously to the
v1-rule not applicable, because either there is no variable mapping that is
associated to A2(v) (A1(v)) and, as a consequence, there is also no variable
mapping associated to D′(v) (which is ensured by the absorption algorithm),
or every variable mapping that is associated toA2(v) (A1(v)) is also associated
to D′(v) if A1 (A2) is also in the label of v. Thus, the v2-rule cannot add a
convλj (D

′) concept to v that is not already present, because the corresponding
convλj (A1) (convλj (A2)) is missing.

3. If Bns(A1, v) 6= ∅ and Bns(A2, v) 6= ∅, the v2-rule is also not applicable to
the completion graph that is obtained by the conversion, because A1(v) and
A2(v) are replaced by the concept facts (convµ1(A1))(v), . . . , (convµk(A1))(v)
and (convµ′1(A2))(v), . . . , (convµ′

k′
(A2))(v), respectively, where µ1, . . . , µk and

µ′1, . . . , µ
′
k′ are the completion of the sets of variable mappings mappGns(A1(v))

and mappGns(A2(v)). The v2-rule is, however, only applicable for an axiom
convµ(A1)uconvµ(A2) v convµ(D′) if convµ(A1) as well as convµ(A2) is in the
same label, but convµ(D′) is not already present, i.e., µ ∈ {µ1, . . . , µk} and
µ ∈ {µ′1, . . . , µ′k′}, but µ 6∈ {µ1, . . . , µk} 1ε {µ′1, . . . , µ′k′}, which is a contra-
diction, because {µ1, . . . , µk} 1ε {µ′1, . . . , µ′k′} is the same as the completion
of Bns(A1, v) 1ε Bns(A2, v) to all possible variables used in C v D.

• The ↓-concepts are more involved. Concept facts of the form ↓x.D′(a) are not
explicitly associated with variable mappings. However, because of the axiom O v
↓x.D′, they only occur in the label of individual nodes. Thus, we can use the
implicit information that x will be bound to the individual node a, and we use the
completion of the variable mapping {x 7→ a} for µ1, . . . , µk. Therefore, we replace
↓x.D′(a) with the concept facts (> u convµ1(D′))(a), . . . , (> u convµk(D′))(a). It
is not hard to see that (>u convµ1(D′)), . . . , (>u convµk(D′)) cannot be unfolded
in Gug, because the ↓-rule ensures that D′ is also already present in the label
of the node and is associated with the variable mapping {x 7→ a} and, thus,
D′ is also replaced by convµ1(D′), . . . , convµk(D′). Analogously, for the axioms
{a} v > u convµ1(D′), . . . , {a} v > u convµk(D′) that we have to consider in
Gug instead of O v ↓x.D′, the rules for these axioms are also not applicable,
because the concept ↓x.D′ in the label of a has been replaced by the concepts
> u convµ1(D′), . . . ,> u convµk(D′) and ↓x.D′ is in the label of a, because it is
added to every individual node due to the axiom O v ↓x.D′.

• The argumentation for the gr-concepts and the corresponding rules is very simi-
lar. As mentioned before, we assume that the grounding concept is always used
to add the remaining, non-absorbable part of the axiom. Thus, gr(D) is always
in aclosT ′(C v D), even if Vars(D) = ∅. Furthermore, we also use the assumption
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that the absorption of an upfront grounded axiom, by the variable mapping µ, also
uses a special grounding concept grµ(D), which has to be unfolded to D[µ] and is,
therefore, not problematic for the tableau algorithm, because it corresponds to a
conjunction with only one conjunct. Thus, a concept fact gr(D)(v) is replaced by
(convµ1(gr(D)))(v), . . . , (convµk(gr(D)))(v), which is the same as (grµ1(D))(v),
. . . , (grµk(D))(v). Obviously, these replaced grounding concepts cannot be un-
folded to D[µ1], . . . , D[µk], because D[µ1], . . . , D[µk] are already present due to the
application of the gr-rule for gr(D)(v), for which also the completion of the asso-
ciated set of variable mappings is used for the grounding of D.

Since the converted facts cannot be involved in clashes (we only add facts of the form
∀r.C(v), A(v), > u A(v), and grµ(D)(v), but never their negation), the resulting com-
pletion graph Gug is fully expanded and clash-free.

Next, we show that we can steer our extended tableau algorithm to construct a complete
and clash-free completion graph Gns for (Tns,R, ∅) if there exists a fully expanded and
clash-free completion graph Gug for (Tug,R, ∅) that is constructed by a standard tableau
algorithm.

Lemma A.6 (Completeness). Let T ’ be an absorbed TBox for a knowledge base (T ,R, ∅),
C v D a nominal schema axiom, U1, . . . , Uh the upfront grounding for C v D, and Tns
and Tug TBoxes as in Definition A.2. If there is a fully expanded and clash-free comple-
tion graph for (Tug,R, ∅), then there is a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph
for (Tns,R, ∅).

Proof. Let Gug be a completion graph for (Tug,R, ∅) that is obtained by applying only
rules for concepts and axioms of T ′. Since our extended rules coincide with the standard
tableau rules if no variable mappings are associated to concept facts, our extended
tableau algorithm can create Gns, which exactly coincides with Gug. We show that
the application of a rule in Table 5.1 to Gns deterministically adds only concept facts
and possibly variable mappings, for which the conversion of these facts and variable
mappings are also consequences in Gug that are added in the course of applying standard
tableau rules to Gug. Thus, Gug can obviously be used for steering the non-deterministic
decisions for Gns to construct a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph if Gug
is fully expanded and clash-free.

Now, let Gns and Gug be completion graphs for (Tns,R, ∅) and (Tug,R, ∅), respectively,
and Gns and Gug coincide with the inferred facts so far, i.e., the conversion of concept
facts and variable mappings from Gns corresponds to the contained concept facts in Gug.
To show by induction that each rule application for Gns only adds concept facts and
variable mappings, for which the conversion of these facts and variable mappings are also
consequences in Gug, let λ1, . . . , λ` be all possible variable mappings, i.e., {λ1, . . . , λ`} =
compT

′

Vars(¬CtD)({ε}). Please note, it suffices to consider only the extended rules for

concepts and axioms used for absorbing C v D, because only the concepts in aclosT ′(C v
D) can be associated with variable mappings, for which the extended rules differ to
standard rules.

• First, we consider the ∀-rule for a concept fact ∀r.D′(v), ∀r.D′ ∈ aclosT ′(C v D),
which adds the concept fact D′(w) to an r-neighbour w of v in Gns and possibly
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the variable mapping µ ∈ Bns(∀r.D′, v) to Bns(D
′, w). If the ∀-rule only adds the

concept fact D′(w) for cases where B(∀r.D′, v) = ∅, then mappGns(D′(w)) = {ε}
(which is ensured by the absorption algorithm) and we have to show that in
the completion graph Gug the concept facts (convλ1(D′))(w), . . . , (convλ`(D

′))(w)
are also added by rule applications. Obviously, this is the case, because the
concept fact ∀r.D′(v) corresponds to (convλ1(∀r.D′))(v), . . . , (convλ`(∀r.D′))(v)
in the completion graph Gug and by applying the ∀-rule for all concept facts
(convλj (∀r.D′))(v), 1 ≤ j ≤ `, we have the concepts convλ1(D′), . . . , convλ`(D

′)
in the label of all neighbour nodes. If the ∀-rule adds a variable mapping µ ∈
Bns(∀r.D′, v) to Bns(D

′, w), then we have to show that the facts (convµ1(D′))(w),
. . . , (convµk(D′))(w) with {µ1, . . . , µk} = compT

′

Vars(¬CtD)({µ}) are added to Gug
by rule applications. But this is also the case since ∀r.D′(v) corresponds to
(convµ1(∀r.D′))(w), . . . , (convµk(∀r.D′))(w) in Gug and applying the ∀-rule for
(convµ1(∀r.D′))(w), . . . , (convµk(∀r.D′))(w) adds the facts (convµ1(D′))(w), . . . ,
(convµk(D′))(w) to the label of all neighbour nodes.

• Next, we consider the v1-rule for an axiom H v D′ with H = A or H = {a} and
D′ 6= ↓x.D′′ (we consider the addition of the binder concepts together with the ↓-
rule). If Bns(H, v) = ∅ and the v1-rule adds only the concept fact D′(v) to a node,
then we have to show that (convλ1(D′))(v), . . . , (convλ`(D

′))(v) are also added to
Gug by rule applications. Again, this is obviously the case, because for Gug we have
the rules convλ1(H) v convλ1(D′), . . . , convλ`(H) v convλ`(D

′). If Bns(H, v) 6= ∅,
then H = A and the v1-rule adds also a variable mapping µ to Bns(D′, v), whereby
we have to show that (convµ1(D′))(v), . . . , (convµk(D′))(v) with {µ1, . . . , µk} =
compT

′

Vars(¬CtD)({µ}) are added to Gug by rule applications. Again, this is a con-

sequence of the concept facts (convµ1(A))(v), . . . , (convµk(A))(v) in Gug and the
axioms convµ1(A) v convµ1(D′), . . . , convµk(A) v convµk(D′) that we have to
consider for Gug.

• Let us now consider the v2-rule for an axiom A1 u A2 v D′. If the v2-rule
only adds the concept fact D′(v), then we have to show that (convλ1(D′))(v), . . . ,
(convλ`(D

′))(v) are also added to Gug by rule applications. However, this is the
case, because A1(v) and A2(v) corresponds to (convλj (A1))(v) and (convλj (A2))(v)
in Gug, respectively, and, since we have the axiom convλj (A1) u convλj (A2) v
convλj (D) for each 1 ≤ j ≤ `, it follows that all (convλ1(D′))(v), . . . , (convλ`(D

′))(v)
are also added to Gug. If the v2-rule also adds the variable mapping µ to
Bns(D′, v), then we have to show that (convµ1(D′))(v), . . . , (convµk(D′))(v) with
{µ1, . . . , µk} = compT

′

Vars(¬CtD)({µ}) are also added to the completion graph Gug
by rule applications. Let us first assume that Bns(A1, v) = ∅ and Bns(A2, v) 6=
∅. As a consequence, we have in Gug the concept facts (convλ1(A2))(v), . . . ,
(convλ`(A2))(v) and (convµ1(A2))(v), . . . , (convµk(A2))(v). As a result of the ax-
ioms convλj (A1) u convλj (A2) v convλj (D), for all 1 ≤ j ≤ `, the concept facts
(convµ1(D′))(v), . . . , (convµk(D′))(v) are also added to Gug by rule applications.
Analogously, this holds for the case where Bns(A2, v) = ∅ and Bns(A1, v) 6= ∅.
Let us now assume that Bns(A1, v) 6= ∅ as well as Bns(A2, v) 6= ∅. We show
that (convµ1(D′))(v), . . . , (convµk(D′))(v) has to be added to Gug, because the
facts (convµ1(A1))(v), . . . , (convµk(A1))(v) as well as the facts (convµ1(A2))(v), . . . ,
(convµk(A2))(v) are in Gug. Obviously, there exists the variable mappings µ′ ∈
Bns(A1, v) and µ′′ ∈ Bns(A2, v) with µ = dom(µ′) ∪ dom(µ′′) and for each x ∈
(dom(µ′) ∩ dom(µ′′)) it holds that µ′(x) = µ′′(x). Thus, µ′ ⊆ µ and µ′′ ⊆ µ and
as a consequence of the completion of µ′ and µ′′ it follows that {µ1, . . . , µk} ⊆
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{µ′1, . . . , µ′k} and {µ1, . . . , µk} ⊆ {µ′′1, . . . , µ′′k}. Therefore, (convµ1(A1))(v), . . . ,
(convµk(A1))(v) and (convµ1(A2))(v), . . . , (convµk(A2))(v) are also in Gug.

• The ↓-rule for a concept fact ↓x.D′(a) adds D′ to the label of a and the vari-
able mapping {x 7→ a} to Bns(D′, a). We have to show that the concept facts
(convµ1(D′))(a), . . . , (convµk(D′))(a) with {µ1, . . . , µk} = compT

′

Vars(¬CtD)({x 7→
a}) are also added to Gug by rule applications. But this is obviously the case, be-
cause in Gug we have the concept facts (convµ1(↓x.D′))(a), . . . , (convµk(↓x.D′))(a),
which is nothing else than the unfolding of the concept facts (>u convµ1(D′))(a),
. . . , (>u convµk(D′))(a). Furthermore, we have to show that (>u convµ1(D′))(a),
. . . , (> u convµk(D′))(a) is added to Gug, because, as a consequence of the axiom
O v ↓x.D′, ↓x.D′(a) is added to Gns. Obviously, this is the case, because for Gug
we have the axioms {a} v > u convµ1(D′), . . . , {a} v > u convµk(D′).

• The application of the gr-rule adds for a concept fact gr(D′)(v) and a (possibly
empty) variable mapping µ ∈ Bεns(gr(D′), v) the concept facts D[µ1], . . . , D[µk]

with {µ1, . . . , µk} = compT
′

Vars(¬CtD)({µ}). We have to show that D[µ1], . . . , D[µk]

are also added to the completion graph Gug by rule applications. Again, this is
obviously the case, because in Gug we have the concept facts (convµ1(gr(D′)))(v),
. . . , (convµk(gr(D′)))(v), which is the same as grµ1(D′)(v), . . . , grµk(D′)(v).

Again, since we do not add facts to Gns that could be involved in clashes but are not
present in Gug, Gns results in a clash-free and fully expanded completion graph if Gug
is clash-free and fully expanded.

As already sketched, the extended tableau algorithm is still terminating. This is due to
the fact that the number of variable mappings is limited by the number of individuals
and the number of variables in axioms. Thus, blocking is ensured since the nodes in
the completion graph can only be labelled with a limited number of concepts and only
a limited number of variable mappings can be associated with these concepts.

Lemma A.7 (Termination). Let L be a DL without nominal schemas and LV its exten-
sion with nominal schemas. Extending a tableau decision procedure for the satisfiability
of L knowledge bases based on the rules of Table 2.2 and Table 3.2 with the rules of
Table 5.1 results in a terminating algorithm for absorbed LV knowledge bases.

This shows Theorem 5.7, i.e., extending a tableau decision procedure based on the rules
of Table 2.2 and Table 3.2 with the rules of Table 5.1 results in a terminating, sound,
and complete decision procedure for the checking the consistency of knowledge bases
with absorbed nominal schema axioms.

A.3 Saturation Coupling Proofs

In this section, we prove the completeness of the saturation coupling technique (cf.
Chapter 6) as formulated by Lemma 6.5 in Section 6.1.3, i.e., we show that if a node
vD and the nodes representing individuals are neither critical nor clashed for a fully
saturated saturation graph S = (V,E,L) for a knowledge base K, we can build a model
of K in which the extension of D is non-empty. Note that a direct transformation of
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the saturation graph into a completion graph is not possible since the reuse of nodes
in the saturation graph possibly causes problems with certain features of SROIQ. For
example, if two roles r and s are stated disjoint and s is not a super role of r, then the
saturation graph can contain a node that is an r- and an s-successor of another node.
However, in principle, it would be possible to rebuild a completion graph by recursively
creating corresponding successor nodes from the used nodes in the saturation graph until
we would reach nominal nodes or the nodes would be blocked.

Given a fully saturated saturation graph where all nodes representing individuals are
neither critical nor clashed, we show completeness for a non-critical node vD by providing
an interpretation I = (∆I , ·I) that is a model of the knowledge base with a non-empty
extension of D, i.e., DI 6= ∅ and the interpretation witnesses the satisfiability of D. For
ease of presentation, we assume that existentially quantified concepts of the form ∃r.C
are equivalently expressed as >1 r.C. This is w.l.o.g., since normalised knowledge bases
contain only simple roles.

Since the occurrence of a nominal {a} in the label of a node vC means that the node
vC represents the same element as v{a} in ∆I , we only need one representative ele-
ment, which we ensure by defining a suitable equivalence relation over the nodes in the
saturation graph.

Definition A.8 (Canonical Saturation Model). Given a saturation graph S = (V,E,L),
we use ≈ as the following relation: {(vC , vC) | vC ∈ V } ∪ {(vC , v{a}) | vC ∈ V, {a} ∈
L(vC),L(v{a}) = L(vC)} and ≈* as the transitive, reflexive, and symmetric closure of
≈. Since the relation ≈* is an equivalence relation over the nodes in V , we use v[C], for
vC ∈ V , to denote the equivalence class of vC by≈* . We use the relation≈* to (recursively)
define the elements of ∆I . We first define the set Nom(S) = {v[{a}] | a ∈ NI } of nodes

with nominals in their labels. Further non-nominal elements of ∆I are then obtained
by “unravelling” parts of the saturation graph into paths as usual [75]. We set

PathsS(D) = {v[D]} ∪ Nom(S) ∪
{p · vi[C] | p ∈ PathsS(D),>n r.C ∈ L(v), v ∈ tail(p), v[C] /∈ Nom(S), 1 ≤ i ≤ n},

where · denotes concatenation and tail(v[C]) = tail(p · vi[C]) = v[C].

We can now define the interpretation I = (∆I , ·I) as follows:

∆I = PathsS(D),

and, for each a ∈ NI , we set ·I to

aI = v[{a}],

for each A ∈ NC to

AI = {p | v ∈ tail(p) and A ∈ L(v)},
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and for each r ∈ NR to

rI = {〈p, q〉 ∈ PathsS(D)× PathsS(D) | q = p · vi[C] and >n s.C ∈ L(v)

for v ∈ tail(p) with i ≤ n and s v∗ r} ∪
{〈q, p〉 ∈ PathsS(D)× PathsS(D) | q = p · vi[C] and >n inv(s).C ∈ L(v)

for v ∈ tail(p) with i ≤ n and s v∗ r} ∪
{〈p, x〉 ∈ PathsS(D)× Nom(S) | there is a v ∈ x and a v′ ∈ tail(p)

such that v is an r-successor of v′} ∪
{〈x, p〉 ∈ Nom(S)× PathsS(D) | there is a v ∈ x and a v′ ∈ tail(p)

such that v is an inv(r)-successor of v′} ∪
{〈p, p〉 ∈ PathsS(D)× PathsS(D) | there is a v ∈ tail(p)

such that v is an r-neighbour of itself }

Note that the domain elements are (paths of) equivalent classes and to ensure that the
extension of a role r correctly contains all edges derived by the saturation (inclusively
all ABox assertions), we use all nodes of an equivalent class for the construction of rI .

In order to show that I |= K, we first show that, for every p ∈ ∆I , p ∈ CI if C ∈ L(v)
with v ∈ tail(p).

Lemma A.9. Let S = (V,E,L) be a fully saturated saturation graph for a concept D
w.r.t. K and vD as well as the nodes representing individuals are neither critical nor
clashed. Furthermore, let I = (∆I , ·I) denote an interpretation constructed as described
in Definition A.8. For each p ∈ ∆I it holds that p ∈ CI if C ∈ L(v) with v ∈ tail(p).

Proof. We observe that all nodes involved in the construction of the interpretation can
neither be critical nor clashed. In particular, if a node v ∈ tail(p) for a p ∈ ∆I were
clashed, then v[D] or a node representing an individual would be identified as clashed
with the ⊥-rule, which contradicts our assumption that these nodes are not clashed.
Analogously, if v were critical, then v[D] or a node representing an individual would
be identified as critical by the R↑-rule (which is also contradictory to our assumption).
Hence, for considering the different types of concepts for the lemma in the following, it is
safe to assume that all nodes used for the construction of the interpretation are neither
clashed nor critical and, hence, ⊥I = ∅.

The base case for C = A with A ∈ L(v) and v ∈ tail(p) trivially holds for all p ∈ ∆I

by the definition of ∆I and ·I , i.e., p ∈ AI if A ∈ L(v) with v ∈ tail(p). Also note
that ∆I = >I due to the definition of the saturation algorithm (in particular due to the
initialisation of nodes) and due to the fact that we never remove concepts from labels in
a saturation graph. Other base cases hold for all elements p ∈ ∆I with v ∈ tail(p) and
C ∈ L(v) as follows:

• For C = {a}, we observe that p = v[{a}] due to the use of equivalence classes, the

definition of ≈* , ∆I , ·I , and the fact that the Roo-rule cannot identify v as critical
by assumption.
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• For C = ¬B, we observe that p /∈ BI due to the definition of I and the fact that
the used nodes are not clashed in the saturation graph. Hence, p ∈ CI .

• For C = ∃r.Self, we observe that the node v is an r-successor of itself due to the
application of the Self-rule. By the definition of ·I , we have 〈p, p〉 ∈ rI . Hence,
p ∈ CI .

• For C = ¬∃r.Self, we observe that the nodes in the saturation graph are not
clashed. Hence, we can exclude loops that are caused by the last part of the
definition of ·I since any such node would be clashed due to Condition 2 of the
⊥-rule. For nominal nodes we observe that nodes of V with the same nominal in
their label are represented by one element in ∆I . This possibly introduces loops for
neighbouring nominal nodes in the saturation graph. This is, however, excluded
by Condition 3 of the ⊥-rule. Hence, we have 〈p, p〉 /∈ rI and, therefore, p ∈ CI .

The complex cases hold for all elements p ∈ ∆I with v ∈ tail(p) and C ∈ L(v) by
induction as follows:

• For C = C1 u C2, the application of the u-rule ensures that L(v) ⊇ {C1, C2}. By
induction, we have p ∈ CI1 and p ∈ CI2 . Hence, p ∈ CI .

• For C = C1 t C2, we observe that there must be a concept C ′ ∈ L(v) with C ′ ∈
{C1, C2} since the Rt-rule would otherwise have identified the node v ∈ tail(p) as
critical, which contradicts our assumption. Hence, by induction, we have p ∈ C ′I
and, as a consequence, p ∈ CI .

• For C = >n r.C ′, we observe that the saturation algorithm creates and saturates
the node vC′ as r-successor of v for n ≥ 1 and we consider two cases: First, for
v[C′] ∈ Nom(S), we have that n = 1 since v would be clashed for n > 1 due to
Condition 5 of the ⊥-rule, which contradicts our assumption. By the definition
of PathsS(D), ∆I , and ·I , there exists the element q with q ∈ Nom(S) such that
〈p, q〉 ∈ rI . Furthermore, by induction, we have q ∈ C ′I and, consequently, p ∈ CI .
Second, for vi[C′] /∈ Nom(S), by the construction of PathsS(D), p ·v1

[C′], . . . , p ·v
n
[C′] ∈

PathsS(D) and, by definition of ·I , these elements are n r-successors of p. Finally,
by induction, we have p · v1

[C′], . . . , p · v
n
[C′] ∈ C

′I and, consequently, p ∈ CI .

• For C = ∀r.C ′, we observe that the application of the ∀-rule guarantees that all
inv(r)-predecessors have C ′ in their label. Furthermore, also all r-successors have
C ′ in their label, otherwise the R∀-rule would have identified v as critical, which
is contradictory to our assumption. By definition of PathsS(D), ∆I , and ·I , for
every r-neighbour element q it holds by induction that q ∈ C ′I and, consequently,
p ∈ CI .

• For C = 6 n r.C ′, the R6-rule guarantees that every node v ∈ p has at most n
merging candidates, i.e., at most n r-successor nodes with C ′ in their labels, oth-
erwise the node would be critical, which contradicts our assumption. Analogously,
the Rch-rule guarantees that every r-successor of v has either C ′ or normK(¬C ′)
in its label. For p = v[D] with p 6∈ Nom(S), we observe that p does not have

any predecessors and, by definition of PathsS(D), ∆I , and ·I , and by induction,
we have at most n r-neighbour elements q1, . . . , qn with q1, . . . , qn ∈ C ′I since
for every other r-neighbour element q it holds that q ∈ normK(¬C ′)I and, there-
fore, q /∈ C ′I . Hence, p ∈ CI for p = v[D]. For p ∈ Nom(S), it holds for every
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inv(r)-predecessor element q of p that q /∈ C ′I due to induction, the definition of
PathsS(D), ∆I , and ·I , and the Ro6-rule (otherwise the node would be identified
as critical). Hence, p ∈ CI for p ∈ Nom(S). For p /∈ {v[D]} ∪ Nom(S), we have
p = q · vi[D′]. Moreover, the R↓ch-rule guarantees that for w ∈ tail(q) either C ′ or

normK(¬C ′) is in its label. By induction and the definition of PathsS(D), ∆I , and
·I , we have either q ∈ C ′I or q ∈ normK(¬C ′)I . We consider both cases: First,
if q /∈ C ′I because of w ∈ tail(q) with normK(¬C ′) ∈ L(w), then we can argue
analogously to the case where p = v[D]. Second, if q ∈ C ′I because of w ∈ tail(q)
with C ′ ∈ L(w), then it is guaranteed by the R↓6-rule that v has at most n − 1
r-successors with C in their labels and, by definition of PathsS(D), ∆I , and ·I , we
have at most n r-neighbour elements q1, . . . , qn of p for which it holds by induction
that q1, . . . , qn ∈ C ′I . Consequently, p ∈ CI .

Hence, for each p ∈ ∆I , it holds that p ∈ CI if C ∈ L(v) with v ∈ tail(p).

By using Lemma A.9, we can now show the completeness, i.e., we can show that the
constructed interpretation satisfies all axioms in the knowledge base as formulated by
Lemma 6.5 in Section 6.1.3.

Proof. We assume that the interpretation I = (∆I , ·I) is built from S as in Defini-
tion A.8. Note that due to the definition of the saturation algorithm, there is a node
vD ∈ V with D ∈ L(vD), by the definition of ∆I , v[D] ∈ ∆I and, by the definition of tail

and ·I , v[D] ∈ DI . Hence, DI 6= ∅. We can now observe that I satisfies every axiom α
of the normalised knowledge base K (cf. Section 2.2) as follows:

• For α = H v C with H = {a}, H = A, or H = >, we observe that, for every
p ∈ ∆I with v ∈ tail(p), we have HI only if H ∈ L(v) due to the definition of ≈* ,
PathsS(D), ∆I , and ·I . Due to the applications of the v1-rule, we have C ∈ L(v)
if H ∈ L(v), and, by Lemma A.9, we have p ∈ CI if p ∈ HI . Hence, I |= α.

• For α = A1 u A2 v C, we analogously observe that, for every p ∈ ∆I with
v ∈ tail(p), we have (A1 uA2)I only if {A1, A2} ⊆ L(v) due to the definition of ≈* ,
PathsS(D), ∆I , and ·I . Due to the applications of the v2-rule, we have C ∈ L(v)
if {A1, A2} ⊆ L(v), and, by Lemma A.9, we have p ∈ CI if p ∈ HI . Hence, I |= α.

• For α = r v s, we observe that I |= α due to the definition of successors/prede-
cessors and by the definition of PathsS(D), ∆I , and ·I .

• For α = Disj(r, s), we assume for a contradiction that there are the elements
p, q ∈ ∆I such that 〈p, q〉 ∈ rI ∩ sI . By definition of a saturation graph and ·I
from the edges in S, either q ∈ Nom(S) or r v∗ s. However, in both cases v ∈ tail(p)
is clashed due to Condition 6 and Condition 7 of the ⊥-rule, respectively. Hence,
v ∈ tail(p) represents an individual and is clashed or v ∈ tail(p) does not represent
an individual, but then Condition 9 of the ⊥-rule assures that vD or a node that
represents an individual is clashed. Both contradicts our assumption.

Since I satisfies, for all elements of ∆I , every axiom α of K, I |= K.
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A.4 Completion Graph Caching Proofs

In this section, we show the completeness of our completion graph caching technique (cf.
Chapter 7) as formulated by Lemma 7.3 in Section 7.1.1, i.e., we show that the cached
nodes in a processed completion graph (G′) can be expanded as in the cached completion
graph (Gn) such that we obtain a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph (G). As
mentioned, we can assume w.l.o.g. that Gn is clash-free and fully expanded, otherwise we
could identify/extract an appropriate subset of Gn for which this assumption is satisfied
since Gn contains the consequences of a fully expanded and clash-free completion graph.
In addition, we also use the assumption that all edges between cached nodes in G′ are
labelled with the same roles as in Gn. Again, if this is not the case, then we simply
remove those edges and roles (from edge labels) that do not occur in Gn.

For the following poof, we first define how the fully expanded and clash-free completion
graph G can be built from G′ by expanding the cached nodes of G′ as for Gn.

Definition A.10 (Completion Graph Expansion). Let Gd = (V d, Ed,Ld, ˙6=d
,Md) be a

completion graph with only deterministically derived consequences and the completion
graph Gn = (V n, En, Ln, ˙6=n

,Mn) a fully expanded and clash-free expansion of Gd.

Moreover, let G′ = (V ′, E′,L′, ˙6=′,M′) be a clash-free extension of Gd that is obtained
by adding new nodes to the completion graph and/or new concepts to node labels and by
applying tableau expansion rules such that all non-cached nodes are fully expanded, i.e.,
tableau expansion rules cannot further be applied to non-cached nodes. The expanded
completion graph G = (V,E,L, ˙6=,M) is obtained from G′ by setting:

• V = Vp ∪ Ve, where Vp denotes the set of processed nodes, i.e.,
Vp = {v ∈ V ′ | v is not cached },

and Ve denotes the set of expanded nodes, i.e.,

Ve = {vn ∈ V n | there is no node mergedToM
′
(vd) ∈ V ′ such that

vn = mergedToM
n
(vd) or mergedToM

′
(vd) is cached }.

• E = {〈v, w〉 ∈ E′ | {v, w} ⊆ Vp} ∪
{〈mergedToM

n
(v), w〉 | 〈v, w〉 ∈ E′ ∧mergedToM

n
(v) ∈ Ve ∧ w ∈ Vp} ∪

{〈v,mergedToM
n
(w)〉 | 〈v, w〉 ∈ E′ ∧ v ∈ Vp ∧mergedToM

n
(w) ∈ Ve} ∪

{〈v, w〉 ∈ En | {v, w} ∩ Vp = ∅}.
• L = {` ∈ L′(v) | v ∈ Vp} ∪

{` ∈ Ln(v) | v ∈ Ve} ∪
{` ∈ L′(〈v, w〉) | {v, w} ⊆ Vp} ∪
{〈mergedToM

n
(v), w〉 7→ R | 〈v, w〉 7→ R ∈ L′∧

mergedToM
n
(v) ∈ Ve ∧ w ∈ Vp} ∪

{〈v,mergedToM
n
(w)〉 7→ R | 〈v, w〉 7→ R ∈ L′∧

v ∈ Vp ∧mergedToM
n
(w) ∈ Ve} ∪

{` ∈ Ln(〈v, w〉) | {v, w} ∩ Vp = ∅}.
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• ˙6= = {〈v, w〉 ∈ ˙6=′ | {v, w} ⊆ Vp} ∪
{〈mergedToM

n
(v), w〉 | 〈v, w〉 ∈ ˙6=′ ∧mergedToM

n
(v) ∈ Ve ∧ w ∈ Vp} ∪

{〈mergedToM
n
(v), w〉 | 〈mergedToM

n
(v),mergedToM

n
(w)〉 ∈ ˙6=n∧

mergedToM
n
(v) ∈ Ve ∧ w ∈ Vp} ∪

{〈v,mergedToM
n
(w)〉 | 〈v, w〉 ∈ ˙6=′ ∧ v ∈ Vp ∧mergedToM

n
(w) ∈ Ve} ∪

{〈v,mergedToM
n
(w)〉 | 〈mergedToM

n
(v),mergedToM

n
(w)〉 ∈ ˙6=n∧

v ∈ Vp ∧mergedToM
n
(w) ∈ Ve} ∪

{〈mergedToM
n
(v),mergedToM

n
(w)〉 | 〈v, w〉 ∈ ˙6=′ ∧ {v, w} ∩ Vp = ∅}.

{〈v, w〉 ∈ ˙6=n | {v, w} ∩ Vp = ∅}.
• M = ∅.

Finally, we prune all nodes in G that are not (indirectly) connected (via the neighbour
relation) to a root or a nominal node representing an individual of the knowledge base.

We can now prove Lemma 7.3 by showing that G is fully expanded and clash-free:

Proof. Let Gd = (V d, Ed,Ld, ˙6=d
,Md), Gn = (V n, En,Ln, ˙6=n

,Mn), G′ = (V ′, E′,L′,
˙6=′,M′), and G = (V,E,L, ˙6=,M) be completion graphs as defined in Definition A.10.
We first show that G is clash-free. In particular, the clash conditions of Definition 2.13
are not satisfied, which can be observed from Definitions 7.2 and A.10 as follows:

• Clash Conditions 1, 2, and 3 are trivially not satisfied since they only apply on
single nodes and they only refer to V , E, and L, for which the data either stems
from G′ (if a processed node is involved) or from Gn, and both completion graphs
are clash-free by assumption.

• Clash Condition 4 can only be satisfied for an axiom Disj(r, s) if one processed
node, say v, as well as one expanded node, say wn, is involved. We can also
observe that wn stems from a cached node w′, i.e., wn = mergedToM

n
(w′), since

for other expanded nodes, Condition C10 would have invalidated the caching of
those ancestors that cause the generation of these expanded nodes and, therefore,
they would have been pruned in G. However, Condition C9 would identify the
caching of w′ as invalid if the expansion were to make v an r-neighbour node of
wn and v were not already an r-neighbour node of w′ in G′. Hence, the expansion
does not add additional roles to edge labels and/or edges between processed and
expanded nodes and, therefore, Clash Condition 4 can only be satisfied if v is
already an r- and s-neighbour of w′ in G′, which contradicts our assumption that
G′ is clash-free.

• For Clash Condition 5, we observe that the node vn with 6n r.C in its label must
be an expanded node, otherwise the clash would also be in G′ (which is contradic-
tory to our assumption) since the definition of E and L as well as Condition C9
guarantee that the expansion does not add/remove roles to edge labels and/or
edges between processed and expanded nodes and since it is ensured by Condi-
tion C2 and the definition of V and ˙6= that the expansion of cached neighbour
nodes does neither remove C from their labels nor entries for ˙6=. Moreover, vn

must stem from a cached node v′, i.e., vn = mergedToM
n
(v′), since all other ex-

panded nodes get the same neighbours as in Gn for which the clash condition is
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not satisfied by assumption. Analogously to Clash Condition 4, we can, however,
argue that Condition C5 would identify the caching of v′ as invalid if the addition
of the same r-neighbours to v′ as in Gn could violate the cardinality restriction.
Hence, Clash Condition 5 is not satisfied.

• For Clash Condition 6, we observe that each nominal can only be in the label of
one nominal node due to the initialisation of the completion graph, the expansion
rules, the definition of V , and due to Condition C12. In particular, the latter
one guarantees that we do not add an expanded node, say vn, labelled with a
nominal that is also in the label of a processed node, say w′, since the caching
of w′ would, by definition of Vp, be invalid and, then, Condition C12 would have
invalidated the caching of v′ with vn = mergedToM

n
(v′) such that we would not

have added vn. Furthermore, since G′ and Gn are not clashed, there also cannot be

the cached nodes v′ and w′ in G′ with v′ ˙6=′w′ which are merged for the expansion,
i.e., mergedToM

n
(v′) = mergedToM

n
(w′). In particular, Condition C13 ensures

that the caching would then have been invalidated for v′ and w′, hence Clash
Condition 6 is not satisfied.

Also, the tableau expansion rules (cf. Table 2.2 and Table 3.2) cannot be applied to
G. In particular, blocking of nodes in G can be established as in G′ and Gn. This can
trivially be observed for the processed nodes, i.e., for non-cached nodes from G′, since
they are only blocked by other nodes from G′, i.e., by nodes that are also available in
G. Analogously, the expanded nodes can be blocked as in Gn since it is ensured with
Condition C11 that the corresponding blocker nodes are also transferred into G. To be
more precise, Condition C11 would invalidate the caching of blocked nodes if the caching
of the blocker nodes became invalid. Note that if the blocker node does not stem from
a cached node and gets pruned because it is no longer connected to a root or nominal
node that represents an individual from the knowledge base, then also the blocked node
gets pruned since it is a descendant of the blocker node and can also not be connected
to such a root or nominal node.

From Definitions 7.2 and A.10, we can further observe that the tableau expansion rules
are not applicable:

• For the v1-, v2-, u-, t-, and Self-rules, we can argue as for Clash Conditions 1,
2, and 3. These rules are only applicable on single nodes, but since these rules are
neither applicable for the non-cached nodes in G′, i.e., the processed nodes in G,
nor for the nodes in Gn, i.e., the expanded nodes in G, they are also not applicable
for G, otherwise our assumption that Gn is fully expanded and all non-cached
nodes in G′ are fully expanded would be contradicted. In particular, the data
w.r.t. V , E, and L for these nodes stems either entirely from G′ (if a processed
node is involved) or from Gn. Hence, the v1-, v2-, u-, t-, and Self-rules cannot
be applicable for G.

• For the ∃-rule, we observe that it cannot be applicable for processed nodes since
the non-cached nodes in G′ are fully expanded and the expansion only replaces
the neighbouring cached nodes with nodes that have at least the same concepts in
their labels. For expanded nodes, we have two cases.

First, we consider an expanded node vn that does not stem from a node in Gd,
i.e., there is no vd ∈ V ′ such that vn = mergedToM

n
(vd). Let us assume that the
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expanded completion graph G does not contain an r-neighbour node with C in its
label for a concept ∃r.C ∈ L(vn). Since the completion graph Gn is fully expanded
and all neighbours that do not stem from non-cached nodes have been copied to
G, the r-neighbour node wn of vn in Gn with C in its label must stem from a
node wd ∈ V d, i.e., vn = mergedToM

n
(vd) where mergedToM

′
(vd) is not cached.

However, Condition C10 would have invalidated the caching of every ancestor node
in G′ that is causing the creation of vn. Hence, vn would have been pruned for the
expansion and, therefore, our assumption is incorrect.

Let us now consider the other case where the expanded node vn does stem from
a node in Gd, i.e., vn = mergedToM

n
(vd). Clearly, vd must be a cached node

in V ′, otherwise we would not have vn as an expanded node in G. We can now
argue analogously to the previous case by using Condition C6. In particular, if we
assume that we have an expanded node vn that does not have an r-neighbour node
with C in its label for a concept ∃r.C ∈ L(vn), then we analogously observe that
the missing/incomplete r-neighbour node wn of vn in Gn with C in its label must
stem from a node wd ∈ V d, i.e., vn = mergedToM

n
(vd) where mergedToM

′
(vd) is

not cached. However, Condition C6 would have invalidated the caching of vd if it
were necessary to add concepts to non-cached node labels to satisfy ∃r.C for vn.
Hence, our assumption is incorrect and, as a result, the ∃-rule is not applicable.

• The ∀-rule is trivially not applicable for processed nodes, otherwise the non-cached
nodes would not be fully expanded inG′. Moreover, the ∀-rule is also not applicable
for an expanded node vn with ∀r.C ∈ L(vn) since the definition of E guarantees
that only the edges and their role labels to and from processed nodes are different
for such an expanded node vn, where Condition C10 ensures that vn stems from a
cached node v′, i.e., vn = mergedToM

n
(v′), (otherwise the caching of ancestors that

would cause the generation of vn inGn would be identified as invalid), Condition C9
ensures that there is no processed r-neighbour node w′ of vn in the expanded
completion graph G if w′ is not already in G′ an r-neighbour of the node v′, and
Condition C3 guarantees that every processed r-neighbour node w′ has C in its
label (otherwise the caching of v′ would be invalid). Note that C can obviously
also not be propagated to another expanded node since no additional edges are
added or edge labels are extended in G in comparison to Gn between expanded
nodes and since Gn is fully expanded.

• For the ch-rule, we can argue analogously as for the ∀-rule by using Condition C4.

• For the >-rule, we argue analogously as for the ∃-rule. In particular, the >-
rule is not applicable for processed nodes since they are fully expanded and since
the expansion only adds and/or extends nodes, node labels, and the ˙6= relation.
Moreover, for the application on an expanded node vn, at least one neighbour node
must have been removed/changed by the expansion since Gn is fully expanded, i.e.,
we have a non-cached node mergedToM

′
(wd) in G′ for which wd is not expanded

as for Gn such that mergedToM
n
(wd) would be an r-neighbour of vn, would have

C in its label, and would be distinct with the other neighbours (by ˙6=n
). In

addition, we again observe that vn must stem from a cached node v′, i.e., vn =
mergedToM

n
(v′), otherwise the Condition C10 would have invalidated the caching

of every ancestor that would cause the generation of vn. However, Condition C7
ensures that also the caching of v′ would have been invalidated if the existence of
enough corresponding neighbour nodes cannot be guaranteed for the expansion,
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i.e., if too many of those nodes get non-cached that are necessary for the satisfaction
of the at least cardinality restriction on vn.

• For the 6-rule, we can argue analogously to Clash Condition 5. For a processed
node, the 6-rule is clearly not applicable (otherwise our assumption that the non-
cached nodes in G′ are fully expanded would be contradicted) and for an expanded
node with 6mr.C in its label (where only additional r-neighbour connections to
processed nodes with the concept C in their label could be problematic), the
Conditions C10 and C5 ensure that the caching of the corresponding nodes would
have been invalidated if the cardinality could be problematic and we had to apply
the 6-rule.

• For the o-rule, we observe analogously to Clash Condition 6 that each nominal can
only be in one nominal node and, therefore, the o-rule is trivially not applicable.

• For the NN-rule, we consider two cases. If the concept 6mr.C is in the label of
a processed nominal node v and the expansion were to add a new blockable node
wn as predecessor of v that is inv(r)-neighbour of v and has C in its label, then
Condition C10 would have invalidated the caching of those predecessors/ancestors
that causing the generation of wn. Note that there cannot be a processed node
that is blockable and a corresponding predecessor of v with C in its label since then
the NN- or the 6-rule would be applicable for v, which contradicts our assumption
that the non-cached nodes are fully expanded. For the other case, we assume that
the NN-rule is applicable for a concept 6mr.C in the label of an expanded nominal
node vn and that the expansion connects a blockable processed node w with C in
its label as a predecessor of vn such that w is r-neighbour of vn. Since vn must
stem from a cached node v′, i.e., vn = mergedToM

n
(v′) (otherwise vn would not be

a direct neighbour of w), we observe that our assumption must be wrong since the
Condition C8 would have invalidated the caching of v′. Also note that vn cannot
have corresponding expanded nodes as predecessor for which the NN-rule could be
applicable since Gn is fully expanded. Hence, the NN-rule is not applicable.

Since the tableau expansion rules are not applicable for G and no clash condition is
satisfied for G, G is fully expanded and clash-free.





Appendix B

Test Corpus

For evaluating whether new optimisation techniques are indeed useful in practice, we
are obviously interested in testing them on as many real-world ontologies as possible.
Hence, to support our evaluations, we created a large test corpus of ontologies,1 which
has been obtained by collecting all downloadable and parsable ontologies from

• the Gardiner ontology suite [38],

• the NCBO BioPortal,2

• the National Cancer Institute thesaurus (NCIt) archive,3

• the Open Biological Ontologies (OBO) Foundry [167],

• the Oxford ontology library,4

• the TONES repository,5

• the subsets of the OWLCorpus [119] that were gathered by the crawlers Google,
OntoCrawler, OntoJCrawl, and Swoogle,6 and

• the ORE2014 dataset [118].7

Note that the ORE2014 dataset is a collection of ontologies from several sources and
it redundantly contains many of the ontologies that are also contained by the other
repositories. However, many ontologies of the ORE2014 dataset got adapted and ap-
proximated to fit the requirements of certain OWL 2 profiles (e.g., by removing datatypes
that are not in the OWL 2 datatype map, by enforcing a regular role hierarchy, and by

1The test corpus can be found online at http://www.derivo.de/en/products/konclude/

paper-support-pages/dissertation-as-test-corpus.html.
2http://bioportal.bioontology.org/
3http://ncit.nci.nih.gov/
4http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/isg/ontologies/; Note, the Oxford ontology library also contains other

repositories (e.g., the Gardiner ontology suite), which we ignored in order to avoid too much redundancy.
5http://owl.cs.manchester.ac.uk/repository/
6In order to avoid too many redundant ontologies with other repositories, we only used those subsets

of the OWLCorpus which were gathered with the crawlers OntoCrawler, OntoJCrawl, Swoogle, and
Google.

7https://zenodo.org/record/10791
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Table B.1: Overview over our test corpus with statistics of ontology metrics (Ø stands
for average and Q0.5 for median)

Repository # Axioms Classes Properties Individuals
Ontologies Ø Q0.5 Ø Q0.5 Ø Q0.5 Ø Q0.5

Gardiner 292 5, 842 96 1, 788 14 44 7 85 2
NCBO BioPortal 403 27, 180 1, 116 7, 518 339 48 13 1, 766 0
NCIt 185 178, 818 167, 667 69, 720 68, 862 116 123 0 0
OBO Foundry 502 37, 349 1, 292 6, 753 509 24 4 20, 905 6
Oxford 394 73, 921 3, 433 8, 543 500 53 11 18, 273 5
TONES 203 7, 707 352 2, 864 96 40 5 65 0
Google crawl 414 6, 869 255 1, 127 39 102 44 824 1
OntoCrawler 548 2, 574 136 124 17 93 20 633 0
OntoJCrawl 1, 696 6, 281 311 1, 772 50 62 9 838 0
Swoogle crawl 1, 638 2, 778 132 416 21 36 10 879 0
ORE2014 dataset 16, 555 16, 017 594 3, 846 87 101 53 1, 801 50
ALL 22, 830 16, 647 594 4, 020 74 97 50 2, 271 29

adding declarations for undeclared entities). Moreover, the ontologies of the ORE2014
dataset are often more up-to-date since they were collected in 2014, whereas the ontolo-
gies from the other repositories were downloaded between 2012 and 2013. We used the
OWL API for parsing and we converted all ontologies to self-contained OWL 2 XML
files, where we created, for each of the 1, 380 ontologies with imports, a version with
resolved imports and another version, where the import directives are simply removed
(which allows for testing the reasoning performance on the main ontology content with-
out imports, which are frequently shared by many ontologies). We chose OWL 2 XML
for the serialisation since it seems to be one of the more “stable” formats. In particular,
parsers for the OWL 2 Functional Style are often generated with parser generators, such
as JavaCC,8 and, therefore, they often stop parsing as soon as an ontology is extended
with “non-standard/unknown expressions” such as DL-safe SWRL rules. In contrast,
many XML parser often simply skip unknown elements. Moreover, due to historical
reasons, some ontologies use conjunctions/disjunctions with only one conjunct/disjunct,
which is unproblematic from a logical point of view, but it is not allowed by the OWL 2
specification and, hence, often not supported by Functional Style parsers, whereas many
OWL 2 XML parsers simply process such expressions appropriately. Note that we also
removed all non-logical axioms, such as annotations, in order to save loading time for
the reasoners in the evaluations. Also note that the ontologies of the ORE2014 dataset
were already self-contained OWL ontologies in Functional Style syntax and, hence, we
simply converted them into the OWL 2 XML serialisation format. Table B.1 shows an
overview of our obtained test corpus with overall 22, 830 ontologies including statistics
of ontology metrics for the source repositories.

It is worth pointing out that many ontologies in the test corpus are rather small, which
can also be observed from the averages and medians depicted in Table B.1. In particular,
the ontologies of all repositories have 16, 647 axioms in average, but the median is only
594. Table B.2 reveals that many real-world ontologies mostly encode terminological
knowledge, which can also be expected for a formalism with such a focus. However, it
also has to be considered that ABoxes typically contain specific instance data, which
can include personal information (e.g., the diseases of certain patients), and, hence, such
data cannot as easily be shared and/or published as the general background knowledge

8https://javacc.java.net/

https://javacc.java.net/
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Table B.2: Statistics of axiom types and OWL 2 profiles over the test corpus (Ø
stands for average, Q0.5 for median, and % for percent)

Repository TBox Axioms RBox Axioms ABox Axioms DL EL RL QL
Ø Q0.5 Ø Q0.5 Ø Q0.5 % % % %

Gardiner 3, 776 33 151 0 142 2 53.8 13.7 28.1 14.4
NCBO BioPortal 15, 602 575 32 2 4, 672 0 62.0 33.3 18.9 26.8
NCIt 109, 814 67, 760 154 59 0 0 71.9 4.3 1.6 4.3
OBO Foundry 9, 722 363 113 0 21, 011 5 65.3 31.7 36.7 25.7
Oxford 30, 071 642 368 2 29, 639 5 86.3 22.6 24.6 15.7
TONES 4, 489 182 116 1 241 0 86.7 37.9 23.2 25.6
Google crawl 2, 910 100 653 3 2, 668 1 69.1 5.6 8.0 6.0
OntoCrawler 383 70 416 2 1, 913 0 68.1 6.0 8.0 5.5
OntoJCrawl 3, 092 122 290 1 1, 184 0 55.5 12.6 7.6 8.3
Swoogle crawl 754 61 116 0 1, 573 0 66.7 5.7 11.2 5.4
ORE2014 dataset 9, 558 361 557 30 2, 435 64 100.0 53.1 26.3 14.1
ALL 9, 274 326 474 14 3, 124 44 90.3 42.3 22.9 13.2

in the TBox (e.g., an encoded taxonomy of diseases). Nevertheless, there are also several
ontologies with relatively large numbers of individuals in our test corpus such that, at
least to some extent, ABox data is appropriately considered in the evaluations. Interest-
ingly, the number of TBox and ABox axioms is typically one to two times the number
of classes and individuals, respectively. This indicates that each class is typically only
defined with one or two axioms and that we only have a few assertions per individual,
i.e., they are often loosely connected. In contrast, the number of RBox axioms is often
four to five times the number of properties. This is also due to the fact that inverse roles
are often specified in ontologies (instead of only using inverse role expressions) and the
universal role is sometimes explicitly set as super-role of all other roles.

Table B.2 further reveals how many ontologies are in which OWL 2 profile. Since the
ontologies of the ORE2014 dataset got “normalised”, they all satisfy the restrictions
of OWL 2 DL. In contrast, for the other repositories, approximately only 65 % of the
ontologies are in the OWL 2 DL profile. This is mainly due to undeclared entities, which
has, however, no effect on reasoning and most systems can easily process such ontologies.
The restrictions of other OWL 2 profiles are even less often satisfied. By not considering
the ORE2014 dataset, which contains over 7, 000 profile-based approximations of DL
ontologies, we only have 14 % of the ontologies in the OWL 2 EL profile, 13 % in
OWL 2 RL, and 12 % in OWL 2 QL (some very simple ontologies obviously satisfy the
restriction of several profiles). Although only few ontologies (150) are indeed SROIQ
ontologies, it can be observed that many ontologies use at least some features that are
not supported by the more efficiently processable OWL 2 profiles. In particular, from the
20, 635 ontologies within the OWL 2 DL profile (4, 079 without the ORE2014 dataset),
9, 941 (2, 709) ontologies are in OWL 2 DL only, i.e., they use language features outside
the other OWL 2 profiles. Hence, there clearly seems to be a need for the more expressive
language features. Contrarily, with 1, 724 ontologies that satisfy the restrictions of all
OWL 2 profiles (380 without the ORE2014 dataset), one can also argue that there exists
a range of very simple ontologies.

As depicted in Table B.3, we further analysed how often the different types of OWL 2
axioms are used in the ontologies of the test corpus. Note that Table B.3 is grouped into
different parts based on TBox, RBox, and ABox axioms. However, since there is some
room for interpretation how certain axioms can be counted (e.g., due to internalisation
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Table B.3: Occurrences of OWL axioms in all 22, 830 ontologies of the test corpus
(
∑

stands for the accumulated occurrences over all ontologies, max for the maximal
number of occurrences in one ontology, and # for the number of ontologies in which

the expression occurs)

OWL Axiom DL Syntax
∑

max #

EquivalentClasses C ≡ D 6,369,561 128,208 8,725
DisjointClasses C uD v ⊥ 3,356,391 56,192 8,381
SubClassOf C v D 199,819,164 3,182,128 21,551
DataPropertyDomain ∃q.>D v C 243,293 3,652 7,964
DataPropertyRange > v ∀q.dr 244,482 4,300 8,214
ObjectPropertyDomain ∃r.> v C 563,941 10,598 10,482
ObjectPropertyRange > v ∀r.C 655,833 10,391 10,714

DisjointUnion
C ≡ D1 tD2,

145 16 37
D1 uD2 v ⊥

HasKey n/a9 42 7 20
FunctionalDataProperty > v 61 q.>D 38,570 1,709 2,687
FunctionalObjectProperty Func(r) 62,378 2,341 3,426
InverseFunctionalObjectProperty Func(r−) 8,245 643 1,377
IrreflexiveObjectProperty Irrefl(r) 647 48 196
ReflexiveObjectProperty Refl(r) 893 9 254
AsymmetricObjectProperty Asym(r) 473 103 37
EquivalentDataProperties q v p, p v q 10,309 2,252 3,208
EquivalentObjectProperties r ≡ s 38,224 1,265 3,375
DisjointDataProperties Disj(q, p) 19 6 14
DisjointObjectProperties Disj(s, r) 1,755 1,261 89
InverseObjectProperties r ≡ s− 125,102 742 8,222
TransitiveObjectProperty Trans(r) 53,572 60 8,014
SubDataPropertyOf q v p 76,138 2,256 4,419
SubObjectPropertyOf s v r 849,763 7,034 15,253
SubPropertyChainOf s1 u . . . u sn v r 52,075 160 6,140
SymmetricObjectProperty Symm(r) 17,043 78 5,252
ClassAssertion C(a) 53,949,260 1,142,607 14,308
DataPropertyAssertion q(a, c) 4,607,637 632,684 5,312
DifferentIndividuals a 6≈ b 114,250 509 2,626

NegativeDataPropertyAssertion {a} v ∀q.dr 2 2 1
NegativeObjectPropertyAssertion ¬r(a, b) 20,574 1,999 85
ObjectPropertyAssertion r(a, b) 11,209,891 640,164 9,923
SameIndividual a ≈ b 1,276,762 87,998 2,109

possibilities into TBox axioms), the second block of the table shows axioms that were
counted as TBox axioms in Table B.2 by the OWL API,10 whereas these axioms are con-
sidered as RBox axioms w.r.t. our definition of SROIQ from Section 2.1.1. For example,
an OWL FunctionalObjectProperty axiom, can be interpreted as the DL axiom Func(r) as
well as the GCI > v 61 r.>, where the former is typically seen as an RBox and the latter
as a TBox axiom. Nevertheless, for the (logical) OWL 2 axioms, Table B.3 shows in the

9HasKey axioms are of the form HasKey(C, r1, . . . , rn, q1, . . . , qm) and allow for stating that each
named individual, which is an instance of the class expression/concept C, is uniquely identified by the
given object and/or data properties/roles r1, . . . , rn, q1, . . . , qm, for which not a direct correspondence
does exist in DL syntax. If only one role is used, then it can, however, be expressed with an axiom of
the form {a1, . . . , an} u C v ∀r. 61 r−.> for a1, . . . , an the individuals in the knowledge base.

10Curiously, some up-to-date versions of the OWL API, e.g., v3.5.4 and v4.1.0-RC4, also count axioms
such as InverseObjectProperties, SymmetricObjectProperties, and AsymmetricObjectProperties as TBox
axioms, which also slightly falsifies the number of TBox/RBox axioms.
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Table B.4: Occurrences of OWL expressions in all 22, 830 ontologies of the test corpus
(
∑

stands for the accumulated occurrences over all ontologies, max for the maximal
number of occurrences in one ontology, and # for the number of ontologies in which

the expression occurs)

OWL Expression DL Syntax
∑

max #

Class A 608,585,412 6,540,487 22,596
ObjectProperty r 157,507,300 3,137,921 21,387
DataProperty q 8,349,524 632,937 9,597
Datatype dt 7,613,264 632,855 9,242
NamedIndividual a 49,662,466 1,635,135 14,474
AnonymousIndividual n/a11 37,526,312 1,142,607 4,419
Literal c 7,284,590 632,815 6,454
Facet ϕ 5,769 450 133
ObjectInverseOf r− 1,458 126 146
ObjectIntersectionOf C uD 21,749,154 301,422 8,732
ObjectUnionOf C tD 318,634 18,323 8,404
ObjectComplementOf ¬C 102,059 36,494 1,414
ObjectSomeValuesFrom ∃r.C 138,757,520 3,137,899 14,873
ObjectAllValuesFrom ∀r.C 1,590,722 36,495 4,879
ObjectMinCardinality >n r.C 260,582 8,846 4,803
ObjectMaxCardinality 6n r.C 241,441 8,800 4,447
ObjectHasSelf ∃r.Self 1,083 30 101
ObjectOneOf {a1, . . . , an} 665,220 9,486 4,583
DataSomeValuesFrom ∃q.dr 2,652,670 602,341 2,412
DataAllValuesFrom ∀q.dr 12,791 984 746
DataMinCardinality >n q.dr 27,021 623 2,434
DataMaxCardinality 6n q.dr 39,407 1,084 2,419
DataOneOf dt{c1, . . . , cn} 2,650,190 602,341 2,455

DataComplementOf dr 87 4 62
DataIntersectionOf dr1 ∧ dr2 837 58 21
DataUnionOf dr1 ∨ dr2 373 99 69
DatatypeRestriction dt[ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕn] 5,336 311 133

second column the corresponding DL axioms. Since OWL 2 provides additional “syntac-
tic sugar”, some OWL 2 axioms, e.g., DisjointUnion, have to be presented by several DL
axioms. Also note that several OWL 2 axioms can be used for simultaneously specifying
a range of entities as equivalent or disjoint (e.g., EquivalentClasses can be parametrised
with arbitrarily many classes). Although this does not add additional expressiveness, it
is relevant in practice since reasoning systems can implement a special, more efficient
handling of such axioms. The third column of Table B.3 shows the number of accumu-
lated occurrences of each axiom over all ontologies in our corpus. In contrast, Column
4 and 5 show the maximal number of occurrences that can be found in an ontology for
one axiom and the number of ontologies in which the axiom occurs. It can clearly be
observed that SubClassOf axioms are used much more intensively and more often than
all other types of axioms. This is not completely surprising since DLs have a strong
focus on representing terminological knowledge and it is used in many applications to
encode taxonomies. Analogously, SubObjectPropertyOf are the most used RBox axioms,
but less dominantly compared to the TBox case. Interestingly, class assertions are the
most used ABox assertion, even more intensively than role assertions, which, again, can
be seen as an indication that the individuals are often only loosely connected. Again,

11Anonymous individuals can, in principle, be encoded as known/named individuals with some minor
considerations (e.g., the concept O from the nominal schema absorption must not be asserted to them).
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it has to be considered that the ORE2014 dataset contains many EL approximations of
OWL 2 DL ontologies. Hence, the corpus does not perfectly reflect the (ratio of) occur-
rences of axioms in real-world ontologies. We can also identify a range of OWL 2 axioms
that are hardly used in our corpus, e.g., NegativeDataPropertyAssertion, DisjointUnion,
HasKey, and DisjointDataProperties axioms, which can be seen as an indication that these
axioms are rarely required in practice. This is also reflected by many implementations
of reasoners, which often only internalise such axioms (instead of supporting a specific
and optimised handling) or do not support such axioms at all. For example, to the best
of our knowledge, HermiT is the only reasoner that supports the rarely used HasKey
axioms.

Analogously to the OWL 2 axioms, Table B.4 and B.5 reveal how often which OWL 2
expressions and OWL 2 datatypes are used, respectively. Again, both tables are grouped
w.r.t. closely related aspects. The upper part of Table B.4 shows how often which entities
are used in axioms (inclusively declaration axioms), whereas the next parts show statis-
tics of the usage of inverse role expressions, followed by concept constructors, datatype
concept constructors, and, finally, data range expressions. Note that each occurrence of
an entity/expression is separately counted even if it is the exactly same entity/expression.
It can clearly be observed that existential restrictions (ObjectSomeValuesFrom) are by
far the most used concept constructors, followed by conjunctions (ObjectIntersectionOf),
and, with much less occurrences, we have universal restrictions (ObjectAllValuesFrom),
nominals (ObjectOneOf), and disjunctions (ObjectUnionOf). Note that OWL 2 expres-
sions such as ObjectExactCardinality have been interpreted as conjunctions of at-least
and at-most cardinality restrictions. Analogously, ObjectHasValue expressions have been
counted as existential restrictions that refer to nominals. Unsurprisingly, datatypes are
typically used for directly referencing concrete data values, which is mostly realised via
concrete role assertion axioms, but a significant amount of data constants also occurs
within concept expressions. Table B.5 clarifies which datatypes (and facets) occur in the
ontologies of our test corpus. Clearly, variations of the string datatype (e.g., xsd :string
and rdf :PlainLiteral, where the latter is an extension of xsd :string for which language
tags are allowed) are primarily used, followed by floating point datatypes and special-
isations of owl :real for the representation of numbers. A surprisingly large amount of
ontologies also refers to xsd :boolean and xsd :dateTime, but the accumulated occurrences
of these datatypes is not very high, which means that many ontologies use them only in
small numbers. As further depicted in Table B.5, in principle only facets of the form ≥,
>, <, and ≤ are used in a range of ontologies. Nevertheless, as described in Section 2.1.3
and 2.5.3, it is quite common to interpret and to also handle specialisations of datatypes,
such as int and dec, as facets.

Finally, Table B.6 shows how often the most interesting expressions, datatypes, and
facets occurs on the left-hand side (LHS) or on the right-hand side (RHS) of TBox
axioms. Since a concept equivalence axiom of the form C ≡ D has in principle to be in-
terpreted as the GCIs C v D and D v C, we considered C and D to be both on the LHS
as well as on the RHS. Moreover, in order to facilitate the comparison, we transformed
the concepts in negation normal form before counting the occurrences of expressions.
Clearly, expressions that occur on the LHS of TBox axioms are very interesting for
developing absorption techniques. As it can be observed, these are dominantly the con-
junctions and existential restrictions. Nevertheless, also universal restrictions seem to
occur surprisingly often on the LHS, which might indicate that an extension of absorp-
tion to such language features (as briefly discussed in Section 4.5) can be interesting.
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Table B.5: Use of OWL datatypes and facets in all 22, 830 ontologies of the test corpus
(
∑

stands for the accumulated occurrences over all ontologies, max for the maximal
number of occurrences in one ontology, and # for the number of ontologies in which

the expression occurs)

OWL Datatypes and Facets
∑

max #

owl :rational 18 14 3
owl :real 40 11 16
rdf :PlainLiteral 1,360,258 158,497 3,320
rdf :XMLLiteral 6,522 1,248 164
rdfs:Literal 92,800 2,150 5,062
xsd :anyURI 31,293 3,850 1,016
xsd :base64Binary 18 1 18
xsd :boolean 40,726 7,878 4,051
xsd :byte 22 5 10
xsd :dateTime 24,850 5,001 3,513
xsd :dateTimeStamp 5 3 3
xsd :decimal 10,631 443 655
xsd :double 2,020,249 594,095 1,620
xsd :float 255,371 18,085 3,807
xsd :hexBinary 22 10 10
xsd :int 113,208 18,029 3,890
xsd :integer 264,668 58,797 2,146
xsd :language 377 75 223
xsd :long 1,476 874 158
xsd :Name 26 8 12
xsd :NCName 56 11 26
xsd :negativeInteger 4 1 4
xsd :NMTOKEN 71 19 22
xsd :nonNegativeInteger 55,081 6,001 1,204
xsd :nonPositiveInteger 4 1 4
xsd :normalizedString 19 4 9
xsd :positiveInteger 1,587 28 313
xsd :short 29 13 13
xsd :string 3,297,370 632,035 7,383
xsd :token 609 281 12
xsd :unsignedByte 4 1 4
xsd :unsignedInt 2,956 1,104 64
xsd :unsignedLong 240 19 119
xsd :unsignedShort 71 2 55
fractionDigits 0 0 0
langRange 0 0 0
length 0 0 0
maxInclusive 1,818 100 98
minInclusive 1,627 72 100
maxLength 0 0 0
minExclusive 903 149 82
maxExclusive 1,411 301 80
minLength 0 0 0
pattern 10 5 5
totalDigits 0 0 0
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Table B.6: Occurences of OWL expressions, datatypes, and facets on the LHS and
RHS of TBox axioms over all 22, 830 ontologies in the test corpus (

∑
stands for the

accumulated occurrences over all ontologies and # for the number of ontologies in which
the expression occurs on the LHS/RHS of TBox axioms)

LHS of TBox axioms RHS of TBox axioms
OWL Expressions

∑
#

∑
#

Class 226,574,482 21,901 247,970,132 21,860
ObjectProperty 11,201,044 10,301 130,517,749 13,606
DataProperty 13,876 617 440,926 4,245
Datatype 19,287 617 448,553 4,245
NamedIndividual 72,016 1,589 656,405 4,540
AnonymousIndividual 2 1 6,625 705
Literal 9,692 376 361,435 2,140
Facet 4,583 86 5,685 127
ObjectInverseOf 526 61 623 95
ObjectIntersectionOf 7,677,455 5,698 14,575,237 7,007
ObjectUnionOf 84,767 6,216 135,093 6,907
ObjectComplementOf 88,432 842 100,272 1,256
ObjectSomeValuesFrom 10,188,921 9,919 128,499,379 11,914
ObjectAllValuesFrom 901,881 1,355 1,581,199 4,794
ObjectMinCardinality 57,353 1,530 227,266 4,639
ObjectMaxCardinality 53,411 1,108 209,445 4,310
ObjectHasSelf 4 4 1,083 101
ObjectOneOf 72,018 1,590 663,030 4,542
DataSomeValuesFrom 8,330 405 361,832 2,381
DataAllValuesFrom 1,226 71 12,790 745
DataMinCardinality 2,324 217 26,962 2,430
DataMaxCardinality 1,996 122 39,342 2,415
DataOneOf 5,109 309 355,750 2,067
DataComplementOf 16 11 86 61
DataIntersectionOf 826 16 835 20
DataUnionOf 2 1 325 40
DatatypeRestriction 4,471 86 5,284 127
rdf :PlainLiteral 445 37 5,826 181
rdf :XMLLiteral 1 1 138 60
rdfs:Literal 3,376 205 64,458 2,588
xsd :anyURI 40 17 724 110
xsd :boolean 220 66 2,904 826
xsd :dateTime 73 18 215 83
xsd :decimal 5,881 18 6,403 130
xsd :double 2,178 58 6,081 214
xsd :float 1,211 53 130,051 578
xsd :int 942 69 16,563 367
xsd :integer 2,412 152 34,666 1,280
xsd :string 2,190 154 176,159 1,384
maxInclusive 1,684 58 1,799 98
minInclusive 1,307 59 1,604 99
minExclusive 617 55 886 79
maxExclusive 975 54 1,391 77



Appendix C

Testing Framework

To show that newly developed optimisations are indeed useful in practice, it is necessary
to evaluate and compare (versions of) reasoners with integrated optimisation techniques
on as many real-world ontologies as possible. Hence, a testing framework is required
that is able to deal with a lot of data (e.g., the OWL 2 XML serialisation of our test cor-
pus described in Appendix B requires approximately 80 GB) and must flexibly support
different (versions of) reasoners as well as different reasoning tasks. Moreover, besides
the measurement of required (time) resources, also the possibly complex results must
be compared and the reasoner execution must be cancelled if a time limit is exceeded.
Furthermore, we need sophisticated analysation possibilities to, for example, be able to
determine for which kind of ontologies the optimisations are well-suited and for which
ontologies they cause problems. Also, due to the potentially very long evaluation times
(for some reasoners/versions of reasoners), it can be necessary to pause and to continue
different evaluations. Therefore, we developed, in addition to Konclude, a testing frame-
work that meets our requirements and could serve as basis for conducting the evaluations
presented in this thesis.

The developed framework works basically as follows: First, ontologies are stored in cor-
responding directories for which, then, useful information and statistics are extracted
and stored in accompanying files. Subsequently, queries in form of OWLlink requests
are generated, which refer to the ontologies and are serialised as XML files. By using
OWLlink as basis for queries, we can also test and simulate typical real-world appli-
cation scenarios, where, for example, ontologies are incrementally modified and several
requests have to be answered by the reasoning systems. Then, the (versions of the)
reasoners are configured and the evaluation is started by specifying which (versions of)
reasoners have to be tested for which queries. The testing framework starts, for each
(OWLlink) query, an instance of the reasoner as a separate process, successively sends
the OWLlink requests, and measures the response time of the reasoner. For the com-
munication with the testing framework, the reasoner process must provide an OWLlink
sever, which can for OWL API reasoners easily be realised by using the OWLlink OWL
API adapter.1 Typically, the first OWLlink requests ensure that the reasoner has loaded
the relevant ontology, then the actual reasoning request, such as classification, is sent
to the reasoner and, finally, the results are received and serialised into an OWLlink
response file. By separately measuring each OWLlink request, it is possible to analyse
more precisely where errors and problems occur. After the responses are available for all

1http://owllink-owlapi.sourceforge.net/
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specified reasoners and queries, the testing frameworks starts the analysation process,
where, for example, results are compared and accumulated loading/reasoning/response
times are determined. For this, also the ontology statistics are used, for example, to
group the results by OWL 2 profiles and different DL languages. Charts (and/or more
detailed result tables) of the analysation can then simply be accessed via a web server.
The evaluation can simply be parallelised by starting several instances of the testing
framework with different reasoners and/or by selecting different sets of queries. How-
ever, it is clear that this easily influences the results, even if the evaluation system has
several CPU cores since modern computer systems often overclock the processor if fewer
CPU cores are used.

The testing framework has been realised as an extension of Konclude and can be used
via OWLlink-based commands, but requires relatively sophisticated configuration. A
Java-based version of the testing framework, which has also been used to execute the
live competitions at ORE 2014 and ORE 2015, is freely available2 under the terms of
the GNU LGPL v3.0 and allows for simpler configuration as well as supports additional
features. In particular, the Java-based version has a stronger focus on parallel real-
time evaluation, i.e., the reasoner execution can be distributed to client machines over a
network, and is based on a simpler command-line interface for the communication with
reasoners.

2Available at https://github.com/andreas-steigmiller/ore-competition-framework.

https://github.com/andreas-steigmiller/ore-competition-framework
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↓, see binder operator
↓-rule, see binding rule
˙6=, see inequality facts
v∗, see super-role

A, see atomic concepts/concept names
A, see ABox
a, see individual names
ABox, 2, 12, 14
absorption, 44, 57

ABox, 171
assurance-based, 70
binary, 46, 57
complete definition, 64
datatype, 67
disjunction, 67
nominal, 46, 57
nominal schema, 83
partial, 59
role, 46, 57

ALC, 3, 11
ALC–ALCROIQ, 11
ancestor, 33
anywhere blocking, 49
assertional knowledge, 2
assured satisfaction concepts, 70
asymmetry, 12, 14
at-least cardinality restrictions, see (quali-

fied) cardinality restrictions
at-most cardinality restrictions, see (quali-

fied) cardinality restrictions
atomic concepts, 14

B, see atomic concepts/concept names
B, see variable mappings
b, see individual names
backjumping, 48
backtracking, 7, 47
backward chaining, 90
binder concepts, 84, 85
binder operator, 84, 85
binding candidates, 92
binding rule, 86

blockable nodes, 34
blocking, 34, 49, 88

anywhere, 49
core, 50
direct, 34
indirect, 34
pairwise, 34
subset, 56, 154, 190
with variable mappings, 88

blocking conditions, 34, 49
Boolean constraint propagation, 46

C, see complex concepts
c, see individual names
caching, 48, 149, 158, 166, 188

completion graph, 149
expansion, 188
label, 48
satisfiability, 48
unsatisfiability, 48
with nominals, 158

caching conditions, 152, 169
caching criteria, 152
candidate concepts, 64
canonical model, 28, 217
cardinality restrictions, 12, 13
clash, 34
classes, see concepts
classification, 6, 26, 51
clauses

DL, 54
FOL, 28

clausification, 54, 74
closed world assumption, 5
comp, see completion
compatibility

completion graph, 161, 170
variable mappings, 87

compatible variable mappings, 87
complete definition, 14
completely defined concepts, 14
completeness, 27
completion, 88
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completion graph, 32
complex concepts, 11
complex roles, 15
complexity, 12, 17, 26
concept assertion, 2, 12, 14
concept clousure, 32
concept facts, 32
concept names, 13
concepts, 2, 13
concrete domains, 18
conjunctions, 2, 12, 13
conjunctive query answering, 27, 109
Cons, 14
conservative extension, 63, 207
consistency, 5, 16
consistency checking, 6, 24
core blocking, 50
critical nodes, 117
CWA, see closed world assumption

D, see complex concepts
d, see individual names
data ranges, 19
data values, 19
datatype checker, 40
datatype handler, 40
datatypes, 17, 18

semantics, 20
syntax, 19

datatypes map, 19
decision procedure, 27
∆I , 15
dependencies, 39
dependency directed backtracking, 47
dependency tracking, 39
descendant, 33
Description Logic, 1, 2, 11
deterministic completion graph, 151
deterministic DLs, 12
deterministically derived facts, 40
directly blocked, 34
disjunctions, 2, 12, 13
distinct nodes, 32
DL, see Description Logic
DL-Lite, 3
DL-safe, 55, 79
dom, 86
domain

of a function, see dom
of an interpretation, see ∆I

E, see edges
·ε, 86
ε, see empty variable mapping
edges, 32, 113
EL, see OWL 2 profiles
EL, 3, 12
EL++, 12
ELK, 56, 144, 195
empty variable mapping, 87
enhanced traversal, 51
entailment checking, 25
entities, 2
equality assertion, 14
equivalence checking, 25
existential restrictions, 2, 12, 13
expansion rules, 33
expressiveness, 11

F , see fresh concepts
F , see functional roles
facets, 19
FaCT, 7, 54
facts, 32
fclos, 32
finite-model property, 37
First-Order Logic, 12
FOL, see First-Order Logic
fresh concepts, 23, 45, 57
functional roles, 12, 14
functionality, 14

G, see completion graph
GCE, see general concept equivalence
GCI, see general concept inclusion
general concept equivalence (axiom), 2, 14
general concept inclusion (axiom), 2, 14
gr-rule, see grounding rule
graph

completion, 32
saturation, 113

grounding, 88
grounding concepts, 85
grounding rule, 88

H, see representative cache
HermiT, 7, 54
higher level reasoning tasks, 7, 26
Horn

DLs, 12
rules, 79

Hybrid Logic, 84
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I, see inverse roles/interpretation
incremental reasoning, 160, 172
indirectly blocked, 34
individual names, 13
individuals, 2, 13
Inds, 14
inequality assertion, 14
inequality facts, 32
instance checking, 6, 25
instance retrieval, 26
internalisation, 22, 44
interpretation, 5, 15
interpretation function, 15
inv, 13
inverse roles, 4, 12, 13
irreflexivity, 14

J , see interpretation
join, see variable mapping join

K, see knowledge base
knowledge base, 2, 11, 14
known/possible sets, 52
Konclude, 75, 98, 138, 174, 183

L, see labels
labels, 32, 113
lazy unfolding, 45
lazy unfolding rules, see unfolding rules

M, see merge mapping
materialisation, 30
mcands, 117
merge, 34
merge mapping, 151
mergedTo, 151
merging, 34
merging candidates, 117
mneighbs, 33
modal logic, 12
model, 5, 15
model merging, 53, 124
modification, 160
monotonicity, 5
MORe, 53, 136, 144

N , see cardinality restrictions
NC , see concept names
negated role assertion, 14
negation, 2, 12, 13
negation normal form, 21

neighbour, 33
new nominals, 36
NI , see individual names
NN, see new nominals
NNF, see negation normal form
nnf, 21
nodes, 32, 113

blockable, 34
critical, 117
nominal, 34
root, 33

nominal dependency, 118, 158
nominal nodes, 34
nominal schema variables, 79
nominal schemas, 79, 82

safeness, 83
semantics, 82
syntax, 82

nominals, 4, 12, 13
non-deterministic completion graph, 151
non-deterministic DLs, 12
non-deterministically derived facts, 40
normal form, 21
normalisation, 21, 44
norm, 24
NR, see role names
NV , see variable names

O, 84
O, see nominals
objects, see individuals
ontologies, see knowledge bases/Web On-

tology Language
open world assumption, 4
ORE, see OWL Reasoner Evaluation
OWA, see open world assumption
OWL, see Web Ontology Language
OWL 2 Direct Semantics, 17
OWL 2 profiles, 17
OWL 2 RDF-Based Semantics, 17
OWL API, 27, 227
OWL Reasoner Evaluation, 199, 203
OWLlink, 184, 235

pairwise blocking, 34
patching

saturation, 129
Pellet, 7, 56
precise blocking conditions, 49
predecessor, 33
primitive definition, 14
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properties, see roles
prune, 34
pruning, 34

Q, see qualified cardinality restrictions
QL, see OWL 2 profiles
qualified cardinality restrictions, 4, 12, 13

R, see RBox/role compositions
r, see role names
ran, 86
range

of a function, see ran
RBox, 2, 12, 14
RC, see role characteristic
RD, see role disjointness
RDF, see Resource Description Framework
RE, see role equivalence
realisation, 26
reasoners, 6, 53
reasoning, 5, 24
reasoning systems, 6, 53
reasoning tasks, 6, 24
reduction, 25, 31
reflexivity, 12, 14
regularity, 14
representative cache, 166
representative caching, 165
resolution, 28
Resource Description Framework, 17
Rete, 28, 84
RI, see role inclusion
RL, see OWL 2 profiles
role assertion, 2, 12, 14
role characteristic (axiom), 14
role compositions, 4, 12, 14
role disjointness (axiom), 14
role equivalence (axiom), 14
role facts, 32
role inclusion (axiom), 2, 14
role names, 13
roles, 2, 13
Rols, 13, 14
root nodes, 33
rules

backward chaining propagation, 93
binding candidates creation, 96
completion, 29
lazy unfolding, 45, 64
lexical normalisation, 44

optimised choose, 67
saturation, 115
saturation status detection, 119
simplification, 44
tableau expansion, 35

S, see saturation graph
S, 12
s, see role names
S–SROIQ, 12
safety, 97
satisfiability checking, 6, 24
satisfies, 16
saturation, 28, 112, 113

completion-based, 28
consequence-based, 29
tableau-based, 112

saturation graph, 113
saturation status, 119
semantic branching, 47
Semantic Web, 6, 16
Semantic Web Rule Language, 55, 79
semantics, 4, 15
signature, 13
simple roles, 15
simplification, 21, 44
soundness, 27
SPARQL, 27, 204
SROIQ, 3, 12, 13

ABox, 14
axioms, 14
concepts, 13
knowledge bases, 14
RBox, 14
roles, 13
semantics, 15
syntax, 13, 14
tableau algorithm, 32
TBox, 14

subset blocking, 56, 154, 190
subsumption, 2, 25
subsumption checking, 25
successor, 33
super-role, 15
SWRL, see Semantic Web Rule Language
symmetry, 12, 14

T , see TBox
t, see role names
tableau (expansion) rules, 33
tableau algorithm, 7, 31, 32
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TBox, 2, 11, 14
termination, 27
terminological knowledge, 2
terminology, 2
transitive reduction, 26
transivity, 4, 12, 14

UNA, see unique name assumption
unfolding of universal restrictions, 23
unfolding rules, 45, 64
unique name assumption, 5
unit propagation, 46
universal restrictions, 3, 12, 13
universal role, 13, 22
unravelling, 37
upfront grounding, 80

V , see nodes
V, see nominal schemas
v, see nodes
value space, 19
variable mapping, 86
variable mapping join, 87
variable mapping propagation, 88
variable names, 82
variables, see nominal schema variables
Vars, 82

w, see nodes
Web Ontology Language, 1, 16
worst-case complexity, 12, 17, 26

x, see variable names

y, see variable names

z, see variable names
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